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SUMIARY
This thesis describes the development and the 
applicability of a finite element sequence of computer programs 
for the elastic stress analysis of axisymmetric structures.
The following topics are discussed:
(i) the need for an axisymmetric element,
(ii) the mathematical theory outlined in pliyslcal terms,
(iii) the philosophy adopted in writing computer programs,and
(iv) an ideal problem used to test the sequence of programs,
/Particular attention has been paid to accuracy, minimization 
of errors and ease of-running programs. Thhs, in determining the 
fifteen integrals required to obtain the element stiffnesses, 
algebraic equations v/ere used in preference to numerical 
integration and thus avoid both truncation error and round-off 
error. Oare was taken in the formulation of these equations to 
allow for the possibility of one or more vertices to lie on the 
axis of symmetry and to allov/ for two vertices to have the same 
radius. The latter facility is not available in treatments by 
other authors. To enable the unsymmetric matrices used in the 
formation of element stiffness to be inverted; to improve the 
accuracy of the application of the overall stiffness matrix 
to the load vector; and in fitting surfaces by the method of 
least squares, special subroutines were v/ritten in a form 
suitable for partial pivoting. To avoid large ratios of matrisc 
element size, which v/ould prevent inversion on even the largest 
word length computer, a technique of changing origin and scaling 
v/as adopted in fitting surfaces by the method of least squares. 
The technique of changing origin was also used in the formation 
of certain of the integrals to obtain a greater degree of 
accuracy on the digital computers v/ith their inherent round-off 
error.
( iii)
Axisymmetric analysis was eased by separating the 
computation into a sequence of discrete programs. Adopting 
this procedure (a) reduced the requirements for computer time . 
and space thus minimizing cost and restrictions imposed by 
normal operating procedures; (b) allowed decisions on restraint 
and external loading to be deferred until tjbe relevant values 
were required and available; (c) allowed m6difications to be
made to any program in the sequence without having a feedback/effect on any of the other programs, and, finally, (d) facili­
tated parametric studies to be made of the effect of varying 
geometry, material .properties, restraints, and loading.
The novel fitting of fourth order surfaces to displacements 
to obtain strains and stresses, a feature unique to this
Isequence of programs, produces a| high order of accuracy.
The high order of accuracy was illustrated by the problem 
used to test the sequence of computer programs, where v/ith 
three quarters of a million matrix elements, the resulting 
accumulation of round-off error only amounted to 0.001^. There 
was very good agreement between finite element results and 
Lame, the general error (except where the loads were applied) 
being about 0..03^, so that the accumulated round-off error was 
insignificant even with one thousand finite elements.
In addition to solving small-deflect ion static-elastic 
problems, the described sequence of computer programs may be 
utilised to solve large displacement problems by adopting an 
iterative procedure and, by taking advantage of the mid-side 
nodes, small modifications would permit analysis of pseudo 
dynamic problems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTIONmill  ....... ... r
Since the attempt by Galileo Galilei in 1638 to predict stresses in a 
beam, experimental and analytical methods have both become more powerful by 
virtue of increased understanding of structural behaviour and more recently the 
availability of large computers. Analytical solutions developed during two 
periods. The first period was at the beginning of the eighteenth century, which 
gave the Bemoulli-Euler-Young equations for the solution to the bending of an 
elastic beam. This is a very simple solution which has been found to be generally 
applicable to a wide range of structural problems in which the elastic behaviour 
of each element of the structure can be adequately described by simple bending 
formulae. The second period (in the nineteenth century) yielded the more detailed 
and exact analysis proposed by Navier, Stokes, Green, Lamé, and Airy. This 
provided a more elegant and detailed solution for the behaviour of individual 
elements but it has not found general application in structural analysis owing 
to the increased complexity of obtaining solutions for large arrays of structural 
elements.
Although Leonardo Da Vinci conducted experiments on the strength of 
materials; detailed experimental work on structures really began in I8l6 with 
I Sir David Brewster’s discovery that glass and other transparent bodies became 
I doubly refractive under stress. This was the beginning of the photoelastic 
method. In a typical biréfringent material two photo-elastic phenomena, are 
observed (by normal observations) in polarised light : the variation of colour
^rom which the magnitude of principal stress difference can be derived; and 
'khe dark areas that appear where the principal axes coincide with the polaroid
axes. Using the difference of principal stress in conjunction with their
!
directions, the stress distribution through the structure may be determined.
Thus, this provides a means of comparing Airy -stress function computations with
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the stress values derived from a physical model. In practice comparisons 
are not exact because analytical solution refer to idealised models whilst 
experimental’ results suffer from errors of observation.
An illustration of these limitations is provided by an investi­
gation of stresses in a cylindrical pressure vessel whose ends were closed 
by screw threaded plugs (see Figure 1), The maximum stresses occur in the 
screw threaded region. Both analytical and experimental methods were used 
to estimate these greatest stresses. The analykical treatment of screw 
threads proposed by D G Sopwith (1949) used stress function which could 
not deal with such geometric detail as root fillet radii. It took no 
account of the local increase in flexibility due to the thread. It did 
not consider moments or shear loads applied to the thick wall of the nut 
or bolt ; in fact it completely ignores the material outside the length of 
^hread engagement (see Figure 1), The experimental investigation involved 
"Resting a photo elastic model which showed the distorted shape indicated
in Figure 2. In order to obtain a sufficient number of isochromatic1
fringes in low stressed areas, the model could be distorted to such an 
iej|:tent, that part of the thread was no longer engaging on the effective
diameter in which case the deformation behaviour would become geometri-I
easily non linear. Thus neither the purely analytical nor the experi­
mental investigation could be relied upon to give an exact solution to the 
reîjil stress problem,
I Finite Difference and Finite Element Method
Only a few practical problems are capable of analysis by solution 
of the governing differential equations. In both the finite difference 
method and the finite element method, a system which is varying cortiruously 
is replaced by an "equivalent lumped system". The problem is thus changed 
from solving differential equations to solving a set of simultaneous
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equations. So that if a function \|/ is varying continuously over a given domain, 
it is replaced hy approximations to ijr at discrete points within this domain. 
Advantages of the Finite Difference Method 
The advantages are:
(a) generally it is not difficult to form the finite difference 
equations;
(h) its coefficients are simple integers except at the boundaries;
(c) its truncation errors may be calculated;
(d) its matrix is usually symmetric, therefore only the top half
needs to be stored, saving computer space;
(e) its matrix is banded, hence there is a further saving of
computer space;
(f) its matrix is positive definite, with its associated desirable 
properties, eg it does not require rows or columns to be exchanged to 
obtain a solution; and
(g) if the finite difference is dealing with the Laplace operator, 
its matrix is said to possess "property A" which has desirable features. 
Disadvantages of Finite Difference Method 
The disadvantages are:
(a) the finite difference coefficients are more difficult to form 
if the boundaries are angled or curved;
(b) the solution of the equations is more involved if the domain is 
subjected to mixed boundary conditions;
(c) singularities present difficulties;
(d) the position of the boundaries must be defined;
(e) errors increase with a graduated mesh;
(f) there is no criterion to guide the formation of an optimum 
grovduated mesh;
(g) a large number of equations is required; and
(h) the method is generally restricted to one material; 
Advantages of the Finite Element Method
The advantages are:
(a) the elements fit the boundaries of the structure ;
(b) each element could have different material properties;
(c) its matrix' is symmetric;
(d) its matrix is banded; and
(e) its matrix is positive definite.
Disadvantage of the Fi.nite Element Method 
The disadvantages of the method are:
(a) if the element stiffness is formed with constant strain 
it is not consistent with the varying strain field of the 
structure;
(b) if the element stiffness is formed with varying strain,. 
element boundaries will not necessarily be completely 
compatible;
(c) the method is not exact and there is no mathematical way 
of estimating the degree of approximation;
(d) there is no guarantee that on decreasing the element size
the results will converge to the correct solution;
(e) the solution of the equations is more involved with mixed 
boundary conditions;
(f) singula.rities present difficulties;
(g) the position of boundaries must be defined;
(h) a large variation in the size of the elements results in a 
large ratio of stiffnesses which can prove troublesome in 
solving the simultaneous equations;
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and (i) a large number of equations is required to represent a complex 
structure.
The need for a partioula.r type of axisymmetric finite element 
The occurrence of screw threads is sufficiently common to warrant 
the development of a finite element program which would deal with the aspects 
of loading and stiffness which the theoretical analysis of Sopwith could not 
accommodate.
For such geometry an axisymmetric element is required, the simplest 
form of which is of triangular section. The simple three vertex noded triangular 
element is not sufficient to deal with screw threads, lihereas some of the mid 
side nodes of the six-node triangular element could represent the contact points 
at the effective diameter of the screw thread.
It was this initial consideration - which revealed the need for a six 
noded element ; another is illustrated in Figure 1b, which shows a truncated 
conical shell subjected to edge loads of meridional forces and moments. The 
right hand side shows the histogram type of stress distribution typical of the 
three node element and the left hand side shows the continuous curve stress 
distribution typical of the six node element. These comparisons are made with 
the same total number of nodes. Simple Bemouli-Euler considerations predict 
stress resisting applied moments would vary linearly across the section. Thus for 
the same total number of nodes (and hence approximately the same amount of work 
in treatment) one would expect the six node element to produce results closer 
to the truth than those of the three-node element, ^
The literature search (Circa I968) did not reveal the existence 
of a program involving a six-noded-triangular axisymmetric element, A detailed 
explanation of the formation of the stiffness equations for three node triangular 
element was given by Zienkiewicz (I967) but this omitted certain terms.
BETWEEN
H5GHER ORD 
ELEMENT AN
SaWPLE 3 NODE 
TRIANGULAR ELEMENT
COMICAL SHELL
DISPLACEMENT SURFACE
RADIAL DISPLACEMENT FUNCTION 
( In term s o f co-ordinates R &  Z )
U= a^r a,z
RADIAL STRAIN
2a^r+8gZ Erro^=a^
STRAIN VARYING 
THROUGHOUT ELEMENT
CONSTANT STRAIN 
THROUGHOUT TRIANGULAR
8 FIGURE 1b
Zienkiewicz * s equations without these terms would lead to errors when two 
vertex nodes of a given triangular element have the same ra-dius (see 
Appendix Ig).
Tlie requirements for the program were that it should he:
(a) flexible in order to allow for different types of material, 
support fixing and loading;
(b) moderately accurate and reliable; and
(c) include a graphic display to aid interpretation of results. 
The appreciation of the need for (a) and (c) stem from experimental 
experience. The achievement of (b) depends partly on knowledge of 
numerical analysis to avoid errors, and numerical difficulties (discussed 
later); but also on experimental experience in structural idealization. 
Graphical presentation of the deformed shape helps understanding of elastic 
deformation behaviour.
Several additional objectives were kept in mind whilst writing 
the program. These were:
(d) ease of program adaptation to other computers. If the
program was to be easily run on various computers this necessi­
tated writing the program in basic language (Fortran 2) rather 
than standard language (Fortran 4) whenever possible, Tliis 
meant writing each of the 10,000 or so cards specifically.
(e) Data preparation external to the main program. This
enabled external geometry to be generated in the same way as for 
numerically Controlled Machine Tools, and checks to be made on 
the loads on the nodes (both radial and axial summations and 
individual vector summation to check normality to the surface),
(f) Mesh generation of network. The large number of elements
ruled out the manual formation of the network and necessitated:
(g) Graphical verification of data prior to running main program.
This was performed on the Stroraherg-Carlson graphical plotter,
(h) Roundoff error avoidance on conversion from decimal to binary.
(i) Dot in core matrix storage. . To allow for large numbers of 
elements entailed matrices so large that they were stored on magnetic 
tapes, Tliis necessitated developing new procedures for the lower- 
upper decomposition of the matrices,
(j) Dynamic storage. This enables the available storage space to 
be used in the most economic ways for different problems and thus 
minimize the computer time taken for solution,
(k) Step by step solution.
(l) Facility to restart for different conditions of loading and 
restraint,
(m) Plotting of distorted shape, Tliis was done on the Calcomp 
graphical plotter.
With the formation of the stiffness matrix for the six node element,
15 integrals had to be evaluated algebraically and a 6 x 6 matrix inverted. It 
was realised that numerical integration would lead to errors so it was decided 
to formulate these integrals algebraically and to form these equations so as to 
minimise roundoff errors in their evaluation on a digital computer. The 6 x 6  
matrix which needed to be inverted had some of its largest (matrix) elements off 
the principal diagonal, with the result that a simple twelve statement algorithm 
proved unsuitable and a new subroutine had to be written with a consequent 
increase in the number of statements of more than tenfold,
-Perhaps this introduction should be completed by comparing the appli­
cation of the Finite Element and photoelastic methods to a particular problem.
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The investigation using photo elastic models of the pressure vessel mentioned 
earlier took six months. There is douht about the validity of results 
predicted by this investigation because of geometric non-linearity (caused 
by movement of the contact points at the threads), nevertheless, although 
it is difficult to identify experimental errors, these would be expected to 
be in the region of 5^ to 10^, Provided a suitable program is available the 
corresponding finite element analysis takes about four months. Thus the 
cost of the two methods are comparable, ie the finite element is not nece­
ssarily cheaper or quicker. It requires knowledge of structural ideali-
,sation and where to expect high stresses. The advantages of finite element 
method are
(a) modelling requiring small displacements can be undertalcen 
more satisfactorily;
(b) it enables a parametric study to be undertaken cheaper and 
quicker than with physical models;
ie it allows
(i) different types of material to be examined;
(ii) different types of geometry to be investigated;
(iii) different types of restraint to be applied; and 
(iv) different types of loads to be applied, 
and (c) thermal and body force problems can be studied just as
easily as static problems.
These advantages provided the incentive to undertake the very 
extensive study which is required to develop a new finite element program.
11
CHAPTER 2
THEORY OF FINITE ELEMENT
Definition of Finite Element Method
The finite element method is used in structural mechanics, fluids, heat 
flow, and in electrical technology. In fact in any problems involving continua 
it is used where either the differential equation is unknown or where a solution 
cannot be obtained for particular boundary conditions. The essence of the 
method is to model continua as discrete elements of finite size joined at 
certain points or "nodes".
When the finite element method is applied to structural mechanics 
certain conditions have to be satisfied. Firstly, all the forces at each node 
have to be in equilibrium. Secondly, the part of each element touching a node 
must have the same global displacement under load, otherwise the elements would 
not continue to meet at that node. Thirdly, the element stiffness must be 
related to its geometry and material properties.
Finite elements can be thought of as a network of springs joined at 
their ends. The deflection of an individual spring multiplied by its stiffness 
gives the force on that spring. Summation of the individual deflections up to 
a particular node gives the global deflection of that node. Thus the forces at 
each node and the deflections can be determined. In structural continua, 
knowing the deflections or rate of change of deflections with distance strains 
may be obtained. Hence knowing the stress strain relationships the stress 
distribution can be determined.
Formulation of the spring stiffness equations
The major portion of the work of the theory related to the finite 
element method is in the formulation of the spring stiffness equations in terms 
of the element geometry and its material stiffness properties. There are forces 
applied to nodes which produce displacements at the nodes. The spring stiffnesses
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express the relationship between forces and displacements. A force at one node 
affects the displacements at all the nodes. By .Hooke’s law the displacements 
at all the nodes due to a force at a particular node are proportional to that 
force. The principal of superposition applies if the material is elastic 
(Southwell 1950) , and then the total displacement at any node with all the forces 
acting is the vector sum of the individual displacements that node would attain 
due to the forces acting independently. Transposing this, the force at any 
' particular node is given by the sum of the products of coefficients and their 
'associated displacements. This may be written algebraically as:-
®il®l " ®i2®2 * -----
where is the force at the ith node, n is the number of nodes, 6 ,^ 6 »^ 3^
are the displacements at the nodes 1, 2 3, — ~ n, a^ ^^  a^^ etc are the
coefficients such that a., is the coefficient of the i node displacement (6.)y
relating to the force at the i-th node. As the force is in pounds and the 
displacement is in inches, it follows that the coefficients are in units of 
pounds/inch. These coefficients are the spring stiffness coefficients.
It is the formulation of the equations specifying these spring stiffness 
coefficients in terms of the element geometry and the material stiffness 
properties which is required. This is achieved by the following sequence. The 
displacement function is defined; from this can be derived strains. The 
constitutive relationships use the material stiffness properties to give the 
stresses from strains. The strain energy per unit volume is half the product 
of strains and stresses. Integrating the strain energy per unit volume over the 
complete volume of the element gives, the total strain energy for the element.
Dividing the total strain energy by half the displacements gives the forces.
Finally dividing the forces by the displacements gives the spring stiffness 
coefficients.
IS
Displacement functions and strain
The displacement function is defined by the simplest displacement 
function which can satisfy the displacements at the nodes. For example:- the 
simplest displacement function which can pass through the three nodal displace­
ments is a plane surface. This displacement surface may be represented by the 
equation
u = + A^r +
Whereas, the simplest displacement surface which can be sure to pass through 
the point displacements at the six nodes of a triangle (ie triangles with mid-
I
side nodes as well as vertex nodes) is defined as a quadratic function of the
form:- radial displacement
2 2 u = A^r ' + A^r + A^ + A^z -k A^z 4- A^rz
and axial displacement
2 2 w = Ayr 4- Agr + A^ + A^^z + A^^z +
If the radial displacements were known at each of the six nodes then six simul­
taneous equations could be formed which could be solved for the coefficients 
A^ to Ag. Similarly if the axial displacements were known at the six nodes the 
coefficients Ay to A^^ could be determined. Hence, knowing the coefficients A^ 
to A 2^ the radial and axial displacements could be found at any point within the 
triangle. Also the slopes of those displacement surfaces can be determined at 
any point. The strains are related to the displacements or to the rate of change 
of displacement with distance. Because the element and the loading are axi- 
,symmetric the hoop strain is a principal strain and so there are no hoop-radial
or hoop-axial shear strains. Of the four remaining strains, three strains are
direct strains:- hoop e_ , radial e , and axial e . These strains may beu 0 ITIT Z2»
expressed as functions of displacement as follows:
u®08 ~ r
e . # 1rr 3r
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Hence the strains in terms of the displacement coefficients and co-ordinates 
(r,z) become
A3 z2 ^
^ee = Aj, r + ~  + Aj - + K^tz
zz
+ AgZ
e = 2A,z + Ac + A,r + 2A_r + A^ + A__z rz 4 5 6 7 8 12
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Determination of stresses from strain
Knowing the strains the stresses need to be derived. The strain in one 
direction is equal to the stress in that direction divided by Young's Modulus of 
Elasticity E, minus Poisson's Ratio v times the stresses in the orthogonal 
directions divided by Young.'s Modulus of Elasticity. Thus if o__, o , and aw V X IT Z
are the hoop, the radiai, and the axial stresses respectively then the three 
direct strains may be written: ■ •
^00
^08
E - V
^ r  
E ^ zzE
^rr
^rr
E - V
'^8
■ E
^zz
0zz
E - V
^ 8
—  - ^
o'rr
“e ”
This may be written more concisely and conveniently in matrix form as
L  \/®88^ / 1 * \ 1 - V - V
E e “ V 1 ” Vrr
e “ V “ V 1 J. zz \ / /
08
rr
zz
Here the strains are still in terms of stresses, so in order to obtain the 
stresses in terms of strain the*matrix equation is transformed into the following
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E(1 - v)(1 + v)(l - 2v) 1 - V
1 “ V 
1
1 - V \
1 - V
 JV  V1 “ V 1 “ V
'60
rr
zz I \
00
rr
zz
This may be written as ordinary algebraic equations as
00
rr
zz
E
(1 + v) (1 - 2v)
E
(1 4- V) (1 - 2v)
E
(1 + V)(l - 2v)
(1 - v)Ggg +
vegg + (1 -
ve^p + ve + (1 - v)ezz
So far the relationship between the shear stress and the shear strain 
has not been included. Shear, strain is related to shear stress as follows:-
rzrz
where is the radial-axial shear stress and G is the Modulus of Rigidity.
E , VAs G « ô7T~I— rr the shear relationship may be written a = — — r *211 + V} tr j rz 2(1 + v) rz
which may be included in the matrix equation relating stress in terms of strain 
in the following manner.
I ,ee
rr
zz
E(1 - v)(1 4- v) (1 — 2v)
V1 “ V
1 — V 
0 (1 - 2v)2(1 - v)
zz
rz
The strain vector on the right hand side of this equation may be 
replaced in terras of co-ordinates and displacement coefficients (as shovm 
previously); hence stresses may be expressed in terms of material stiffness 
properties, co-ordinates and displacement coefficients.
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Determination of spring stiffness matrix
To convey the method used to obtain strain-energy and hence the spring
stiffness equations, it is necessary to use matrix notation in a symbolic form.
Reverting to the displacement equation, for the six nodes the radial 
displacements are;-
S(u)^ “ *1?! + h'^1 * A3 + + A523 H- Agr^z^
6(u )3 - A^rl + Agr, + A3 ■<- A^z^ + A3Z3 + A^r^z^
5(u>3 = + A^r3 + A3 + A^z| + A3Z3 + Agt3Z3
«(u)^ = A^rZ + A^r^ + A3 + A^z^ + A^z^ + A^r^z^
<S(u)^ = A^r% + Agtg 4- A3 4- A^z% 4- A^z^ + A^r^z^
6(u)g = A^rZ + A^rg + A3 + A^z| + AgZg + A^r^Zg
l\!here 6(u)^, r^, z^ are the radial displacement, the radial and axial co-ordinates
of the ith node. In matrix form this is
6(u)
6(u)2 \
«(u)3
«(U)g
\ ^("^5 1
6(u),6 / \ 3  6
In matrix symbolic form this becomes
^2^ 2
^3=3
^4^4
{6^} = [ôA] {A}
6x6 l4“6
Similarly the axial displacement in matrix symbolic form is
= [«A] iA]
combining these two gives
6x6 7">‘12
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uw
ÔA 0
6x6
*"ôÂ '
0 6x6
or
Transposing
{A}
(
SO that
{6} « [ôA] {a } 
12x12 1+12
{A} = [<SA]  ^ {6}
^ “1 «8A ' 0
6x6
I ÔA 1 
! 6x6 j ^
r"l= [uA] {A} 
C.W J
w
and substituting [ôa]  ^ {6} for {A}
j - [uA 1 [ôa]  ^{ô}
displacements 
of any 
position
The strains in matrix form are
node point 
displacements
■00
rr
zz
rz
\ r 1 1/r z /r z/r z
2r 1 z
2z 1 r
2z r 2r 1
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which in matrix symbolic form are
{e} = [eA] {A}
Substituting [6A] ^{6} for {A}
(e) = [eA] [ ô a] ^{6}
The stresses related to the strains by the material stiffness 
properties in matrix symbolic form are
{a} = [ae 1 {e}
so that stresses in terms of material stiffness properties, co-ordinates and 
displacement may be obtained by \friting [eA ] [ôA] ^{6} for {e}
• thus
{o} = [ae ][eA][(SA] ^{6}
Let [eô] stand for feA][ôA] ^, and [aô] for [ae][eA][ôA1  ^so that strain 
{e} = [eô] {6} and stress {a} = [aô]{ô}
The external work done by the displacement of the nodal point forces 
is equated to the integral internal strain energy of the product of strain and 
stress over the volume of the triangular annulus
[ô]{q> = —/ [el{a> dv
where [«1 is a row vector of the displacements
{q) is a column vector of the nodal point
[el is a row vector of the strains
{a} is a column vector of the stresses
and dv is the elemental volume
as {e} = [eô](ô}, so [el = {e}^ = [&][eô]^ and {a} - [aô]{ô}
so that
[ôl {q} = [ôl^/feô]^ faô]dv^{ô}
Premultiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse of the displacement 
vector [6], gives the force vector [q ] on the left hand side and its equivalent 
on the right hand side of the equation thus
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{q} = (/ [eô]^[aô] dv){6} 
and as the nodal point forces are equal to the products of stiffness and dis­
placements, ie [kl{6} = {q} 
substituting
[k]{6} = (/ [eôl^[oôl dv){ô>
Post multiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse of the displacement 
vector {6}, gives the stiffness matrix on the left hand side and its equivalent 
on the right
[k] = /[eôj^[aô] dv 
("eôf = ([eAl[ôAl~l)^ = ( [ S a F V  [eA 1 ^
and
so that
[0Ô ] = [ oe 1 [ eA 1 [ ÔA 11-1
[kl= ([ô aI ^/[eAj^foe] [ eA] dv^[ôA]
[ôa], [ôa]  ^ and ( [ôA are calculated in the computer program.
The 12 by 12 matrix arising from the product of the matrices 
[eA]^ [ae] [eA] is formed in the appendix together with the 15 integrals 
arising from this matrix. These formulations are used in the computer 
program to derive the element stiffnesses.
Original Specific features concerning the integral equations
It is desired to draw attention to three original features in the
calculation of the integrals. These concern respectively: improving the
accuracy; generalising the formula to enable elements to touch the axis; and 
allowing sides of elements to be parallel to the axis.
The first feature concerns formulating the equations to minimise 
round-off errors. In the working of the first ten integrals:- the equation
is formed for the integral under each of the three sides independently. These
three equations are added, eliminating some terms aM giving one equation for 
the complete triangle. It is convenient for simplicity, in the resulting
SO
equations, to call the radial ordinates of the three vertex nodes, a, b, and c
and the axial ordinates x, y, and z. The equations in a, b, c, x, y , and z
are expanded. The containment of the expression for the complete triangle in
one equation, and the expansion of these equations were attempts to minimise
round-off and difference errors. The results of problems indicate that the
improvement in accuracy was achieved.
The second feature concerns triangles which have one or more vertex
nodes on the axis of symmetry. In the last five integrals which are of the 
n
form ^ dz dr the exponent n is respectively 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 in turn. These
integrals result in equations which contain the term log r^, where i is
successively 1, 2, or 3 covering the radial ordinates of the three vertex nodes.
As each value of r^ for the three nodes is checked to make sure they are not 
zero before taking the logarithms, Ut is more convenient for the last five 
integrals to be computed under each of the three straight lines independently 
If r^ = 0 then the terms contain log r^ are replaced by zero. An explanation of
this can be found in the appendix under "To show what happens when at least one
of the radial ordinates of the vertex nodes become zero". This enables elements 
to touch the axis.
The third feature concerns triangular elements which have two vertex 
nodes of the same radius, ie one side is parallel to the axis. In the algebra 
of the integrals, the vertex nodes were taken as i, j, and k and the radial 
ordinates r^, r^  , and r^ ,^ and the axial ordinates z^ , Zj , and z^ .^ The equation 
for slope and the equation for intercept of the straight line had a denominator 
of r. - r., where r. and r. defined the beginning and end vertex nodes of aJ A. 1 j
side of a triangle. The vertices and the sides were taken in clockwise order.
To ensure that division by (r. - r.) did not result in infinity (r. - r.) hadJ  ^ j J-
to be checked for every side to make sure it was not zero. Care has to be taken
with the eleventh Integral 
became
I I ~ dz . dr. Under the line i to j the integral
A.. log r. - A., log r. + z. - z. .... S(ll)-"-J J ■‘•J A- J r
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Algebraically it follows the z terms which for the successive lines
are:- (zj - z^), (z^  - Zj), and (z^ ~ z^ )^ cancel, ie the summation appears to
be zero (Zienkiewiez 1967, page 53), If two radial ordinates are the same, ie
if r. *4- r. the result is tantamount to the whole of the equation S(ll) but ; . J . 3.
making zero. This is explained in the appendix under "To show what happens 
when two vertex nodes of a triangular element have the same radius". This 
enables sides of elements to lie parallel to the axis.
Several tests were made of the algebraic equations of the fifteen 
integrals by runs of a computer program for different geometry and size of 
triangles. These checks are described in the appendix under "Tests of Integrals 
by computer". These checks did not fault the equations and provided comparisons 
of accuracy of these equations on different computers.
Assembling element stiffnesses and solution of structural problems
After the resulting algebraic equations for each of the fifteen 
integrals have been determined, these equations may be evaluated for given 
dimensions and material properties, and inserted in the appropriate positions 
in the 12 x 12 matrix: thus the stiffness matrix for an individual element is
formed. The next step is from the individual element stiffness matrices to form 
the assembly stiffness matrix. Generality is maintained during this process by 
assuming no restraints are applied. With any linkage of elements the nodes are 
in equilibrium, in that either the internal forces are balanced between them­
selves or with the. applied loads. It is convenient to make provision for two
orthogonal loads (ie radially and axially) to be applied at every node and in 
the directions where there are no external loads at nodes to take the value of 
the applied load to be zero. Hence for any individual six-node-element its 
twelve simultaneous equations may be written with the loads on the right-hand 
side, and on the left the twelve unknown displacements (each preceded by its 
stiffness coefficient), ie in the form
*i,l 6^ 4 - - - r ~ ^i^i2 ^12 “ ^i
(where i is from 1 to 12),
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At each common node of adjacent elements their two orthogonal 
displacements (radial and axial) are common. In either direction at each of 
these nodes their forces are additive, therefore as their displacements are 
common it follows that their spring stiffnesses are additive. The effect of 
this is; in the areas where both the displacement numbers are common and the 
force numbers are common for two or more structural elements, their matrices 
overlap, and in these areas where the matrices overlap the matrix elements 
are algebraically additive. This is illustrated in detail in the section in 
the appendix on the computer program "Assembly Disc".
To prevent singularity at least one axial restraint is required. No 
radial restraints need be applied. In the directions where a restraint is 
applied the displacement is zero. Once the restraint(s) has been applied, the 
elimination procedure on the left hand side of the simultaneous equations can 
begin. Details of this are given in the appendix on the computer program 
"DECOMPOSE".
For each of any number of sets of applied (external) forces the 
corresponding displacements of all the nodes may be found, (see appendix on 
computer program "Lower Upper Treatment").
Surfaces are fitted to (separately for the radial and axial) displace­
ments for domains of groups of six triangular elements adjacent to certain nodes, 
From these surfaces the displacements and the rate of change of displacements 
are found and hence the strains. Knowing the strains and the material stiffness 
properties the stresses are determined. How and why this is done is explained 
in the appendix in the section on the computer program "STRESS-STRAIN",
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NOMENCLATURE
= force in lbs. at ith node,
6^  = displacement of the jth node.
a^ j = coefficient of the jth node displacement (6j) relating to
the force at the i-th node (F\).
r = radial ordinate of a point,
z = axial ordinate of a point.
u » radial displacement
W = axial displacement.
= coefficient of displacement function,
= hoop strain.
e^^ = radial strain.
e = axial strainzz
e = radial-axial shear strain,rz
= hoop stress.
0 = radial stress,rr
0 - axial stresszz
0 = radial-axial shear stress,rz
E = Young’s modulus of Elasticity.
V » Poissions ratio.
6u *= radial displacement at six nodes.
6W = axial displacement at six nodes.
6 = ÔU and ôW.
{6^} - column vector of radial displacements at six nodes,
{ÔW} w column vector of axial displacement at six nodes.
{6} = column vector of radial and axial displacements at six nodes,
{A} = column vector of quadratic displacement function coefficients,
[ôa] = 6 x 6  matrix relating 6 nodal displacements to 6
6 x 6  coefficients, (functions of r and z).
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[ôa] = 12 X 12 matrix relating 12 nodal displacements to 12
coefficients.
{y} = column vector of radial and axial displacements anywhere
within triangle,
[ua] = 12 X 12 matrix relating 12 displacements to 12 coefficients
(e) = column vector of four strains.
[eA] = 4 X 12 matrix relating strains to displacement coefficients
{o} = column vector of four stresses,
[%I = 4 x 4  matrix relating stresses to strains
[eô] = 4 X 12 matrix relating 4 strains to 12 displacements
[oô] = 4 X 12 matrix relating 4 stresses to 12 displacements.
[ô] = row vector of 12 displacements,
[el s* row vector of 4 strains.
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CHAPTER 5 
PHILOSOPHY OP COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Antecedents to program development
The type and sequence of the individual computer programs were 
patterned on the kind and order of stages adopted in experimental stress 
analysis; which are as follows:
(1) the shape of the model (a structural idealisation of the 
prototype) is defined;
(2) its scale is decided;
(3) drawings of the model are prepared;
(4) the material of the model is decided and the model 
manufactured;
(5) each mode of fixing or supporting the model is specified 
and implemented;
(6) a number of types of loading (simulating those to which 
the prototype will be subjected to) are specified in terms of 
position, direction, and magnitude. These are applied;
(7) after subjecting the model to loading, critical dimensions 
are measured to ascertain if the general deformations are as 
expected;
(8) the stresses are deduced: from fringe observations of 
photoelastic models, from strain readings of strain gauged model;
(9) the determined values of stress are used to verify that they 
satisfy equilibrium of forces. The displacement functions are 
examined to substantiate that they are continuous and compatible 
with each other as regards to slope.
The sequence of computer programs written to parallel the stages of 
experimental stress analysis are as follows:
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(1) Triangle Tape;
(2) Node Tape or Polar-node Tape or Node Tape from Boundary
Points;
(3)(a) X-Y ordinates;
(3)(b) Single-line Graph;
( 4) -As 8 embly Disc;
(3) Decompose;
(6) Lower-Upper Treatment;
(7) Displacement Check;
(8) Strain-Stress
At stage (3) the geometry and size has been verified. At stage (4) 
the material is specified: the program Assembly Disc may be run any number of 
times for different materials for the same geometry without having to re-run 
the first four programs. At stage (5) the restraints are applied (these depend 
on how it is desired to support, suspend, and/or restrain the structure): this 
program may be re-run for each arrangement of restraints without having to re­
run any of the preceding programs. At stage (6) the loads are applied: the 
program Lower-Upper Treatment re-run for each different loading pattern with­
out having to re-run any of the preceding programs. At stage (7) a necessary 
check of displacements is carried out to ensure they are consistent with the 
applied loads. This program (Displacement Check) also gives the reactions at 
the supports or points of restraint. At stage (8) the strains and stresses 
are determined.
It can be seen from the foregoing sequence that the code is very 
flexible and vri.ll facilitate parametric study.
Programs dealing with Network Shape
The first four programs: Triangle tape; Node Tape; X-Y ord; single- 
line graph; deal with the geometry of the model. They deal with the mesh
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generation and with the graphical verification before the data generated is 
applied to subsequent programs. In the network generation for a given number 
of intervals across the thickness, and for a given number of spaces along the 
meridian, the vertex node numbers of the triangles are the same regardless of 
the graduation across thickness or along meridian, and also regardless of the 
geometry of the body. Thus for a given number of spaces across the thickness 
and spaces along the meridian the vertex node numbers of the triantes can be 
determined. Therefore they are generated separately from the geometry and 
graduation of the network (dealt with in Node Tape or its equivalent). In 
fact the same vertex node numbers of the triangles can be used for several 
different geometries. These node numbers and geometries are combined in 
“X-Y ord" prior to the graphical plot in order- to save storage space. The 
philosophy behind the first four lypes of programs: Triangle Tape; Node Tape 
(or its equivalent); X-Y ord; single-line graph will now be described.
Computer program "Triangle Tape"
It is desirable to reproduce graphically the network of triangles 
in order to reveal errors in specification. The nodes need to 'be plotted in 
such a way that one continuous line scribes all the sides of the triangles in 
sequence. It is sufficient to specify the triantes by their three vertex nodes. 
In order to produce positive integrals it is necessary for the strai^t lines 
to proceed around the triangles in a d o  devise direction. If the vertices of 
the triangles lie on a cartesian (or a notionally cartesian) network, then 
use can be made of this in forming a continuous line.
The node numbers are notionally generated so that they proceed 
consecutively across the thickness. They are numbered in this way to minimise 
the bandwidth (R M Blakemore 1968) and hence improve the condition of the 
assembled stiffness matrix (Birmingham Symposium’ 1 96?) • The vertex node 
numbers are generated and stored in a two-dimensional array for the whole 
network, so that for any pair of co-ordinates of radial index and axial index,
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the appropriate vertex node number may be retrieved. They are stored in that 
way to enable sets of three vertex node numbers to be generated by proceeding 
around the triangles in a clockwise direction taking alternately the lower 
then the upper triangles. As each triangle set of vertex nodes numbers are
generated they are written on to tape.
This tape is eventually used as part of the input data needed to 
form the assembled stiffness matrix, but before that it is verified by being 
part of data used to produce graphical output.
Computer program Node Tape
In a cartesian network several nodes have a common radius and several
nodes have a common axial length. There are a number of different common radii
and these are read into an array in order of increasing magnitude. Similarly, 
there are a number of different common axial lengths and these are read into 
another array in order of increasing magnitude. The indices in these two arrays 
to which any particular common radius or common axial length are assigned 
correspond to the axial or radial indices respectively.
For every intersection of radial and axial indices the vertex node 
number,is calculated. Each such vertex node number has a radius associated with
it, equal to the common radius for that particular radial index and has an axial
length associated with it, equal to the common axial length for that particular 
axial index. As each vertex node number is calculated it is written on to 
magnetic tape with its corresponding axial and radial co-ordinates.
This tape is eventually used as part of the input data needed to form
the assembled stiffness matrix, but before that it is verified by being part of 
data used to produce graphical output.
Computer programs "Node Tape Boundary Points"
and "Po]ar Node Tape"
Two other programs have been written, each of which can run indepen­
dently in place of or in conjunction with the computer program "Node Tape";
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they are "Node Tape Boundary Points" and "Polar Node Tape" . "Node Tape 
Boundary Points" forms a network stretching between nominated points on an 
inside surface and corresponding points on an outside surface of an axisy­
mmetric walled structure. "Polar Node Tape" is to be used across the wall 
thickness of a spherical portioned structure. In fact, the notional carte­
sian co-ordinate system may be used for any transformed cartesian system for 
instance it may be used for an elliptical-hyperbolic co-ordinate system.
But the network is not restricted to orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinate 
systems, and can thus be used iteratively on distorted shapes.
Computer program "X-Y ord"
The two data magnetic tapes: are from the computer program "Triante 
Tape" and the other from the program "Node Tape" (or its equivalent) need to 
be combined in order to obtain the X and Y co-ordinates required for plotting 
one continuous line graph. In order to save space of the fast store (of the 
computer), the reading in off these magnetic tapes is done in the following 
manner. The co-ordinates of the vertex nodes together vfith their node number, 
are read notionally proceeding along radial line by radial line until the 
whole axis is covered; that is the magnetic, tape from the program "Node Tape" 
is completely read into store before continuing. Then for each triangle 
separately, the three vertex node numbers for that triangle are read (as 
integers) off the magnetic tape from the program "Triangle Tape" and their X 
and Y co-ordinates (representing inches) are obtained from the fast store.
The triangle number, the three pairs of co-ordinates together with the axial 
index, are written on to the output magnetic tape from this program. (Then 
the next three vertex node numbers are read in and so on). Thus, in that way 
only three pairs of co-ordinates are in store at any one time.
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Computer program "Single Line Graph"
This reads the X and Y co-ordinates (in inches), off the magnetic 
tape from the computer program "X-Y ord", in sets of the three pairs for the 
three vertex nodes taken in a clockwise order around each triangle. The order 
of the triangles talcen are alternately the lower triangle and the upper 
triangle: this ensures a continuous line without lines crossing. These are 
then plotted as one continuous line keeping the same scale for the horizontal 
and vertical ordinates. There is one version of this program written for the 
Stromherg Carlson (Data Graphics) 4020 microfilm recorder at the Atlas Labora­
tory and another version for the Oalcomp 663/770 digital drum plotter.
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Programs to obtain displacements
When the graphical output from the computer program "Single-line graph" 
has been obtained and no errors found, the next sequence of four programs : 
Assembly Disc, Decompose, Lower-Upper Treatment, and Displacement Check may be 
run. Each of these has a main segment which is effectively a prelude preceding 
the pseudo main segment. In this prelude from the number of spaces across the 
thickness and the number of spaces along the meridian the dimensions of the arrays 
in the pseudo main segment and in other subroutines are determined., (Details of 
this prelude are given in the appendix).
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The computer program "Assembly Disc"
The first computer program in the sequence to obtain the displace­
ments is Assembly Disc, This program forms the stiffness matrix for the 
whole structure. The following notes relate why certain operations (such as 
special matrix procedure and partitioning of the assembled stiffness matrix) 
are needed. In an appendix the subroutines used in "Assembly Disc" are 
briefly described to outline what the program does..
From consideration of the problems which require solving it becomes 
apparent that the program "Assembly Disc" needed t© be written in a particular 
way and have "tailor-made" features.
The total number of nodes and hence the number of nodal displacements 
for the structural assembly of finite elements' simmlating an axisymmetric body 
is large. The length of the stiffness matrix for the whole body is equal to 
the total number of.nodal displacements; whereas its semi-bandwidth is propor­
tional to the number of spaces across the wall thickness of the axi symmetric 
body. For example a body having a network with ten spaces across the wall 
thickness and fifty spaces along the meridian (neither of which is excessive) 
result in an assembly matrix for the whole body long, with a semi-bandvri-dth
of 126. The size of this assembly matrix requires consideration be given to the 
method of treatment to avoid the accumulation of errors. Such a method requires 
extra space. Some large computers (such as Stretch) have a fast store which 
will hold 100,000 words; so that a matrix which contains about a million words, 
together with the extra space required for treatimnt can not be held in the fast 
store of current computers. It is evident that amxilary store is required.
Two kinds are available:-
(1) the magnetic disc which has rapid access but is fixed to the computer and 
is limited in the volume of data it will hold, and
(2) the magnetic tape, which although it has slcwer access, has greater 
storage capacity and ie not fixed to the machine ((Golden 1965) In view of
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this it was decided (in I969) to assemble the stiffness matrix for the complete 
body on disc and to transfer this to tape once it is completely assembled.
To economize and malce the most efficient use of space it was decided 
to limit the data in the fast store to that currently in use. Hence the data 
for one triangular element is read and everything relevant to that element is 
calculated and cleared before proceeding to read the data of the next triangular 
element,
Another problem was to decide what to retain and what to "dump" on to 
disc. Certain stiffness coefficients of adjacent triangular elements need to 
be added but stiffness coefficients to which no further additions are to be made 
would be idly occupying useful current storage space. The problem naturally 
resolved itself in the following manner, A row of triangular elements across 
the wall thickness occupying one space along a meridian, has three rows of 
nodes. The first row of nodes lies along a line (of trianglesides) passing 
across the wall thickness from inside to the outside. Thus, this row contains 
vertex and mid-side nodes. The path of the second row of nodes across the wall 
thickness cuts across the triangles and so this row contains midside nodes only. 
The third row of nodes is similar to the first, in that, it lies along a line 
(of triangle sides) passing across the wall thickness from inside to outside 
containing vertex and midside nodes. It follows that only the first and third 
rows have nodes which are common to two bands of triangular elements occupying 
adjacent meridianal spaces. All the nodes are numbered from inside to outside. 
(Figure 5.3) : first, second, third rows consecutively. As there are two 
displacement numbers for each node (also numbered consecutively) it can be 
seen that the first third of displacement numbers are common to the previous 
adjacent band of elements across the thickness (if any previous) and the 
last third is common to the following band of elements across the thickness.
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The matrix relating forces to displacements has the same number of rows 
(representing forces) as the number of columns (representing displacements), 
Hence it is a square matrix. If the total width of columns and the total height 
of rows are each divided into three equal bands, then it is only the first and 
third of these bands that are concerned with the adjacent space along the 
meridian. So out of these nine squares of matrix elements, which are foi^ med 
by dividing both the span of columns and the span of rows into three equal 
parts, only the first square of the first row of small squares has been 
concerned with the additions of stiffness coefficients from the previous 
meridianal space (if any) and only the third square of the third row of small 
squares will be concerned with the addition of the next meridianal space if 
any. Hence the partitioning of the stiffness matrix for the elements assembled 
for one space along the meridian naturally suggests itself from physical 
considerations. As mentioned in the notes on the program Assembly Disc, as 
soon as one of these large square stiffness matrices has been assembled for all 
the elements occupying one space along a meridian, then the first eight small 
square partitioned matrices are "dumped" on to disc, the ninth small square 
of the partitioned matrix is retained in order that the stiffness coefficients 
for the triangular elements for the next space along the meridian (if any) 
can be added to it.
The size of these large square stiffness matrices is such that its 
number of rows and its number of columns are each equal to the total number of 
nodal displacements of the triangular elements in a space along a meridian.
Each large square matrix (has been partitioned into nine small squares) over­
laps the preceding and the succeeding large square matrices by the first and 
ninth small square respectively. Such a chain of large square matrices over­
lapping each other by a ninth of their area may be visualized (Figure 5*9)
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The complete chain is the assembly stiffness matrix of the whole body. Since
the semi bandwidth of this chain is equal to the number of columns (or rows)
in a large square matrix, it is equal to the number of nodal displacements of
triangular elements in one space along a meridian.
Thus the general philosophy of the program "Assembly Disc" (and its
influence on the other programs) v/as formed. Nevertheless, there are some
features which are peculiar to Assembly Disc. In the present form of the
program, the common material stiffness properties are read in once only before
■ all the triangular elements are dealt with; by altering the position of this
read statement: the material properties can be read in for bands of elements
or changed for every triangular element if desired,
A matrix which is used in the procedure to find the stiffness matrix
for the triangular element is a 12 x 12 matrix which relates the twelve general
nodal displacements to the twelve displacement coefficients via products of
powers of the co-ordinate dimensions of the six nodes. Because the displacement
function is of the same form for the radial as for the axial displacements,
that is, it is only the two sets of six displacement coefficients which differ,
it follows that this 12x 12 matrix can be conveniently split into two identical
6 x 6 sub-matrices on the leading diagonal and zeros elsewhere. In so doing
the first six rows relate to radial displacements and the second six rows relate
to axial displacements. Thus only a 6 x 6 matrix needs to be processed instead
of a 12 X 12. The processing of a 6 x 6 matrix takes approximately one eighth
of the time of the processing of a 12 x 12, requires only one quarter of the space,
and will accumulate less errors during the processing than a 12 x 12 matrix.
Zienkiewiez (19^7) dealing with a 3 node triangular element does not need to
—1invert a 6 x 6 matrix. It is usually unnecessary to find A explicitly since, 
for example A B is the same as to solve X in AX = B. But in this instance the
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invertion of the 6 x 6  matrix hy itself is required for the multiplication
chain of a series of matrices in the formulation of the stiffness matrix.
A usual way of inverting a matrix (BPL I96I) is hy putting AX - 1
and then replacing A hy so that A”  ^becomes I, which has the
advantage of forming L and U, ^hich could he useful for solving simultaneous
2equations), hut has the disadvantage of requiring 2 n storage space. As L and U
are not required, and as storage space needs to he used sparingly it was decided
2to write a routine which would invert and yet only require n storage space 
(in this instance 6x6), This routine was hased on a I4 line'algorithm 
given hy I M IChahaza on 30 January I964. After several attempts it was found 
that a restriction of a conditional statement was not only unnecessary hut pro­
duced erroneous results. This algorithm was corrected hy experimenting (with the 
help of G Mathews I964 page 48 and McCormick I964 page 77)• Khahaza (Uovemher 
1967) amended the algorithm, which was essentially the same as before hut with 
the removal of a conditional statement.
The routine written with this amended algorithm operated successfully 
on a large number of different matrices, hut eventually data occurred for a 
triangular element which caused the routine to produce overflow. Because most 
of the matrix elements of the 6 x 6  matrix are products of powers of r^ and z^ 
(the co-ordinates of the i th node), if either or both of r^ or z^ approach zero 
(as is the case if a triangular element has a node near the axis or near the 
Z origin) then elements on the leading diagonal can become small. As the 
reduction hy the simple algorithm only used elements on the leading diagonal, 
as these approached zero overflow resulted. In other words dividing hy a 
sufficiently small number the quotient can become too large for the computer 
to hold in its word length. Also some of the 6 x 6  matrices even which did not 
contain zero were also badly conditioned, so it was decided to modify the routine 
to use partial pivoting. This involved searching down a column for the largest 
element, keeping a record of the row that contained that element, reducing the 
pivotal row hy dividing hy that element, and subtracting a multiple of the
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pivotal row from all other rows. After all columns had been searched etc, the 
rows were rearranged. This final routine has been successful on many
thousand triangular elements treated,some of which-touch the æcis.
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The Computer Program “DECOMPOSITION"
The second computer program in the sequence to obtain the 
displacements is the program called "Decomposition", This program decomposes 
the assembly stiffness matrix for the complete body as a step towards solving 
the simultaneous equations to give displacements. The input to this program 
is the overall stiffness matrix which was written onto tape by the previous 
program. It is to this program that the restraints are applied. With the 
same input tape it may be run any number of times with different patterns 
of restraints. The following discusses why the procedures were carried out 
in particular ways. The process through the computer program in a sequence 
of sixteen subroutines to show what the program does is outlined in the Appendix.
The stiffness matrix of the whole body contains the coefficients of 
the unlcnown displacements, hence these coefficients together with the unknowns 
form the left hand side of the simultaneous equations; whereas the right 
hand side is the applied forces. The normal method of solving simultaneous 
equations is the elimination procedure. This method was regularised into an 
orderly pattern by Gauss in 1873* In this, by a process of multiplication 
and subtraction, on both sides of the equations: the first coefficient is 
eliminated from the second line onwards (to the nth line), the first and second 
coefficients are eliminated from the third line onwards, and so on until at the 
nth line all the coefficients except one have been eliminated. Thus in the 
last line there is only a coefficient times one unknown displacement equal to 
a known value of applied force; hence this unknown displacement can be 
determined. In the line before the last there is now one known displacement 
(multiplied by a coefficient) plus one unknown displacement (multiplied by a 
coefficient) equated to an applied force: so this unknown displacement can
now be resolved. This procedure, called backward substitution, is repeated 
until all the unknown displacements are resolved. The disadvantage of this 
method stems from the multiplication and elimination stage, where both sides 
are dealt with àmultaneously. This disadvantage is that it only allows a
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solution for one right hand side, that is, only for one set of applied forces.
Various methods have been devised by different people since then 
in the nineteenth century whereby the multipliers are stored in the places 
where the coefficients have been eliminated. This allows the right hand side 
of the equations to be processed at a later time; consequently any number 
of right hand sides may be processed.
To be able to deal with more than one array of applied forces is 
the essence of the method used in this sequence of programs; hence it is 
patterned on this method of storing multipliers. In the current program 
"Decompose" the overall stiffness matrix is decomposed into a lower portion 
containing the multipliers and an upper portion containing the remaining 
coefficients modified after elimination
Advice from Dr J H Wilkinson (Wednesday 14 May 19^9) was that 
partial pivoting would improve results even for a positive definite matrix. 
Therefore a method was devised using partial pivoting for a banded matrix 
in the form of partition blocks, somewhat similar to the matrix element 
process used by R S Martin 1 967 but modified based on advice from Dr J H Wilkinson 
18th March 1970»
As mentioned previously, the input to the computer program "Decompose" 
is the stiffness matrix assembled for the complete body and the output is 
written onto two magnetic tapes. On the first tape called LOV/TAP is written 
the locations of the interchanges and the multipliers; and on the second 
tape called lUPTAP is written the modified coefficients of the upper portion.
The reason for the two tapes will be given in the notes on the next computer 
program in the series, which is called "LOWER-UPPER-TREATMENT".
The overall stiffness matrix as formed is singular. Physical con­
siderations dictate that at least one axial displacement must be specified.
In the program "Decompose", one or more axial or radial displacements can 
nationally be made equal to zero. The artifice employed to achieve this
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is to zero the relevant complete row (s), (say row lo) v/ith the exception of 
the pivot (ie matrix element A (lo, lo)) which is made equal to a large number. 
In the Atlas version of the program the large number taken is 10t20. This 
was discussed with Dr J H Wilkinson 27 May I97O.
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The Computer Program LOWER-UPPER TREATÏÆENT
In the sequence of programs to obtain displacement, the third com­
puter program is called "LOY/ER UPPER TREATMENT". The previous program 
("DECOMPOSITION") applied the restraints (representing how the body was supported 
or suspended, or its movement impeded in some way); whereas one of the inputs 
into this program consists of the forces applied to some of the nodes and the 
output gives the radial and axial displacements of every node of the network 
covering the body. These displacements are used in the following computer pro­
gram to obtain strains and stresses. The sequence of ten of the subroutines used 
in LOWER-UPPER TREATÎŒNT is given in the appendices.
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Features of the Computer Program "LOV/ER-ÏÏPPER TREATMENT"
As mentioned in the notes on the computer program "DECOMPOSE" two 
magnetic tapes: LOWTAP and ÏUFTAP, were used for output and these were the two 
input tapes for "L01YER-UPPER TREATJÎENT". The reason for two tapes needs some 
explanation. There are two considerations.
1. The size of the matrices before and after partial decomposition.
There are at least two factors which limit the size of the assembled stiffness 
matrix and hence the size of the network which can be dealt with. One is the 
size of the fast store, which limits the semi-band width of the matrix and the 
other is the amount of data which can be stored on tape, which limits the total 
number of matrix elements in the banded matrix. In physical terms, as previously 
shown, the semi-band width is equal to the total number of nodal displacement in 
one space along a meridian, whereas the length of the matrix is equal to the 
number of all the nodal displacements of the network covering the complete body. 
In a problem which was run the assembled stiffness matrix had a semi-band width 
of 126 and an overall length of 42A2. This matrix was partitioned before being 
written onto magnetic tape in the form of small square matrices (42 x 42 matrix 
elements). As there were 50 spaces along a meridan, the number of these small 
squares written on to tape for the assembly matrix was 8 x 50 + 1 le 4OI. 
Decomposing the stiffness matrix with partial pivoting requires a treatment 
matrix of 5 x 5 ie 15, of these small square matrices. For each space along a 
meridian, the treatment matrix is decomposed into :-
(a) the lower part which has two columns of small squares:-
the first column three small squares high and the second column
two small squares high (ie five small squares) and
(b) an upper part which has two rows of small squares
the first row five small squares wide and the second row four
small squaræ wide (ie nine small squares).
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It follows that, per span along a meridian, the total number of small 
squares after decomposition ie 5+9 written to tape is about twice as many 
small squares written to tape, as the 8 per span along the meridian, for the 
assembly stiffness matrix before decomposition. Therefore, if the assembly 
stiffness matrix nearly fills a tape, which would be a limit on the length of 
the network, then to store the small squares after decomposition would require 
two magnetic tapes.
2, All the re-arrangements (due to partial pivoting) and the multi­
plications and subtractions of the lower treatment must be completed before the 
upper treatment of backward substitution can begin.
For these two reasons, it was decided to have one tape for the lower
portion and another tape for the upper portion.
Another feature of this program (LOY/ER-UFPER TREATÎÆENT) is that it 
economises in space by using the same space for two things at different times. 
This was based on the fact that once a displacement (of a particular index) was 
found (by backward substitution) the force (of the same index) was no longer 
required, hence the space occupied by the force could be over written by the 
displacement. As the space occupied by the array of forces is several thousand 
long, and the space occupied by the array of displacements is of equal length,
this is a worth while saving of fast store space.
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THE COMPUTER PROGRAM "DISPLACBiMT CHECK"
In any series of arduous calculations it is possible that errors can 
occur. The purpose of the computer program "Displacement Check" is to enable 
the analyst to ascertain that the displacements when considered with, the stiff­
ness are consistent with the applied loads.
Basically most calculations consist of three parts viz:
(1) the data on which the calculation is to be performed;
(2) the algorithm which gives the method of calculation;
(3) the output results.
Any one or more of these three parts can produce errors.
The input data nay be incorrect: so that this should be -i;<erified.
The input data can be punched onto cards incorrectly. The data can be read 
into the computer incorrectly.
Because an algorithm has given reliable results to nany sets of 
data, this is no guarantee that it will work correctly on the next set of data.,. 
It may not work correctly because a contingency as regards the data lias not 
been anticipated. It nay not work because of a change in the computers 
compiler.
The results nay have been obtained correctly within the nachine 
but there nay be trouble with, the output. For example the results may have 
been outputted onto magnetic tape either incorrectly or subsequently became 
a travesty of the original. For example the record may have become ruined by 
other writes to tape.
It is therefore, a necessary check to pre-multiply the vector of 
displacements by the assembled stiffness matrix of the whole structure in order 
to give the vector of loads at the nodes. Except where loads have been applied 
and where restraint(s) have been enforced, all this vector should be zero.
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At displacement indices where loads have been applied (in the computer 
program "LOYnDR-UPPER TREATÎ5ENT") the output from the computer program 
"DISPLACEî^ IESrT CHECK" should reasonably agree. To explain what is meant by 
"reasonably agree" consider the example of an actual problem run. In this 
problem there were 4242 displacement indices, but to these only 101 loads were 
applied. Ninety nine of these were 845,000 lb each and two were 422,500 lb 
each. The output from "DISPLACEÎ>IENT CHECK" gave these 101 applied loads, the 
load at single restraint and the renmining 4140 values were effectively zero.
In actual fact the mximura deviation from zero was less than 0.1 lb. The 
applied loads were printed as output from this program (DISPLACEMENT CHECK) as 
845000,0 and 422500.0, so the error must have been less than 0,05 Ih.
An additional piece of information is given as output from this 
program is the load(s) at the restraint(s),
Thus this program" shows that the displacements are consistent with the 
stiffness matrix of the structure and the applied loads. It would not reveal
any error in the stiffness matrix of the structure. Neither would it
indicate any errors in the applied load, ' ■ ....
It would not indicate if the structure had been restrained
incorrectly or insufficiently. These errors would all stem from the 
structural idealization of the model.
Even if the structural idealization has been carried out correctly, 
as mentioned earlier, DISPLACEMENT CHECK is only a necessary check: it is not
a sufficient check. It is necessary because if the obtained displacements 
put into this program do not give the applied loads, then those displacements 
are not consistent with, the stiffness and the loads applied. Alternatively, 
if the obtained displacements do give the applied loads, they m y  not be the 
displacements which are required. In other words, more than one set of dis­
placements may satisfy the applied loads (RALSTON A, 1965)® This is not
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very likely but it has happened before, that more than one set of solutions 
satisfy the simultaneous equations within the precision with, which, the 
calculations were performed. (ASKEMASI 1968) Other checks therefore need to 
be carried out in addition to "DISPLACEICTT CHECK".
Once displacements give the applied loads, then the next program in 
the sequence of programs (which is called "STRESS STRAIN") nay be run.
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The Computer Program Stress-Strain
The purpose of this computer program is to find the value of stresses 
at "principal nodes", A "principal node" is defined as a vertex node at 
which six triangular elements meet: hence the majority of vertex nodes are
"principal nodes".
Literature search of Finite Element documentation was carried out 
prior to writing the program stress Strain in 1970, also subsequently (Fullard 
1971). This revealed that in existing computer programs more than one set of 
stresses were calculated at a node. In fact one set of stresses were calculated 
for each element adjacent to a node. To obtain one set of stresses per node the 
element sets of stresses were averaged in an arbitrary manner by the people 
running those programs.
Before vTriting the present sequence of programs, the author considered 
displacement functions of existing elements. The displacement function may be 
visualised as a surface plotted over the area within the boundaries of an 
element. Visualised in this way, the displacement function of a three-noded 
triangular-element is a plane surface.
The displacement functions at the junction node of six three-node 
triangular-elements can be visualised as the intersection of six facets. As 
most of the strains are dependent on the slopés of the displacement surfaces 
with respect to distance, and there are six slopes (in either one of the two 
principal directions) at that point, then there are six values of radial 
strain, six values of axial strain, and six values of radial-axial shear strain 
at that point. Because hoop strain is radial displacement divided by radius 
and there is only one radial displacement at a node then there is only one 
value of hoop strain at a node. But as stresses are dependent on more than one 
strain, then there are six values each of hoop, radial, axial, and radial-axial 
shear stresses at that point.
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As the intersection of non-continuous surfaces do not usually give 
uni-valued slopes, strains or stresses; the author reasoned that, a suitable 
continuous displacement surface fitted by the method of least squares to the 
displacements of elements adjacent to a node, would give the best uni-valued 
slopes, strains and stresses at that node. Suitable surfaces dependent on dis­
placements at nineteen nodes could be expected to give more reliable results, 
than the plane displacement surfaces of a three-node triangular element which 
depend on only three displacements.
The question then arose;- which order of polynomial would give a 
suitable surface. A suitable surface would be one which is consistent with a 
strain distribution which is true. Photoelastic analysis (carried out by the 
author in 1962) into regions of stress concentrations indicated that fourth 
order and sometimes fifth order polynomials were consistent with strain 
distributions observed, (The method of determining the best order of fit is 
described in an appendix 6c),
Hoop strains are of the same order as radial displacements; and the 
other strains (being the differential of the displacements) are one order less 
than the order of the displacement. So the author decided to attempt fitting 
fifth order polynomials to the displacements of a number of six-node triangular* 
elements. Because the fifth order polynomial has twenty-one coefficients (and 
there must be more values of the dependent variable than coefficients for a 
least-squares fit), eight 
triangular elements (as 
indicated) were used, pro­
viding twenty five nodal 
displacements. The attempt 
was made using double 
precision on the computer 
"Stretch" (equivalent to 
about 29 decimal figures
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and exponents ranging from 10*308 to 104-308), This was unsuccessful for a 
Cartesian network but successful for a network based on random numbers.
Dr J H Wilkinson has kindly given a proof (May 71» appendix 6d) which 
shows that a 5th order Cartesian network produces a singular matrix.
As the program was required to deal with a Cartesian network, a 4th 
order polynomial was used. So the expression used was
Ü ~ a.
H-a^ x + ag y
2 ; +a^x + a^ xy + a^ y'
+ a^x + ag X y + a^ xy + a^^ y 
4 3 2 2 3+ X + a ^ 2  X  Y + % Y + &14 ^  * 1 5
where a^ to a^^ are the coefficients which are obtained from the least squares
fit of X and y co-ordinates (representing r and z) with the nineteen displace­
ment values (U or W) of the nineteen nodes within the domain of the principal 
node.
The nineteen nodes comprise the principal node itself and the eighteen 
nodes in the six triangles surrounding it. These eighteen nodes consist ofî- 
the mid-side nodes on the 
six sides which radiate out 
from the principal node; the 
mid side node on the six sides 
(of the six triangles) which 
face the principal node; and 
the remaining six are the 
vertices of the hexagon 
(generally irregular) formed 
by the six triangles around 
the principal node.
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In one of the stages in fitting a surface by the method of least 
squares a 19 x 15 matrix is formed and this matrix is called C. Each row of 
the matrix C in turn represents one of the nineteen nodes, in that the x and y 
co-ordinates used in a particular row correspond to the co-ordinates of a 
particular node. The columns of the matrix correspond to the following 
fifteen terms:
- 2 2 3  2 3 4 3  2 2  3 4  . .X, y, X , xy, y , X , xy , y , x , X y, X y , xy , y respectively. The
equation
, T -1 T a = (C C) C U
(The derivation is shown in an appendix) is used to determine the array of
Tcoefficients "a" for the array of displacements "U", where C stands for the
. T . T —1matrix C transposed, C C is the product of C transposed and C and (C C) is
Tthe inverse of the matrix C C,
T . ~1 THowever, to apply the formula a = (C C) C U to a computer, because 
of the limitation of wordsize, certain refinements were necessary. One of these 
was to change the origin of the co-ordinates of the nodes to the principal node. 
This was suggested by Mr T Fuller (on 27 November 1970) and the reason for it 
is explained in the following. As some of the columns of the matrix C represent 
the fourth powers of ordinates, and as ordinate distances may be of say 20 inches, 
then in the fourth order columns of matrix C they become 20^ ie 16 x 10^,
whereas the first column of matrix elements are unity. Consequently the ratio
T . ]0of the matrix elements in C C will be in the order of 2.56 x 10 ' to 1 for a
dimension of 20 inches, so that making the principal node the origin avoids this
large ratio. Another refinement, was to reduce the x dimensions from the
principal node by the greatest x distance of any node and similarly reducing the
y dimensions from the principal node by the greatest y distance of any node
within the domain of the six triangular elements adjacent to the principal node.
In this manner the matrix becomes independent of the dimensions, but what is
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more important is that by reducing the ratio of the largest to the smallest
. T . ,matrix element, improves the condition of the matrix C C (Wilkinson 1969) and 
so allows it to be inverted without overflow.
TThe need to invert the 15 x 15 matrix C C accurately lead to the 
development of a special partial pivoting subroutine.
The computer program stress-strain has been successfully used on 
analyses involving thousands of six-node triangular-elements of various shape, 
size and orientation. (In an appendix the sequence of thirty of the subroutines 
used in the program stress strain are outlined to show what the computer does).
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CHAPTER 4
APPLICATION OF THE PROGRAM TO AN IDEAL PROBLEM
Choice of test structure
A simple analytical solution exists for the problem of an elastic 
thick walled circular cylinder subjected to uniform internal pressure. The 
test structure, illustrated in figures 5.1 and 5.2, was chosen because the 
analytical and numerical solutions can be compared within any chosen accuracy.
This simple analytical solution yields values of hoop and radial 
stress in the form:-
o
pr^ r ^ 2
" [?*']
and
with all other stress components being zero, where 
,= hoop stress,
0 = radial stress,rr
” p = internal pressure,
r = the radial distance from the cylinder axis to any point
within the material,
r^  ^ = the internal bore radius,
r^ = the outside radius.
Stresses in an ideal cylindrical tube can be evaluated to more 
significant figures than can be obtained from experimental observations.
The solution to the problem first appeared in a paper by Lame and 
Clapeyron in 1833 (Timoshenko 1941). The formulae for stresses arise from 
the solution to a differential equation which was based on the following 
postulates
(i) all stress and displacements are independent of 0 (axial
symmetry);
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(ii) all stresses are independent of z, thus u Is independent of z;
(iii) considering plane stress, then - 0.
It follows that u = u(r) only,
V = 0,
and w = w(z),
By virtue of the equation of equilibrium in the radial direction, 
and using the strain displacement equations, the radial displacement is 
expressed in the form of a differential equation
■ "
which has a general solution
(=2u C, r 4" ■ ■ ■
A detailed derivation of this solution and the resulting stress components
is given in Appendix
Thus, the problem chosen to test the finite element sequence of 
programs only involved simple calculations and the solution lends itself to 
a straight line representation which facilitates appraising with simple 
statistical measures.
Geometry of structure
The bore and outside diameters were based on the pressure vessel 
sho\m. in Figure 1 and were rounded to 20 inches and 30 inches respectively 
to give convenient numbers to work with (ie 0/D to bore ratio = 1.5). The 
length was rationalised to 25 inches (the length was thus five times the 
wall thickness).
Network of triangles
Figure 5,2 illustrates the network which was used. The cylinder 
was divided into fifty equal | inch sections along the length and ten varying 
width sections across the radial thickness. Thus there were fifty times ten.
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that is five hundred rectangles. Each of these rectangles was divided into 
two triangles making in all a thousand triangles sho\ra in Figure 5,2. The 
ten sections across the radial thickness were graduated in width so as to 
have approximately equal reductions in hoop stress across each rectangle 
from the bore to the outside diameter. The radial ordinates of the nodes 
were calculated in the following manner.
Calculation of radii for equal increments of hoop stress 
From Lame formula
°ee " constant x + 1
•r „ \2
r.
("2where [ —  ) varies from \ —  ) to
/ Fl / V 2
(ie in this case from 2.25 to 1).
If is to vary in equal increments, — y must vary in equal increments.
'For (-p— ) to go down in ten equal increments from 2.25 to 1, then the 
increments must equal = 0,125, and this increment is used in the
following table to determine values of radii.
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Table giving radii for constant decrement of Hoop Stress
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
2 r
^2 ^2 rSpace r r ^2 (Theoretical) (rounded to
1 2.250 1.5000 0.6667 10.000 10.0
2,125 1.4577 0.6860 10.290 10.2890625
2
2.000 1.4142 0.7071 10.607 10.609375
J
1.875 1.3693 0.7303 10.955 10.953125
4
c 1.750 1.3229 0.7560 10.340 ' 11.34375D
1.625 1.2747 0.7845 11.767 11.765625
6
7 1.500 1.2247 0.8165 12.248 12.25/
1.375 1.1727 0.8527 12.791 12.7890625
8
1,250 1,1180 0.8945 13.417 13.4140625
9
1.125 1.0606 0.9429 14.142 14.140625
10
1.000 1.0000 1.0000 15.000 15.0
(Adjustment to binary fractions was suggested by Mr T Fuller, 
18 February 1972)
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Process through the sequence of computer programs
From these eleven constant radial.coordinates (sho^m in column 6 
of the table) and the fifty-one axial coordinates (0,0 to 25.0 inches in 
increments of 0.5 inches), the computer program NODE TAPE calculated the 561 
(ie 51 X 11) vertex node-numbers and their coordinates, which it then wrote 
onto another magnetic tape. Whilst the computer program TRIANGLE TAPE wrote 
onto tape the i, j and k indices of the 1000 triangles. The data from these 
two magnetic tapes was used by the program X-Y ORD to specify the vertex co­
ordinates taken in clockwise order around each of the 1000 triangles which 
was written onto a third magnetic tape. The computer program SINGLE LINE 
GRAPH used this third magnetic tape to produce on the Stromberg Carlson 4020 
graphical plotter a diagram as shown in Figure 5.2. Thus at this stage the 
geometry of the network was verified.
After the network has been verified, the magnetic tapes from the 
computer programs NODE TAPE and TRIANGLE TAPE were used as input to the 
computer program ASSEMBLY DISC which formed the stiffness matrix for the 
whole structure. This matrix had a semi-bandwidth of 126 and a length of 
4242. (The number 4242 is the total number of nodal displacements of this 
complete structure.) This matrix was partitioned into 50 (which is the 
number of half inch spaces along the cylinder’s. 25 inch length) multiplied 
by 8 plus 1 = 401 sub-matrices. The sub-matrices contained 42 x 42 matrix 
elements. (That is a total of 707364 matrix elements.) Each of these sub­
matrices were written onto magnetic tape together with row and column indices 
so as to indicate which partition of the complete structure stiffness matrix 
they were representing.
At this stage any system of restraints in an axial or radial 
direction could have been applied to any, one or more, of the 2121 nodes.
A single node was restrained in an axial direction; this is the minimum 
that may be applied. The restraint node was at the bore at the datum end
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of the cylinder. This data was supplied on punched cards to the computer 
program DECOMPOSE before it decomposed the stiffness matrix into lower and 
upper triangular matrices which were written as output to two separate 
magnetic tapes.
Determination of loads at nodes
Using the relationship between hoop stress and internal pressure, 
the internal pressure was determined so that the hoop stress should not 
exceed the yield stress; and thence the loads to be applied radially at the 
internal (bore) nodes were determined to represent this internal pressure, 
Let;-
3Ogg = hoop stress = yield stress of 140 x 10 Ib/sq in (En25), (0.47% strain)
p = internal pressure (Ib/sq in),
r^ = internal radius = 10 inches,
r^ = external radius = 15 inches.
then
if
'^88
2 2
^2 ^1 15^ + 10^ 3^ + 2^  9 + 4  13"  %2-:-;2 "  = -5 "  2'G
= 140 X  10^ Ib/sq in, p = - = - 53.8 x 10^ Ib/sq in
The applied uniform internal pressure was represented by equal radial loads at 
all the internal (equi-spaced) bore nodes except the two end nodes, which had 
half the load. As there was 0.25 in. spacing between nodes, which is equiva­
lent to 0.125 in. on either side of nodes, which are at 10 in. internal radius; 
therefore the pressure area for one typical node = 2tt 10 in. x  0.25 in. =
5it = 15.7 sq in, load on a typical node = 53.8 x 10 lb /sq in. x 15.7 sq in.=
o 3845 X 10 lb. Then load at end node (half typical load) = 422.5 x 10 lb.
These loads formed the input data for the computer program LOWER- 
UPPER TREATMENT. There were 99 nodes with the radial load of 845000.0 lb. and 
the two end nodes with a radial load of 422500.0 lb. The two directions at
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the nodes are designated by displacement indices. The even displacement 
indices indicate the axial direction, and the odd indices the radial 
direction. The bore displacement indices for this problem were 1, 43, 85 
etc. The output for this program was displacements which were written on 
to magnetic tape.
The magnetic tape from the program LOlfER-UPPER TREATMENT provided 
part of the input data to the program DISPLACEMENT CHECK. These displace­
ments were pre-multiplied by the stiffness matrix which was read off the 
magnetic tape from ASSEMBLY DISC. The product gave zero load at all the 
nodes except it gave the radial loads at each of the 101 bore nodes. These
Iwere 422500 lb. at each end node and 845000 lb. at the other 99 bore nodes.
All the loads at the nodes (zero and otherwise) were within ^ 0.1 lb. This 
was a necessary but not sufficient check.
The results from the check being satisfactory, the displacements 
were read off the magnetic tape from L01-JER-UPPER TREATMENT into the program 
STRESS-STRAIN. The principal nodes were all the vertex nodes except those 
at the bore and the 0/D, and those at either end. There were thus 
(11 - 2) X (51 - 2) = 441 principal nodes. The line-printer output from the 
program STRESS-STRAIN gave the hoop, radial, axial, and radial-axial shear 
strains and stresses.
Agreement between Finite Element and Lame Predictions
There is very good agreement between the Finite Element results and
the Lame theoretical values. This is shown in Figure 10.1 where the values of
2hoop and radial stress from Finite Element are plotted as points against 1/r 
and - 1/r^ respectively and the Lame values as a continuous straight line. It 
can be seen from this figure that of the points representing the values of 
hoop and radial stress at the nine radii, only the values of hoop and radial 
stress near the bore (ie at 10.289 radius) lie off the straight line. Thus 
the greatest error in the Finite Elements prediction occurs at the principal 
nodes adjacent to the bore where it overestimates the hoop stress by less
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than 2%. The error in the radial stress (the lesser stress) was 9% at this 
position. X'Jhen a straight line was fitted to the remaining points by the 
method of least squares it was found that it had a product moment correlation 
coefficient of 0,999996 and a standard deviation of the residuals of less 
than 210 Ib/sq in, whilst the maximum hoop stress was 140,000 lb /sq in.
There were 49 principal nodes adjacent to the bore (at 10,289 inch 
radius) out of a total of 441 principal nodes. Figure 10.2 shows a contour 
plot of the extremely small errors in hoop stress outside the area of the 
nodes adjacent to the bore. These errors are so small over most of the area 
it is not convenient to plot them as percentages, they are thus plotted as 
parts per million. Figure 10.2 was constructed from Figure 10,3 which shows 
curves (one for each radius) of errors in hoop stress against length along 
the axis. It can be seen from Figure 10,3 that these errors peak at 2" from 
each end but these peaks do not exceed 300 parts per million. Superimposed 
on this general U shape curve is a fine ripple which increases from zero at 
the datum (or origin) end to 10 parts per million at the end farthest from
the datum end which is treated later in the numerical analysis.
Assessment of Results
From Figures 10.7 and 10.8 where stresses and strains are plotted 
along the axis, it can be seen that they do not vary noticeably along the
length of the cylinder. This is consistent with Lame. There are two causes
of the slight discrepancies between the Finite Element results and the Lame 
values. They are:-
(i) the discrete Finite Element does not truly represent the 
continuum;
(ii) the accumulation of round off error in the computer. This 
can occur in the integration procedures or in the matrix 
treatment (Grose 1971) ,
The largest discrepancy of 2%, which occurs in the vicinity of the 
applied load is an example of the first cause of discrepancy. Because the
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Finite Element was modelling the uniformly distributed internal pressure, 
equal loads were applied to the equally spaced internal nodes. But radial 
spring stiffness at the midside nodes is greater than that of the vertex 
nodes consequently the radial displacement of the vertex nodes is much 
greater than that of the mid-side nodes: producing a saw tooth effect on
the radial displacement (see Figure 10.6). Thus the Finite Elements inner 
boundary's radial displacement is not uniform as would be a continuum's 
boundary's radial displacement under uniform pressure.
"The next largest discrepancy of 0.03% or 300 parts per million of 
the peaks at the ends (see Figure 10.3), although small is also probably due 
to discretisation.
The superimposed fine ripple which increases steadily from zero at 
the origin end to 10 parts per million at the locations which are treated 
later in the numerical analysis, is probably an example of the second cause 
of discrepancy: "accumulation of round off error". The stiffness matrix
had a semi-bandwidth of 126 and a length of 4242; round-off error accumula­
tion in a matrix of that size (bearing in mind that the number of operations 
is proportional to the cube of its size) would not be unexpected. These 
would be dependent on the condition of the matrix, which in turn is influenced 
by the graduation of the size of the Finite Elements. The smallness of this 
ripple may be attributed to grading the elements to have equal increments of 
hoop stress across them (see page 59) and on the matrix procedures adopted.
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION
ON THEORY
A six node element was used in preference to a three node 
element because the associated displacement function more adequately 
describes the deformation behaviour of the elastic continuum which is 
to be represented by the finite element array. The complete quadratic 
used in the present work is able to cope with more possibilities than a 
truncated quadratic. Dohety compares two elements, loiOTm as Q4CST and 
Qtî5 which are used in different editions of Sandia Corporation's SAAS 
finite element code, Q4CST has a linear displacement function, whereas 
QM5 has a curtailed quadratic displacement function. The QM5 results 
are virtually identical to the theoretical results for an infinitely 
long cylindrical tube subjected to edge moments at one end 
(Timoshenko S and Woinowsky-Krieger•I959j pages 466-473). Moreover 
the maximum radial displacement of QM5 (which compares very favourably 
with the theoretical results) is 2-g- times that of Q4CST, This and other 
similar evidence suggests that solutions involving elements with linear 
displacement functions have serious shortcomings which render them 
unsuitable for this type of problem.
Formulation of the stiffness equations used in this finite 
element program depends on conservative energy considerations and is 
based on an assumed displacement 'field. The displacement functions 
themselves ensure that the compatibility conditions' are satisfied 
within an element. In addition, an appendix 8 illustrates that 
continuity of displacements and hence compatibility between domains of 
elements is satisfied to a high degree by applying the method of least 
squares to the displacements of the nodes of six elements adjacent to 
a principal node. The product of stiffness coefficients and nodal
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displacements equalling the loads applied to nodes ensures that 
overall equilibrium is satisfied. For the stresses to satisfy equili­
brium exactly there should be a minimum of potential energy. Since 
the displacement field is approximate, the potential energy in the 
idealised structure is greater than the true minimum, and hence an upper 
bound to the potential energy of the real structure, and so the values 
of stresses are generally greater than the true values. As the elements 
become smaller, the approximation to the true displacement field becomes 
closer and hence the values of stresses tend towards the true values.
In forming the fifteen integrals required to determine the 
stiffnesses algebraic equations were used in preference to numerical 
integration to achieve the maximum accuracy and thus avoid round-off 
error (Grose I97I). Care was taken in the formulation of these 
equations to allow for the possibility of one or more vertices to lie 
on the axis of symmetry and to allow for two vertices to have the 
same radius. Zienkiewicz (1967) has not made adequate provision for two 
vertices to have the same radius in his algebraic integration,
ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Large recent multipurpose programs such as NASTRAN 
(MacNeal 1970) and BRISTOL (Atkin 1972), although more versatile than 
the present sequence of programs, can only deal with problems as a 
whole, BRISTOL contains triangular prism elements, which have mid­
side nodes as well as vertex nodes. BRISTOL has the disadvantage that 
it requires a number of these elements (Brebbia Jan 1971, page 2) to 
form the ring of an axisymmetric model.
Such programs as BRISTOL and NASTRAN are very costly to run; 
incur waits of about a week; are limited to one aspect of inquiry; and 
require phantom data if not enough realistic information is available at 
the initial stage.
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The present sequence of separate programs enables the effect 
of varying any of the physical parameters of geometry, materials, 
supports and restraint, and loading to be studied without incurring 
high costs or long waiting time. This is achieved by running each 
of the sequence of programs separately. (Although they can be run 
concurrently). The first two programs in the sequence are concerned 
with the geometry and automatically generate a network to cover a 
section through the structure. In one of these programs, the node 
numbers which denote the three vertices of each triangular element 
are listed in an ordered sequence which is independent of the gradation 
of element size and boundary profile of the structure. This has 
advantages in permitting changes to be made in the shape or scale of 
the structure without modification to subsequent data or analysis 
procedures in the programs following. Hence geometric non-linearity 
can be processed in an iterative manner. In the companion program, 
concerned with network generation, the co-ordinates of each vertex 
node are evaluated on the basis of profile co-ordinates and specified 
numbers of internal intervals. The next program in the sequence was 
written to enable the output from the two network generating programs 
to be verified visually before the data is used as input to the large 
main programs which perform numerous calculations. The first of these 
large main programs assembles the overall stiffness matrix and 
therefore requires values of the elastic material properties. The 
network being generated independently of material specification 
enables the effect of different material properties such as variation of 
poisson*s ratio, on the behaviour of the structure to be examined at 
this stage. The overall stiffness matrix is far too large to be held
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in the computer's fast store which is limited to 100,000
words. Hence an auxiliary store was required. The -f- million matrix
elements required for one test problem almost filled one magnetic tape.
On decomposition into lower and upper matrices performed by 
the next program in the series, the space requirements increase to 
such an extent that two magnetic tapes were needed: one each for the
lower and upper matrices. The increase in space required was partly 
the result of processing by partial pivoting which, although theoreti­
cally not essential for a positive definite symmetric matrix, is used 
to obtain a greater degree of accuracy on digital computers with their 
inherent round-off error (j H Wilkinson, May I969), The overall 
stiffness matrix is singular and before decomposition requires at least 
one restraint to make the matrix non-singular. Thus the restraints 
and supports are not required in the sequence until the following 
program; the same structure may be investigated for various types of 
support and/or restraint. The restraints which hold the structure in 
space must be fixed before the loads are imposed. The next program in
the sequence requires data on loads. The loads form the right hand side
of the simultaneous equations, and this right side is operated on first 
by the multipliers from the lower magnetic tape, and then by the modified 
coefficients on the upper magnetic tape. This process changes the data 
stored on the right hand vector sequentially from loads to displace­
ments, thus saving storage space. By processing the left hand side of
the simultaneous equations first and separately from the right hand, the
left hand side has to be processed only once for one system of restraints 
for any number of right hand sides or systems of loads. Thus any 
number of systems of loadings can be investigated for each system of 
supports or restraints; the outputs from this program are values of
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displacement. Distributed loading such as uniform external pressure 
is simulated by a series of equivalent point loads at nodes on the 
pressurised boundaiy. The-solution of the pressurised cylinder 
problem considered here indicates that the effects of point loads are 
distinguishable from the effects of the ideal pressure loading to a 
depth of three elements. This result suggests that the element array 
should be graded in relation to the geometric detail of the boundaiy so 
as to provide at least three rows of fine elements.
The next program makes a necessary check which is to pre­
multiply the displacements by the stiffness matrix giving forces which 
should have the same values as the applied loads.
The last program in the sequence evaluates the strains and 
stresses from displacements. Programs by other authors obtain stresses 
on the basis of some arbitary means, whereas in this program the stresses 
were obtained by fitting a fourth order surface to the displacements by 
the method of least squares and then deriving strains from these surfaces 
and hence stresses. Previously only plane surfaces have been fitted 
(Robert D Cook I968), This method is used to determine the values of 
stress and strain at the principal nodes which are located at the common 
vertex of six triangular elements. The stresses at the boundary, where 
the critical values often occur, may be obtained by extrapolating a 
plot of the principal node values. In regions of high strain gradient, 
it is apparent that the accuracy of boundary values predicted by 
extrapolation will be increased as the pitch of the element array is 
diminished.
Thus to sum up:- .
Separating the computation into a sequence of discrete programs 
has advantages over running a single large program:-
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(a) the requirements for computer time and space are 
reduced thus minimising the cost and restrictions 
imposed by normal operating procedures. For example 
typical waiting time involved in running a large program 
such as Bristol which is typically one week can be 
reduced to less than a day;
(b) decisions on restraints and external loading may 
be deferred until the relevant values are required;
(c) modification to any program of the sequence may 
be carried out without having a feed back effect on 
any of the other programs;
(d) parametric studies of the effect of varying: 
geometry, material, support and restraints, and loading 
were facilitated; and
(e) enables geometric non-linearity to be treated by 
iteration.
ON THE APPLICATION OF THE PROGRAM TO M  IDEAL PROBLEM 
The thick cylinder under internal pressure loading was 
chosen as the test structure because an analytical solution (Lame 
solution) was available which could be compared with any chosen degree 
of accuracy to finite element results,
A netvjork was selected to give a reasonable number of 
intervals (10) along the stress gradient in the radial direction and 
along the length ($0), these being practical numbers which would dispel 
the impression that the accumulated round-off error would invalidate 
the results if a large number of elements was used. This impression is 
created by some of the larger comprehensive programs such as NASTRAN
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which limits the number of nodes to several hundred grid points. In 
this instance there were 2121 nodes and the resulting accumulation of 
round-off error only amounted to 0,001^. There was very good agree­
ment between finite element results and Lame, the general error 
(except where the loads were applied) being about 0.03^, so that the 
accumulated round-off error was insignificant. The smallness of these 
errors can be attributed in part to the gradation of elements across the 
stress gradation and the procedures adopted (ie partial pivoting and 
algebraic integration),
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated that this finite element sequence of
programs
(a) is easy to use;
(b) is readily applicable to any large computer;
(c) produces extremely accurate results in regions of high 
stress-gradient, and
(d) facilitates parametric analysis.
It is easy to use because it is written from the point of view 
bf the person under talcing the stress analysis. In fact, the division into 
the separate programs is based on the logical steps used in photoelastic 
i nve 8 ti gat i on.
The sequence of programs has already been applied to more than 
one computer, and tlie ease of application to other machines can be attributed 
to the fact tlat the programs were i-rritten in simple basic language rather 
than standard computer language.
The results evaluated in the high stress gradient field of the 
test problem were generally accurate to within 0,03/^ , Three main features 
of the programs were responsible for this high degree of accuracy 
These are:
(a) algebraic integration rather than numerical integration 
was used in forming the stiffness matrix,
(b) a direct nethod was used in the solution of the linear 
equations rather than an iterative method, and partial pivoting 
was used in decomposition and inversion of matrices; and
(c) strains and stresses were obtained from fourth order 
displacement surfaces fitted by the method of least squares 
to principal node displacements.
The prograiï^  were divided into a sequence so as to facilitate 
a study of the effect of independent variations' in each of the physical
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parameters such as geometry, materials, supports and restraints, and. 
loading. This sequential procedure helps to minimise computer cost 
and time.
The sequence of programs presented here is simple to use; 
full details concerning tkie operating procedure are included in the 
text. But because the results are so dependent on the details of the 
structural idealisation, the fUll benefit of the programs can only be 
gained by those wlio lave a competent knowledge of structural behaviour.
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APPENDIX la Theory (Section l)
The following algebraic treatment, is to obtain the stiffness 
matrix of a six node axisymmetric triangular element. The 
integrals are evaluated in the next part. The eight steps in 
obtaining the stiffness matrix are as follows ;-
(1) Figure 2 is a diagram of a triangular section through a 
typical axisymmetric annular element indicating the notation of 
the vertex nodes, showing the radial and axial direction ; and the 
radial and axial displacements.
(2) Radial and Axial Displacement function for the domain of 
the triangle,
(3) Boundary conditions specified by displacements at nodes.
(H) Boundary Condition Equation. Nodal displacements in terms 
of coefficients of the'displacement function, and the nodal 
ordinates.
. (5) The three direct strains and the one shear strain in terms 
of the coefficients of the displacement function, and general 
ordinates.
(6) The four stresses as a product of elastic constants and 
the four strain values.
(7) The four stresses in terms of nodal point displacements.
(8) Work done by principle of virtual displacements. That is, 
the work done by displacement of nodal point forces equated to 
the strain energy of the product of strain and stress over the 
volume of the triangular annulus. The first multiplication of 
both sides of this equation by the inverse of the displacement 
vector give the force vector on the left'hand side and its 
equivalent on the right hand side. The second (post) multiplication 
of both sides of this equation by the inverse of the displacement 
vector, gives the matrix of stiffnesses on the left hand side and 
its equivalent on the right.
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Nomenclature
r = radial ordinate
z = axial ordinate
Ô = displacement
u = radial displacement
w = axial displacement
= Displacement function coefficient, where suffix n is from 
1 to 12 
{ } = Column Vector
L J = Row Vector
[ ] = Matrix
{^} = Column Vector of displacements, radial at top six, axial
at bottom six
{A} = Column Vector of displacement function coefficients
{6} = Column Vector of nodal displacements
{6^} = ” ” ’’ ” ", in radial direction
{6 } = " " " " " in axial directionw
i ,],k = vertex nodes 
l,m,n = mid-side nodes
[ô a] = matrix formed from ordinates of nodes, such that if it
premultiplies the displacement coefficient vector, the
product is the nodal displacement vector
[uA] = matrix formed from ordinates of any points within the
triangle, such that if it premultiplies the displacement
coefficient vector, the product is the vector of
displacements of those points
e^Q = strain in the hoop direction
e^r “ strain in the radial direction
e = strain in the axial directionzz
e^^ = shear strain in the radial axial plane
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{e} = the column vector of the four strains
[eAj = matrix formed from the ordinates of any points within the
triangle, such that if it premultiplies the displacement
coefficient vector, the product is the column vector of 
the four strains
fe6] = matrix which when it premultiplies the nodal displacement
vector produces the column vector of the four strains
D = general determinant
C qq = hoop stress
G = radial stressrr
o = axial stress zz
a = radial axial shear stress rz
V = Poisson’s Ratio 
E = Youngs Modulus of Elasticity
■ ®®60DC qq = Determinant’ of hoop strees, that is — ^—  = C qq
{0} = column vector of the four stresses 0oq, 0 0 and 0^^0 0 rr zz rz
[0e] = matrix formed from the elastic constants v, E such that
on pre multiplying the strain vector produces the stress
vector
[06J = matrix which when it premultiplies the nodal displacement 
vector, it produces the vector of the four stresses 
W = the work done
U = the strain energy
q = the nodial point forces
{ q }  = column vector of nodal point forces
dv = elemental volume
|_ôj = row vector of nodal point displacements 
[k] = matrix of stiffness coefficients
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(2) Radial and Axial displacements in terms of a complete quadratic in r and z 
ordinates
2 2 u = A^r + A^r + A^ + A^z + A^z + A^rz
w =
which may be written in matrix form
C Î  =
2 2 + Ayr + Agr + Ag + A^^z + A^^z + A^gfz
2 - 2r r l z z r z «  2 1r r 1 z z rz
A12
or in symbolic form
{U} = [UA] {A}
(3) Boundary Conditions 
at z « z.1 and r u «a and w *^ a+l
z *= and r u = ^a+2 and w s= ^a+3
z « "j and r = u = and w = ^a+5
z « ^m and r u *a+6 and w (^%+7
z » and r s= ’^k u ^a+8 and w
z « zn and r = rn u = ^a+10 and w = ^a+11
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(4) Boundary Condition Equations
{u} =
' r : = 1^ 4 r .1
VZ .1
f >»
^1 4 ^1
4 z!] "i "3 ^3
*a+6 4 4 \
*^a+8 "■k 4 ’"k ^k
^a+10 < , 4 rn zn
k. > , ^ /
{W} =
* 0 + 1 ' 4 z?1 r .1
r' \
A ?
* 0 + 3 4 4 ■ ^ 1
* 0 + 5 = 4 4 z .] r .] z .]
* 0 + 7 r2m 4 ’"m ^10
*0 + 9 ’^ k 4 ^ k ^ k ^ k ^11
V * 0 + 1 1  / . 4 4 -- ‘^ 12 ,
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In symbolic form
f 6A 1 { A }
6x6 1-^ 6
C 6A ] { A  1
6x6 7-^ 12
combining
sÔA 06x6
0 6 A6x6
{A} [ 6A ]-l ( 6 )
{A}
so that
'ôA “^ 06x6___
0 6A"16x6 ^
le
and
{ A }
l->6
E SA J
6x6
r S A ]
6x6
-1
-1
{ = [UA] { A } = [UA][6Aj-l {6}
t
U'
w
t
displacements of any positions
node point displacements
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strain in terms of displacement
displacement in radial direction
^6 — displacement in theta direction
^Z displacement in axial direction
r radial direction
6 — theta direction
Z axial direction
®rr = radial strain
® 00 = hoop strain
^ZZ axial strain
®r6 radial-hoop shear strain
®rZ — radial-axial shear strain
®0Z ts hoop-axial shear strain
In general
rr ijidr '60 'ZZ
'r0
1 1 4 a^r a^G ^0
2 r \  30 a r r
1'rz “ 2 V T F  + T z
'6z 1 r f e2 V az -h 80
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In an axi-symmetric body under the action of axi-symmetric
loading, there can be no variation of strains in the theta direction, so
there can be neither of the shear strains e^Q, 6 0^ , also the second term of
0 00 disappears. So the strain equations become:-
ÔV V 8V r  r  z
® r r  8r ’ 00 “ r ’ zz ~ ôz
1 /ôv ÔV 
" 2 XTSF +
or if u = radial displacement 
vr = axial displacement
du u àv 1 ( dw du®rr dr * ^00 ^ r ' ^zz dz ’ ®rz 2 \dr dz
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(5) Strain in terms of displacements in matrix form
This is to obtain the three direct strains and the one shear strain (e )rz
in terms of the coefficients (A^ to A^g) of the displacement functions and the 
general co-ordinates (r,z).
u - 2 2 A^r + A^r + A^ + A^z + A^z + A^rz
u ^3 ^5^®ee “  7 “  + —  -i- - Y -  + - f -  + *6=
1^1
“ 37 “ 2*1? *2 + *6^
2 2 Ayr + Agr + Ag + A^^z + A^^z + A^gfz
_  ^  
zz 3z
e = 1 “ + 8» =rz 9z Sr
du ^  
3z 9r
2A.Z + Ac + A^r + 2A_r + A
r 1 1/r z /r z/r z
2r 1 z
2z
8
2r
2Aio^ * *11 ^12^
%
2z 1 r
A
X I A. 
A,
10
11 
\ \ i  j
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In symbolic form
{e} = £eA] {A} 
and substituting for {A}
{e } = [eA] [6A] ^ {ô} 
Let [ed] represent [eÀ] [ôaJ ^
ie {e} = [ed] {6}
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(6) To obtain stresses in terms of strain
To obtain the three direct stresses and the shear stress
a as a product of the elastic constants and the four strain values rz ^
Ee 66 ^60 V Opp - V
= - V *86 - V *rr +
1 - V - V
D =Determinant = - V 1 - V = (1 - - v^) - (v^ + + v^)
- V - V 1
D = 1 - 2v^ - 3v^ = Cl + v)(1 + v)(1 - 2v)
^®ee - V - V =86 - V - y
0*68 = ECrr 1 " V = E ^ - V
Ee,: - V 1 ®zz ■ '* ^
2+ V <3 ) ~-rr (- + v^egg -
= E {(1 - ^^06 + v.Cl + v)e + v(l + v)e } rr zz
= E {(1 + v)(l - ^)^06 + v(l + v)e + v(l + v)e } rr zz
% 0  = E d  + v){(l - v)ege + ve + ve } rr zz
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D
0 86 E(1 + v)68 D (1 + v)(l + v)(l - 2v) {(1 - v)egg + + ve^^}
:* E(1 - y)_______ f V ^ . V  100 ( l + v ) ( l “ 2v ) ^ 6 0  1 “ V rr 1 - v
Similarly
„ _ E (1 - v)____  r V . . V  1
rr Tï + v) ( 1 - 2v) ' 1 - V 66 ^rr 1 *- v ^zz ^
and
, _ E ( 1 - V )____  t V y yzz (1 + y )(1 - 2y )  ^ 1 — y 00 1 - y ^rr ^zz ^
'rz ■ “G ~  ’ °rz = & 2(1 + y) rz
In matrix form
E (1 - y)
Tï + y )(1 - 2v)
1 - y 1 - y
y yi "" y 1 ■" y
0 0 0 1 - 2 y2(1 - yy
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In symbolic form
{a} = [aej {e}
Stress in terms of displacements 
Substituting [eA] [5A] ^ {6} for {e} 
{a} = [oe] [eA] [6A] ^ {6}
Let [a6] stand for [oe] [eA] [6A]  ^
that is {o} = [oô] {6}
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(8) To obtain stiffness matrix
By the Principle of Virtual Displacements, the work done by 
nodial point forces is equated to the strain energy of the product 
of strain and stress over the volume of the triangular annulus
ÔW = 6U
L«J {q} = /  [e j to ) dv
Tas {e} = [e6] {6 } so [e j = l_6j [eg]
and {a} = [a6] {6}
so that
L<Sj {q} = L'Sj (/ [a6]dv) {6}
Pre-multiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse of the 
displacement vector [ôj , gives the force vector {q} on' the left 
hand side and its equivalent on the right hand side of the equation
{q} = ( / [eô]^ [o^]dv ) {6}
[k] {6} = ( / [e6]^ [o^]dv ) {6}
Post-multiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse of the
displacement vector {6}, gives the stiffness matrix on the left
hand side and its equivalent on the right
[k] = / [eg]^ |_0g]dv
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As
—1[eg] = [eA] [gA] 
[eg]T z ([gA]-b'^ [eA]''
and
[ag] = [0e] [eA] [gAJ
then
[k] = ([gA]-l)T /[eA]"' [06] [eA] dv
Let [Ac oA I stand for [eA]"^ [oe] [eA] 
and this is dealt with in the next section.
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Third compatibility equation in cylindrical polar co-ordinates
(Extracted from communication from Mr T Fuller which was received on 14th October 1972)
Differentiation of the strain component formula gives
dQ Ô0, ÔZ  ^ r1 (1)
6 ÔU
ÔZ ÔZ, Ô0 dz
0erz
ÔZ
a"u
ÔZ0 0r (3)
ôezz _   z_
ôr dr, dz
0ezz00 00, 0z
0 % 0z 1+ae. az^ 0Z, 00"^
j2(regg) b \  a^u
— —  _ - + p
0Z 0z , 00 0Z
• e o •o ( 5)
,,, (6) from (1) 
(7) from (2)
a^u
0z' dz
z0z, 0r ... (8) from (3)
0r. 0 z
0e.
a h
ZZ
0r
1
00^, 0Z 00"
Starting with (6) and using (7) to (IO) in sequence
(9) from (4) 
.. (10) from (5)
0^ e0z
00, 02 3^ 2
0e l f \ z
dz 0r J r ^q2rz
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APPENDIX 1c
Test that compatibility is satisfied
The three compatibility equations in cylindrical polar co-ordinates
are.:-
8r80 9r‘ 9r 90'
.... (1)
9^erz 9^err 9-^ ezz
9r.9z 9z' 9r'
.... (2)
9^e0z 3 (re.a)
90.9z 9z
9e_ f rz zz 9%ezz .... (3)I ar J r gg2
Considering the first equation, the term to left of the equals must be zero 
because for an axi-symmetric body with axi-symmetric loading the shear strain 
e^ must be zero. The first term right of the equals
= r 9_9r
(r^ee) _ J a J - **88 4. e ^ — 1
9r^ [ 9r 9r 80 9r J
r **68 1 **80
®00  ^^ 9r . 9r 9r 3r
^®00 . ^^^00+ r ■ ■ • +9r 9r 9r 9r
9^e
9r 9r'
inserting this result back into equation (1) but because we are dealing with an 
axi-symmetric body under axi-symmetric loading the radial strain e^^ cannot vary 
with 0; therefore the last terra right of the equals disappears. On dividing by
r equation (1) becomes
9^e 8e, 9e
9r
00 ^ 2 00 1 rr
r 9r r 9r .... (la)
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Considering the third equation, the term to the left of the equals 
and the last term to the right of the equals must be zero for an axi-symmetric 
body with axi-symmetric loading. The first term to the right of the equals
2^® (r«8e) 3 f *=60 3 1
— — 2-------- '37 T 7 “.'" =86 37 ' r9Z
(and as r = 0)
3 f_ *=88 *^=80 , *=88 3
3z 3z J 3^2 3z ■ 3z
*^=88
" I T
inserting this result back into equation (3) it becomes
9^6 9e 9e
OZ
Thus, the three compatibility equations in cylindrical polar 
co-ordinates, when related to an axi-symmetric body subjected to -axi-symmetric 
loading, become
n - *^^*8 4. 2 l **rr .
9-^ e 9^e 9^erz _ zz ^ zz
8^*3z .... (2)
9^600 9e 9e 
0 = ....(3a)
In the section on the theory relating to the Formation of the Stiffness
Matrix the three direct strains and the only shear strain are given in terms of
the coefficients (A^  to A^g) of the displacement functions and the general
co-ordinates (r,z).
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A„ A.z AgZ
=60 * + p- + - j ~  + —  + AgZ
=rr = + h + AgZ
ZZ 2AioZ +
rz 2A^z + Ag + A^r + 2A^r + Ag + A^gZ
So that
9e609r A  - p Ag + A^z + AgZ ]
0r
002 Ag + A^z + AgZ3
1 2!rr .r 9r r
Substituting into equation (la)
* *60 .2 **00
9r
1 **rr 2 ’ r 9r r 9r
2 1 2 Î ^^1 2 r 2 ^ 2A
^ ■ [*3  + '■ T "  "  ~3 [^3  ■" + V
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Considering the second equation
3z 4 12 Br.Bz
Be B^e
A,„3r “12 3,2
So that the second equation
B^e B^e B^e rz  ^ rr  ^ zz
*r-*: 3,2
becomes
= - 0  + 0 + 0 = 0 
Considering the third equation (3a)
*=38 2A4Z A5+ -- + A,Bz r r 6
* *00
Bz^
' I T - " '
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*®rz
-TET = 2A4 + 4 2
Substituting into the equation (3a)
_ * % e  . *®zz *=rz 
3z2
= 0
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(THEORY Section 2)
Integrals
To evaluate the integral [oe] [eÀ] d v , where [eA] is the
matrix relating strains to coefficients of the displacement 
function and [aej is the matrix, relating stress to strains. Firstly 
the matrix [eA] is premultiplied by the matrix [ae] and the 
product is called [aA]. Then the matrix [eA] is transposed to 
form [eA]^. Then the matrix [oA] is premultiplied by the matrix 
YèA]^ and the product is called [AeaÂ]
J[AeaA]dV = 2iT//[AeaA]r dr d z , and so [AeaAj is multiplied by 
r before carrying out the integration. It is then found within 
this 12 X 12 matrix there are fifteen basic integrals.
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p\eaA] =
(as follows on the next page)
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r[AeaA]] =
(as follows on the next page)
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Looking at the matrix r[AeaA], fifteen separate integrals 
are required; they are:
S ( l ) = J J r d z d r
S(2) = J/ rz dz dr
S(3) = // r^ dz dr
S(i|) = /J r^ dz dr
S(5) = // rz^ dr dz
S(6) = // r^z dz dr
S(7) = // dz dr
S ( 8 ) = / / z d r d z
S(9) = // z^ dr dz
S(10) = // z^ dr dz
S(ll) = // i  dz dr
S(12) = / / - | d z d r  
_2S(13) = //r; dz dr
rr z^S(14) = // —  dz dr
S(15) = // z^ dz dr r
The formula for these integrals are derived after deducing the 
formula for slope and intercept.
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so that
J
when r = r^ then z = z^
r = r. z = z^
subtracting 
so that slope
Ai. + B., r. = z. 
B..(r. - Ti) = z.
z . - z .B.. = -J i13 r. - r.
^i
A . . + B.. r. = z.
D
D =
^i
r .3
^i
^3
= r . z . - r . z . 3 1  1 3
= r . - r.3
A.. = i.— i li13 D rj - r^
Intercept r. z . - r . z .A,. = -il_i--- Î-J.X3  ^ r. - r.
If z. = z. = z , slope B .. = 0  and intercept A.. = z1 3 13 13
If r^ = r^ = r 5 slope B^^ = tan -• and intercept is non-existent
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r = C .. + D.. z13 13
so that
If z =
z =
z. then r = r. 3 3
r = r.X C . . + D . . z. = r.
Subtracting 
so slope
D..(z. - z.) = r .13 3 1 3
r. - r.^  - Zi
C.. + D . .  z. = r.13 X3 1 1
“ xj ' ’"j
Determinant 
r .
D
"ij
and determinant 
1 
1D =
^x
"i
= r. z . - r. z .1 3  3 1
^3 ^i
^i^3 " z.-z.
Intercept "i3 - ^3 "^3 ^i
If r. = r . = r  ^ slope D.. = 0  and intercept C.. = rX 3 ^3 ^3
If z. = z. = z , slope D , . = tan -J and intercept C,. is non-existent1 3 13 2 X3
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Integral SCI)
r=r. z=A.,+B..r r=r.. 3 A 3 13 . 3  2J / rdzdr = j (A..r+B..r )dr =r=r. z=o r=r.  ^ ^1 1
A..r B ..r3l^j13
•^4 A ^  T "i ? 9= — ^l(r .-r. ) (r .+r. ) + — s-^Cr,-r. ) C^.+r . r .+ r . )L 3 ^ 3 ^  ^ 3 ^ 3 3 ^ 3 .
(r.z.-r.z.) (z.-z.) « „
= +. (r.+r.r.+r.)
3 1  3 ^
2 2(r.z.-r.z.)(r.+r.) z.-z.)(r.+r.r.+r.)= 3____3__ 1 _3__ 1___ 3__]_J=__12 3
= (rL.+r.r.z.-r.r.z.-r2z.)/2
2 2 2 2+ (r.z .+r.r.z .+ r .z .- r .z .-r,r.z .- r .z .)/3 3 3  1 3 3  1 3 3 1  1 3 1
?  ' 2 (-3r.z.+3r.r.z.-3r.r.z.+3r.z.1 3  1 3 1  1 .33 3 1
2r?z . -f2r?z . -2r . r . z . + 2r .r. z . -2r?z . + 2r?z . )/6' 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  3 1  3 3
2 9 2 2(-2r.z.- r.z.+r.r.z.-r.r.z.+r.z.+2r. z.)/6 3 - 1  1 3 1 3 1 1 3 3 3 1  3 3
k// rdzdr 
3
(-2r2zj-rLj^+r.r^z.-r.r^Zj^+r2zj + 2r2zj^)/6
/ J rdzdr k (-2rkZk-rk=i+rkriZk-rkri%l+rI%k+2riZi)/G
Sum = ( T i L .  + + x-?z. - r^z. + r^z.
+ r^r.z. - r.r.z. i- r.r,^z. - r.r^z^ + r^r.z^ - r^r.z.)/6
{r^(z^-zp + rj(Zi-Zk) +
- r.r^(z^-zp - r^r.(z.-zj^) - r ^ r . (z .-z . ) }/6
= { (r?-r .r, ) (z, -z . ) i (r.-r. r . ) (z .-z, ) + (r, ~r .r. ) (z .-z . ) }/6i "3"k''"k "3 i "k"3 i k 
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k 1 3 3  1
Integral S(l) continued
Let a = r.j b = r., c = r. and x = z . , y = z . , z = z, 1 3 ^ X 3 K
Sum = {(a^-bc)(z-y) + (b^-ca)(x~z) + (c^~ab)(y-x)}/6
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Integral S(2)
r=r. z=A..+B..r r=r., ] , 1 ]  1 ]  ] 2J / rzdzdr = j ^lA.. + B.. r) drL 1 J  1 ]r=rj. z=o r=r^
r=rj
= I  / (A.? r + 2 A.. B.. + B.? r ^ )  dr ^ xj X J X J X Jr=r^
*’i r. r.
= ^ ( r L r ? )  + Bi.(r3-r|) + ^ ( r ^ - r ^
A . ? A . .= -|l(r.-r.)(r.+rp + -|1 B . . ( r .- r . ) ( r L r  .r .tr^ ? )
B.?+ (rf+r^ ) (r?+r? )
2A « « A • « 0 9= (?!+?]) + -f- Bij(rj-ri)(Pi+rirj+rj)
B ^-Î -n Q 0 O Q+ — 5^(r.-r.)(r.+r.r.+r.r.+r.)
8  3 1  1 1 3 1 3 3
(r.+r.) 9 2 2 i z , - z . )= + (r.+r.r.+rp (r.z.-r.z.) -I3—
2q n o q (z.—Z.)+ (ri+rirj+r^r + r j ) g ^ l . - ^
J  J  J  3 1
2 2(r.ir.) » m 2 2 r.+r.r.+r.) 2 o{ — r— ^  (r.z. - 2r.r.z.z.+r.z. ) + {---- — 1 ) (r . z . z .- r . z .- r . z .+ r . z . z . )
I  4  1 3  1 3 1 3 3 1  '« 3  ^ 1 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 1 3
+ ( r f - ^ r . r i r L r ? )  1 T F ^ T T
• 3  1
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Integral S(2) continued
= {(r?z2-2r2r.z.z. + r|r.z? + r.r^z^ - 2r.r L . z .  + r^z?)/-*
+ (r^iZ. - r?z? - r?r.z| + 2r?r.z^z.-r^r.z^ - r^r^z?
2 2 2 3 2 3+ 2r.r.z.z. - r.r.z. - r.z. + r . z.z.)/3 1 3 1 3  1 3 3  3 1  3 1 3
+ ( r f z l  - 2r|ziZ. + r L ?  + rfr-z? - 2r L . z.z. + r^r.z?
+ r.r^z? - 2r.r2ziZ. +rir-z-+ r?z? - Sryz^z. + r|z?)/8}
(6r?z. - 12r?r.z.z. + 6r?r.z? + 6r.r?z? -12r.r?z.z. + 6r?z?1 1  1 3 1 3  1 3 3  1 3 1  X 3 1 3  3 1
+ 8r?z.z. - 8r?z. - 8r?r.z? + 16r?r.z.z. - 8r?r.z? - 8r.r?z?X l J  J J J x j o ,
2 2 2 ^ 2 2  + 16r.r.z.z. - 8r.r.z. ~ 8r.z. + 8r.z.z.1 3 1 3  1 3 3  3 1  3 1 3
'+ 3r.^z? - 6r?z.z. + 3r?z. + 3r?r. z? - 6r?r.z.z.1 1 X l ^  X j  X j X  X j X j
0 0 9 9 9 2 2  3 2+ Srvr.z. + Sr.r.z. - Gr.r.z.z. + Sr.r.z. + 3r.z.1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 1 3  1 3 3  3 1O Q- 6 r .z .z . + 3r.z.)3 1 3  3 3
m r  ;-r.-y3 1
+ 2r?ZiZ. + rfz^ - Srvr.z? - 2r?r-jZ.z. + rfr.z?
2 2 2 2 2 3 2+ r.r.z. - 2r.r.z.z. - 5r*r.z. + r.z. 1 3 1  1 3 1 3  ^ 3 3  3 1
+ 2r?z.z. + 3r ? z .)/(24( r .- r .)) 3 1 3  3 3 3 1
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Integral S(2) continued
= {z?(3r? - 5r?r. + r.r? + r?) + z.z.(2r? - 2r?r. - 2r.r? + 2r?)
1 1  1  J  1  J  J  X  J  1  X  J  X  J  J
+ z?(r? + r^r. - 5r.r? + 3r?)}/{24(r .- r .)}
J  X X J X J 3 3 X
= {z?(r.-r.)(- 3r? + 2r.r. + r?) + 2z .z .(r .- r .)(r?-r?)X 3 X X X J 3 X 3 3 X j i
+ z ?( r.- r .)(-r?-2r . r .+ 3r?)}/{24(r.~ r .)}3 3 X 1 1 3 3  3 X
/ /rzdzdr = {z? ( r-3r? + 2r . r .+r? ) + 2z.z.(r^-r?) + z?(-r?-2r.r.+3r?) }/24y, X X X 3 3 ' X 3 3 X 3 x 1 3 3^i
// ^rzdzdr = {z? (--3r? + 2r .r,+r^) + 2z.z, (rj-r?) + z? (-r?-2r .r,+3rJ) }/2U p 3 3 3 k k 3 k k 3 k 3 3 k k
3
/ ^/rzdzdr = {z^l-3r^+2r^r^+r?) + 2Zj^z^(r?-r^) + z? (-r^-2rj^r^+3r ? ) }/24 
^k
Summing = (z?(2r^rj+r?-r^~2r^r^) + 2z^Zj(r?-r?)
+ z-(2r.rj^+r2-r2-2rirp + Zz.z^Cr^-r^)
+ z^X2r%r.+r2-r2-2rjr%) + 2z^z.(r2-r^)}/24
Let a = r. b = r. c = r,X 3 k
X = z. y = z .  z = z.1 3  k
Then sum
= {x^(2ab + b^ - c^ - 2ac) + 2xy (b^ - a^)
+ y^(2bc + c^ - a^ " 2ab) + 2yz (c^ - b^)
+ z2(2ca + «2 - - 2bo) + 2zx (a^ - oL}/24
s {X [x(2ab - 2ac + b^ - c^) -- 2y (a^ - b^)]
+ y[y(2bc — 2ab + c - a ) — 2z (b^ — c^)]
+ z£z(2ca - 2bc + a^ - b^ ) - 2x (c^ - a^)]}/24
= (x[x{2a(b-c) + (b+c)(b-c)} - 2y(a+b) (a-b)]
+ y[y{2b(c-a) + .(c+a) (c-a) } - 2z (b+c) (b-c)]
+ z[z{2c(a-b) + (a+b)(a-b)} - 2x(c+a)(c-a)])/24
186
Integral S(2) continued
= {x[x(b-c)(2a+b+c) - 2y(a+b)(a-b)]
+ y [y(c-a)(2b+c+a) - 2z(b+c)(b”c)J
+ z [z(a-b) (2c+a+b) - 2x(c+a) (c-a)~| }/24
184
Integral S(3)
r=r. z=A..+B..r « r=r. « ^/  ^  ^  ^ r dzdr = / ^(A..r + B..r )dr =r=r^ z=o r=r^ X] X]
3 UA..r B , .r-XJ   + __xi_..
r .
A. . B— ^ ( r . -r. ) (r^ + r.r. + r?) + —^ ( r . ~r. ) (r.+r. ) (r?+r? ) 3 3 x 3 X ] X 4 3 1 3 1 3 1
(r.z.-r.z.) n n Cz.-z.)  ^ «
■ 3ir7-r.) ' (fj-ri)(r.+r.r.+r.) + (r.+r, ) (r,+i>, )
3 X 3 X
— 3 q 3—  (r. + r.r.+r.) + —^ —  (r.+r.) (r.+r.)3 1 1 3 3  4 3 . 1 3 1
* C-r-Zi + r?z. + v\r.z. + r.r^z. - r^r.z. - r.r^z. - r^z. +
3 2 2 2 2 3= (-4r.z. - 4r. r.z. - 4r.r.z. + 4r.r.z. + 4r,r.z.- + 4r.z.X 3 X 3 3 X 3 3 X 3 1 X 3 1 3 1
3r?z. + 3r?z. + 3r?r.z. + 3r.r?z. - 3r?r.z. - 3r.r?z.-3r?z.+3r?z.)/12 X X  1 3  X 3 3 X 3 3 X 3 1 X 3 1 3 1  3 3
3 3 2  2 2  2 3 3= (-Sr.Zi - r.z. - r.r.z. - r^r.z. + r.r.z. + r-r.z^ + r.z^ + 3r.z.)/12
//^r^dzdr = (-3r|z.-r?z^-r|r^z^-r.r2zj^+rJrj^z.+r.r2z.+r^z.+3r3z^)/12 
//j^r^dzdr = (-3rkZk-r3zi-r2riZ..rkr?Zi+r2r.z^+r^r2z^+r3zk+3r2zi)/12
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Integral S(3) continued
3 3 3sum = {r^Czj^-Zj) + ry(z^-z^) + r^(Zj-z^)
fj^kCZk-Zj) - rkr?(Zi-%k) - rir?(z.-z.)}/12
{(r?-r^ rk-rjr2)(Zk-z.) + (r^-r^r.-r^ r?) (z .-Zj^) + (r^-r^r.-r.rL
X (z.~z,)}/12
J X
( ( r i - r j r k ( r j + r k )  ) ^ ^ k “ ^  j ^
+ (r,-r .r . (r.+ r . ) ) (z , “Z . ) }/12 k X ] X ] 3 1
{(a^-bc(b+c)(z-y) + (b^-ca(c+a)(x-z) + (c-abCa+b)(x-y)}/12
126
Integral S(4) 
r=r. z=A..+B.,r], .1] X] 3f j r dz drr=r^ z=o
r=r.
J (A..r^ + B..r^)dr 
r=r^ ^
5 r .
-‘"'i
~4^(r.-r. ) (r.+r. ) (r?+r?) + ^(r.-r. ) (r*J+r?r.+r?r?+r *r?+r!j)+ ] X 3 X 3 X o 3 X 3 3 x 3 x 3 x 1
(r.z.-r.z.) (z.-z.)sir!-^.:ï^'(ri-fi)(ri+ri)(rj+r")+%rl^G#T)(r.-r.)(r^+r3r.+r2r2+r.r?+r%
3 X / 3 .1
= -i(r^z^-r^Zj ) (r^+r^) (r?+r?) + |-(z j-z^ .) (r^+r?r^+r?r?+rjr|+r^)
= ( -r^z . -r?r. z . . -ri^fz ^ +r?r. +r. r L  .+rjz . )
+ ( + r ï % . + r ? r j Z . + r 2 r 2 z . + r i r ? Z j + r ^ Z j - r ^ Z i - r . P i z . - r 2 r ? Z i - r i r ? Z i - r ] | z i ) / 5
= (-^z.-rlr.z.-r^rJz.-r.r^z.+^rL.-itrL.
+ r | r . z . + r ? r ? Z i + r . r | z i H - r L i ) / 2 0
k
= (-rjZk-rjrk=k-rjrk%k-rirk=k+^rkZx-%rjZi
+r?r,^z.+r?r2z.+r.r^Zj+4zp/20
k = (-rk^i-rk^i%i-rkri:i-rkriZi+4r%Zi-4rk=k
1S7
Integral 3(4 ) continued 
Sum : (Zk-Zj) + (%i-Zk) + "'k
- rj^k^Zk-Z]) - ’^ k'^i^Zi-z^) - r^r.Cz.-z.)
- r?r^(z^-zp - r^Ti(Zi^z^) - r-'^-Cz-zp .
- ri^k^Zk-Zj) - ^ k^ICZi-Zk) - rirj(z.-z.)}/20
{ ( 4 3-  rjfk -  ^ 1 4 -
+ (r^ 3
- -  bk^I -  ^k^i
+ ( 4 - 3- r^r.
z p
Zk^
z^)}/20
: + ^i^k + fk))(Zk\^- z.)
+ (b- - rk^iC^k + fk^i + 4))(z. -\z^)
+ (rJJ - r^r.Cr? + r^r. + rj))(z. - Zi>}/20
{(a** - bc(b^ + be + c^))(z - y)
h 2 2+ (b - ca(c + ca + a ))(x - z)
+ ( -  ab(a^ + ab + b^))(y - x)}/20
128
Integral S (5) z = z . r = C .. + D .,z, ] , 1] 1] 2 1 , J 2 9/ / rz drdz = ÿ  / . z (C\^ + D..z) dzz=z. r=o  ^ z=z.1 1 13 13
z = z .i r ~ i 9 9 9 9= ^  j zrCC.f + 2 C. . D.. z + D.T z'^ ) dz
z = z^ 13 13 1] 13
” ô- /  ^ + 2 z^ t D^? z^) dz
3 C. . 2 z' ij 5
z .
= 1^ 10 b^? z^ + 15 z^ + 6 D
= [’ C.2 (z?-z| :
(rjZ.-r.Zj)'
/GO
4_.)z1
4
5-4>]/GO
( r . z . - r . z . )  ' „+ 15  J (r.-r.)(z.”z.)(z.+z.)(z.+z.)( z . - z . ) 3 1  3 1  3 1  3 1
(r. —r.) h o 9 9 q li+ 6 — i--- 2 (z.~z.)(z. 4- z.z. + z.z. + z.z. + z .)}/60
(Zj~z^) J 3 3 1 3 1 3 1 1
9 9 9= {10(r-z.-r.z.) (z.+z.z.+z.)1 3  3 1  3 3 1 1
+15(r.z.-r.z.)(r.-r.)(z.+z.)(z?+z?)1 3  3 1  3 1  3 1  3 1
+ 6(r.-r. )^(z^+z?z.+z?z? + z.z?+z'J)}/{60(z.-z.)} J-*- 3 3 1 J 1 3 1 1  3 1
189
Integral 8(6) continued
= {10(r?z?“2r.r,z.z.+r?z?)(z?+z,z.+z?)1  J i j i j  J 1  J ]  1  1
3 . 2+1 5 (-rtz,+r.r.z.+r.r.z.-rtz.)(zf+zfz.+z .z?+z?)j j *  J J J - j  J j i  J 1  1
+ 6 (r?-2r. r .+r? )(zt4-z?z.+z?z? + z.z?4-z*f)}/{6 0(z.-z.)}
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Integral S(6) 
r=r. z=A..+B..r r=r.
3, ID ID 2 1 r 3 2 2/ / r zdzdr -  j  ! r (A.. + B.. r) drr=r^ z=o r=r^ ^3 i3
r=Tj
= i  / r^CA.? + 2A.. B.. r + B.? r^) drr=r^ ^3 13 iJ iJ
= Y  /  ^ (A.? r^ + 2A . . B . . r^ + B.? r^) drr=r^ 3 iJ iJ iJ
2 3 U 2 5 -
t i l l .  ■ 4 + fil3 2 5 r^
I'j= [10 A.? r^ + 15 A.. B. . r*^  4 6B.? r^l /60 ^ 1] 13 ID 13 Jp,
= {10A.?(r?-r?) + ISA.. B..(r%-r^) + 6B , ? ( r? ~rh }/60^ J J ^ ^ J ^ J J ^ 3. J J 1
(r.z.-r.z.)2= {10 —3-----  3 (r.-r.)(r.+r.r.+r.)(r.-r.)^ 3 1 3 3 1 13 1
(I'jt z .-r. z . ) rt 2+ 15 —3---- ^  (z.-z.)(r.-r.)(r.+r.)(r.+r.)(r.-r.)2 3 1 3 1 3 i 3 i3 12(z.—Z.) li q 2 2 q U+ 6 — 3--- ^ (r.-r.)(r.-r.r.+r.r.+r.r.+r.)}/60(r.-r.)^ 3 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 3 33 1
= {10(r.z.-r.z.)^(r?+r.r.+r?)3 1  1 3  1 1 3 3
2 2+ 15(r.z.-r.z.)(z.-z.)(r.+r.)(r.+r.)3 1 1 3  3 1  1 3  1 3
+ 6(z,-z.)^ (r*J+r?r .+r?r?+r .r?+r^) }/{60(r.-r. )}3 1  ^ 1 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 3  3 ^
= (10(r?z?“2r.r.z.z.+r?z?)(r?+r.r.+r?)i j  i j X j  3 ^ ^ ^ 3  J
3 2 2 3+ 15(z.-z.)(r.z.-r.z.)(r.+r.r.+r.r.+r.)1 3  1 3  3 1  1 1 3  1 3  3
+ 6 ( z . -z . ) ^ (r^+r. ^ r . +r?r?+r .r?+r*f )}/{60(r.-r.)}1 3  1 1 3 1 3 1 3 3  3 1
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Integral S(7)
‘ij"' ^ij 2
r=r. z=A.,4B..r r=r. —  - ^ .
.  J . 13 i J  3/ J dzdr = J (A.. + B..r)dr =r=r. z=o r=r. J ^3 r .1
= A. ,  (r.-r.) +
(z.-z.)(r.+r.)
= r.z. - r.z. +  \  J
= (2r.z. - 2 r.z. + r.z. i r.z. - r^z. - r . z.)/ 2 .
= (r.z. - r.z. + r.z. - r.z.)/2.
Similarly
r=rk z=A.k+B-kr 
) J dzdr = (r.z. - r.z. + r.,z - r.z, )/ 2 .r=r. z=o ^ 3 3 3  k x  3 X3
and
r=r. z=A, .+B, ,r/ / ^ ^ dzdr = (r.z - r z 4 r.z. - r z.)/2 .r=r^ 2 = 0 I X  X X  1 1  X I
so th a t
A/fdzdr = (r.z. - r.z. + r.z. - r.z.3 1 1 1 3 3 1 3
^k%3 " r . Z j  + r^z^ - PjZk
+ "ï=k - "k=k + ri=i - ,
= {(r.z. 4. r^z. + r.Zk> - (r.z. + r.z^ + rkZ.)}/ 2 .
“ + r^^Zj-z^)}/2.
I f  a = r ^ ,  b = r^ , c = rj^, Zj  ^ = X, Zj = y ,  z^ = z
then
A/Jdzdr = (a(z-y) + b(x-z) + c(y-x)}/ 2 .
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Integral S(8)
z=z. r=C..+D..z z=z.. ] , 1] 1] , 3j j zdrdz = j z(C.. + D..z)dz13 13z=z^ r=o
C.j S- + D.. %
z=z^
13 2 ij 3
("i - "-i)(r.z. - r%z.)
2 2 (r.z. - r.z.)(z. + z.) (r. - r.)(z, + z.z. + z.)
( z T Z ^ X z ^ + z ^ )  + 3(Zj - ZTT (Zj-ZiHzj+z^z^+z^)
1 3 3 1 3 1
2 2= (r.z. + r.z.z. - r.z.z. - r.z.)/2. i j  i i j  3 1 3  3 1
2 2 2 2+(r.z. + r.z.z. + r.z. - r.z. - r.z.z. - r.z.)/33 3  3 1 3  3 1  1 3  1 1 3  1 1
2 2 = (S r^z^Zj + 3r_. Zj -  Sr^z .1 3 ■ 3 1 Sr.z.z.3 1 3
-  2 r . z . z .  -  2 r .z?  + 2r .z?  + 2 r . z , z .  + 2r .z? -  2 r . z ? ) / 61 1 3  1 3 3 1  3 1 3  3 3  1 1
2 2 2 2 = ( r . z . z .  + r . z ,  -  r . z .  -  r . z . z .  + 2 r . Z i  -  2 r . z . ) / 61 1 3  1 3  3 1  3 1 3  3 3  1 1
/ /_  = ( r . z .Z k  + ryZk -  f k Z j  ~ " 'k^ j^k  + ^^k^k '  2 r . z ? ) /6
= ( " k ^ k ^ i  + V i  -  r i = k  -  “^ i V i  + 2 ^ i 4  '
2 2 A = { r . ( z . z . + z . )  -  r . ( z . + z . z . )1 1 3 3 1 1 3
+ r.Cz.Zk+z^) - rk(z?+ZjZk)
+ r^Cz^Zi+z?) - ri(Zk+Zk=i)}/®
= {r^CzJ - + z . z .  _ z.z^)
+ r.(-z2 + z? z .z .  + z.Zk>
+ r^(zl + z.Zk - zyzk - z-)}/6
2 2 2 = {(r.-r.)(z_-z.z.) 4 (r.-r.) (z.-z.z.) 4 (r.-r, ) (z.-z .z, )}/6 3 1  k 1 ] k ] 1 3 k  i k  3 1 k  ^
NB This needs to be multiplied by - sign for clockwise ijk l^r
let a = r . , b = r . c = r, and x = z . , y = z . , z  = z, r  3 X 1 3 k
Srt = {(a - b)(z^ - xy) 4 (b - c)(x^ " yz) 4 (c - a) (y^ - xz)}/6
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Integral SC9)
z .z=z. r=C..+D..z rt z=z. rt rt r 3 ^J - j J ■ ij ij z^drdz = ; ■ i (C.. z2 + D.. z®) = [c., |z = z. r=o z = z.  ^  ^ L iJ "
^^<z| - z?) + D^jCZj - z^) '
- - rj:i)(:3 - z p  + (r. - r.) (z^ - z b3 13<Zj ^i> ® (z. - z.)J X
= (r.z. — 0r . z p ( Z j + + z?)/3 - 2(r. - r.)(z. + z.)(z. +1 3 1 3 1 z?)/4
= (r^z® + r.z.z® + riz|zj - r.z.z® - rjZ®z. - r.z®)/3
-(r.z® 4 r.ZiZ? + "■i^^j r^z^Zj 2 3 3 r.ZiZ. - r.z. - r.z. + r.z®)/1
= (^r^Zj + 4r^z^z? + Ur^z?z^ - Hr^z^z? - 4ryz?Zj - ^ryz?
- 3r.z. - Sr.z.z? - 3r.z?z. + 3r.z.z? + ,3r.z?z. + 3r.z?+3r.z?-3r.z?/12 •i-J j-j-3 1 0 - 3  J J- J j i j  J 1 3 3  1 1
= C-3r.z? + r.z?z. + r.z.z? + r.z? - r.z? - r.z?z.- r.z.z? + 3r.z?)/12J.J, X  X  J X X J  X  J J ^ J ^ j  J J
= (-3r.z? + 3r.z? + (r. - r.)(z?z. + z.z?) + r.z? - r.z?)/12 4 1  3 3  1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 3 1
k) + fj^k - "k=j)/12 
2s . _3 ‘ 3\,.rt
k// (- 3r
r l
+ Sr^Zk + (r. - "k)(ZjZk 4 Z.Z.3
f j ^ ( -  3rr l 4 3r.z? 4 1 1 - r p ( z ® z ^ 4 z.z k
sum = { '^j - r.)(z® -  :i=j 2 .-  Zi=j)
+ (^k - r.)(z® -  :j=k -  =j=k)
+ (""i - rk)(z? -  Zk=i - ZkZ?)}/12
= { ('j - r . X Z k (z^ 4 Zj ))
+ ("-k -  =^j>'4 "  Zj^k (Zj + Zk ))
4 (ri ■  ""k^  ( :j -  Zk=i (Zk + Z. ))}/12
= { (b '- a)(z^ - xy (x4 y))
+ (c - b)(x^ - yz (y 4 z) )
+ (a - c)(y^ - zx ( z 4 x))}/12
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Integral S(10)
^z=z. ^r=C..+D..z  ^ ^z-z. ^3 ^ ^ ^ .._..r=C + D .z
dz
z=z^ r=o
z = z
= /  ^ z^ (C.. + D.. z)dz = / '  ^ (C.. z^ + D.. z^) dz
z = z^
z = z .
z=z^ 1] 1] z=z^ Z]
"'ii z" + ^  z^
4 O
D. .
] = (z; _ + -§1 (z^ - z p
(r.z.-r.z.) 9 2 u 3 9 9 q t
UCz.-z^T' ^z^-z^)(Zj + z^)(Zj + z^) +■ 5X^7Z^)'^2j-Zi)(z^ + ZjZ^+ZjZ^+ZjZ^+Zi;
J ^ _]
r.z.-r.z.) g 1 ] ] 1 f , 9  9 3  r 4 "" 1 ^ Il 3 9 9  3 uCz. + Z . Z . + Z . Z . + Z . )  + =Lp— /(z.+z.z.+z.z.+z.z.+z.)4 3 . 3 1 3 1 1  5 3 3 1 3 1 3 1 1
4 3 3 2 2  2 2  3 3 4= (r.z. - r.z.z. + r.z.z. - r.z.z. + r.z.z. - r.z.z. + r.z.z. - r.z.)/4I J  j j l  J J O .  X J  .J- J J - ^  J J - ^
+ (rjZ:-ri%:+rjZjZi-riZjZi+r.z2z?-riz2z?^rjZ.z^-riZ.zf+r.z%-riZ%)/3. 4 4
^^^i^j*'^’^ 3^3z^-i-5r^z?z^-5rjz?z?+5r^z?z?-5rjz^z?+5r^zjz?-5rjz^
4 4 3  3 2 2 2 2  3 3 4+ 4 r .z .-4r.z .+4r•z .z .-4r.z.z.+4r.z.z.-4r.z.z .+4r.z.z.+4r.z .z .+4r.z .3 3  1 3  3 3 1  1 3 1  3 3 1  1 3 1  3 3 ^  1 3 1  3 1
-4r. z*J ) /20 1 1
= (‘tï'jZ-+riZj-r.z|z.+r.z?z.-r.z?z?+r.z?z?-r.z.z?+r'.z.z?-r.z^->4riZ^)/20
= (^rk^k+^i z^^fk^kZ] = k ^ i z ^ z ? - P j ^ z j ^ z ? + r . z^z?-r^z^-^r^ z^ ) / 20
= (%riZi+PkZ^-ri%I%k+rkzfzk-riZiZ^^rk=iZ^^riZiZk+rkZizl-riZk-4rkZ%)/20
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Sum = { (r.-r,) + z,^  (r.-r.) + (r,-r.)3 I K  k 3 1  “ k 3
- =i=k(ri-r^ ) - z|z.(r.-r.) - z^z. )
- z?z2(r.-r^) - Zjzfcr.-r.) - z^z?(r^-r.)
' {(%! -  =k =i -  4  4  ■ -  r . )
+ (z^ - zl z^ - 4 4 '  - V
4 (zîj ■" z| z. - z? z? - z. z?)(r. - r.)}/20K 3 ^ 3 ^  3 1 3  1
: ( ( z !  -  z. Zj  ^ ( z j  + z. z^ + -  r . )
+ (z^ -  Zj  ^ z. (z2 + z% Zi + z 2 ) ) ( r .  -  Pj )^
+ (z2 - z. z. (z? + Z. z. + z?))(r. - r .)}/20 K 1 3 1  1 3 3 3 1
{(x^ - yz (y^ + yz + z^))(c - b)
U 2 2+ ( y  - z x ( z  + z x + x ) ) ( a - c )
4 (z^ - xy (x^ 4* xy 4- y^))(b - a )}/2 0
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Integral S (11) 
r=r. z=A...B..r ^ r=P. z=A..+B..r
f  f  -  dzdr = / -  drr=r^ z=o r=r^ ^z=o
r=r. . r=r. A../  ^ + ®ii r) dr = /  ^ (— 1 + B. .)drr=r. J r=r. -1 1
'"Dpj + ®ij H r ?
Aj^jClog ry-log r^) + B^^Cr^-r^)
z. - z .A^jClog ry-log r^) + r ^
A^jClog ry-log r^) + z^ - z^
A^j log ry-A^j log r^ + z^ - z^
Similarly 
r=r, z=A.,+B.,r .^r=r 'z-o ?  dzdr = A.^ log r^ - A.^ log r. . z^ - z.
3
and
r=r. z=A, .+B, .r .4.0 r dzdr = A^. log r. - A^. log r^ + z^ - z^
Adding the three
" *1]) r. + (A.. - A.%) log r. + (A.% - A^.) log r^
„here A. . = A.^ = and A^. =
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Integral S (12) 
r=r^ z=A_.^+B_,^r _ ^ r=r^ _2
, ■'z=o " - 5  =1 1fr=r, /zzo"^ # dzdr = ^ | ^r
2t - JL \. r, 1= A
= 1 /r=rj 2r ^ ^ i j  "** ^ i j  d r  " y  /  (■ '^^ + B . +  B.? r )  drr=r.
A . ,
.' '^ i.i
A. ?
log r rj + ^ij ®ij
r=r^
■') ,!ii'
r .1
IJ 13 13
B.?-|l(log r^ - log r^) + Aj^j B^^Cr. - r^) + - ^ ( r ?  - r?)
y A.? B.?2 log rj - 2 r^ + A^^ B^jCr^ - r^ )^ + (r? - r?)
r=r^ z=A.%+B.%r
/ / dzdrr=r. z=o
B.f  log 1°8 + Ajk Bj%(rk - r.) + -ÿ^Cr^ . 2)
r=ri z=A^i+Bj^.r
/ /r=r^ z=o r dzdr
\ i Ak? B ?r  ^ ° 8  r .  - ^  log r ^  + A^. B ^ . . ( r .  - r ^ )  + - ^ ( r ^ - r ^ )
Summing
S(8) = A.. B..(r.-r.) + A.j^ B.^(r^-r.) + A^. B^^(r.-r^)
B  ^ B ^^ -^3^r.-r.)(r.+r.) + -^(r^-r. ) (r^^+r. ) + !|i(r.-r^Xr.+r^)
+ ( ^ ] l ^ ) l o g  r, + ( ! i i ^ ) l o g  r. + log r,
14S
Integral S (13) 
r=r. z=A..4B..r r-r.
/ / F  dzdr = / ^r=r. z=o r=r.1 1
r=Tj ' r=r^ ^ 3
= i ? (Aii + B,. r)3 dr = | ..3A,.B.2r.B,|r')dr
i  A i l  [ l o g  r ] "  + A ? B h "  + ^  B , 2  [ r 2 ] "  + ! | 1  [ r ^ j "r. J J r . r. r .1 1 1 1
A . ? A . . B . ?-ildog r.-logr.) + A.2 B..(r.-r.) + -il B.2(r?-r?) + ^( r | - r ? )
¥ ■  dog r.. log r, . A , 2 B,.(r.-r.) + ^  B.^Cr^-r^) + ^ ( r | - r ^ )3
T-v^ zzA.k+B.^r
4-r. 4 - 0  f  d z d r]
= _jk log r^ - - i %  log r. + A .^ Bj%(r^-r.) + B.^Xr^-r?) + ^ ( . r ^ - r p
r=r^ z=o ^
Akl A j   A „ i B j ( r ? - r ? ) . ^ ( r ? - r b3 log r . - log r,^  + A j^ .Bj^ . ( r .-r,^) + - ^  ki i k 9 i k
Sum = A.2 B.j(r.-r.) + A.^ B.^(rj^-r.) + B^.(r.-r^)
+ ^  B.2(r.+r.)(r.-r.) + B . ^  (r^+r. (r^-r. ) + B^Zcr^+r^Cr.-r^)
B . ? B . ^  B ^
+ -|l(r.-r. )(r2+r.r.+r?) + -^S(r^-r^ ) (r^+r^^r. n-r^ ? ) + -|i(r^-r^) (r|+r .r^+r^ )
+ ( ^ ^ ) l o g  r, . ( ^ i l ^ ) l o g  r. . e i 4 ^ ) l o g  r.
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Integral S(15)
r=r. z=A..+B.^r ^
r ^ ^  dzdr = J ?r=r
~ _5 1 z=A..+B..r13 1]r=r^ z=o
zSr drz = o
C: + SA.^B..r+ IDA.?B.?r^+ lOA.?B.?r^+ 5A..B.^r^+B.^r^)drJ-J AJ AJ AJ A J A J A j A J A J
 ^ ,r=r^ ^
B.!A. 5 log r + 5A.^B..r + 10A.| b .2 |! ^  lOA.^B. | | !  + 5 % B . ^ r \ : | i r 5
3L 2, 2 2t . 2 A 2_ 3, 3 3(log r.-log r.) + A..B..(r._r.) + A..B..(r.-r.) + ^  A.fB.f(rf-r')13 13 3
A. .
3.3 13 3
+ + ÿ c r S - r g )
^(logr^-logr.) + A.j^B.^Crj^-r.) +AjkB.^Xr2-r2)+§A.2B.^Xr^rr?)
5
A S-|i(logr.-logr^) + Aj^^B^.<r.-r^) + A,^ 3g ^
' I \ k i ’<-K> * ^ \S<'Î-Î> •
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APPEMDIX 1e 
Tests of Integrals ~by Computer
In a separate section, algetraic formulae integrals of functions 
of r and z over the area of a triangle i, j, k have heen formed. Six of these 
integrals may he readily calculated hy using an equi-momental figure. An 
equi-momental figure of a triangle is formed hy placing a third of its area at 
the mid point of each of its three sides. The integrals which may he calculated 
in this way are:~
S(7) = jj dzdr = area of the triangle
S(1) = jJrdzdr = first moment of triangle ahout the z axis (which
is the axi symmetric-axis)
S(8) = J J zdrdz = first moment of the triangle ahout the r axis 
(a radial axis)
S(B) - JJr^dzdr = second moment of the triangle ahout the z axis 
r r 2S(9) - ! z drdz = second moment of the triangle ahout the r axis
8(2) = /frzdzdr = the product moment of the area of the triangle
The remaining nine integrals however, need not necessarily he ahle to 
he checked hy using an equi-momental triangle. There was also the question of 
accuracy. This was particularly important when the size of the triangles were 
small in comparison with their distances from the axes. That is; the difference 
in the ordinates of the vertex nodes was very small in comparison with the 
magnitude of the ordinates.
For this purpose a computer program was written called INTEGRATION CHECK 
in which the value of each of the fifteen integrals for several triangles was 
calculated. Not only was the final value of the integral printed out, hut also 
the values of the formula were printed out to eleven or more significant figures. 
The sum(s) or difference(s), as appropriate, at each stage were printed out in 
order to assess the accuracy in terms of number of significant figures.
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Figures 3.1 to 3.8 illustrate the types of triangles which were used 
to test the formulae of the integrals. The R, Z co-ordinates of the three 
vertex nodes of each triangle were read in on punched cards as data to the 
program INTEGRATION CHECK.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are 45° triangles which when joined together would 
form a square. So that each of the six integrals s(7), 8(1), S(8), 8(3), S(9) 
and S(2) of one 45° triangle (figure 3.1) could he added to the corresponding 
integral of the other 45° triangle (figure 3*2) to form the area or the moments 
of area of the 5" % 5" square ahout datum origin.
The triangle illustrated in figure 3«3 was used to test the accuracy 
of a small triangle at a large distance from the axis. That is the triangle is 
only ahout 0,002" wide hy ahout 0,002" high hut is 10 inches in a radial 
direction from the Z axis and is 20 inches in an axial direction from the 
abscissa. That is, the difference in the ordinates of the vertex nodes was very 
small in comparison with the distance from the axes. This triangle, however, 
was almost an equilateral triangle. Whereas the triangle shovm in figure 3.4 
is much slenderer. That is, it is .0,001” long hy ahout 0.0002" 
thick whilst heing at 10 inches radius and 20 inches along the axis. This 
triangle v;as convenient for equi-momental calculations. For the integral 8(15) 
^  jj“  dzdr^ the computer program gave 0,00155 whereas hy slide rule the z^/r 
times the area of the triangle gave 0.0016 (where z and r are the co-ordinates 
of the centre of area), hut the value of 8(15) in the computer program is calcu­
lated (and printed out) in three stages hy summation process. In the first 
.stage the summation is 343,646.96458, at the second stage it comes to 
395*787*62759; snd the third (final) stage to 0,00155* 80 between the second
and third stages a negative quantity was added which only differed to the second 
summation at the ninth significant figure. As the computer on which the program 
was run was only accurate to 11 significant (decimal) figures- it seems that in 
this instance the computer value of S(15) can only he accurate to three 
significant figures.
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Figure 3*5 shows a square divided into four triangles. The lower 
left hand corner is 10 inches from both axes. It is evident from this diagram 
that the fifth and sixth triangles are reflections of each other (about a 45° 
line). So that:-
S(1) = jJ rdzdr, and S(8) = jj zdrdz, first moment of the triangle
S(3) = J J r^dzdr, and S(9) = fj z^drdz, second moment of the triangle
S(4) =zJJ r^dzdr, and s(1^ = z^drdz, third moment of the triangle
S(6) = j'J r^zdzdr, and S(5) = J J rz^drdz 
should correspond, and they do. Also
S(l) = jj dzdr, the area of the triangle
S(2) ~ J J rzdzdr, the product moment
all should agree and they do. Triangles 7 and 8 are symmetric about 45° and
eg so the second momentsJ J rzdzdr, J J rzdzdr, j^s^dzdr,
(ie S(3), S(9) and 8(2)) should have the same value; they have but 8(2) differs 
at the seventh significant figure. The first ten integrals appear to be 
consistent within themselves.
Figure 3.6 shows eight triangles which were used to test (a) those 
integrals which were independent of radius didn't vaiy with variation of radial 
position
(ie 8(8) = JJzdrdZf 8(9) = j^z^drdz, and s(lO) = JJz^drdz)*, and (b) those 
integrals which were independent-with axial position didn't vary with variation 
of axial position.
Finally figure 3.7 shows a 5" % 5” x 45° triangle (whose lower left 
vertex is 10" from both axes) which has been divided up into a hundred x
X 45° triangles. In figure 3.8 the centroids of these hundred triangles are 
shovm in units of sixtieths (so as to input in whole numbers). The results of 
the formula of the fifteen integrals were compared with the appropriate
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area of x x 45° triangle, (where r and z are the centroid co­
ordinates) for the hundred triangles. There was insignificant difference.
Also each of the fifteen integrals were summated separately for the hundred 
triangles and compared with the 5" x 5" x 45° triangle; again there was no 
significant difference. The x x 45° triangle No,57 has the same centroid 
as the 5" X 5" x 45° triangle. Ignoring the difference in scale the fifteen 
integrals varied by a maximum of 4^»
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APPENDIX 1f
To show what happens when at least one of the radial ordinates of 
the vertex nodes become zero
In the integrals S(ll), S(12), S(13), S(14), and S(15) 
occurs the expression;-
E  (Aki - Ain) l°g
n n
It is required to determine the value of this
expression as r. approaches zero.
ki “
so that
r . r . r . r .
r . r . r .r . r .r .
r . r .r .
(* The mathematical artifice of adding and subtracting r. z.)
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so that, as + 0
As (A^ .. - A..) log r.
in the limit as ->• 0
« ■ - '1
lo g  T j
log r, log r. r. log r. r. log r.^ «L J-  ^ J- 1
Q - kdr>i i drj^
log= ^  s on differentiating numerator & denominator (by/r^ de 1 Hôpital*s rule)
dFT t ° g  ^i) FT r? r.1 1 1 _ 1d f 1 k ~ 2k r^ 2kdr. (- k/r.) ^2
r;which as r. 4- 0 , 7^  ->■ 1 ’ 2k
therefore
- A^j) log r^ -»■ 0 as r^ ->• 0
Physically
Regarding r% + 0, the radial ordinate of a vertex node is 
approaching the axis. The dzdr which gives the function of
log r^,comes from the hoop strain = p  (where u is the radial 
displacement and r is the radius). But the radial displacement u 
on the axis is zero (as there is no body movement), therefore 
displacement function must be zero and all integrals arising from 
this must be zero also.
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APPENDIX 1g
To show what happens when two vertex nodes of a triangular element
have the same radius (e.g. r, ^ r^)-K ]
SCll) = A., (log r. - log r . ) + B.. (r. - r.)J-J J i .  X J  J 1
+ A.^ (log - log r.) + (r^ - r.)
+ A, . (log r. - log r, ) + B, . (r. - r, )
iog ” * r .
log r . r .
r . z .
ki 5- +
log +
log —  +
r .
ki
^4log +
(r,^  - r.)
(cancelling the + and - 2 values)
?!r. "ki r^
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(Rearranging and changing sign of
= A . . log - A^. log ^  + A.^ log ^  
1  1  J
(subtracting and adding A, . log w.r.t 1st two terms)Ki r^
= ^  + A]^ . log J  + A.j^ log
= (Aii - ^ki) FT - \ i  (l°8 FT - F^ ) + ^ik FT
log ^  log —  + A.^ log p- these terms are
finite finite as r^ + r.
The remaining terms are (taking last product first) 
(assume r, > r.)k ]
= A.^ log —  + (A.. - A^.) log JID
r, z . - r . z r, - r.
^k -
m
r .(where m stands for (A^^ - A^^) log — ■ and
^D ’^j
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Note log (l + x ) * > x  as x 0
therefore as r^ r^ the equation becomes
. ü-lfi + m
""j
FT - -  Zk +
J
(and as r, ->■ r. —  13?j
Zj - • + m
(subtracting and adding z, between z. and z, )1 ] k
z . - z . + z . - z ,  + mD 1 1 k
(dividing and multiplying the first pair by (r. - r.) and the] 1second pair by (r^ - r^)
(z. - z. ) (z. - z,)
( F J - = ^ )  + ( F T ^ )  - ’^ k^ +J  1 X  K
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(inserting the value of m, but at the beginning)
= (Aii - ^  + B.j (r. - r . )  + (r. - r ^ )
(putting the intercept (A) and the slope (B) of the 
same suffix together on the same line)
A^j (log r. - log r^) + (r^ ~ r^)
+ Aj^ . (log r. - log r.) + B^. (r. - r^)
as r^ rj then - log r^ (which occurs on the second line)
may be written as - log r^)
(log r^ - log r^) + B^^ (r^ - r.)
+ A^. (log r. - log r^) + B^. (r. - r^)
This is tantamount to taking the initial equation of S(ll) but 
making both A.^ - 0 and B^j^ = 0 when r% ^ fj-
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APPENDIX 2a 
ASSEMBLY DISC
The purpose of these notes is to desorihe briefly the background to 
the computer program ASSEMBLY DISC* This program assembles the complete stiff­
ness: matrix on disc and then transfers it to tape as a form of output. This 
tape will be the input to another program and the ultimate output will be dis­
placements strains and stresses*
Consider a portion of a hollow cylinder shown in figure 5,1, an 
axial-radial section of this is shown in figure 5*2; which, instead of being 
cross-batched, is completely divided into triangles. Each triangle is a. section 
through an annular ring which is a single element. Thus the finite-elements are 
axi-symmetric* Each element is joined at its nodes to the adjacent elements as 
shown in figure 5*3* The nodes are numbered so as to make the band-width of the 
assembled stiffness matrix as small as possible.
In order to obtain positive area these triangles have to be defined by 
their boundary in a clockwise direction. Three.- vertices are sufficient to 
define a. triangle* Thus the ordinates of nodes shown in figure 5,4 may be used 
to define the triangles in figure 5»3» The ordinates of the nodes shown in 
figure 5.4 are given in table 5.1.
TABLE 5.1
Node Z R
1 0.0 10.0
3 0.0 15.05 0.0 20.011 5.0 10.0
13 5.0 15.015 5.0 20.021 10.0 10.0
23 10.0 15.025 10.0 20*031 20*0 10.033 20.0 15.035 20.0 20.0
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Input data of ordinates, nodes and triangle numbers, is verified by 
a computer program which draws triangles as graphical output* How this is done 
is illustrated diagrammatically in figure 5*5; a sin^e continuous line scribes 
around each triangle in a clockwise direction* This is achieved by numbering 
the triangles as in figure 5.6; in each rectangle the smaller triangle number 
is given to the lower triangle and the larger triangle number to the upper- 
triangle*
TABLE 5.2
Triangle
Number Node
1 1 13 3
2 1 11 13
, 3 3 15 5
4 3 13 15
5 11 23 13
6 11 21 23
7 13 25 15
8 13 23 25
9 21 33 23
10 21 31 35
11 23 35 25
12 23 33 35
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Table 5*2 gives the node numbers in a clockwise direction 
corresponding to figure $.6 and facilitating the continuous line shox-m in 
figure 5.5*
Figure 5*7 shows the first triangle on its own with its six node 
numbers. Notice that the mid-side node number is thé mean of the two adjacent 
vertex node numbers. Figure 5*8 again shows triangle number 1, but with its 
twelve displacement numbers, of which the radial displacement numbers are odd, 
and the axial displacement numbers are even. The displacement numbers of any 
node are related to that node*s number; such that the axial displacement
Inumber is twice the node number, and the radial displacement number is one 
less than the axial displacement number. There are forces at each node which 
act in the same direction as indicated by the displacement numbers. A displace­
ment of any magnitude, sense or direction, may be represented by two 
orthogonal displacements in that plane. It follows that a force of any 
magnitude, sense or direction, may be represented by two orthogonal force 
components in that plane. Any variation of the orthogonal force components 
will affect all the orthogonal displacement components. Thus Table 5*3 is 
formed which connects all the force components with all the displacement 
components. The ratio of force to displacement is known as stiffness thus 
Table 5*3 is the form of a table of stiffnesses and is called an "element- 
stiffness-matrix", (each x representing a number, the magnitude of the stiff­
ness). The derivation of the element-stiffness-matrix is described in a 
previous chapter by the author.
The triangular-element behaves as a spring and if springs act 
together their stiffnesses are additive. In fact all of the triangular- 
elements for a row of two rectangles added together produce a 30 x 30 matrix, 
which may be partitioned into three equal widths by three equal heights: each
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■baîid corresponding to a line of displacement numbers.
Figure 5*9 shows what the combined stiffness matrix for three rows 
of physical rectangles looks like. There is one large square for each row and 
each of these is partitioned into three bands for the three lines of displace­
ment numbers per row of physical rectangles, forming nine small squares. Thus 
the larger squares overlap by one small square which represents the common 
line of displacement numbers. It is this type of banded partition matrix 
which is formed by the program ASSEMBLY DISC, the details of which follows.
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ASSEMBLY DISC
Purposes- to assemble aoqysymmetric stiffness matrix on Disc and transfer the 
assembled matrix onto magnetic tape.
Input datas- First the maximum number of physical rectangles across the 
radial thickness and the maximum number of rows of rectangles along the axial 
length are the two numbers read off the first card. They are the number of 
spaces between the axial lines and the radial lines respectively. The program 
has been run for 10 and 50 respectively.
Next the matrix used for assembling the triangles per row is zeroed 
(CALL ZERASY),
Then all the vertex nodes and their ordinates are read off tape (CALL 
NODORD), This involves reading off a card the number of nodes to be read off 
the magnetic tape and then reading these nodes with their ordinates off the 
magnetic tape.
Next the physical properties of the material, that is, Young’s 
Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson’s Ratio are read in and printed out.
From a card the number of triangles to be read in, is read and
printed out. Then a loop is started to go round that number of times. The
first thing that happens in this loop is the triangle number and its node 
numbers are read in from magnetic tape (CALL TRIAIN) together with the axial 
index (IAXIAL) and an index to indicate a newline (NMiTLIN),
Nota Bene* Nodes and their ordinates are read before triangle and its 
nodes, because in that way there only needs to be provision for storing one 
triangle at a time, thus saving storage.
Procedure'for each Triangle
(a) If the newline index is zero.
The ordinates of the three vertex are formed in the form of a 
2 x 3  matrix T (CALL FORMTE) and then the stiffness matrix QD for the triangle 
is formed (CALL STIFM). The stiffness matrix is formed in the form of
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(6 RADIAL + 6 axial) x (6 RADIAL + 6 AXIAL) and this is re-arranged so that 
odd nnmhers are radial and even numbers are axial (CALL REARRA),
The six nodial numbers are completed (CALL COMSIX) and the twelve 
displacement numbers formed (CALL F0RM12). At that stage the stiffness 
matrix for the triangular element is added to the assembly matrix for the row 
of triangles (CALL ADDELE).
This process continues until the row of triangles is completed, 
that is, just before starting a newline.
(b) If the newline index is 1
This indicates that the triangle is the first triangle, of a
newline. Before anything is done about this triangle, the assembly matrix for 
the previous row (except for a portion relating to the common line of nodes) 
is transferred to disc (CALL SQTODS). The portion of the assembly matrix 
remaining, is transferred to the appropriate position ready to be added into 
the assembly matrix for the next row. VJhen all this is done, the stiffness of 
the first triangle of the new row is calculated as before when the index was 
zero.
(c) After the last triangle of the last row has been added to the
assembly matrix of that row, there is no newline index to release the assembly
matrix to disc; so that after the loop the assembly matrix of the last row is 
sent to disc (CALL SQTODS and CALL LASE6IB).
Disc to Tape
All the data on disc is transferred to tape (CALL DSTCTA).
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APPENDIX 2b
Sequence of subroutines used in "Assembly Disc”
(1) ZERASY. The assembly matrix is zeroed.
(2) NODORD. All the vertex nodes with their corresponding pairs of Z & R
co-ordinates are read in off of the magnetic tape which was output from the 
computer program "Node Tape" (or its equivalent).
The material's stiffness properties: Young’s Modules of Elasticity 
and Poisson’s Ratio are read in off a punched card.
(3) TRIALN, A triangle number, with its three vertex node numbers, axial
(or meridian) index, and newline index are read in from the magnetic tape which 
was output from the computer program "Triangle Tape". The nevfline index is 1
when a nevf line of triangles across the thickness (ie a new space along the
meridian) was begun otherwise the newline index is zero.
(4) FORMTE. The three vertex node numbers are used to refer to the node
list (read in previously) to obtain the R & Z co-ordinates of each of the vertex 
nodes of the triangle, talcen in clockwise direction around the triangle.
(5) STIFKA. The formation of the 12 x 12 triangle element stiffness
matrix is due in the following manner.
(6) FORfaAD, The 6 x 6  matrix is formed which if multiplied^by the
appropriate six coefficients would produce the radial displacements or the axial 
displacements of the six nodes. To form this 6 x 6  matrix the mid-side node’s 
co-ordinates were taken as the arithmetic mean of the co-ordinates of the vertex 
nodes at the ends of that side. Thus the six pairs of co-ordinates are (r^,Z^) 
where i goes from 1 to 6; and the elements for each row are of the form:-
^i ' ^i '  ^ * %i ' %i ' ^i^i 
hence the six rows are formed. This matrix is known as 6A.
(7) IÎÎVPPV. The 6 X  6 matrix 6A is inverted and is used to form the
12 X 12 matrix thus / 6A ^
This matrix is called AD.
1 5A"^
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(8) FORMSA. Of the stiffness expression
[k] = (r6Ar''V/[eAf[5e1[.eA]d:y) [EAf''
the central part; ;^[eA]"^ [cTe] feA]dvJ is to be formed
This 1 2 x 1 2  matrix is called SA.
(9) IRTII5. In order ter do this fifteen integrals are calculated,
(10) TEN1ST, The first ten of these integrals are calculated using
expressions where the radial ordinates of the vertices are represented by a, b, 
and c and the axial ordinates of the vertices by x, y and z. So that the first
ten integrals are taken over the area of the whole triangle,
(11) LAST 5. The last five integrals (for reasons explained in the section
on the theory related to finite.element) are worked out as integrals for the
area under the three straight lines and summed as they proceed around the 
triangle in a clockwise direction,
(12) SLOG-. The log of each vertex radius, as there is a possibility of
the radius being zero, is calculated separately when the fifteen integrals for 
the triangle have been formed; the 1 2 x 1 2  matrix SA is formed whose matrix
elements are composed of equations in terms of these integrals.
(13) FORMQD, This matrix SA is post-multiplied by the matrix AD forming
a matrix SD. The transpose of the matrix AD is formed. The matrix SD is pre­
multiplied by the transpose of matrix AD forming the matrix QD. That is
(QD) = (AD)^(SA) (ad) which is isomorphic to 
Fkl = ( [ 5A ] - y : J [ e A f  [o-e][eA ] d ^ Y r S A ] - ' ')
(14) REARRA. The 1 2 x 1 2  stiffness matrix (QD) is now in the form of
(6 radial, 6 axial) by (6 radial, 6 axial) and this needs to be rearranged so
that the odd numbers are radial and the even numbers are axial.
(15) COMSIX. Also the three mid side node numbers are needed, (they are
the arithmetic mean of the vertex node numbers at the ends of the side) in 
order to complete the six node numbers.
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(16) F0RM12. Each node has two displacement indices: the odd indices
representing the radial displacements (or forces) and the even indices 
representing the even displacements (or forces). The twelve displacement 
numbers are formed from the six node numbers of the triangle,
(17) /iDDELB. Each triangle has a "12 by 12 stiffness matrix, but one row 
of triangles across the wall thickness filling one meridian space form a 
stiffness matrix of size (NDSPRL by NDSPRL) where:-
NDSPRL = 2 X  3 (twice the number of spaces across the thickness +1)
number of nodes across the thickness 
I number of nodes in a meridian space
number of displacement numbers within one meridian space 
Hence the largest matrix of the core store is NDSPRL by NDSPRL in size, this 
is the assembly matrix. The elements of the 12 x 12 stiffness matrix for the 
triangle have to be added into this assembly stiffness matrix for one meridian 
space at the appropriate positions. The appropriate row and column locations 
are determined by the two displacement numbers representing the row and column 
in the 12 x 12 stiffness matrix of the triangular element.
Y/hen the stiffness for that triangle has been added, the flow of
computation is then returned to step (3) where the data for the next triangle 
is read. Unless there is a new position along the meridian, the procedure goes 
through as before,
(18) SQTODS, If there is a new position along the meridian (other than 
the first position) then some of the assembly stiffness matrix for the unit 
meridian band width is written to disc. The assembly stiffness matrix for the 
band is a square matrix whose length of side is divisible by three. Thus this 
matrix may be divided into nine small square matrices. The first eight of 
these small squares, in the order;- the first row of three squares; the second
row of three squares; the third row of first two squares are all written to
disc together with their axial index. The ninth small square is stored 
temporarily. The assembly matrix for the meridian unit length is zeroed,
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Then what was the ninth small square matrix is placed in the location of the 
first small square. The assembly matrix for the band is then ready to start 
on the new meridian band. The data for the first triangle of this new band is 
already read in,
(19) LA8EMB. At the end of the last band the eight small squares are
written on to disc as before and the ninth square is also written on to disc.
(20) DSTOTA. The small squares are read from disc with their row, column,
and axial indices, and written to the output magnetic tape. The output magnetic
tape for this program now contains the stiffness matrix for the whole structure.
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List of Subroutines used in Assembly Disc
A 8 M D I 8
1 Z E R A S Y
2 N O D 0 R D
3 T R I A I N
A F O R M T E
5 S T I F M A
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 R E A R R A
15 C O M S I X
16 F O R M 1 2
17 A D D E L E
18 S Q Ï 0 D S
19 L A S E M B
20 D 8 T O T A
21 • P N S M 8 Q
22 P R M A H D
23 P N T A S P
24 P E L 0 C K
25 P R I D 0 Z
F O R M  A D
I N V P P V
F 0 R M S A
I N T I 1 5
Ï E N 1 S T  
L A S T  5
S L 0 G-
F O R M Q D
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APPENDIX 3a
DECOMPOSITION
A set of simultaneous equations states the relationship between 
forces and displacements. Thus the coefficients of these equations are the 
stiffness influence coefficients; the right hand side of the equations are 
the forces applied at the nodes (in a radial or axial directions) and the 
displacements (in a radial or axial directions) are the unloiowns to be determined
The stiffness coefficients form a banded matrix of which physical 
considerations suggest the partitioning shown in figure 6.1. These notes outline 
the method used in dealing with decomposition of such a matrix into its upper 
and lower factors. Decomposition is used to solve the simultaneous equations 
for displacements.
In describing decomposition with partial pivoting the banded - 
partitioned matrix shown in figure 6.1 is of the smallest size to allow for 
generality.
INPUT TAPE
The matrix indicated by figure 6.1 is generated by the program which 
has been called ASSEMBLY DISC and stored on magnetic tape. Each small square 
formed by the partitioning is called SMSQ and this is written on to the tape 
as a whole as follows. First is written the row number and the number of 
columns of SMSQ in that row, then each of the SMSQs is written as a whole 
preceded by its rov; and column number. This is indicated in table 6.1 where 
each line represents a separate write to tape.
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TABLE 6.1
Row Number of Columns Row Column
1 3 1 1
1 2
1 3
2 3 2 12 2
2 3
3 1
3 2
3 3
3 4
3 5
TAPE TO DISC
4 3
4 4
4 5
5 3
5 4
5 5
5 6
5 7
7 5
7 6
7 77 8
7 9
8 7
8 8
8 9
9 7
9 8
9 9
The tape is read and transferred to disc with the additional zero 
small squares as indicated in Figure 6.2, This allows for any rearrangement 
of the(matrix) element rows within a section. Thus consider the first three
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rows of small squares. Any element rovf from within the third row of smaJ.1 
squares could he interchanged with any element rov/ from within the first or 
second row of small squares. Since the. third rov^  of sma3.1 squares was initially 
five squares long, the first two rows of small squares have two additional small 
squares of zero elements to accommodate the interchange,
TREATMENT MATRIX
Decomposition is carried out in a matrix called TREATM which is three 
small squares high by five small squares long as shown in Figure 6,3a, This 
matrix is decomposed into upper and lower factors along the leading diagonal 
as far as the end of the second column and second row of small squares as 
shown in Figure 6,3b, Each element rov/ is exchanged with the row with the 
largest element in the pivotal column, this exchange is limited to: from the
pivot to the right. The elements to the left of the pivot are not interchanged. 
An integer vector called LOG with a subscript corresponding to the pivotal 
column number and whose value is equal to the position of the row v/hich had the 
largest element in that column, was used to recoid interchanges.
The remaining elements in the pivotal column .are the ratio of the 
element which was in that position to the pivotal element. These elements, 
which are less than unity (or equal to unity), can be considered as multi­
plying factors. In fact, this factor from a particular row, is multiplied by 
the elements in the pivotal row to the right of the pivot and subtracted from 
the corresponding elements in that factor's row.
Thus in the columns below the pivot are the multiplying factors; 
this is the lower factor of the matrix; and the pivot and to the right of the 
pivot is the upper factor.
WRITING TO OUTPUT TAPES
Two magnetic tapes are used, one for the lower factor and one for 
the upper factor, because they are used independently in the next stage.
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The lower factor is written in column of small squares on to its 
tape (Figure 6,4&) and the upper factor is v/ritten in rows of small squares on
its tape (as shown in Figure 6,4h),< In general there are three rows of small
squares in the first column and two in the second column of the lower portion; 
whereas on the upper tape there are five columns in the first row and four in 
the second. Thus both include the small squares containing the pivots.
The operation of the lower factor and interchanges prior to the lower 
factor; therefore the vector recording the row interchanges is written only on
the lower tape and before the lower factor.
TRANSFERRING PARTS OF IllTRIX
When the treated part of the matrix TREATM, (see Figure 6,3b) comprising 
the first two columns and first two rows of small squares, have been written 
to tape; then remaining part (which does not yet contain pivots), ie the last 
three small squares of the last row, is transferred to become the first three 
squares of the first rov/ (as shown in Figure 6.5). This is done by subroutine 
TRANSF,
READING FROM DISC
When the first three small squares are in position in matrix TREATM 
then the next dozen small square are read from disc. The successive dozens are
shown in Figure 6.6. The reading of the next dozen small squares is done by
the subroutine NEXDOZ, The reading of the very first three small squares is 
by the subroutine FIR3SQ.
■ . GENERAL PROCEDURE
Recapitulating, first the input magnetic tape containing the assembly 
matrix (as in Figure 6,1) is read and transferred to disc with auxilliary 
zeros (Figure 6.2),
Next the first tliree small squares are read off disc into the
treatment matrix. Then the cycle is begun as follows: -
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Read the next dozen small squares from tape (see Figure 6.6) into 
the treatment matrix (Figure 6.3a) and the lower and upper factors written 
on to the output tapes (Figures 6.4'). The remaining end portion of the 
treatment matrix is transferred to the beginning (figure 6.5) and then the 
next dozen squares are read and so on.
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APPENDIX 3b
The Sequenoe of Subroutines used in Computer Program “DECOMPOSITION”
1. TAPDI3
The input magnetic tape to this program is the output from the program
"Assemhly Disc” and contains a series of small square partitioned matrices*
These small square matrices are read, first three small squares, then five small 
squares each time adding two extra small squares and writing all these to mag­
netic disc for easy access*
2. ZESMSQ
: Of the small squares which are added, all the matrix elements (rows
and columns) are zeroed.
3. FIR3SQ
After all the magnetic tape is read and put on to disc (with the
additions) then the first three small square partitioned matrices are read from
disc and put in a larger treatment matrix called TREATM which is equal in size 
to three by five partitioned matrices (that is equivalent to fifteen small 
squares). These first three small squares are placed in the first three positions 
of the treatment matrix.
4. ZETRET
The treatment matrix has all its elements (rows and columns*) made 
equal to zero before
5. ADTRET
Adding the small square matrices to the appropriate positions.
6. REDSTA
The number of displacement positions to be restrained and the indices 
of those positions are read in from cards.
The following sequence of steps is repeated a number of times
7. NEXDOZ
The next dozen small square partitioned matrices are read from disc 
and put into the large treatment matrix thus filling it up.
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8. RESTRA,
The restraints are applied where appropriate,
9- ZBROV/I
This includes zeroing a whole row (index lo) except putting 10120 
in at A(Io,Io)p
10. LUDEW
After the restraint(s) are applied, lower-upper decomposition of the 
treatment matrix (with partial pivoting) may begin. The partial pivoting 
involves interchanging the row with the largest element in the pivotal column 
to become the pivot and keeping a record of the location of rovi interchanges 
in the integer array called LOO. For the J th J th the pivotal column the
following procedure is adopted: -
(a) find the largest matrix element in column J located at row L
(b) interchange the remaining part of row L and row J from the Jth
element to the NJth element (where NJ is the number of columns)
(c) a record of index L is kept in LOO (j)
(d) a multiple of the remaining part of the pivotal row from the 
J 4 1th element is subtracted from each of the remaining rows ie
J 4- 1 to NX (where NI is the number of rows) such that it would have 
eliminated all the elements in the Jth column had they been included 
in the subtraction; but instead the multiples are stored in the Jth 
column.
This process (a to d) is repeated for each column, ie each value
of J,' in turn from 1 to NJS (where RJS stands for the number of
columns searched. NJS is usually equal to twice the width of the 
small square partitioned matrix.
11. WTOTAP
After decomposition of the current treatment matrix, there are writes 
to the magnetic tape as follows: the array LOG containing a record of integers
indicating the indices of row interchanges are written onto the fiist magnetic
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tape called LOWTAP. (The next write to this is indicated in the next paragraph).
12. WTRETJ
The lower portion of the treatment matrix, (which contains the 
multipliers) is written on to the first magnetic tape LOV/TAP in the form of 
columns of small partitioned square matrices.
13. WTKSTI
The upper portion of the treatment matrix is written onto the second 
magnetic tape called lUPTAP in the form of rows of snail partitioned square 
matrices.
14. ZEORES
After the lower and upper portions of the treatment matrix have been 
written onto tape, the restraint element A (lo,Io) which was previously made 
equal to 10f20, needs to be zeroed if it occurs within two row widths of the 
small partitioned squares. The reason for this is that on a particular com­
piler on Atlas it would not over write this figure.
13. TRANSE
Also, after the data has been written onto tapes, the "last three 
small partitioned square matrices of the treatment TREATM are transferred into 
the position of the first three.
This process is then returned to step (?) where the next dozen small 
square partitioned matrices are lead from disc into TREATIù and the process up 
to and including step (13) is repeated for all the chain. Then:
16 WTAPEN
The last small partitioned square matrix is written onto both the 
magnetic tape LOV/TAP (for multiples) and the magnetic tape lUPTAP (for the 
upper portion).
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LIST OF SUBROUTINES USED IN DECOMPOSE 
(Except printing subroutines etc)
DEGOMP
1.
2.
3o
4.
5. 
6*
7.
8.
9.
10, 
11. 
12,
13.
14. 
13. 
16.
TAPDIS
FIR3SQ
REDSTA
NEXDOZ.
RESTRA
LUDEPy
OTOTAP
ZEORES
TRANSF
WTAPEN
ZESMSQ
ZETRET
ADTRET
ZEROWI
WTRETJ
ÏÏTRETI
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APPENDIX 4a 
LOWER UPPER TREATMENT
The decomposition is performed in a separate computer program to that 
of lower and upper treatment. They are in separate programs not merely from 
storage considerations, hut because the decomposed matrix can operate on any 
number of right-hand side vectors B: which is equivalent to all possible loading 
conditions for the same structure.
The procedure with the Lower Upper Treatment is that the whole of the 
lower tape is processed with its operations. The lower factors are preceded on 
tape by the LOG vector which determines row interchange.
INPUT OF LOADING- VECTOR
The vector B is the right-hand side of the simultaneous equations. 
Initially the whole of the vector B is given zero values. The non-zero values of 
B are read in off cards and overwrite the zero values,
■ LOVER TAPE
One stage of lower-tape is read. A portion of the vector B is ' 
taken; rearranged as specified by vector LOG, then operated on by the lower 
factors. The next portion of the lower-tape is read and operates on the next 
portion of the vector B and so on, until the end of the lower-tape,
UPPER TAPE
After the lower treatment has been completed then the upper treatment
is started. The upper tape is read from the end backwards, so that the last
portion of the upper-factors act on the last portion of the B vector, starting at
the end and in the form of backward substitution.
When this is complete the vector B contains the orthogonal displacements 
off all the nodes.
OUTPUT TAPE
The nodial displacements are written on magnetic tape. This tape is first 
verified by the program DISPLACEÎi'IENT CHECK and is then input to the program which 
calculates strains and stresses,
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APPENDIX 4b
SEQUENCE OF SUBROUTINES USED IN COMPUTER PROGRAM L01>JER-UPPER TREATklENT
The program obtains displacements. X from loads B by interchanges, 
operating with the lower factors and the upper portion of the decomposed bonded 
matrix acting on B; in the following manner,
1.• ZEROVE
The whole of the vector B, whose length is equal to the total number 
of possible displacements (radial and axial) of all the nodes in the network of 
finite elements covering ihe-bo-dy,is zeroed,
2. READVE
The magnitude of each applied load (radial or axial in direction, 
positive or negative in sense) together with its position (indicated by an index 
equivalent to the displacement index) is read in. Note that the program checks 
to see if a load has been read in previously for that same position. If so the 
program stops. There is one card for each load and position, the order of these 
cards being unimportant, In fact in test runs, to test this point, the cards 
were deliberately shuffled. The program continued to read the load cards, 
keeping a count of the number of loads read in, until a zero in the load position 
index was reached. The zero index card must be the last card.
3. PRNVEC
The numbers, positions, and the magnitudes of the loads are printed 
out for the whole array was read in.
The following sequence from (4) to (8) for interchanging and lower 
treatment for each index along the meridian. (This index being equivalent to 
the number or index of the large square matrix, (described in the section on 
"Assembly Disc") which has been reached.)
4. RELOTA
One of the arrays LOG which gives the location of the row inter­
changes, and a group of the small square partition matrices are read from the 
first magnetic tape LOWTAP.
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5. ADTRET
These small square partitioned matrices are added into the appropriate 
position of the treatment matrix (called TREATM) whose height is twice the height
of a small square matrix and whose width is five times the width of a small square
matrix.
6. PUBTOY
An appropriate portion of the whole force vector is transferred to Y.
7. LOWTRI
Inside a suhtroutine, Y is called B and for the column index J (where 
J has integer values from 1 to NJ) the following two steps are taken:-
(a) K, which is the index stored in the Jth position of the location 
array LOG, is read and then array elements B(j ) and B(k ) are inter­
changed, so that B(K) becomes B(J)- and B(J) becomes B(k ),
(b) having done this interchange then for each row index I an
appropriate multiple A(I, J) of B(J) is subtracted from B(I). Those 
two steps ((a) and (b)) are repeated for each value of J from 1 to NJ,
8. PUYTOB
The treated portion of the force vector B is transferred back into the 
appropriate position of the whole force vector B,
This lower treatment process is repeated until the whole of the force 
vector has been treated in this way for all the large square indices.
Now the following is the upper treatment for each index along the
meridian,
9. REIUTA
A group of small square partitioned matrices representing part of the 
upper-half of the banded matrix is read from the magnetic tape called lUPTAP, 
ready for the backward substitution. This is done by reading off the last row 
first time through and thereafter two previous rows of small square matrices.
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This subroutine is particularly concerned with reading the data from the correct 
position off the magnetic tape.
These small square matrices are added into the correct position of the 
treatment matrix TREATM.
10. UPPTRI
The next step is to find the displacements X such that UX = Y,
Starting from the Nth row in steps back to the Kth row it proceeds as follows; 
as the last row (ie the Nth row) has only one coefficient (a (N,N)) this may be 
divided into the force B(n ) to give the Nth displacement which is then stored in 
B(n ), Then in each row (index l) after that, the products of these displacements 
and their respective coefficients are subtracted from the force (b (I)) relevant 
to that row. After completing the subtraction for that row, the remaining force 
is divided by the coefficient (a (I,I)) on the diagonal (the only coefficient 
without a known displacement) and this gives the displacement for that row, this 
being stored in B(I),
Then the treated portion of the vector B (which is now displacements) 
is transferred back into the whole vector B which started as forces.
This process from (9) is repeated until the whole of the vector B has 
been treated in this way. It now contains all the displacements (radial and 
axial) for all the nodes of the network covering the body.
This displacement vector is now written on to the magnetic tape called
IDISPL.
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL SUBROUTINES USED IN LOWER-UPPER TREATSÎENT 
(Except printing subroutine etc)
LOWUPT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ZEROVE
READVE
PRNVEC
RELOTA
PUBTOY
LOWTRI
PUYTOB
REIUTA
UPPTRI
ADTRET
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APPENDIX 3a 
DISPLACEMENT CHECK
The stiffness matrix A (which was formed in the program ASSEIvIBLY DISC)
having been restrained from at least one movement least one node) was
decomposed into lower and upper parts (in program DECOMPOSE). Consider the 
equation A x = b, where b is the vector of loads applied at various nodes (which 
are read into program LOWER-UPPER TREATMENT) , this equation is solved (by LOWER- 
UPPER TREATMENT) for the vector of displacements x.
During the processing of solving the simultanéous equations A x = b
for X, errors could occur: for example, round off eraurs will occur and their 
magnitude will be dependent on the word length of the machine, and on the large
number of operations (proportional to the cube of the band width of the matrix).
Other errors may occur dependent on the computer and the particular compiler used 
on that machine.
It is therefore necessary to premultiply the displacement vector x by
the stiffness matrix A, to obtain the force vector b and to compare these forces
so obtained with those applied (feed into program LOW$R-UPPER TREATÎ.ÎENT) . The 
program which does this is called DISPLACEMENT CHECK. This program reads the 
magnetic tape (stream 14) which contains the stiffnesrs matrix A from the program 
ASSEMBLY DISC; and the magnetic tape (stream 17) whidb contains the displacement 
vector from the program LOWER-UPPER TREATMENT, A is m banded matrix. The program 
DISPLACE!,{ENT CHECK takes portions of A and correspondong portions of x 
(these portions being equivalent to a physical row of triangles) and multiplies 
them together to obtain the portion of force vector b,, until the whole of the 
force vector b is obtained.
This is a necessary check (which is advocatsi by Mr C Snell of 
Nottingham University) but it is not a sufficient check. It would not for 
example reveal any error in the stiffness matrix A; ailao more than one vector x 
can satisfy the equation A x = b.
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APPENDIX 5b
Subroutines used in the computer program "DISPLACEMENT CHECK"
Most of the subroutines used in this program are identical with those 
(with the same name) in the program "DECOMPOSE”, the two exceptions being the 
subroutine CEQDIS (which is effectively the main segment) and the subroutine 
MQLTAX.. Certain features of these two will be mentioned here.
CEQDIS iiiis program is to multiply the assembled stiffness of the structure 
times the displacements to obtain the nodal loads. It reads in the whole vector 
of displacements of the magnetic tape called IDISPL. It causes pieces of the 
stiffness matrix to be read off the magnetic tape called lASSEM and placed in a 
treatment matrix which is three small partitioned squares hi^  by five small 
partitioned squares wide. It causes parts of the displacement vecter to be talcen 
to be used in the subroutine MULTAX. It specifies the integers to be used in 
that subroutine; which are:-
ni which is alv/ays equal to three times the height of the small 
'partitioned square matrix, 
is = 1 the first time round and thereafter 
is = 1 + height of the small partitioned square matrix, 
nj = five times the width of the small partitioned square matrix 
until at the last large square matrix, 
nj = three times the width of the small partitioned square matrix. 
IdJLTAX. This subroutine is to multiply part of the stiffness matrix A by part 
of the displacement vector X to obtain the load vector Y 
For i = is , ni 
n i
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Sequenoe of titles of subroutines used in computer program "DISPLACEMENT CHECK"
(Excluding the printing subroutines)
CEQDIS
TAPDIS
ZESMSQ
EIR3SQ
ZETRET
ADTRET
NEXDOZ
(ADTRET)
PUBTOY
1ÎÜLTAX
PUYTOB
TRANSE
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APPENDIX 6a
Derivation of the Least Square method of jMttinga 
oontinuQUs surface to a number of discrete values at nodes 
Nomenclature
Let u = a column vector of displacements
a = is a column vector consisting of the coefficients of 
the displacement 
C = coefficient matrix consisting of powers and products 
of r and z
e = is a column vector consisting of differences between displacements
at nodes and those predicated by displacement function
Condition
Tu s C.a 4* 0 subject to © . e being a minimum
so that e s C • a •* u , Let B = C .a
\T T /„ sT .T(e)i = (a - u)i = a* - uf = (C . a)i - uf = - u'
(ie a V  s (Ca)^) 
eF . 0 = ( a V  - u^) (Ca - u)
Multiplying out
. e = a V  C . a - a V u  - u^Ca + tfu 
T T \T Tas (a G a) s u Ca but is a scalar, ie a single nujaber
tn  m  m  m  m  mSO that e . e = a G C . a « 2 a  ,C . u + u u
differentiating
m m  ma © . 8 =20 o C a « ^ u = G  for maximum or minimum
B a  m  m
/. C • Ca = C u
, m  ^—4 ma = (c o) C u
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APPENDIX 6b
The matrix formulation of the least squares solution of inconsistent 
linear equations (from correspondence from T, Fuller on 28th September, 1970) 
Column of residuals = ^  " b where 
A is mxn, m>n or at least ranîc (A) 1: rank (A:b)
Sum of squares of residuals 
= ( ^  “ b)^ (ax - b) = (x^A^ - b^) (A^ “ b)
rn m m T  m T= x A A x . - x A b " - b A x 4 - b b
= æP(a’a)(a’-^"''A-x (A)(A)"Vb bVArkA^ â)x+ •
= [ x V i  - A  ] (A)"'' [ A  g  - A  ] + A  - A ( A ) A
Tprovided A A is ncn-rsingular
= f  [I - A(A^A)-y ] b
> [I - A(^ A)"'^ ]^ -
provided B = (A^A)  ^ is positive definite, and the minimum is attained 
T Ï /for A A ^  = A b (normal equations). This avoids differentiating w.r.t 
as column or row.
TIt turns out that A A is non-singular and positive definite 
provided rank (A) = n (<m), i.e. provided the ’equations'are independent.
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APPENDIX 6c
Method of determining best order of fit
Analysis of strain distributions occurring in the region of high 
strain gradient were carried out by the author in I962 in order to determine 
which order of polynomial best fitted the photoelastic observations.
The example of strain gradient considered was that
ILd
occurring near the boundary of a circular hole in a 
tension specimen of rectangular section. The tension 
specimen from which observations were talcen, had a 
circular hole (centrally placed) whose diameter was 
equal to half the width of the specimen. The highest 
strain gradient occurs on a plane lying across the centre 
of the hole normal to the' axis of the specimen. Obser- 
vations of isochromatic fringe orders P were taken at incremental distances 
xifrom the boundary of the hole, proceeding away from the hole along a straight 
line normal to the axis. Thus points representing fringe order P may be 
plotted (ordinates) against the abscissa x, 'be" equals zero at the surface 
of the hole. A curve of the form:
n
+ ax n
may be fitted to the results. The difference between F and P^ at any point 
is called a residual. A computer program called "Polyfit" (written by türs Joan 
Knock (nee Bartlett)) was used to fit polynomials of 2nd order to 10th order 
by the method of least squares to the observations of x and P.
To facilitate interpretation of the results from "Polyfit" data was 
simulated, A particular order polynomial was taken, for exampleusing the 
expression y = 12.5 - 6.25 x + 1.25x^ - 0.125%^ + 0,00625%^ ~ 0.000125x^ 
for. values of x from 0,1 to 0,9 in 0,1 increments the values of y were 
calculated. To these values of y, numbers representing the errors in observation 
were added or subtracted, forming simulated fringe values. These error numbers
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varied in a 'binomially distributed random manner having a standard deviation 
of 0.0316 fringes. These simulated fringe values P, together with their 
corresponding % values, were used as data for the program "Polyfit" which was 
run for the orders from 2 to 7» This process was repeated starting with 
polynomial expressions of various orders, for each polynomial adding separately 
five sets of simulated random errors, Por every set of these simulated x and y 
values the results from "Polyfit" were examined and the standard Deviation (SD) 
of the residuals wan plotted against the order of the polynomial fit on log-linear 
graph paper. The SD was plotted on the log scale and the order of fit on the 
linear scale of the log-linear graph paper. These graphs showed that with 
increasing order the SD of the residuals generally decreased. The exception 
occurred at the order of polynomial from which the results were simulated. In 
the region of that order the decrease in standard deviation was reduced or even 
reversed. In other words these graphs looked like cooling graphs of temperature 
against time where a "plateau" (point of inflexion or stationary value) occurs 
when there is a change of state. In the "SD against order" graph the centre 
of this plateau indicated the correct order of fit in these simulated results.
When photo-elastic observations from the tensile specimens were used 
as input data for the program Polyfit and the standard deviations of the 
residuals plotted against order as in the simulated cases it was found that 
the centre of the "plateau" occurred at the 4th or 5th order. Thus suggesting 
that the 4th or 5th order was the best fit.
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APPENDIX 6d
Demonstration that 5th order 25 points give a singular Matrix, 
and that 4th order 23 points is non-singular. (From Dr J H Wilkinson FRS. 14 May 1971)
(Assuming equal intervals in y)
1. The problem in this. Suppose our matrix is an (m % n) matrix
m
If re,nk = n then C C is 
,T,
with n < m.
non-singular. If rank < n then C"C is 
singular. We v/ant to show that with degree 5 
and. 25 points for which we have m = 25, n = 21 
that the rank is < 21. It is easy to prove 
but the notation is tricky.
Remarks (i) We can alter the ordering of row and columns of C
to suit our convenience (ii) We can substract one row of C from another
without altering the rank. We shall do this many times.
To illustrate it.consider the case of 16 points and degree 2. The
matrix with suitable ordering of rows and columns is;~
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1 X^ 2x^ (y-i X^) ' A
 ^ ^2
2X2 y i (y-,
1 X3 2X3 ^1 (y^ X3)
 ^ ^4
2
"4 (y^ "4 ) y?
1 2^1 ^2 (yg X^) y |
1 Xp 2X2 ^2 (yg Xg)
2yg
1 X3 2 ^2 (yg X3)
2yg
 ^ ^4
2
""4 ^2 (yg
2
^2
1 X^ 2Xi ^3 (y j X^)
2
^3
 ^ ^2
2Xg ^3 (y j =2 )
2
^3
1 X3 4 ^3 (y j =3) ^3
'  ^4 ^3 (y3 ^4 ) ^3
1 x^ 2 ^4 (^4 X^) A4
1 Xg 4 ^4 (^4 Xg) ^4
1 X3 4 ^4 (^4 X3 ) A
1 x^ 4 ^4 (y^ ^4 ) 4
X (4,3) y^  X (4,2) y^ X (4 ,1)
X (4,3) yg X (4,2) yg X (4 ,1)
X (4,3) yj X (4,2) yj X (4 ,1)
X (4,3) y^ X (4,2) I y| X (4 ,1)
in pai'tioned form
where X (i,j) is on (i,g) matrix
of the obvious type.
Subtracting the appropriate rows the matrix is of the same rank as
X (4 , 3) y^ X (4 , 2) y^ X (4 , 1)
0 ( y g - y j  X (4 , 2) (yg-y^) X (4 , 1)
0 (y^-yg) X (4 , 2 ) (y^-yg) X (4 , 1)
0 (y^-y^) X (4 , 2 ) (y ^ -y j)  X (4 , 1)
Subtracting rows again and remembering that second 
differences of y^ .^ are zero we get
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X (4,3)
(yj - y^ ) X (4,2)
and continuing we get
X (4,3) y^ X (4,2) yfx(4,i)
0 (yg - y.|) X (4,2) (yg - yi) X (4,1)
0 0 (^ 2 - ^^ 2 + X (4,1)
0 0 0
since 3rd differences of the are zero
In the same way dealing with the first four rows of
this we reduce them to
X X X • X X X
0 X X 0 X 0
0 0 X 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
(we use only the fact that the k th differences of the are zero)
and dealing with the next 4 rows we reduce them to
0 0 0 X X X
0 0 0 0 X 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 8
and the next 4 rows become
0 0 0 0 0 X
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
while the last 4 rows are already zero
TThe rank is.*. 3 + 2 + 1 = 6  and hence C C is
non singular
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In the case, 25 points and 5ih degree the final matrix is of the form
X X X X X X ' X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
0 X • X X X X 0 X X X X 0 X X X 0 X X 0 X 0
0 0 X X X X 0 0 X X X 0 0 X X 0 0 X 0 0 0
0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 X X 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X X 0 X X X 0 X X 0 X 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X -X X 0 0 X X 0 0 X 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X 0 X X 0 X 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X 0 0 X 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 Ô 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X 0 X 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o’ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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The rank of this matrix i s 5 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2  (from the first five rows,
\ Tnext five, next four etc). Rank is therefore 19 and not 21 C G is ’doubly'
singular.
If you do the same thing for 25 point and degree 4 you will find you have
T25 X 15 matrix and rank is I5 « » G C is non-singular.
Notice that if the x^, y are random we do not get the vanishing differences 
and the null matrices do not arise.
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APPENDIX 6e
STRAIN STRESS
The purpose of this program is to find the values of stresses at 
the "principal" nodes® A principal node is defined as a vertex node at which 
six triangles meet. In programs of other authors, at such a point, there 
would he six different sets of stresses le one set in each of the six triangles 
and they use some averaging procedure; such an averaging procedure is not 
used in this program. In place of this, a superior procedure is used which 
maintains continuity of displacements, strains and stresses.
The first subroutine of this program (PORNBE) forms the 4 ^ 4  
constituitive matrix SE which' is used much later in the program. The const!- 
tuitive matrix is a matrix which when post-multiplied by the four strains, 
forms the four stresses. These four strains and the four stresses ares the 
hoop, the radial, the axial, and the radial-axial shear. The elastic constantss 
Young*8 Modulus and Poisson*s Ratio are read in on a card into the program.
The two Lame constants \ and p. (= G the Modulus of Rigidity) are evaluated in 
this subroutine to simplify the form of the matrix. This matrix is used for 
every principal node later in the program.
Prom a magnetic tape (stream 10) containing data which is produced 
by the program NODETAPE, each node with its radial and axial co-ordinates is 
read in and stored by subroutine REALR2* Next the ma^etic tape (stream 1?), 
from program LOVfER-UPPER TREAT3HENT which contains the displacement for each 
displacement-number (there are two displacement numbers for each node) is read 
by subroutine REDISP, (This also reads from the magnetic tape: the number of
spaces per radial width, the number of spaces per axial length, the number of 
radial lines of nodes along the axis, and the total number of nodes).
Next in the program the subroutine SPLTDS separates the displacements 
into the radial ones (u) and the axial ones’ (w). These two vectors U and ¥, 
which are both functions of r and z (the radial and axial co-ordinates) are dealt 
with separately in the remainder of the program.
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Having the two sets of displacements, a continuous function which 
describes them in terms of r and z is required, which will define them over the 
area of concern® That area is the area of the six triangles meeting at the 
principal node® Subroutine PORNOD defines the node-number of the principal node 
and gives the node-numbers of the remaining eighteen nodes on the six triangles 
surrounding it. These eighteen nodes consist of:- the mid-side nodes on the 
six sides which radiate from the principal node; the mid-side node on the sides 
(of the six triangles) which face the principal node; and the remaining six are 
the vertices of the hexagon (probably irregular) formed by the six triangles
around the principal node
principal node
The next subroutine COLECT forms arrays of length 19 
for the radial ordinates X(l9)j
the axial ordinates Y(19)?
the radial displacements U(l9)?
and the axial displacements ¥(19);
which are appropriate to the nineteen nodes of the six triangles®
The following series of subroutines are first to fit a surface to the 
radial displacement (ie U in terms of X and Y) and then to fit a surface to the 
axial displacement (ie W in terms of X and Y) both by Method of Least Squares 
which is derived in a separate section of this paper.
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Amongst these subroutines are PORMCE which generates the matrix C, 
which relates the displacement vector Ü via its ordinates to the coefficients 
such that the matrix equation U = C*A + E, (where E is the error vector, and 
G is a 19 X 15'matrix). This is based 011 the equation, that the calculated 
value of
U = a^
+ 4- a^y
2 2 + a ^  4* a^xy f a^y
3 2 2 5+ + ag^cy 4- a^xy + a^^y
I 3 2 2 ‘ 3 L+ a^Y* t ^12 ^ + a ^ ^ r  +
where, a^  to a^  ^are the fifteen coefficients which are obtained from the Least
Squares Pit of the nineteen pairs of the and y co-ordinates with the nineteen 
displacement values U (or Yf), of the nineteen nodes within the domain of the 
principal node. (The above equation is a fourth order polynomial equation for 
fitting a surface IT in terms of position indicated by oc and y).
TThe subroutine TRANSC transposes the matrix C to form C . The
subroutine PRMCTC post-multiplies by G to form G^ G. (G^ C is a I5 x  15 matrix).
T / T 1The subroutine EECIPR inverts the subroutine G C to form (G G) . The subroutine 
GTCICT post-multiplies the (15 x I5) matrix (C^ c)**”' by the (15 x 19) matrix to 
form the matrix (C^ C) **G^. The subroutine GOEPPA in conjunction with the sub­
routine OBÏANA post-multiplies the (15 x 19) matrix (G^ G) G^^  by the displacement 
vector (19 values) U (or W as the case may be) and so obtain the vector of 
coefficients (15 values) = A.
Although the above outlines the general order of the subroutines there 
are certain refinements that have been found necessary to obtain results. The 
most important of these is;- before cariying out the operations, detailed in the 
previous paragraph, is to change the origin of the co-ordinates of the nodes to
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those of the principal node and to scale their distances from the principal
node in units of a module. A module is defined as the distance of the nearest
node to the principal node. There is a different module in the to the y
direction. This procedure (change of origin and scaling) is called by some
people normalizing® It is performed by the subroutine ORTOPR. This altered
Tthe ratio of the largest element to the smallest element in the matrix C C 
20by an order of 10 and so permitted inversion which otherwise might have been 
difficult. The change back of the x. and y ordinates to their initial origin 
(one end of the centreline of the axi-symmetric body) and initial scale is 
performed by the subroutine BAGSTA.
As well as changing back the axis of the x  and y values to their 
initial origin and scale; the values of the Least Squared fitted coefficients 
have to be changed back to their initial origin (one end of the centreline of 
the axi-symmetric body) and scale. This is done by subroutine CHN&EA.
Having obtained the 15 coefficients AU associated with the radial 
di.splacements Ü, and the 15 coefficients AVf associated the axial displacements 
W (both about their initial origin and scale), these two vectors are joined 
together (by subroutine EORiMA) to form a vector of 30 coefficients.
Using the radial (r ) and the axial (z) co-ordinates of the principal 
node, the matrix D (4 x 30) is evolved (by subroutine DISTRA) so that the 
vector of strains = D * A, where A is the vector of the 30 coefficients obtained 
by the Least Squares fit to the 4th order polynomial surface; and where 
Strain (1) = Hoop Strain E(theta, theta) = U/R
Strain (2) = Radial Strain ‘ E(R,R) = ^
Strain (3) = Axial Strain E(Z,Z) = ^
Strain (4) = Radial-Axial Strain E(R, Z) " ^  ^
The subroutine STRAKA post-multiplies the matrix D by the coefficient 
vector A to obtain the four strains.
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The subroutine STREPS post-multiplies the constituitive matrix SE 
(4 X 4) (mentioned at the beginning of tliis section) by the vector STRAIN (4), 
to obtain the vector STRESS (4) which is
Hoop Stress S(theta, theta)
Radial Stress S(R,R)
Axial Stress S(Z,Z)
Radial-Axial Stress S(R,Z)
This procedure from the subroutine PORNOD onwards is repeated for 
each principal node in the network of the structure.
Some explanation is perhaps required on why a 4th order polynomial 
was used. Photo-elastic experiments in regions of stress concentrations 
indicated that when the number of isochromatics P are plotted against (one 
dimension) distance ..X, that a fourth and sometimes a fifth order polynomial 
was required to fit the observations. As the isochromatics were proportional 
to the difference in principal stress, and as some strains are the differentials 
of displacements, it was expected that a fifth or higher order would be required 
when fitting a surface of displacements u against position of -x: and y (two 
dimensions).
The method of deciding the fit of the number of isochromatics P 
against oc, was to fit by method of least squares, all the orders from 1st order 
to loth order, and then to plot a graph of the standard deviation of the 
residuals against the order of the fit. The residuals are the difference between 
the observed value and the calculated value using the polynomial expression. 
Generally this graph shows that with increasing order, the standard deviation of 
the residuals decrease; this continues to the tenth order but at the correct 
order (say 4th or 5th) this drop in standard deviation of residuals is reduced 
(or even reversed). In other words this graph looks like a cooling graph, where 
there is a plateau (point of inflexion) where there is a change of state. In 
the SD against order graph the centre of this plateau indicates the correct 
order of fit.
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Returning to the finite element least squares, a fifth order was 
attempted using double precision on the computer STRETCH (equivalent to about 
29 decimal significant figures and exponents ranging from 10^308 to 10^-308) 
but the attempt was unsuccessful for a cartesian network but successful for a 
network based on random numbers.
In an appendix Dr. J. H, Wilkinson has kindly given a proof that a 
5th order cartesian network produces a singular matrix.
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APPENDIX 6f
The Sequence of Subroutines used in the Computer Program "STRESS-STRAIN"
1. STESTA
This is really the main segment. The purpose of this program is to 
find stresses at principal nodes. (Principal nodes are vertex nodes where six 
triangles meet).
2. CONSTI
This subroutine is to form the matrix which gives the constitutive 
relationship between stress a and strain e, in the form
{a} = [SE] {e}
3. FORMSE
This subroutine reads in Young's Modulus E and Poisson's ratio v to 
form the matrix (in terms of the first Lame constant \ and the second Lame 
constant G the modulus of rigidity) which when post multiplied by the axisymmetric 
strains will give the axisymmetric stresses,
4. READRZ
This subroutine reads from a magnetic tape (NODTAP) the node numbers 
of the vertices and their respective radial and axial co-ordinates. It then 
calculates the node number of each mid-side and its respective radial and axial 
co-ordinates.
5. REDISP
This subroutine reads the displacements (alternately radial and axial) 
from a magnetic tape (IDISPL).
6. SPLTDS
This subroutine separates the radial and the axial displacements so that 
the radial displacement is stored in an array U and the axial displacement is 
stored in an array W,
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7. FORNOD
For each position along the meridian (except the beginning and the end) 
and for each position across the wall thickness (except the bore and the 0/D) a 
principal node number is calculated by this subroutine. It also calculates for 
each principal node, eighteen node numbers within the domain of the principal 
node, thus making a total within an array of nineteen node numbers. The 
intention of forming a set of node numbers is to extract co-ordinates and displace­
ments of a set of nodes around and including a principal node and then by method 
of least squares, to fit a surface to the displacements of that region in order 
to find the strains and stresses at that principal node,
8. COLECT
This subroutine extracts from the large arrays, the radial and axial 
co-ordinates and the radial and axial displacements for the nineteen nodes within 
a domain, in preparation for the least squares calculation,
9. AINESS
This subroutine calculates the four strains and four stresses for each 
principal node. First the coefficients of the surfaces are obtained, then the 
strains and then the stresses.
10. FORMEA
This subroutine uses a series of seventeen subroutines to obtain thirty 
coefficients:- fifteen coefficients for the radial displacement surface, and 
fifteen coefficients for the axial displacement surface,
11. FMCICT
T r T TThis subroutine uses nine subroutines to form a matrix C [C Cj which 
depends only on the co-ordinates of the nineteen nodes.
12. ORTOPR
This subroutine is to change the origin of the nineteen co-ordinates 
by making the principal node the origin, and to alter the scale of the ordinates 
by dividing by the largest distance from the new origin.
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13 c FORMCE
This subroutine generates the matrix [c] which relates the 
displacements {U} via their co-ordinates to the coefficients {A}, such that
{U> = [c] {A} -ME)
where {E} = a column array of errors.
Each of the nineteen rows of matrix [c] is for a different pair of 
(x,y) co-ordinates. For each of these rows, the fifteen columns are:-
2 2 3 2  2 3 4 3  2 2  3 41, X, y, X  , xy, y , X , X y, xy , y , X , X  y, X y , xy , y
respectively. Thus the matrix [c] is formed.
14. BACSTA
This subroutine is to return the nineteen pairs of co-ordinates back 
to their original dimensions and initial origin, i
I15. TRANSC !
This subroutine transposes the matric [c] into [ct} , that is
[ct] = [c]’^ .
16. FRMCTC
This subroutine forms matrix jCTC] by postmultiplying the matrix [ct] 
with the matrix [c]
ie [CTC] . [C]’' [C]
17. EQUIVA
This subroutine is only used for checking purposes and so is not 
generally used. It is used to make the matrix [b] equal to the matrix [cTc],
because in the next subroutine the matrix [CTc] will be modified. (This sub­
routine is used in conjunction with subroutine MULMAT).
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18. RECIFR
This subroutine inverts the 15 x 15 matrix [CTC^  by a special method 
using partial pivoting. It uses double precision. It forms:
( [ c f  [C ])" '
19. MULMAT
This subroutine (used in conjunction with subroutine EQUIVA) is only 
used for checking purposes and so is not generally used. It forms the product:
which should be a unit matrix, 
20.
i .
This subroutine premultiplies the matrix [ct] by the inverted matrix |CTC]
that is:
[CICT] = ([cf [C])-1
The resulting matrix is now in the form which if it premultiplies any 
set of displacements for the nineteen nodes (whose co-ordinates have been used 
in its formation) the product will be the fifteen coefficients necessary to 
define a full fourth order surface (ie the polynomial is not curtailed in any 
way). Therefore the same matrix is used both for radial displacements and for 
the axial displacements,
21. COEFFA .
This subroutine uses a series of five subroutines to obtain the fifteen 
coefficients {A}, to verify them and to change their origin and dimensions,
22. OBTANA
This subroutine premultiplies the nineteen nodal displacements {U} 
by the matrix ([c]^ [c] )  ^ to obtain fifteen coefficients {A} which will be
used later to obtain strains and thence stresses.
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23. . OBTNUC
This subroutine is to calculate the "best fit" values (on the 
basis of least squares) of the nineteen nodal displacements {UC}. This is done 
by premultiplying the fifteen coefficients {A} by the 19 x 15 matrix C thus
{UC} = [C] {A} .
24. DIFFER
This subroutine is to find the difference between the nineteen nodal 
displacements from the six triangles within the domain of the principal node 
and the displacements calculated for those nodes as heights of the least square 
fitted surface. (That surface has been fitted to the very displacements whose 
difference is now being sought). The smaller that difference the better the 
fit.
25. XBARSD
This subroutine calculates the mean difference (which would be expected 
to approach zero) and the standard deviation of the differences calculated in 
DIFFER, It uses Bessels correction in calculating the standard deviation,
26. CHNGEA
The fifteen coefficients {A} obtained, so far, have been based on 
distances from the principal node and in units of a convenient module. These now 
have to be changed back so that they are consistent with the original units of 
measurement and to their true origin. This is done in this subroutine.
27. FORMWA
To obtain the fifteen coefficients {AU} for the radial displacements 
surface the subroutine COEFFA was used, and it was used again to obtain the 
fifteen coefficients {AW} for the axial displacements surface. In the present 
subroutine FORMWA the two sets of coefficients {AU} and (AW) are combined to 
form one set of 30 coefficients {A},
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28. RZSTRA
This subroutine uses the following two subroutines((DISTRA & STRANA) 
to calculate the strains at the principal node (its co-ordinates being R & Z).
29. DISTRA
This subroutine is to obtain a 4 x 30 matrix [D^  such that when this 
matrix premultiplies the column vector {A} (of length 30) the four strains {e} , 
hoop, radial, axial, and radial-axial are obtained. That is:
[d] {A} = {e}
In order to do that, use is made of two matrices vis:
[b] which is 3 X 15 and is related to the radial displacements U; and
[c] which is 2 X 15 and is related to the axial displacements W*
The fifteen values of B(l,j) are related to the hoop strain.
The fifteen values of B(2,j) are related to the radial strain.
The fifteen values of0(1,j) are related to the axial strain.
The fifteen values of B(3,j) are related to 8u/9z.
The fifteen values of C(2,j) are related to 9w/9r,
Advantage is made at this stage of the fact that 9/3z of the products
of powers of r and z (before the coefficients {A} are involved) are independent
of {U} or {W}, The same thing applies to 9/9r, Thus, the number of calculations 
which need to be performed are minimised, [d] is built up from [b^  and ,
30. STRANA
This subroutine is to obtain the four components of axisymmetric
strain viz
®00 * \r* ®zz’ ®rz
This is done by premultiplying the thirty coefficients {A} by the matrix |D[ 
obtained in the previous subroutine
ie {e} = [d] {A}
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31. STREPS
This subroutine is to obtain stress from strain. The four axi­
symmetric stress components
^rr* ^rz
are obtained from the four axisymmetric strains
^80* ^rr® ^zz* ®rz
by premultiplying the vector of strains by the matrix which represents the 
elastic constitutive relationships ie
{o} = [Se] {e}
where SE is the 4 x 4 constitutive matrix obtained by the subroutine FORMSE,
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List of the titles of 31 of the 41 subroutines used in program "STRESS-STRAIN"
(Excluding printing and punching subroutines)
STESTA
2
3
CONSTI
FORMSE
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
READRZ
REDISP
SPLTDS
FORNOD
COLECT
AINESS
FORMEA
FMCICT
ORTOPR
FORMCE
BACSTA
TRANSC
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
COEFFA
FRMCTC
EQUIVA
RECIPR
MULMAT
CTCICT
OBTANA
OBTNUC
DIFFER
XBARSD
CHNGEA
27
28
29
30
31
RZSTRA
STREFS
(COEFFA)
FORMÂW
DISTRA
STRANA
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APPENDIX 7
Derivation of Lame Equations
Let 0^ 0 = the hoop stress
Orr " the stress in the radial direction, (which is equal to the
pressure at the bore) ,
a = the axial stress,zz ’
and let e^g = the hoop strain,
e = the radial strain, rr ’
I i
and e = the axial strain,zz
then Eegg = ' °zz> >
Ee^ r = V  - v(°88 + *
=  “ z z  -  ' ’ < “ 6 0  +  “ r r )  >
where E = Young’s Modulus of Elasticity 
V = Poisson's Ratio.
For plane stress considerations
axial stress a = 0  zz
then |  (°e8 + “rr)
and Eegg = hgg " v.a^^
B“rr = - '’•“ee “rr
which may be written:
c  X ' )rr rr
Multiplying both sides by the inverse
„ /I v\ /e.
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so that:-   7; ( + ve
1 - V00 , ..2 ee rr
and ^ j v.egg i-1 - V
A U , duAs egg = - and = gg
rr _ E I u V.dU
00 1 _ 2^ L r dr )'
and
1 — V 
E •“ee - “rr = 7 7 X r  (1 -v) ,U (v - 1).du 1L r dr.j
“ee - “rr = 7 ^ 2  [ (? -
As
r «du _ u.dr r , ^
d Ai\ dr dr dr ^
dr -^ ry ^2 .^2
d _ 1 f  du _ u
dr \r / ~ r \
it follows that ^  [ 7 ( ^  - 7 )
From radial equilibrium (because of symmetry there are no shearing stresses)
r. do“ee - “rr - ~  - 0
that is:- E f (1 - v) /^ u du\ f u du\ r. d^u 1
— 4  - d?) + “ - d?) - ; ^ j
1 _ Vr dr . 2
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The general solution of this equation is
^2u = C^r + —
which yields strains and stresses in the form:-
uee
ee
rr
E
Co(1 ” v)C - (1 - v) *4
r —I
le “ee = A I- S_
r
“rr = * - 4
where • E C Co
At the bore radius r = r^ and A - B
At the outside radius r - r^ and = 0  = A - ^
- p = - B
2_ 2
B =
^2
and A =
pr.
Hoop stress ee pr, 
'^1 -
pr.
le
Radial stress
ee
rr
rr
-pr 
1 - "lr„ - r,  ^r%
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APPENDIX 8 
Continuity of
As mentioned in the section on the computer program "STRAIN-STRESS”, 
the principal node is defined as the vertex node where six triangles meet*
The domain of the principal node is the region of those six triangles* In the 
program '’STRâIN~SÏRESS"p a Ath order polynomial, which defines displacement in 
terms of powers of the radial and axial co-ordinates, is fitted to the point 
displacements of the nineteen nodes within that domain* This is done for both 
the radial and axial displacements* The displacement may be considered as the 
height of a "surface” at any point whose radial and axial co-ordinates are R 
and Z respectively* The plan of such a "surface” is limited to the region of 
the domain being considered*
It is desirable that these displacement surfaces have continuity, in 
certain respects, one with another* At any point (R, Z), let the radial dis­
placement be U and the axial displacement be Yf* As the hoop-strain = U/Rî so 
the surfaces of radial displacement should have the same height U where they meet
or overlap* As the radial strain = dU : so the surfaces of radial displacement
dR
should have the same slope in the radial direction where they meet or overlap*
As the axial strain = ^  î so the surfaces of axial displacement should have the
dZ
same slope in the axial direction where they meet or overlap* These are the 
conditions of continuity of displacement which are examined in the follovdng*
A thick cylindrical tube of 1^*0 inches outside radius and 10*0 inches 
bore radius, 12*0 inches long, open ended, of Young's Modulus E =
30,000,000 Ib/sq in* and Poisson*s Ratio = 0*3, subjected to an internal 
pressure of 106*1 Ib/sq in* was considered*
The cross section of the wall of this thick cylindrical tube was 
divided into a network of triangles as indicated in Figure Cl for the purposes 
of finite element calculations* As the axial pitch S of the nodes was 1*5 inches, 
the area on which the pressure acts per "non-end" internal node =
2 X R-6. 5= 2 X X 10*0" X 1*5" = 94*25 sq in* Thus the total radial thrust on each
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of the seven non-end internal nodes (numbers 8, 15, 22, 29, 36, 43 and 50 on 
Figure Cl) = 106o1lh/sq in* x 94,25 sq in* = 10,000 lb thrust and half this 
amount of radial thrust at the two end internal nodes (numbers 1 and 57) 
ie 5,000 lb thrust*
Using the computer programs up to the Lower-Upper Treatment program, 
where an axial restraint was applied to node 1 ; the individual radial and 
axial displacements were found for eash of the sixty-three nodes shovm on 
Figure Cl «
By Method of Least Squares the computer program "STRAIN-STRESS", 
fitted a "surface" to the nineteen node point displacements of each of the 
six doma:lns of the principal nodes, which are shown in Figure C1D, in turn*
This process was applied to both the radial and the axial displacements*
The radial displacement surfaces for the domaiis of the six principal 
nodes are shown individually in figures CU17, CU19, CU31, CU33, CU45 and CU47o 
They are shovm combined in figure CU* It can be seen, in figure CU, that the 
hoop-strain condition of continuity is satisfied, in that the height U (represent* 
ing the ladial displacement) does not alter appreciably in going from one domain 
to the next* It can also be seen from figure CU: that the radial-strain
condition of contii’kuity is also satisfied; in that the slope in the radial 
direction (dU/dR) does not alter appreciably in going from one domain to the 
next*
The five individual curves (representing a radial section through 
the surface) for the domain of principal node 1? are shown in the five figures 
GUI 7,1, CU17o2, GUI 7,3, GUI7,4 and GUI 7,5® Similarly, for the domain of 
principal node 19 the curves are shovm in figures CU19.1, GUI9*2, GU19*3, GUI9.4 
and CU19o5* This procedure of numbering the curves is also used for principal 
nodes 31, 33, 45 and 47® On each of these figures the individual node point 
displacements are shown as well as the curve representing a section tlirough the
24.0
surface at. constant axial distance* It can be seen from these figures that the 
radial displacement surfaces are a good fit to the individual node point radial 
displacements*
Similarly, the axial displacement surfaces for the six domains of the 
principal nodes are shown individually in figures CW17, CW19, CW3t, C\Y33, CW45 
and CW47o They are shown combined in figure CW; where it can be seen that the 
axial strain condition of continuity is satisfied, in that the slope .in the 
axial direction (dW/dZ) does not alter appreciably in going from one domain to 
the next* There are five individual curves (representing axial sections 
through the surface) for each principal node domain which are shown on five 
separate figures* For example the curves for the domain of principal node 17 
are shown on figures CW17.1, CW17.2, CWi7«3, CW17»4 and C\Y17o5® The same 
procedure of numbering the figures is used for the domains of principal nodes 
19, 31, 33, 45, and 47® On each of these figures the individual node point 
displacements are shovm as well as the curve representing a section through the 
surface at constant radial distance* It can be seen from these figures that the 
axial-displacement surfaces are a good fit to the individual node point axial 
displacements*
These figures demonstrate:-
(a) the surfaces are a good fit to node point displacements and
(b) continuity is maintained between surfaces of adjacent domains*
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APPENDIX 9 
OPERATION NOTES ON CCMPUTER PPOG-RAI,IS 
The notes following are written only to aid a person running the 
programs, written briefly without going into detail about how and why the 
programs were written in that way*
The notes are on the following computer programs 
NODE TAPE 
TRIANGLE TAPS 
XY ORD
SINGLE LINE GRAPH 
ASSSmLY DISC 
DEC0W08E
LOV/ER UPPER TREATÎ.ÎENT 
DISPLACEMENT CHECK 
STRESS STRAIN
Background to Computer Programs Node Tape, Triangle Tape, X-Y ord,
Single Line Graph
The ajcisjmimetric element is of triangular section* Thus a section 
through the object being analysed appears as a network of triangles. Each 
triangleis defined by the node numbers of its three vertices. To minimise 
the bandwidth of the stiffness matrix, node numbers must proceed across the 
narrowest width of the object* The.node numbers of the vertices are such that 
the mid-side node has a number equal to the mean of its tw^ o adjacent vertex 
node numbers. There are thus six node numbers associated with each triangle, 
that is: three node numbers for the vertices, and three node numbers for the
mid-sides,
Forming Nodial Numbers for Cartesian Network
In a cartesian network several nodes have a common radius, and several 
nodes have a common axial length. Each coimnon radius in turn is indexed in 
order of size. Each common axial length in turn is indexed in order of size. 
Using the axial and radial indices, the nodial numbers are generated and 
assigned their radius and axial length.
Tracing Triangles
It is desirable to reproduce graphically the network of triangles 
(this will show errors in specification). The nodes need to be plotted in such 
a way that one continuous line scribes, in clockwise order, all the sides of 
all the triangles in sequence.
If the vertices form an orthogonal network, use can be made of this 
in forming the continuous. In order to do this use is made of the meridional 
and radial indices, but it is superfluous to specify the triangles by these 
indices, as they are specified by their vertex nodial numbers and this is suf­
ficient •
874
NODE TAPE
This program generates the node numbers and assigns to each node 
number its respective radius and axial distance.
The output of this pro^ *am goes to magnetic tape (stream iO): each 
write to tape gives a node number and the axial and radial co-ordinates of 
that node.
The input data required for this program is:-
1, The number of radii v/hich remain constant over the axial length,
2, the numbers of axial lengths which remain constant over the range
of radii,
3, the values of the constant radii,
A, the values of the constant axial lengths.
Also the following data is required;- 
■ 5* the triangle number ending the previous section,
an integer indicating the beginning radial location,
an integer indicating the beginning axial location,
an integer indicating the end radial location, and
an integer indicating the end axial location
6.
7.
8.
9.
275
Program Title NODE TiVPB
Input Magnetic tapes stream numbers; None 
Output Magnetic tape stream numbers: 10
Type
ofCard
Number of Cards of 
This Type
Information or data being read in 
on cards into computer
Format
Field
1 only one Integer indicating the number of radii which, remain constant along the axis 12
2 only one Integer indicating the number of axial lengths which remain constant along the radial width.
12
3 one or more
The values of radii which are constant along 
the length (Floating point) smallest to largest 8F10.4
4 one or more
The values of axial length which are constant through the thickness, smallest to largest 8F10.4
5 only one The triangle number ending the previous section.Integer indicating the beginning radius location 
" " " « axial "” " " end radius "
" " " " axial " 
in that order
515
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PROGRM TRIANGLE TAPE 
Some errors of specification may be revealed by drawing the network 
of triangles. Three vertex nodes are sufficient to specify a triangle. Using 
only three vertex nodes in a clockwise order for each triangle in sequence it 
is required to dravf the network by a continuous line. Each write to magnetic 
tape (stream 11) specifies a triangle number and the number of its three vertex 
nodes, in such a manner as to satisfy the continous line condition. The input 
data to this program is entered by means of punched cards. On the first data 
card the number of common radii in width is specified. On the second card is 
specified the triangle number ending previous section, an integer representing 
the beginning radial location, an integer representing the beginning axial 
location, an integer representing the end radial location and an integer 
representing the end. axial location.
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Program Title TRIANGLE TAPE
Input Magnetic tapes stream Numbers: None
Output Magnetic tape strea,m Numbers; 11
Type
ofCard
1
Number of 
Cards of This Type
Information or data being read in 
on cards into computer
Format
Field
only one Total number of common radii 12
2 only one The triangle number ending previous section Integer indicating the beginning radial location »• " » " axial "
" " " end radial ”'• '• ” " axial "
In that order
515
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X-Y ORD .
This program uses the three node numbers for each triangle number from 
the program "Triangle Tape", with the radial and axial ordinates for each node 
number from the program "Node Tape"; to output for each triangle its three 
pairs of radial and axial ordinates in clockwise order. Thus the input data 
to this program is from "Node Tape" on magnetic tape stream 10, and from 
"Triangle Tape" on magnetic tape stream 11, The card input data to this program 
consists of two cards; the first gives the number of nodes to be read in, and 
the second the number of triangles to be read in. The output from this program 
is on magnetic tape stream 12.
2 79
Program Title X-Y ORD
Input Magnetic tapes stream Numbers: 10 & 11 
Output Magnetic tape stream Numbers:. 12
Type
of
Card
Number of 
Card of 
This Type
Information or data being read in 
on cards into computer
Format
Field
1 one only The total number of nodes to be read in (integer) 15
2 one only The total number of triangles to be read in (integer) 15
280
SINGLE LINE GRAPH 
The Stromherg Carlson graph plotter (SG4020) is used by this program 
to draw a diagram of the network and so verify part of the input data. The 
magnetic tape (stream 12) input is from the program XY ord, (This gives the 
ordinates of the vertices of the triangles)* The card input is a single card 
which gives the total number of triangles.
281
Program Title SINGLE LINE GRAPH
Input Magnetic tapes stream Numbers; 12
Output Magnetic tape stream Numbers: None
Type
of
Card
Number of 
Cards of 
This Type
Information or data being read in 
on cards into computer
Format
Field
1 one only The total number of triangles to be read in 15
288
ASSEMBLY DISC
This program assembles the axisymmetrio stiffness on Disc 
and transfers the assembled matrix onto magnetic tape.
Firstly the maximum number of physical squares (or rectangles) across 
the radial thickness and the maximum number nf rows of physical squares (or 
rectangles) along the axial length are read in off cêird (and printed out). These 
are the number of spaces between the axial lines and the number of spaces 
between the radial lines respectively. They have been run at 10 and 30. A 
number is read off the second card specifying the number of nodes to be read in 
off magnetic tape. Then these node with their ordinates are read off magnetic 
tape (stream 10)« The third card specifys the Young’s Modulus and the Poisson's 
Ratio of the material. The fourth card gives the number of triangles to be read 
in off magnetic tape (stream 11). In each read off tape; the triangle number 
is read in together with its three vertex nodes. As each triangle is read in its 
individual stiffness matrix is calculated and added to the stiffness matrix of 
the assembly which is stored on disc (stream 20). When this is complete it is 
transferred to magnetic tape (stream 14) as output from this program.
880
Program Title ASSEMBLY DISC
Input Magnetic tapes stream Numbers; 10 & 11, Magnetic disc stream 20 
Output Magnetic tape stream Numbers: 14
Type
of
Card
Number of 
Card of 
This Type
Information or data being read in 
on cards into computer
Format
Field
1 only one An integer indicating the number of spaces 
between the axial lines across the radial 
thickness and an integer indicating the 
number of spaces between the radial lines 
along the axis
212
2 only one An integer indicating the number of nodes 
to be read off magnetic tape
15
3 only one Youngs modulus and Poissons Ratio El 0,3. FI 0.4
4 only one An integer indicating the number of triangles to be read in.
15
884
DECOMPOSE
This program is to decompose the assembly stiffness matrix into lower 
and upper matrices using partial pivoting having first applied the restraints. 
The first card is the same as the first card of ASSEMBLY DISC. The second card 
indicates how many restraints. The remaining cards, (at least one) each gives 
the individual number of the displacement position to be restrained (up to 
16 per card). The input magnetic tape (stream I4) is from ASSEMBLY DISC and 
the output of the lower and upper matrix is on magnetic tapes (streams 16 and 
15 respectively).
S85
Program Title; DECOMPOSE
Input Magnetic tapes stream Numbers: 14
Output Magnetic tape stream Numbers; 15 & 16
Type
of
Card
1
Number of 
Card of 
This Type
only one
only one
one or 
more
Information or data being read in 
on cards into computer
An integer indicating the number of spaces 
between the axial lines across the radial 
thickness and an integer indicating the number of 
spaces between the radial lines along the axis
An integer indicating the number of displace­
ment positions to be restrained
Integer'(s) indicating the individual number(s) 
of the displacenmet position(s) to be restrained
Format
Field
286
LOV/ER UPPER TREATMENT 
This program is to obtain displacements X from loads B by interchanges; 
operating with lovfer factors and upper portion of decomposed partition banded 
matrix acting on B. The input cards are of two types: the first is the same 
as the first card of ASSEMBLY DISC; the second type of card has an integer to 
represent the individual number of displacement postion and the load at that 
position. There are a number of the second type of card. There are two input 
magnetic tapes (streams 16 and I5) with the lower and upper matrices .on. The 
output on magnetic tape (stream 17), is the vector of displacements. A magnetic 
disc (stream 20) is used during the processing.
28?
Program Title LOV/ER UPPER TREATMENT
Input Magnetic tapes stream Numbers; 15 & 16
Output Magnetic tape stream Numbers: 17
TypeofCard
Number of Cards of This Type
Information or data being read in on cards into computer FormatField
1 only one An integer indicating the number of spaces between the axial lines across the radial thickness and an integer indicating the number of spaces between the radial lines along the axis
212
2 many An integer to represent the identification number of the displacement position and the load at that position
15,5X F10.4
3 Terminating card with 0 15
288
DISPLâCEMENT CHECK 
This program multiplies the stiffness matrix times the displacements 
(obtained in LOVŒR UPPER TREA.TMENT) ' to obtain the forces at the nodes « These 
forces (and their position) should correspond to those applied in LOV/ER UPPER 
TREA.T1\QSNT* The first card is the same as the first card of ASSEIilBLY DISC. The 
stiffness Matrix comes via magnetic tape (stream I4) from ASSEMBLY DISC and the 
displacement vector via magnetic tape (stream I7) LOWER UPPER TREATMENT. A 
magnetic disc (stream 20) is used during the calculations. The force for each 
displacement number is printed out.
S 89
Program Title DISPLACEI/ISNT CHECK
Input Magnetic tapes stream Numbers: 1A & 17 and Magnetic Disc Stream 20 
Output Magnetic tape stream Numbers; None
Type
of
Card
Number of 
Cards of 
This Type
Information or data being read in 
on cards into computer
Format
Field
i only one An integer indicating the number of spaces 
between the axial lines across the radial 
thickness and an integer indicating the 
number of spaces between radial line along 
the axis
212
29 0
STRESS STRAIN
This program is to find the stresses at the principal nodes. The 
first card is the same as the first card for ASSE&BLY DISC. The second card 
give Youngs Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio. The third card gives: 
the location at the beginning of the axis
It It It It It It II
" " " beginning " "• radius
II It II II It II It
The magnetic tape (stream 1O) from Node Tape gives nodes and their ordinates; 
whilst magnetic tape (stream 17) from LOV/ER UPPER TREATMENT gives the dis­
placements.
Stresses and strains calculated for principal nodes are printed out.
291
Program Title STRESS STRAIN
Input Magnetic tapes stream Numbers; 10 & 17
Output Magnetic tape stream Numbers
Typeof
Card
Number of 
Cards of 
This Type
only one
only one
only one
Information or data being read in 
on cards into computer
An integer indicating the number of spaces 
between the axial lines across the radial 
thickness and an integer indicating the number 
of spaces between radial lines along the axis.
Young's Modulus and Poisson
Location at the beginning of the axis
» II II II II II
" ‘ " " beginning ” " "
endI I I I I I
Format
Field
212
— — —
E10.3,
F10.3
5X,4I5
292
L:lnepPinte>7 listing of Fortran Instruct lone in
each of the seanence of computer -programs for
Finite Element Analysis of Axisymmetric Elastic
Stress Problems
List of Programs
RODE TAPS 1
TRIASOLE TAPS 3
X Y ORD - " 6
SBIGLE LIRE GRAPH 8
ASSEMBLY DI80 11
DECOMPOSE . 30
LOWER UPPER TREATMENT 50
DISPLACEMENT CHECK 63
STRAIN STRESS 76
/ jn% VlA67nO? JOHN WAPn NODE TAPF
i COMPUT IMG ? MINUTES
I TAPE to NO!21 VLA&7 NODEtPFPMlT
STORE 22 FLOCKS
OUTPUT
! 0 LINPPRIMTER 1000 LINES
2 LIN F PRINTER 2000 LINES 
,INPUT T COOPDATA 
^COMPILER HART RAM 
“ tE OF TRAM <AC NODE TAPE
C
Ccccccccccc
c
•Cccccccccccccc
nCcc
.Ccccccc
c
GENERATION OF NODIAL NUMBERS (WITH ORDINATES)FOR CARTESIAN
FORMING NODIAL NUMBERS FOR CARTESIAN NETWORK
IN A CARTESIAN NETWORK SEVERAL NODES HAVE A COMMON RADIUS,AND 
SEVERAL NODES HAVE COMMON AXIAL LENGTH.
EACH COMMON RADIUS IN TURN IS INDEXED IN ORDER OF SIZE.
EACH COMMON AXIAL LENGTH IN TURN IS INDEXED IN ORDER OF S U E  
USING THE AXIAL AND RADIAL INDICES,THE NODIAL NUMBERS ARE 
GENERATED AND ASIGNED THEIR RADIUS AND AXIAL LENGTH
NOMENCLATURE
R AD I U S ( I RADIO) AXIALF(IAXIAL)
F (NODE)
Z(NODE)NRADWI
MAX I LE 
I AX I AL 
I RAD ID 
NODE LOBERA 
LOBFAX 
LOENRA 
LOENAX
RADIUS WHICH AXIAL LENGTH RADIUS FOR A AXIAL LENGTH 
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF
IS COMMON ALONG WHICH IS COMMON PARTICULAR NODE 
FOR A PARTICULAR DISTINCT RADII DISTINCT AXIAL
= RADIAL = ' AXIAL
= RADIAL 
AXIAL
: INDIVIDUAL AXIAL INDEX : INDIVIDUAL RADIAL INDEX : NODE NUMBER 
LOCATION AT BEGININGLOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
AT
AT
AT
BEGININGENDEND
DIMENSION RADIUS(11),AXIALE(ci),R(212I),Z(?l?l)
READ (1,96)NRADWI 
WRITE!2,10)NRADWI READ (1,96)NAXILE WRITC(2,11)NAXILE
R E A D (1,97)(RADIUS!IRADIU),IRADIU=1,NRADWI) 
WRITE(2,20)(RA9TUS(IRADIU),IRADIU=1,NRADWI)READ (1,97)(AXIALE!TAXIAL)iIAXIAL=1,NAXILF) WRITF(2,2l)(AXIALE(IAXIAL),IAXIAL=l,NAXILE)
RFAD (1,110) NO TRI,LOBERA,LOBFAX,LOENRA,LOENAX. 
WRITE(2,111) NO TRI,LDBFRAtLOBEAX,LOENRA,LOENAX
NODE OOC NODE 001 NETWORKNODE OO;
NODE 00: NODE 00/ NODE 00! NODE 006 NODE 00" NODE OOf 
NODE 00Ç NODE O K  
NODE Oil NODE 01: 
NODE 01: NODE 01/ NODE 01 
NODE Old 
MODE 01 NODE 01! 
NODE O K  NODE 02( 
NODE 0: NODE 022 
NODE 02: NODE 02/ NOHE 02 NODE 02d NODE 02 NODE 02i
IN THICKNESS(I/R AND O/RNODE 02' LENGTHSilNCLUDING ZERO) NODF 034NODE 0 3 NODE 03; NODE 03: 
NODE 03< NODE 03 
NODE 03< NODE 03' 
NODE 03 NODE 03' NODE 06f NODE 04: 
NODE 04: NODE 04: NODE 044 MODE 041 
NODE 044 NODE 04 NODE 04: NODE 04' 
NODE 05f 
NODE 05 NODE 05:
AXISFOR SEVERAL RADII 
NODE
] 10
] ) 1
8FORMAT!515) . MODE
FORMAT;IHI,IX,41HTRÎANGLF-MUMRER,ENDING PREVIOUS SECTION =,I5//25XM0DE 
,24HpFGTNING RADIUS LOCATION,15,14X,22HBEGINING AXIS LOCATION,I5//N0DE27X,22HENDING RADIUS LOCATION,15,14X,20HENDING AXIS
WRITE!2,98)
A
DO
DO
100
101
I AXIAL 
IPADIU
LOBFAX
LOGERA
)01
Î 00
90Q1
WRITE!
CONTINUE
LOENAX 
LOENRA
MODE = 2*(IAXIAL-l)*(2*NRADWI
R INODE). = RAD lUSI ÎRADÎU)
ZI MODE) = AX I ALEC I AXIAL)
WRI TE(2,93) NOnE,Z(NODE)
NODE,Z(MODE)
U  + 2&IRADIU - 1
10 ) ,R(NODE) ,R(NODE)
CONTINUE
FORMAT!12)
FORMAT!3 FI0.4)
FORMAT! .1H1//32X ,4HNQDE,1fx ,7HZ(NODE),19X,7HR(NODE)//)F0DMAT!3?X,I3,16X,F10.4,16X,F10
10 FORMAT!//10X,60HNUM8ER 
IDE RADIUS),13//)
11 F O R M A T ! //L0X,40HMUNBER
20 FORMAT!// 9X,12HC0MM0N
21 FORM ATI// IX,20HC0MM0M 
STOPFND
OF RADII
4)
IN WIDTH (INCLUDING BORE AND
LOCATION,15//)NODE 
NODE NODE NODE 
NODE NODE 
NODE NODE 
NODE 
NODE 
NODE NODE 
NODE 
MODE 
NODE NODE 
NODE 
NODE NODE 
NODE 
NODE 
NODE 
OUTS INODE 
NODE
OF AXIAL LENGTHS(INCLUDING ZERO)= ,13//} RADII,10F10.4//)AXIAL LENGTHS,lOFlO,4//)
NODENODENODENODE
NODE*ENTER
DATA
G002DATA
n
51
053
05 /^055
056 057.
058
059060 
061 062 063 
06/^065
066067068
069
070071 
0721 
07
07/^
075
076077
078
079080 081 082 083 08A
C
13
10.0 10,28906254140625 14.140625
10
15
0 4, P , 
12 
16 20 
24 0
0.5
4.5
8 o512.5
16.5
20.524.5 1 11
.609375.0
1 . 0
5.09.013.017.0
21.0 25.0 51
10.953125 11.34375 11.765625 12.2512.7890625
1
5
9
13
17
21
2 6 10 
14 
18 
22
26,
10
14,18,22
3
7
1115
1923
3.5
7.P11.515.5 19 .523.5
I \
JOB VLA47003 JOHN WARD
COMPUTING 2 MINUTES
TAPE 11 NO 137 VLA47 TPTANGLE*PFRMIT 
STORC 20/140 BLOCKS
OUTPUT
0 LINFPRINTFR 1000 LINFS ' •
2 LÎMFPRINTEP. 2000 LINES 
INPUT 1 G003DATA 
'•COMPILFR HART RAN 
#K,*FORTRAN
T R I A N G L E  TAPE
C
iCCCccccccccccc
cc
cccccccccccccc^
ccc
«Cccccc
TRIANGLE TAPE
TRACING TRIANGLES
TRI ANOOO! 
TP Î AMOO l! 
TRIAN002 
TRIANDO3 
TRIAMO04---------------   TRIAN005
TRI AN0Q6
IT IS DESÎREABLE TO REPRODUCE GRAPHICALLY THE NETWORK OF TRI ANGLESTRIANOOTi
TRI AMOOP'
(THIS WILL SHOW ERROR IN SPECIFICATION) TRIAN009
TRIAMOlO, 
TRI ANOlli 
TRIAN012:
THE NODES NEED TO BE PLOTTED IN SUCH A WAY THAT ONE CONTINUOUS 
LINE SCRIBES ALL THE SIDES OF ALL THE TRIANGLES IN SEQUENCE. TRIAN013;
IF THE VERTICES FORM A CARTESIAN NETWORK , USE CAN BE MADE OF 
THIS IN FORMING THE CONTINUOUS LINE.
IN ORDER TO 00 THIS,USE IS MADE OF THE AXIAL AND RADIAL INDICES,
TRI AN014I 
TRIAN015I 
TRÏAN016 TRIANOl? 
TRI AN018: 
TRI AMO 19, 
TRI AN020; 
TRIAN02II 
TRIAN022
BUT IT IS SUFFICIENT TO SPECIFY TRIANGLES BY THEIR NODIAL NUMBERS. T RIAN023!
TRIAN024 
TRIAN02 5! 
TRIAN026 
TP IAN027 
TRIAN02 8 
TP I ANC29 
TRIAN030 
TRIAN031 TPIAN032 TRÏAN033 
TRIAN034 
TRIAN035 TRIAN036 
TRIANC37 
TRIAN0 3E 
TRIAN039 
TRÎAN04C TRIAN041 
TRIAN042 TRIAN043 TRIAN044
NOMENCLATURE
MAXTRI = MAXIMUM TRIANGLE NUMBER OR INDEX 
MAXRAD = MAXIMUM RADIUS NUMBER OR INDEX
MAXAXI = MAXIMUM AXIAL NUMBER OR INDEX 
LOBERA = RADIAL LOCATION AT BEGINING
LOBFAX = AXIAL LOCATION AT BEGINING
LOENRA = RADIAL LOCATION AT ENDLOENAX - AXIAL LOCATION AT END
• LOCATNI ÏAXÎ ALKRADIU)
NRADWI = NUMBER OF DISTINCT RAO I U  INCLUDING I/R AND 0/R)DIMENSION LOCATNÎ101,21IfNODTRI(3)
READ (I,96)NRADWI 
96 FORMAT!12)
WRITE(2,10)NRADWI
10 FORMAT!//lOX,60HMUMBER OF RADII IN WIDTH (INCLUDING BORE AND OUTSITRIAN04? 
IDE RADIUS),13//) TRIAN04C
READ (1,110) NO TRI;LOGERA,LOBFAX,LOENRA,LOENAX TRIAN041
110 FORMAT!515) TRTAN04E
WRITE!2,111) NO TRI,LOBERA,LOBEAX,LOENRA,LOENAX TRIAN04\
111 FORMAT! IHl , IX,41HTRÎANGLE-NUHBER,ENDING PREVIOUS SECTION I 5//25XTR I AM05C 
1,24HBEGINING RADIUS LOCATION,15,14X,22HBEGTNING AXIS LOCATION,I5//TRÎAN051 
227X,22HENDTNG RADIUS LOCATION,15,14X,20HENDING AXIS LOCATION,I5//)TRIAN05:
4
REWIND 11
00 100 lAXIAL = LOBEAX , LOENAX
on 101 IPADIU = LOGERA , LOENRA
NODE = 2*(TAXIAL-1)*(2*MRADWI-1) «- 2»IRADIU *■ 1 
LGCATN!lAXTAL,IRADIU) = MODE 
101 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUEWRITE!2,175)
175 F O R M A T !lHl/1OX,8HTRIANGLE,44X,3 5HN0DIAL NUMBERS/11X,6HNUMBER 
12HI.,27X,2HJ.,27X,2HK.//)
IN TP I = NO TRI
NOPTRI •= NO TRI + 1
IRADIU = LOBERA
1 AXIAL = LOBEAX WRITE!2,172)lAXIAL 
NEWLIN=0
120 CONTINUE
FORM LOWER TRIANGLE
171
C
f,c,c
tccc
ÎM TRI = IN TRI -J- I
NODTRUl) = LOCATN! IAXI AL , IRADIU )
NODTP I! 2) = LOCATN! lAXI AL4-1 , IRADÎU+I)
NODTP I!3) = LOCATN!IAXÎAL ,IPADIU+1)
WRITE(2,171)IN TRI;!NODTRI(I VERT),IVERT=1,3) F0RMAT(12X,I6,22X,I4,25X,I4,25X,I4/)
WPÎTF! 11 )TN TPI ,{NODTRI! IVERT.) , IVFRT^l,3) I I RT T = 1 ),I AX IAL,NFNLIN
FORM UPPER TRIANGLE
IN TRI = IN TRI + 1NODTRI!!) = LOCATN!I AXIAL ,IRADIU )
NODTP I!2) = LOCATN! IAXIAL + 1,IRADIU )
NODTRI!3) = LOCATN!IAXIAL+1,IRADÎU+1)WRITE!2,171)IN TRI,(NODTRI!I VERT),IVFPT = 1,3)WRITE! 3 1)IN TRI,(NODTRI!I VERT),IVERT=l,3),I AXIAL,NEWLIN
INCREMENT RADIUS INDEX
IRADIU = IRADIU + 1 
TEST,IF AT END RADIUS
IF!IPADIU-LOFNRA)12 0,150,150 
150 CONTINUE
INCREMENT AXIAL INDEX
lAXIAL = lAXIAL 1 
NEWLIM=1
t e s t ,IF AT END AXIS
IF!lAXIAL-LOENAX)160,170,170
TP IAN053 
TRIAN054
TPIAN055TRIAN056
TRIAN057 
TRIAN05 8 
TRIAN059 
TRIAN060 
22X,TRIAM06T TRIAN062: TRIAN063 
TRIAN064 
TRIAN065 
TRIAM066 
TRIAN067
TRIAN068 
TRIAN069 
TRÎAN07 0 
TRIAN071 TRIAN072 
TRIAND73 
TRI AM074 
TRÏÂN075 TRIAN076 
TRIAN077 
TRI AMO78 
TRIAN079 
TRIAN080
TR IAN081 
TRIAN082 
TRÎAN083 
TRIAN084 
• TRÎAN085 
TR I AN086 TRIAN087 
TRIAN088 TP IAN08 9 
TRIAN090 
TRIAN091 
TRIAN092 TRIAN093 
TRIAN094 
TRIAN095 •TRIAN096 
TRIAND97 
TRIAN09S 
TRIAM099 
TRI ANIOO 
TPlANlOI 
TRIAMI 02 
TRÎ AM103 
TRIANl04 
TRIAN105 
TRIAN106 
TRIAN107
TRIANl08 
TRIANIOF TRIANllC
TRIANl11
TRIANl12
5C TRIANl13
160 CONTINUE . TRIAN114
îRADÎt) = LOBERA • TRI ANl 15
WRITE(2,172)TAXlAL TPIANllA
172 FORAîATi/9X, 14HAXI AL INDEX. = ,12/) TRI ANl 17
GO TO 120 . ' TRI AMI 18
170 CONTINUE TRÎAN119
MAXTRT = IN TRI TRÎAN120
MAXRAD - IRADIU TRÎAN.121
MAXAXI = ÎAXIAL TRÏAN122
WRITE(2,173)MAXTRI,MAXRAD,MAXAXI TRIANl23
 ^ 173 FORMAT!IHl/30X,7HMAXTRI = ,I4,3 4X,7HMAXRAD=,14,14X ,7H MAXAXî=, 14///) TRI ANl24
END FILE 11 TRÎANl25
REWIND 11 TRIAN126
STOP ' . TRIAN127
END TRIANl2^
*ENTER C
DATA
G003DATA
si
JOB VL 
COMPUT 
STORE 
OUTPUT 
0 L INF 2 LINF INPUT 
TAP F 1 
TAPE 1 
TAPE ] COMPTE (U'ÿpriPTP
Cc c c c c c c c c c c c 
"c c c
"Cc c c c c c c c c
A470Q4
ING ? MINUTES 72 BLOCKS
JOHN WARD X-Y ORD GRAPH
C
C
), C "C
PRINTER 1000 LINES PRINTFR 2000 LINES 1 G004DATA
0 N0121 VLA47 NODE^INHIBIT
1 N0137 VLA47 TRIANGLF*INHIBTT
2 NO 183 VLA47 X-Y ORD*PFRMIT 
ER HARTRAN
AN
X-Y ORDINATES FOR GRAPH
TO OBTAIN X AND Y ORDINATES TO PLOT ONE CONTINUOUS LINE GRAPH
NOMENCLATURE
MAXNOn =
NTRÎRD = 
LNODE = 
ITRÎAG = 
IN TRI = 
I VERT = 
I AXIAL = 
T(J,TVER 
NGDTR I ( I
I POINT =
R(NODE)
ZINODE) NPNOiIPO
MAXIMUM NODE NUMBER NUMBER OF TRIANGLES 
INDIVIDUAL NODE 
INDIVIDUAL TRIANGLE 
INDEX OF TRIANGLE 
INDIVIDUAL VERTIGE 
AXIAL INDEX3 MATRIX = TWC
TO BE READ IN
T)= 2 
VFRT)=
DIRECTION BY THREE VERTICES
CONTAINING THE NODE NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALA VECTOR 
VERTICES POINT INDEX
= RADIAL ORDINATE OF A NODE = AXIAL ORDINATE OF A NODE 
INT) = NODE NUMBER OF I-TH POINT
2Q
98
I 00
93
DIMENSION Z I 2121),R(2121),N O D T R I(3),T{2,3),N P N O(3000),X I 20, 5 00), 
Y(20,500) f N P O I N T I20)
REWIND 10 
REWIND 11
READING FROM CARD THE NUMBER OF NODES TO BE READ IN
FORMAT!15)
READ (1,28)MAXN0D 
WRÎTF!2,29)MAXNOD
FORMAT!1H1/43X,36HTHF NUMBER CF NODES TO BE READ IN = ,15/)
READING FROM TAPE 10 AND WRITING OUT THF NODES AND THEIR ORDINATES
WRITF(2,98)FORMAT! 1 HI//32X, A-HNOD E, 1 9X, 7H2! NODE) ,19X,7HR! NODE)//)
DO 100 TNODE=l,MAXNOD
READ (10) NflDF, (Z(NODF) ,R( MODE) )
WRITE (2,93) NODE,ÎZ!NODE),R!NODE))
CONTINUE
FORMAT!33X,I3,16X,F10.4,16X,F10.4)
READING FROM A CARD THE NUMBER OF TRIANGLES TO -RE READ IN
ORDOOlO
ORD0020 
OR DOC) 30 
0RD0040 
ORD0050 
ÜRD0060 
ORD007 0 
ORD0080 
0RD0090 
ORDOIOO 
ORDOllO 
0RD0120 
OR0013G 
0RD0140 
0RD015Û 
0RD0160 
ORD0170 
ÜRD0180 
0RD0190 
0RD020C 
0RD0210 
ORDO220 
ORD0230 
OR00240 
0RD025C 
ORD0260 0RD027C ORD028C 
0RD029G 0RD030C 0RD031C 
0RD032C 
ORD033C 0RD034C 
0RD035C 
ÜRD036C 
ÜRD037C 
0RD038C 
OPD039C nRD040( ORD041C 
0PD042C 
GRD043C 
0RD044C OR0045( 
0RD046( 
0RD047C 0RD048( 0R00494 
ORDOSO! 0RD051*
PFAH (1, 29)NTRIRD
WRTTF(2, 30)NTRIRD 
30 FQRHAT(XH1/41X,39HTHE NUMBER CF TRIANGLES TO BE READ IN =,I5/)
READING FROM TAPE 11 WRITING OUT TRIANGLE INDEX AND ITS MODES
XMN = 1 0 0  
XMX= 0.0 - YHN = 100 
YMX= 0.0 
ICURVF = 1 
I POI NT = 0 
WRITFI2,173)
Î 73 forma T { 1 hi / 3X , 11HTRI :WLF N0,8X,2HI.,5X, 2 HR. ,8X, 2HZ ., 11 X , 2M J ., 5 X, 12HR.,8X,2HZ.,11X,2HK.*5X,2HR.,8X,2HZ.,5 X ,12HAXIAL NUMBER//)
00 I 04 ITRIAG = IfNTRffRD
READ! 11) IN TR I , ÎNODTRI! IVERT) , IVERT-=1,3 ) , lAXlAL 
no 103 I VERT = 1,3 
MOOE=MODTRI(IVERT)
T(l,TVERT)=R(NODF)
T(2,rVERT3=Z(NGDE)
103 CONTINUEWRITE! 12 ) IN TR I, !f!T{ Î , J ) , 1=1 , 2) , J=1 ,3), I AXIAL
WRITE(2,174)IN TRI,!NODTP I ( I VERT),!T(I,1 VERT),I = 1,2),IVERT = 1,3), 
II AXIAL174 FORMAT!I14,I10,2F10.3,I10,2F10.3,I10,2F10.3,I7/)
)04 CONTINUE
STOPEND
ORD0520 
ORDOSBO 0R00540 
nP00550 
OP00560 
ORD0570 ORD0580 
0RD0590 
ÜRD0600 
OR00610 
0RD062 0 
GRD0630 
0RD0640 
OR00650 0RD0660 
ORD067 0 
0RD0680 
ORD0690 
ORD0700 
OR00710 
0R00720
0RD0730 
ORD0740 
ÜR00750 
ORD0760 
0RD0770 0RD0780 ORD0790 
ORD0800 
ORDOB1C 
ORD0820 
ÜRD0830 OR00840
*ENTER
DATA
G0040ATA
8
SINGLE LINF GRAPH
28
30
40]
104
DIMENSION X(3000),Y(3000)
RCA0(1t 28)NTRIRD 
FORMAT(15)
WRTTF(2, 30)NTRIRD
FnRMAT(lHl/41X,39HTHE NUMBER CF TRIANGLES TO BE READ IN,15/) 
11=1 
13=5
no 104 ITRlAGFl^NERIRD
PEAD(10)IN TRI,(X(I),Y(I),I 1,13),ÎAXIAL 
WRITE(2,40î) IN TRI,(X(l),y(l),II,13),ÎAXIAL 
F0RMAT(IX,I15,6F]5/3,I15/)
11=11+8
18=18+5
CONTINUE
M=5mn'RiRD
CALL SECTON (N,X,Y)
STOP
END
00000001
00000002
0000030?
00000004
00000005 
OOOOOOOf 00000001 
00000005 
00000005 
OOOOOOIC 
00000011  00000012 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 / 
0 00 0001! 
00000016 
90000011 
0 00 00015 
OOOOOOlf 
0000002C  
00000021  
0 000002; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 :  0000002/ 0 000002! 
00000026 
00000021  
00000025 
OOOOQ02( 
00000D3C 
0000003] 
00000032 
0000003:
0000003/
0000003!
0 00 0003 6
0000003
00000035
0000003(
0000004(
00000041
0000004;
0000004:
0000004/
9T
SUBROUTINE SECTON (N,X,Y) 
DIMENSION x(3000),Y(3000)
CALL ÎDST •
X8CO=800.0 
Y SCO =900,0 
X80R=480.0
YSGR=800,0 :
CALL SCFOR/1,XSC0,YSC0,XSCR,YSCR) 
XMAX=15.0 
■ YMAXasS.S 
CALL SCFOR(2,0,0,XNAX,YMAX)
CALL SCF0R(3,920.0,2.0,3.0, 0.0) 
CALL SCFnP(4, 5.0,0.0,0.0,3.0) 
CALL SCF0R( 5, 130.-0,2.0,3-0, 0.0) 
CALL SCFGR(6, 5.0,0.0,0.0,3.0) 
CALL MnVETP(320,950)
WRITF(14, 99)
9 9  F0RTCAT( 8 H G 2 R A D I U S )
WRITF(14, 98) 
op F0PMAT(2WG")
CALL MnvETP(l60,250)
HRITF( 14,100)
100 FnRNAT( X4HG2AXIAL LENGTH) 
nn 10 x=,i ,NMi 
X1=X(I)
X8=X(I+1)
00000001' 0 0000002:
00000003
0000000400000005
00000006
00000007
00000008 
00000009 
0 0000010 
0 000001i 00000012 
0 00 00013 
0 0000014
00000015
00000016 
00000017 
00000016 
0 0000019 
0 00 0 00 2 0  
0 00 0 00 2 1  
0 00 0 00 2 2
00000023
00000024 
000 0002 5 
00000026 
00000027 0000002Q
00000029
00000030
00000031
00000032 
00000037 
0 0000034
00000035
00000036 
00000031 
0 000003 6 
0000003S 
0000004C 
0 0000041 
00000042 
0000004: 
0 0000044 
0000004! 
00000046 
00000041 
0000004S 
0000004< 
0 000005C 
0000005] 
0000005; 
0000005: 
0000005'
Y1=Y(I)
Y2=Y(I+1)
CALL SCF0R(8,X1,Y1,X2,Y2) 
10 CONTINUE
CALL IDFiMD 
RETURN
END
10 0000005500000056
00000057 
00000055 
00000059 
000 0006 0 
00000061 
0000006200000063
00000064
00000065
00000066 
00000067 
000G006E
2400  LINES 
15000  LINES
JHB VLA47012 JOHN WARD ASSEMBLY 
STORE 140 BLOCKS 
COMPUTING 60 MINUTES 
EXECUTION 8 0 MINUTES 
OUTPUT 0 LJNEPRINTER 
•OUTPUT 2 LTNFPR INTER 
INPUT 1 G012DATA 
TAPE COMMON 20
"TAPE 10 MO 121 V I A 47 N O D E * IN H IB IT  
TAPE 11 N0137  VLA47 T R IA N G L E S IN H IB IT  
TAPE I 4 N1301 ASSEMBLY4PERMIT 
^C/UHMLER FORTRAN 
*RUN SOURCE 
^FORTRAN SOURCE
11DISC
C DIAS 1
C NOMENCLATURE DIAS 2
C DIAS • 3
C INPUT PARAMETERS DIAS 4
c DIAS 5
c DIAS 6
c NPHS0R=NUM9EP OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG RADIAL LENGTH DIAS 7
c NPHSQA=NUMBEP OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG AXIAL LENGTH DIAS 8
c DIAS 9c DERIVED PARAMETERS DIAS 10
,c DIAS 11
c DIAS 12
c NUMSQS=NUMREP OF SQUARES (TOTAL) DIAS 13
c NUMTRI=NUMBEP OF TRIANGLES DIAS 14
-c NTVPNO=NUMRER OF VERTEX NODES TO SPECIFY TRIANGLES DIAS 15
c NPADWI=NUMBEP OF DISTINCT R A D I I  ( INCLUDING I / R  AND 0 /R ) IN WIDTH DIAS 16
c ( I . E . S I D F S O F  PHYSICAL SQUARES) DIAS 17
c MAXfLN=NUMBER OF D IST INCT AXIAL LENGTHS INCLUDING BOTH ENOS DIAS 18c ( I . E . S I D E S  OF PHYSICAL SQUARES) DIAS IQc NTYRNO=NUMBER OF D IS T IN C T  VERTEX NODES D IAS 20c NOPRWT=TOTAL NODES PER RADIAL WIDTH DIAS 21
c NnPALN=TOTAL NODES PER AXIAL  LENGTH DIAS 22
c NUWNon=TOTAL NUMBER OF NODES DIAS 23c LASMAT=NUMBER OF ROWS OF LARGE ASSEMBLY MATRIX DIAS 24
c NDSPPL=MIIMBER of  DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LENGTH DIAS 25
c ASEMBY=ASSEMRLY (P A R T IA L )  HE ELEMENTS IN ONE FOW (PHYSICAL) DIAS 26
c NASSFM=SIZE OF ASEMBY DIAS 27
.C NTREAT=WIDTH OF TREATMENT MATRIX ■ DIAS 28c DIAS 29
10 FORMAT!2 1 2 ) DIAS 30
RFAD ( 1 , 1 0 ) NPHSQR,NPHSQA DIAS 31
WRIT F ( 2 , 2 0 ) MPHSQR, NPHSQA D IAS 32
20 FORMAT!1H1/2X,52HNUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PEP RADIAL WI DO IAS 3 r
1TH = , I2 ,2X ,5 2H N U M B E R  OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PER AXIAL LENGTH^ ,D IA S 34
2 1 2 / ) DIAS 35c ' DIAS 36
NUMSQS=NPHSQR*NPHSQA DIAS 37
F T T T C ( 2 , 2 ]  ) NUMSQS D IAS 3F
21 FORMAT!] HO,28HT0TAL NUMBER OF RECTANGLES = , I 4 ) DIAS 3 '^c . DIAS 4C
MUMTRI=2*NUMS0S DIAS 41
WRTTE(?,22)NUMTPI DIAS 42
* 22 FORMAT! IH , 20HNUMBER OF TR I ANGLES-= , 14) DIAS 4 :c DIAS 4-4
NTYRN0=3*NUMTRI DIAS 45
WRITF(2,23)NTYRMQ D IA S 4 6
2^ FORMAT!IH , 58HNUMBFR OF VERTEX NODES REQUIRED TO SPECIFY ALL TRÎAMDÎAS 4 7
1 GLES = , T 5 ) DIAS 4f;c D IAS 4/
- --- - —. ........— :---------T--- :— —.... ................... .......................... .. --------- -
12NR6.nwT=i^ 'PllS6)R+î DIAS SCWRITC(2,24)NPAnwr . - DIAS 51
2 4 FORMAT!]H ,35UNUMBFF HF DISTINCT FADII IN WIDTH =,T2) DIAS 52
C DIAS 52NAXILN=NPH5QA+1 DIAS 54
WRITri2,25)NAXILM DIAS 52
2'^ Ff1RM^T(lH , 33HMUM8ER OF DISTINCT AXIAL LENGTHS=,I3) DIAS 56
"C DIAS ' 51
N 0 V F N 0= N A XI L M *N R A D W t DIAS 58
WRITr(2,26)NDVRNO DIAS -5 F
26 FORMAT!IH ,33HNUMBFP OF DISTINCT VERTEX NODFS =,I4) DIAS 6C
c DIAS 61N0PRWI=2*NPHSQR+1 DIAS 62WRITE(2,27)N0PRWI DIAS 622? FORMAT! IH , 40HT0TAL NUMBER OF MODES PER. RADIAL WIDTH =,I2) DIAS 6/
c DIAS 65N0PALN=2*NPHSQA+1 DIAS 66WRITE(2,28)N0PALN DIAS 61
2? FORMAT!IH ,40HTOTAL NUMBER OF MODES PER AXIAL LENGTH =,I4) DIAS 68
c DIAS 65NUWMnn=MOPPWI*MOPALN DIAS 7CWRIT F(2,29)NOMMon DIAS 7 3
29 FORMAT!IH ,23HWH0LE NUMBER OF MODES =,I5) DIAS 11
c DIAS 72LA5MAT=2*NUMN0D DIAS 74WWITc(2,30)LASMAT DIAS 75
30 FORMAT!IH ,4IHNUMBER OF ROWS OF LARGE ASSEMBLY MATRIX =,I5) DIAS 76
-c DIAS 71NDSPRL=2*N0PPWI DIAS 78WRITF!2,3i)NnSPPL DIAS !<■
31 FORMAT!IH ,43HNUMBER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LENGTH =,I2) DIAS ac
c DIAS 81
MASSFM=3*MDSPRL DIAS 8;WRITE(2,32)NASSEM DIAS 82
32 FORMAT!IH ,33HSIZE OF THF ROW ASSEMBLY MATRIX =,I3) DIAS 8/
c DIAS 85NTREAT=5*NDSPRL DIAS 86
WRITF!?,33)NTREAT DIAS 81
33 FORMAT!IH ,27HWIDTH OF TREATMENT MATRIX =,I3) DIAS . Bt
c D IAS 8'CALL ASMQISINPHSOR,NPHSQA,NTYRNO,NASSEM,NDSPRL,LASMAT) DIAS 9(
DIAS 91
STOP DIAS 9;
END DIAS 9:HRT RAN SOURCESUBROUTINE ASHniS!NPHSQR,APHSGA,NTVRNO,NASSEM,NDSPRL,LASMAT) ASOI
ASDI
34!
35!DIMENSION T{2,3),N0DSIX(6),RA[!6),AXI(6),NTWELV(12),DIMENS(12), ASDI. 36!
I QD!I2,12),REA3GN()2,12),NODTRI(3), ASDI 37(
? Z(NrVRNO) ! NTVF NO) ,ASFM3Y! NASSFM,NASS EM),SMSQ!NDSPRL,MDSPRL), ASDI 38!
c
3 inOVEC!LASMAT) ASDIASDI
39(
40!
c ASDI 41(
c ■ ASDI 424
c ' ASOI 435
rC ASDI 44!
c NDSPRL=4*NPHSQR+2 ASDI 461K0UNT=0 ASDI 51
c ASDI 52
"c NASSEM=3*NDSPRL ASDI 531
c ASDI 54
CALL ZERASY!ASEMBY,NASSEM) ASDI 55
c ASDI 56
13C 'READING IN THE VERTICES NODES AMD THEIR ORDINATES
C ,  -c--------------------------
C CALL MODORD{R,Z,MTVRNO)
C
C , READING IN MATERIAL PROPERTIES
C   —
C
I " 144 FORMAT!E10,3,F10.4)
RFAD (1,144)E,ENU
WRITE(2,146)E,FNU 
I V  ] 4 6  FORM ATI/ÎOX,30HY0ÜNGS MODULUS OF ELASTICITY =,1PE10.3,
1 191-jPOrSSON S RATIO = ,0PF10.4/)
C
! C .READ FROM A CARD THE NUMBER OF TRIANGLES TO BE READ IN
C ----------------------------------------- ■--------------------
2P FORMAT!15) 
t READ (I,28)NTRIRD
WRITE!2,30)NTRIRD 
30 FORMAT!1HI/41X,3PHTHE NUMBER CF TRIANGLES TO BE READ IN =,I5/)
I C
ISMSQ = 1 
. DO 104 ITRIAG=1,NTRIRD
) C 
C
'C READING IN A TRIANGLE INDEX AND ITS VERTEX MODES
) C  T---
C
CALL TRIA IN!IN TRIjNODTRI,I AX IAL,NEWLIN)
] C
IF(NFWLTN)R00,801,822 
POO WRITE(2,799)
) 799 FORMAT!1H1//50X,22HNEWLINE INDEX NEGATIVE/)
STOP
C
) ' 8 2.? IAXIAL = IAXIAL - I
CALL SOTHDS!ASEMBY,NASSEM,NDSDRL,ISMSQ,KOUNT,I AXIAL)
I AXIAL = IAXIAL -f I
) C
8 01 CONTINUE
C
I C FORMING T'•C ----------
C
) CALL FDRMTE(NnDTRI,P , 7,m v RNO,MODSJX,T, IN TRI)
%  9
CALL STIF"A(T,E,ENU,Q D )
) C
C WRITE(2,14)
14 FORMAT!1HI//5X,9HMATRIX 00/)
; c CALL PPinnz!QD)C
c
I Cc
c
 ^ 'C
c
c
B .Cc
C
) C
PUTTING QO INTO REAPGM
THE STIFFNESS MATRIX! 6 RALLI I ,6 AXIAL)*! 6 RADI 1,6 AXIAL),NEEDS TO 
BE re-arranged SO THAT ODD NUMBERS ARE RADIAL AND EVEN NUMBERS 
AXIAL.
ALSO THE SIX NODIAL NUMBER NEED TO BE COMPLETED AND THE TWELVE
ASO 57
ASP 58
ASO 59
ASD 60C
ASO 61
ASD 62
ASD 63
ASD 64
ASD 65
ASD 66
ASD 67
ASD 68
ASD 69
ASO 70
ASO 71
ASD 72
ASD 73
ASD 74
ASD 75
ASD 76ASO 77ASD -77f
ASD 78
ASD . 79
ASD 80
ASD 81
ASD 82ASD 83
ASD 84
ASD 8 5ASD 86
ASD 87ASO 88
ASD 89
ASD 90
ASO 90/ASD 9U.(
ASD 91/
ASD 92ASD 93
ASD 94ASD 95ASD 96ASD 97
ASD 98(
ASD 99ASD 100ASD 101ASD 102(ASD 103
ASD 104ASD 1051ASD 106
ASD 107
ASD 108
ASO 109ASD 110
ASD 111
ASO 1.12
ASD 113
ASD 114
ASD 115
ASD 11 6
14
DIS P LA C E M E N T  NUMBERS FORMED
CALL RFARRA(QD,REARGN)CALL CnMSIX(N0DSrX,R,Z,NTVRN03CALL F ORM12(NOD ST X ,NTWELV , R ,Z ,NTVR NO,DIMENS)
CALL ADOELF(NTWFLV,NDSPPL,IAXlAL,ASEMRY;NASSEM,REARGN)
WRITE(2,532)( (N TW ELV(M ),DIHEMS(M)),M=1,12)532 FORMAT!IX,12!13,FT.3))
]04 CONTINUE 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL
SQTnDS(ASEMRY,NASSEM,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,KnUNT,IAXIAL) 
LASEMB(ASEMBY,NASSEM,NDSORL,ISMSQ,K0UNT,IAXIAL)
OSTOTA(KOUKT,NDSPRL)
WRITE(2,999) gqn FnRMAT(//33X,14HFND OF PROGRAM/)
RETURNEND
^FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE ZERASY!ASEMBY,NASSEM) DIMENSION ASFMBY!NASSEM,NASSEM)
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENT NUMBERS=MXDISN
MXDISN=NASSEM on 701 I=),MXDISN 
no 702 j=i,MxniSN ASEMBY!I,J)=0.0 
70? CONTINUE 
701 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENDOP TRAN SnURCFSUBROUTINE NOnORn(R,Z,NTVRNn)
DIMENSION Z!MTVRNO),R!NTVRMO)
NOMENCLATURE
INODE = INDIVIDUAL NODE RfNODE) = RADIAL ORDINATE OF NODE 
Z!NODE) = AXIAL ORDINATE OF NODE
INPUT NODE AND ORDINATES
READING FROM A CARD THE NUMBER OF-NODES TO BE READ IN
MAXNOD = NUMBER OF NODES TO BE READ IN
28 FORMAT!15)READ !1,28)MAXN0DWRITE!?,29)MAXNOD S29 FORMAT!IH1//43X,36HTHE NUMBER OF NODES TO BE READ IN = ,15//)
ASDI117 
ASDI118
ASD 1119AS0T122
ASDI1221
ASDI1222
ASDÎ1223
AS0I1224
ASDI1225
ASDI123
ASDI124ASDI125
AS0Î126
ASDI127Q
ASDÎ128
A SO II290
ASDI130
ASD11310
ASDI132
ASDI133
ASDI134
ASDI136
ZERA ZERA 
ZFP A ZERA ZERA 
Z FR A ZERA 
ZERA 
ZERA 10 ZERA 11 
ZERA 12 ZERA 13 ZERA 14 ZERA 15
U3C
4
56
7
8 
Q
NOOR
MOOR
NOOR
NOOR
NOOR
NOORNOOR
MOOR
NOORNOORNOORNOORNOOR
NOORNOORNOOR
MOOR
NOORNOOR
NOORNOORNOORNOOR
NOOR
1(3(
24567
8 910
11
12
13
14
15
16 
17 
1019
20 
21 
222324
r.
PFAniMG FPQM T4PF 1.0 AND WRITING THE NonES AND TH^IR
98
^3 
1 00
WRITE(2,99)F 0  R M A T { / / / / / 3 2 X , 4 H N 0 D E, 19 X , 7 H 7 ( M 0 D E ) , 1. 9 X , 7 H R { N ü D E ) / / ) 
nn 100 iNnDE-=i,HAXNonREAD ( 10)NODE,(Z(NODE),R(NODE))WRITE(2,93)NODE,{Z(NODE), R ( NODE ) )FORMAT(32X,I6,16X,F10,4,16X,F10.4)
CONTINUE 
RETURN
END
^FORTRAN SOURCE SUBROUTINE
3)
C
Cc
Cc
Cc
C
 FnRMTF(NnnTRI,R,Z,NTVRNO,NODSlX,T,IN TRI) DIMENSION N0DTRI(3),Z(NTVRN0),R(NTVRN0),N0DSIX(6),T(2,
FORMING T
NODTRI(ÎVERT) = THE THREE NODE NUMBERS PER TRI ANGLE,ONE PEf
NGDSIX(I) = the SIX nodes OF THE TRIANGLE
no 3 IVERT = 1,3 1 = 2 »  IVERT - 1 
NODE = NODTRI{IVERT)
HERE THE ODD SUFFIXES (THE VERTICES) OF NODS IX ARE E N T E R E D
C
NODSIX(I)=NODE T(l,IVERT) = P(NODE)
T(2,IVERT) = Z(NODE)? CONTINUE
WRITE!2,8)IN TRI 
8 FORMAT!IN ,17HTRIANGLE NUMBER =,I5)
. RETURN END
^FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE TRIAIN!IN TRI,NODTRI,IAXIAL,NEWLIN)
C
.c
Cc
.Cccc
Ccccccc
Y,
DIMENSION NODTRI!3)
NOMENCLATURE
IN TRI = INDFX OF TRIANGLE ' .IVERT = INDIVIDUAL VERTTCENODTRI(IVERT)= A VECTOR CONTAINING
IAXIAL = AXIAL INDEX NPWLIN = I FOR NEWLINF
READ FROM TAPE II AND WRITING OUT
THE NODE NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALVERTICES
17'
TP IN)U  TRIANGLE INDFX AND ITS NODES. TRIN
_______________________________________    T D 7 M
READ ( 11)IN TRI,(NODTRI!IVERT),IVERT=l,3),IAXIAL,NEWLIN
WRITF(2,174)IN TRI,(NODTRI!IVERT),IVERT=1,3),IAXIAL,NEWLIN ------   ,T6,11X,I4,)1X,I4,11X,I4,11X,I2,11X,I2)FORMAT (23X 
RETURN
FND
^FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE REARRA(QD,REARGN)
C
■ ----■— .. 1
SNOOR
s
25 '
26
NOOR 27NOOR 28
NOOR 29
NOOR 30NOOR 31NOOR 32
NOOR 33NOOR 34NOOR 35NOOR 36
FOTE 10
FOTE 30FOTE 2
FOTF 4FOTE 5
FOTE 6FOTE 7XFOTE 8 ‘
FOTE 9
FOTF 10
FOTE 11 ;
FOTE 12
FOTE 13 1FOTF 14 !FOTE 15 :
FOTE 16
FOTE 17FOTE 18FOTE 19 !
FOTF 20 iFOTE 210FOTE 220FOTE 23 '
FOTF 24
TRIN 1TRIN 2TRIN 3TRIN 4
TRIN 5TRIN 6
TRIN 7TRIN 8
TRIM 9
TRIN 10TRIN 11
T P. I N 12
TP IN 13
14
15
T P. I M 16
TRIN 17
TRIN 18
TRIN 19TRIN 20
TRIN 21TRIN 22
REARA 1 
RFARA 2
D IMF NS TON QHf12,12),RFARGMf12,12) 
OD = STIFFNESS MATRIX AS cyoLVEn
16 REARA 3 REAPA 4 
RFARA 5
RtARA 6
REARGN = STIFFNESS MATRIX WITH ODD NUMBERS RADIAL AND FVEN AXIAL REARA 7REARA R
no 1=1,6
DO 41 J=l,6RFARGNf2*1-1,2*J-1) = 00(1 ,J )RFARCN(2*1-1,2*J ) = QD(I ,J+6)REARGN(2*I ,2*J-1) = QD(T+6,J )
REARGN!2*T ,2*J ) = QD(I+6,J+6)
41 CONTINUE &2 CONTINUE
WRITE(2,15)FORMAT!1H1//52X,17HMATRIX REARRANGED/)
CALL PRID07(REARGN)
RETURN FND .
❖FORTRAN SOURCE
SUBROUT T NE FORM12(NOD S î X ,NTWELV,R,Z,NTVRNO,DIMENS)
C
C
'C
C
C
C
C
,C
,C
C
C
C
C
C
DIMENSION MODSI X ( 6 ) , NINE LV (12), 01 MENS ( 1 2 ) , R ( NTVRNO) , Z ( MTVRMO.) 
FORMING TWELVE LOCATING NUMBERS
C
C
"C
C
C
,C
C
C
C
REARA 9 
REARAIO REARAll REARA12 RFARA13 
RFARA14 
REARA15 
REAR Al 6 
REARA17 
REARAIO REARA19 
REARA2 0 
REARA21 
REARA22 REARA23 REARA24
FR12- Id FR12 2 
FRI 2 3d 
FR12 4 
FRI 2 5
F R 1 2 6
FRI 2 7
FRI 2 8FRI 2 9
FR12 10 FR12 11 
. FRI 2 12 
FRI 2 13 
FRI 2 14 
FRI 2 15 
FRI 2 16 
FRI 2 17 FR12 18 
FRI 2 19 
FP12 20 
FRI 2 21 FR12 22 
.FP12 23 
FRI 2 24 
FR12 25 
FR12 26 
FR12 27
SQTO 1 
SQTD 2 SQTD 2 SQTD ^  
SQTD 4 
SQTD 5 
SQTD 6
PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO TAKE SMALL SQUARES FROM THE STIFNESSSQTD 7
SQTD 8
MATRIX FOR A PHYSICAL ROW AND PUT THEM ON DISC /3 THEN 3 THEN 2) SQTO 9
SQTD 10 
SQTD 11
EACH NODE HAS TWO NUMBERS,I.E. NTWELV(ODD) AND NTWELV(EVEN) 
THE ODD NUMBERS ARE THE RADIAL DIMENSION AND THE 
EVEN NUMBERS ARE THE AXIAL DIMENSION.
NTWELVF IS A VECTOR OF LENGTH TWELVE.CONTAINING THE SPACIAL
NUMBERS, OF A TRIANGLE.
DO 360 1=1,6 NODE = NODS IX(I)NTWFLVf2*I-1)=2*N0DE-1 DIMrNS(2*I-l)=R(N0DE)
NTWELV(2*I )=2*N0DE DIMFNS(2*I )=Z(NODE)
360 CONTINUE
RETURNENDd-npTPAM SOURCESUBROUTINE SQTODStASEMBY,NASSFM,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,KOUNT,IAXIAL)
DIMENSION ASEMBY!NASSEM,NASSEM),SMSQ(NDSPRL,NnSPRL),
1STDREINDSPRL,NOSPRL)
SQTODS SMALL SQUARES TO DISC
ccccc•cc
ccc
cccccccccccc
1.7
MHMFNCLATURF
ASEVBY(I,J)=SUR-ASSFMBLY CONTAINING THE STIFNESS ELEMENTS 
NDSPRL=MUMBER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LIME OF PHYSICAL 
ISMSQ=Pnw INDEX np SMALL SQUARES GLOBALLY KOUNT=COUNT OF WRITE STATEMENTS ON TO DISC
SMSQ(I,J)=SMALL SQUARE = PARTIONED MATRIXSTORF(I,J)= TEMPORARY STORE,BEFORE TRANSFER BTM-RT TO TOP LEFT 
JSMSO = COLUMN INDEX OF SMSQ GLOBALLY JSMSOB= BFGINING VALUF OF JSMSQI5S = INDEX(1,2 OR 3) OF SMALL SQUARE FOR ROWS = IROW 
JSS = INDEX!1,2 OR 3) OF SMALL SQUARE FOR COLUMNS = JCOL 
IB = ROW INDFX WITHIN SMALL SQUARE (SPACIAL) BEGINING
IE = ROW INDEX WITHIN SMALL SQUARE (SPACIAL) ENDING
IÀ = ROW INDFX WITHIN SMALL SQUARE (SPACIAL) ANY
JB = COLUMN INDEX WITHIN SMALL SQUARE ! SPACIAL) BEGINING 
JE = COLUMN INnpX WITHIN SMALL SQUARE (SPACIAL) ENDING 
JA = COLUMN INDEX within SMALL SQUARE (SPACIAL) ANY 
I = ROW INDEX WITHIN SMALL SQUARE (LOCAL)
J = COLUMN INHEX WITHIN SMALL
SQTD
SQTDSQTD
FOR AROWSQTD 
SQUARESSQTD SQTD
SQUARE (LOCAL)NASSEM= SIZE OF ASEMBY
J5MSQB=ISMSQ nn poz iss=i,3 •JSVSQ=JSMSQB 
TB=(ISS-l)»NDSPRL+l 
IF= ISS *NDSPRL 
DO 8 07 J5S=1,3 
JB=(JSS-l)*NDSPPL+1 JC= JSS »NDSPRL IF((IS5.EQ.3).AND.(JSS.EQ.3))809 
IF(ISS»JSS-9)808,909,810 810 WRITE!2,993) srnp 
308 CONTINUE 
1=0DO 811 IA=IB,IF 
1 = 1 + 1
J=0DO 812 JA=JB,JE J=J + 1
SMSQ(I,J)=ASEMBY(lA,JA)
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE•
WRITF(20)ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ,I AXIAL KOUNT = KQUNT +1 JSMS0=JSMSQ+1
CONTINUE 
JSMSQ=JSMSQ-1 ISMSQ=ISMS0+1 CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 1=0 .DO 815 IA=IB,IE 
1 = 1 + 1
J=0
DO 816 JA=JB,JE
J=J+ 1.STOPF!I,J)=ASEMBY(IA,JA)
816 CONTINUE 
815 CONTINUE
812
91)
PQ6
BOn
SQTDSQTO
SQTD
SQTD
SQTDSQTDSQTD
SQTD
SQTDSQTD
SQTD
SQTDSQTD
SQTD
SQTD
SQTD
SQTOSQTOSQTD
SQTDSQTDSQTDSQTO
SQTD
SQTD
SQTD
SQTOSQTD
SQTD
SQTD
SQTOSQTDSQTDSQTD
SQTD
SQTDSQTD
SQTD
SQTDSQTD
SQTO
SQTDSQTD
SQTO
SQTDSOTO
SQTD
SQTO
SQTDSQTO
SQTDSOTDSQTOSQTD
SQTO
SOTDSOTD
1 2
13
14
15 
) 6
17
18
1920 
21 
222324
252627
28
2930
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
3839
40
41
4243 
*4(1
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
5354
5556
57
58
5960 
61 6263
64
6566
67686970
71
72
73
74
. . ...... . .. ...—---- ------ ------ ----..-....... , ... . . .. ..
!
c 18 SQTD 75
c. ZERO ASSEMBLY MATRIX SOTD 76) c SQTD 77
c SQTD 7 8
c NASSrM=3*NnSPPL SQTO 79C
) nn PO* 1=1,NASSEM SQTD' 80DO Pp5 J=l,NASSEM SQTD 81
ASEMRY(I,J)=0.0 SQTD 82
) 805 CONTINUE SQTD 83804 CONTINUE SQTD 84
C SQTD 85
) "C ADD STORE TO TOR RIGHT HAND CCRNER OF ASSEMBLY MATRIX SOTD 86SQTD 87c SQTD 88DO 817 I=1,NDSPRL SQTD 90no 818 J=1,NDSPRL SQTD 91ASFWpYfI,J)=STORF(T,J) SQTD 92
819 CONTINUE SOTD 93
817 CONTINUF SOTO 94
99? FORMAT;1H1,31H MISTAKE IN 5QTCDS,ISS*JSS.GT.9/) SQTD 95
RETURN SQTD 0 6END SOTD 97
❖FORTRAN SOURCE
SUBROUTINE LASEMB(ASEMBY,NASSEM,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,KOUNT,IAXIAL) LASE 1(
,C LASE 2DIMENSION ASEMBY!NASSEM,NASSER),SMSQ(NDSPRL,NDSPRL) LASE 3(
) C . LASE 4JSMSQ = ISNSQ LASE 5
N=NDSPRL LASE 6
DO 3 8 1=1,N LASE 7
DO 37 J=1,N LASE 8
SMSQ(I,J)=A5FM3Y(I,J) LASE 9
37 CONTINUE LASE 10
38 CONTINUE LASE 11
WRITF(20),ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ,I AXIAL LASE 12
D KOUNT=K0UNT+l LASE 13RETURN LASE 14
END LASE 15❖FORTRAN SOURCE
SUBROUTINE nSTnTA(KOUNT,NnSPRL) DSTO • K
C DSTO 2
1 DIMENSION SMSQ(NDSPRL,NDSPRL) DSTO 31c DSTO 4
C THIS PROGRAM IS TO READ FROM CISC AND TO PRINT ON TO TAPE DSTO 5
,c DSTO 6
IFC= 1 DSTO 7
ILC=NDSPPL DSTO 8
1 IFR= 1 DSTO 9ILR-NDSPRL DSTO 10REWIND p O DSTO 11.
B WRITf ;14)KQUNT DSTO 11DO 100 1=1,KQUNT DSTO 12
READ ( 20) ISMSO,JSMSQ,SMSQ,I AXIAL DSTO 13
1 WRITE! 14) ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ,I AXIAL DSTO 1*WRITE(2,1 01) ISMSO,JSMSQ, I AXIAL DSTO 15
1 01 FORMAT!IH ,]0X, 6HISMSQ=,I3,10X, 6HJSMSQ=,I3,10X, 7HIAXIAL=,I3) DSTO 1 6
*c CALL PBLQCKCSMSQ,IFC,ILC,1ER,ILR,NDSPRL) DSTO 17
1 00 CONTINUE DSTO IS
RETURN DSTO 19
1 - END DSTO 20❖FORT RAN SOURCE
SUBROUTINE FORMAD(T, AD) AD 001
Î C AD 002
. . . — — ................................................. ........................  . .............. ....................... ................................................ - , ' -------------------
ccc
c
FORMAT TON OF MATRIX AD 19
I D A F! {6, 6 )
THIS ROUTINE IS TCl FORM THF MATRIX WHICH WHEN POST-MULTIPLIED : 
THE COEFFICIENTS A,PRODUCE THE RADIAL AND AXIAL DEFLECTIONS AT 
CORNERS OF THF TRIANGLE
DIMENSION T(2,3),R(6),Z(6),AD(12,12),
R(l)= T(I,1)R(2)=(T(1,1)+T(1,2) )/2.
R(?)= T(],2)
F(4)=( T(l,2)+T(l,3))/2.
R(5)= Til,3)
P(6)=(T(1,1)
Z(l)= T(2,l)Z(2)=(T(2,1)+T(2,2)
Z(3)= T(2,2)
T(2,2)+T(2,3))/2.T(2,3)
+T(l,31)/2.
) /2 .
+1(2,3)}/2.
Z(4)={Z(5) =Z(6)=(T(2,1)DO 5 0 1=1,6 
DAH{  I,1)=R( I.)*R { I j 
DAI-H I ,2)=R( I )
DAH(1,3)=1.
OAH(I,4)=Z<I)*Z(I) 
nAH(T,5}=7(T)
DAH (  1 , 6 ) = R { I ) * Z ( I )
50 CONTINUEINVERSION OF MATRIX DAH
NUMS rx=6
CALL INVP PV(NUMSI X ,DAH)COMPLETE AD
DO 48 1=1,12 no 47 J=l,12 ADI I,J) = 0.047 CONTINUE48 CONTINUE 
D052 1=1,6 0051 J=],6 
AD(I,J)=DAH(I,J)AD(I+6,J+6)=0AH(I,J)
51 CONTINUE52 CONTINUE
■ RETURNENDFORTRAN SOURCESURE.OUT INF INVPPV (N , A SUBST)
PARTIAL PIVOTING
DIMENSION ASUBST{6,6),L0C(6),L0CC(6),TNVL0C(6),A(6,6) 
INITALTZIMG LOC 
DO 700 1=1,N
AO 003
AD 004
AO 005
AD 006
lEAD 007AD 008AD 009
AD 010AD OilAD 012
AD 013
AD 014AD 015
AD 016
AD 017
AD 018
AD 019AO 020AO 021
AD 022AD 02 3AD 024AD Ô25
AD .026
AO 027
AD 028
AD 029
AD 030AD 031
AO 032
AO 033
AO 034
AD 035
AD 036
. AD 037
AD 038
AD 039
AO 040AD 041AD 042AD 043
AO 044
AD 045
AD 046
AD 047. AD 048
AD 049
AO 050
AO 051
AD 052
AD 053
INVPQOl
INVP002
INVP0Q3
INVP004
ÎNVP005
INVP006
ÎNVP009
INVPOlO
INVPOllINVP012
INVP012
750
700
20)
202
203
5 00 
50?
50)
504
502
200
211
D ' 210
102
C^ ccc-
80
00 750 J=1,N 
A{ I,j) = ASUDST(T,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
NM1=N-1
00 201 1=1,N
LOC(I)= I
CONTINUE 
DO 2 OR 1=1,N
TO FIND THE VALUE OF J TO GIVE THE LARGEST VALUE OF A(Î,J)
BIG = 0.0 
L = 0  
DO 203 J=I,N
K = LOC(J)
IF(BIG-ABS ( A (K,I))>202,203,203 
CONTINUE
BIG = ÂBS { A IK,n:)
L = K
CONTINUE 
IF(L)500,501,502 
WRITF(2,503)L
FORMAT!IHl/lOX,16HL 
GO TO q o 5 
WRITE(2,504)
FORMAT!1HÎ/Î0X, 9HL IS ZERO//)
GO TO 905 
CONTIMUE
IF{L-LnC(I))211,210,209 
CONTINUE 
K = LOC! I)
LOC(I) = L 
LOC(L) = K 
GO TO 210 
CONTINUE 
K=LOC(I)
LOC!T)=L 
M=INVLOC(L)
LOC!M)=K
CONTINUE 
DO 102 K=1,N
M=LOC (K)
INVLOC(M)=K
CONTINUE 
THE PIVOT P
IS NEGATIVE =,I5//)
P = A (L,I)
A (L,I) = 1,0
204
20 5
REDUCING THE PIVOTAL ROW
DO 204 K=1,N
A (L,K) = A (L,K) / P
CONT INUE 
DO 207 J=1,N 
IF!J-L)205,207,205 
CONTINUE
P = A ( J , I )
INVP012 
IMVP012: 
INVP0124 
INVP012/ 
INVP013 
INVP014 
INVP015 
INVP016 
INVP017 
INVPOlO 
INVP019 
INVP020 
ÎNVP021 
INVP022 
INVP023 
.INVP024 
ÎMVP025 
TNVP02Ô 
INVP027 
INVP028 
INVP029 
INVP030 
INVP030 
ÏNVP030 
INVP030 
INVP030/ 
IMVP030 
INVP030 
INVP030 
ÏNVP030 
IMVP031 
INVP032 
INVP033 
JNVP034 
INVP035 
INVP036 
T NVP037 
TNVP038 
INVP039 
INVP040 
ÎNVP041 
INVP042 
INVP043 
INVP044 
IMVP045 
INVP046 
INVP047 
INVP04B 
INVP049 
INVP050 
IMVP051 
IMV P052 
TNVP053 
INVP054 
INVP055 
ÏNVP056 
INVP057 
INVP05E 
INVP05C 
INVP06C 
INVP061 
I NVP06: 
TNVP06'
21
A (J?I) — OoC 
PO 206 K=1,N
SUBTRACTING PIVOTAL ROW FROM
 ^ A (J,K) = A (J,K) - A (L,K) * R
206 CONTINUE
207 CONTINUE
208 CONTINUE
no A 01 K=1,N 
LOCC(K)=LOC(K)
8 01 CONTINUE
DO 8 04 J=1,NM1
DO 802 K=J,N
L=LOCC(K)
INVLOC(L)=K
802 CONTINUE 
K=INVLOC(J)
DO 8 03 1=1,N
6= A (I,J)
A { I,J)= A {I,K)
A (I , K) •= B
803 CONTINUE
LOCC(K)=LOCCIJ)
LOCC{.J)= J
8Q6. CONTINUE
RE-ARRANGEMENT OF ROWS
.G
CC ---------- ^--------------
C no 901 K=1,N L=LOC(K)IMVLOCIL)=K
9 0 1 CONTINUE. no 9 04 1 = 1,MM 1 60] FORMAT!//OX,7HR0W I =,I2/)
DO 9 0 2  K=I,N L=INVLOC(K)LnCC(L)=K902 CONTINUE 
K=LOCC(I)DO 9 0 3  J=1,N
R= A (I,J)
A (I , J ) = A { K , J ) 
A (K,J)= B
903 CONTINUEINVLOCI }<} = INVLOC( I ) IMVLOCII)=I
004 CONTINUE ons CONTINUE
nn 7 8? I=],N
DO 754 J=1,N 
ASUBSK I,J)=A(I , J)
754 CONTINUE
 ^ 75? CONTINUE
RETURN 
END*FORTPAN SOURCE
. SUBROUTINE FORM SA ( E , F NU, T , S A .) DIMENSION T(2,3),S(15),SA(12,12) 
PI=4.*ATAN(1.)
A=1,-CNU
INVP064 
1NVP065 
INVP066 
OTHER R0WSINVP067
------------INVP06B
TNVP069
INVP070
I NVP0'7l
INVP072
TMVPQ73
INVP074
IMVP075
TNVP076
ÎNVP077
ÎMVP078
INVP079
.1 MVP080
INVP081
ÎNVP082
TNVPQ83
INVP084
tMVP085
INYP086
INVP087
INVP068
T NVPQ89
INVP090
INVP091
INVP092
INVP093
IMVP094
INVP095
INVP0P6
INVP097
INVP098
TNVPQP9
I MVP100
INVPlOl
TMVP 102
INVP103
INVP104
INVP105
INVP106
I MVP 107
INVP108
IMVP109
INVPllO
INVPlll
INVP112
INVP113
INVP1I3I
I h^ VPlI 3;
INVP113:
INVP1134
ÎNVP113
INVP1134
INVP114
ÎNVP115
SA 001 
SA 002 
SA 002A 
SA 003
..— . .—  ...... ■ ■' ...... ' ' ■ --- ..... — ........ " — .. . . .  - -- --------——
pp
P=(].-2.*FNU)/2. SA 004
C=l.+ENU SA 005
n=F/((1.+FNU)*<l.-2.*FNU))*2.*PI SA 006
no 2 T=l,12 SA 007
nn i j=i,i2 SA 008
: SA(T,J)=0.0 SA 009
1 CONTINUE SA 010
•> 2 CONTINUE SA 0111 CALL INTI 1 5 (T,S) SA 012
C WRITE(2,28)(S(M),M=1,15). SA 13C
29 FORMAT!10X,5HS( 1),19X,5HS( 2),19X,5HS( 3),19X,5HS! 4) , 19X,5HS! 5)SA 014
! ■ 1 /1X;1P5E24.14// SA 015
2 10X,5HS( 6),]9X,5HS! 7),19X,5HS! 8) ,19X,5HS! 9) ,19X,5HS! 1Q.)SA 016
3 /IX,1P5E24.14// SA 0171 4 10X,5HS( 11 ) ,19X,5HS(12) ,19X,5flS(13) ,19X,5HS( 14) , 19X, 5HS( 15)SA 018
5 /1X,1P5F24.14//) SA 019
SA(1,1)=(5,-ENU)*S(4) *D SA 0201 5A!1,2)=3,*S!3) *D SA 021.
SA(1,3)=C»S!1) *0 SA 022
SA(l,4)=C*S<5) *0 S A 023) SA(1,5)=C*S(2) . *D SA 024
SA!1,6)=3,*S!6) *D SA 02 5
$A(1,10)=6.*ENU*$(6) *0 SA 026
SA(1,11)=3.*ENU*5(3) *0 SA 027
$A(1,12)=3.*ENU*S(4) *D SA 028
$A(2,2)=2.*S!1) *0 SA 029
f SA(2,3)=S(7) *n SA 030
> SA(2,4)=S(9) *0 SA 031
SA(2,5)=S!8) *0 SA 032
1 ■SA(2,6)=2.*S(2) *D SA 033
SA(2,10}=4.*FNU*S(2) *0 SA 034
SA(2,11)=2.*ENU*S(1) *D . SA 03 5 !
) SA{2,12)=2.*ENU*S! 3) *0 SA 036
SA!3,3)=A*S<11) *D SA 037
5A(3,4)=A*S(13) ' ■ SA 038
) SA(3,5)=A*S(12) *D SA 039
SA!3,6)=S(S) *0 SA 040
SA(3,10)=2.*ENU*S.! 8) *0 SA 041
) SA!?,Il)=ENU*S!7) *D SA 042
SA(3,12)=ENU*S(1) *D SA 043
SA!4, 4) = (A*S(15) -1- 4.*R*S!5))*0 SA 044
; SA!4, 5)=!A*S(14) + 2.*B*S(2))*D SA 045
SA!4, 6)=< S!10) + 2.*B*S(6))*D • . SA 046
SA!4,7)=4.*B*S!6) *0 SA 047
) SA!4,8)=2o*R*S!2) *D SA 048
SA!4 , 10) = 2.*FNU*S! 10) *D SA 049
SA!4,11)=ENU*S(9) *D SA 050& SA!4,12)=A*S! 5) *0 SA 051
, SA(5, 5)=(A*S!13) f B*S(1))*D SA 052
SA! 5, 6)=! S! 9) + R*S(3))*D SA 05?; SA(5,7)=2.*B*S(3) *n S A 054
SA!5,R)=B*S(1) *0 SA 055
$A(5;10)=2.*FNU*S(9) *0 SA 056
SA! 9 , 11 ).= EMLI*S( 8) *D SA .057
SA(5,12)=S!2)/2. * *0 SA 058
> SA!6,6)=!2,*S(5)+B*S(4))*D SA 059) , SA(6,7)=2.*B*S(4) *0 SA 060
SA!6,8)=B*S!3) *0 SA 061' SA ! 6,10)=4,*FNU*S(5) *0 SA 062) ' SA!6,11)=2.*FNU*S!2) *D SA 063
SA(6,12)=!2.*FNU+B)*S(6) *D S A 064
SA(7,7)=4.*B*S(4) *D • SA 065) SA(7,9)=2.*B*S(3) *D SA 066
93SA!7 , I?}=2.*B*S(6) *D
$A!A,8)=D*S(1) *0
SA(A,12)=B*S(2) *DSA! 1. 0, 1,0) =4.»A*S( 5) *0SA!10,11)=?.*A*S(2) *0
SA(10,12)=2.*A*S(6) *DSA!U ,ll)=A*S!l) *DSA!n ,12)=A*S!3) *D' S'A{12,12) = (A*S( 4) + B*S ! 5 ) ) *Dnn 4 1=2,12 K=I-1
nn 3 J=i,K SA!T,J)=SA!J,T)
3 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE RETURN 
END
❖F OR T R AN  SOURCE
SUBROUT I N F  Î  NTT 15  ! T , S )
DIMENSION T(2,3),S(15),R!3),Z(3)nn 15 1=1,15
S!I)=0.015 CONTINUECALL TEM1ST!T,S)no 16 J=l,3P!J)=T(1,J)7(J)=T(2,J)
16 CONTINUE .CALL LAST 5(R,Z,S)
RETURN
ENDarOPTPAN SOURCESUBROUTINE TFN1ST(T,S)DIMENSION T!2,3),S!15)A=T! 1,1 )
B=T!1,2)C=T(1,3)
%=T!2,1)Y=T(2,2)Z=T(2,3)
S(7)=!A*!Z-Y)+D*!X-Z)+C*(Y-X))/2.
S(P)=!(A-B)*(Z*Z-X*Y)+!8-C)*(X*X-Y*Z)+(C-A)*(Y*Y-X*Z))/6 S!1)=(!A*A-B*C)*!Z-Y)+!B*R-A*C)*(X-Z)+(C*C-A*B)*(Y-X))/6 
S ! 3)=! !A**3-B*C * !B + C ))* !Z-Y) +!B**3-C* A*!C+A))*(X-Z)1 + ! C * *3 — A * B * ! A + B ) ) * ! Y— X ) ) /12 •
$(9)=!(A-B)*(Z**3-X*Y*!X+Y))+!B-C)*(X**3-Y*Z*<Y+Z)). 1 +(C-A)*!Y**3-Z*X*(ZtX)))/12.S(2)=<X*(X*(B-C)*(2.*A+B+C)-2.*Y*(A+8)*<A-B))1 +Y*(Y*(C-A)*(2.*B+C+A)-2«*Z*(B+C)*(B-C))
2 +Z*(Z*(A-B)*(2.*C+A+B)-2.*X*!C+A)*!C-A))}/24. S(4)=(!A**4-B*:*(B*B+B*C+C*C))*(Z-Y)4-1 P * *4- C* A * !C*C + C* A + A*A) ) * (X-Z) 
+!C**4-A*B*!A*A+A*BfB*B))*(Y-X))/20. S(6)=!!B-A)*!X*Y*(3.*!A*A+A*D+B*B1+A*B)
~ Z * Z * ! A * A 4- A * B 4- B * B 4' 2 « *C * ( A 4- 8 ) 4-3 « * C *C ) ) 
+(C-8)*!Y*Z*(3.*(R*B+B*C+C*C)+B*C)-X*X»(B*B+B*C+C*C+2.*A4(B+C)+3.*A*A))4- ! A-C ) * I 7* X* (3,*!C *C+C *A+A*A ) +C*A )
-Y*Y*(C*C+C*A+A*A+2.*B*!C+A)+3.*R*B)))7 6 0 ,  
S(5)=!(X-Y)*(A*B*!3,*(X*X+X*Y+Y*Y)+X*Y)
-C*C*(X*X+X*Y+Y*Y+2,*Z*!X+Y)+3,*Z*Z)) +(Y-Z)*(B*C*!3.*(Y*Y+Y*Z+Z*Z)+Y*Z)-A*A*!Y*Y+Y*Z+Z*Z+2,*X*!Y+Z)+3.*X*X))
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SASA
SASA
SA
SA
067
06 8 
06"^  
07 0
071
072
073
074
075
076
077078
079
080 081 
082 
083
INTIOOI 
TNTÎ002 
ÎNTI003 
î NT 1004 
INT1005 
I NT 1006 
I NT 1007 
I NT 1008 
TNT 1009 
I NT! 010 
I N T I O U  
I NT 1012 
INTI013
ISTXOOl
1STX002 
1STX003 1STX004 1STX005 
lSTX006 
1STX007 1STX008 
1 STX009 
1 STXOlO 
ISTXOll 1STX012 
ISTX013 
ISTX014 
1STX015 
1 STX016 
1STX017 
1STX018 
1STX019 
1STX02 0 
1STX021 
1STX022 1STX023 1STX024 
1STX025 
1STX026 
1STX027 1STX029 1STX029 
1STX030 1STX031
24(C*A*(3.*(7*Z+Z*XtX*X)+Z*X)
-B*R*(Z*Z+Z*X+X*X+2.*Y*(Z+X)+3 -Y*Z*(Y*Y+Y*Z+Z*Z))*(B-C) 
Z*X*(Z*Z+Z*X+X*X))*(C-A) 
X * Y * ( X * X + X * Y + Y * Y ) ) / 2 0 .
4 +(Z-X)
5 B .*Y*Y)))/60
S(10)={(X**4
1 +{Y**4
2 +(Z**4 
RETURN
END
,*FnRTR4N SOURCESUBROUTINE LAST 5(R,Z,S)DIMENSION R{3),Z(3),A(3),B(3),S(15)
TOL= l.OE-04 nn 7 1=1,3 
îj=î 
J=i + iIF(?-J)28,3 0,30 
28 CONTINUE ,J = 130 CONTINUEPJMI=R(J)-R(I )
IF(ABS{RJMI)-T0L)4,4,3 
4 A(IJ)=0.0 
B(IJ)=0.0 00 TO 7B A ( IJ ) =! R {J ) *Z ( I )“ R r n  *Z ( J ) ) /R JH I 81 IJ) = {Z(J)-Z(I])/RJNI 
RJ2NI2=(R(J)HR!Î))*RJMIRJ3WI3={R{J )*R(J)+R{J)*R(I)+R(I)*R(I))*RJMI 
 ^ RJ4MI4=(R(J)*R(J)+R(I)*R(I))*RJ2MI2R J5 N I 5 = R J MI * ( R ( J ) **44-R ( J ) **3* R ( n  4- R ( J ) **2*R ! I ) ** 24-R { J ) *R C Î ) ** 
1 Rin**43sell)=S(11)+0(IJ)*RJMIS(l? )=S( 12)+A(TJ)*B( IJ)*RJNI + B( IJ)*I3( IJ)*RJ2MI2/4.
S {13 ) =S {13) +A {IJ ) *A ( I J) *8 n  J ) *R JMI+A ( IJ ) *8 {IJ )'* B ( IJ ) *R J2MÎ2 / 2 
1B(ÎJ)**3*RJ3MI3/9.
3+
1STX032
1STX033
1STX034
1STX035
1STX036 
1 STX03 7 
1 STX03 8
LST5001 
LST 5002 
L S T 5003 
LST 5004 
LST5005 
LST 5006 
LST5007 
LST5008 
LST5009 
LST5010 
LST5011 
LST 5012 
LST5013 
LST5014 
LST5015 
LST5016 
LST5017 
LST5018 
LST5019 
LST5020 
LST502I 
L ST5023 
LST5022 
LST5024 
LST5025 
LST5026S(14)=S(1 4 ) + A ( I J ) * * 3 * B ( I J ) * R J W I + 3 . * A < I J ) * A ( I J ) * 0 I I J ) * R J 2 M T 2 / L S T 5 0 2 7
I4. + A {TJ)*8( IJ)**?*RJ3MÏ 3/3.+8(TJ)**4*RJ&MI4/16,S(15)=S(15)+A(IJ)**4*BtIJ)*RJMI+A(IJ)**3*B(IJ)**2*RJ2MI2+
1 2 , * A ( I J IJ)**3*Rj3MT3/?.+A(IJ)*B(IJ)**4*RJ4MI4/4.+
2 B(IJ)**5*RJ5MT5/25.
7 CONTINUE
CALL SLOGITOL,A,B,R,S)^ RETURNEND
^FORTRAN SOURCE
SUBROUTINE SLOG ITOL,A ,B ,R,S) 
dimension AC 3),B(3 ) ,R!3),S(15)
DO 1 1=1,3
IFCABSCRC n  Î-TOL) 1,1,2
2 CONTINUE 
IJ = IKI=IJ+2 
IFC^-KT )4,3,3 
4 CONTINUE Kl=Kl-3
3 CONTINUE 
RILOG=ALOG(RCT)) ^ AKMJ R I = ( A { K I) "A {IJ ) Î *RI LOGS(I1)=S(11)+AKMJRIS(12)=S(12)+{A(KI)+A(IJ))*AKMJRI/2.
S( 1 3 ) = SC n )  + C AC KT )*A(KI)+A(. KÎ )*A(I J) +A( TJ) *A C IJ ) ) *AKMJR I/3» 
S(14)=SC14)+(A(KT)*A(KI)+A(IJ)*A{IJ))*(A(KI)+A(IJ))*AKMJRI/4
X = A( !<n 
Y=A(IJ)
LST5028 
LST5029 
LST5030 
L ST5031 
LST5032 
LST5033 
LST5034 
LST5035
SLOGOOl 
SL0G002 
SLÜG003 
SLOG004 
SLOGO05 
SL0G006 
SLOG007 
SLOG008 
S100009 
SLOGOlO 
SLOGOll 
S LOGOI 2 
SL0G013 
SL0G014 
SL0G015 
SLOGO16 
SL0G017 
SLOGOIG 
SL0G019
26AK5MJS=(X-Y)*IX**4  ^ x**?*Y + X*X*Y*Y +'X*Y**1 f Y**4) S ( 1 5 ) = S ( 1 5 ) + 4 K 5 N J 5 * R I L n G / 5 .
] CONTINUE ' •
RETURN 
END
SLOGOZO
SLOG021
SL0G022
SL0G023
SL0G024*FOPTRAM SOURCE
SURP OUT I NE FORMQD(S A ,AP,QD) QD 001
d i m e n s i o n $A(12,]2),AD(12,12),SD(12,12),QD(12,12) QD 0.02T, QD 003C PGST-HULTIPLING THE MATRIX! SA)BY THE MATRIX!AD) QD 004C QD 005*C QD 006DO 310 1=1,12 QD 00700 30? J=1,12 QD 008SD(I,J)=0,0 QD 009DO 308 K=l,12 QD 010Sn(T,J)=Sn(I,J)+SA(I,K)*AD(K,J) QD Oil308 CONTINUE QD 01230?' CONTINUE QD 013310 CONTINUE QD 014c WRITE(2,16) QD 015016 FORMAT!IH1//56X, 9HMATRIX SO/) QD 016c CALL PRIDOZ(SD) QD 0170c QD 018QD 019c ZEROING MATRIX SA {HAVING FINISHED WITH IT IN ITS ÎNTIAL FORM) QD 020c . QD 021c QD 022
QD 023DO 602 1=1,12 QD 02400 6 01 J=l,12 on 025SA(I,J)=0.0 QD 026
6 Ol CONTINUE QD 027
602 CONTINUE QD 028,c QD 029c QD 030c TRANSPOSING THE MATRIX AD {STORING THIS IN SA) QD 031c QD 032
c QD 033DO P34 1=1,12 QD 034DO 833 J=l,12 QD 035
c SA{J,I)= AD(I,J) QD 036CONTINUE QD 037
834 CONTINUE QD 03 8
c QD 039t WRITE(2,15) QD 040015 F0RMAT{lHl//5nx,2 0HMATRIX AD TRANSPOSED/) QD 041c CALL PRIDOZtSA) QD 042 0DO 702 1=1,12 QD 043no 7 01 J=l,12 0 0 044ADC I,J )=0,0 QD 0457Q1 CONTINUE QD 046■^ nr CONTINUE 00 047
c QD 048c USING TAD TRANSPOSED TO PRF-MULTIPLY PRQD{=ST*TAD) QD 049Q QD 050
QD 051DO 410 1=1,12 QD 052
no 409 J=l,12 QD 053* 0D(I,J)=0,0 0 0 054on 408 K=l,12 QD 05 5
QD(I,J)=QD(I,J)+SA(I,K)*SD(K,J) QD 0564QP CONTINUE QD 057
■î — - --- --- . — -— —— -- >------------ ... . . ..—  —  ... ---- -- _ —  -
864Q? CONTINUE
410 CONTINUE
) C RETURN
END
) ^FORTRAN SOURCE
SUBROUTINE COHSIX (NODSI X,R, Z , MYRMO)
Cc
"C C . Cccc
DIMENSION NOD5IX(6),R(NTVRNO),Z(NTVRNO),RAO(6),AXI(6) 
COMPLETING THE SIX NODES OF THE TRIANGLE
HERE THE EVEN SUFFIXES OF NODSIX ARE FORMED AND ENTERED 
ALSO THFIR DIMENSIONS ARE FORMED AND ENTERED
DO 227 1=2,6,2
J = I-l 
K=I f 1
IF{K-6)228,230,231 231 K=K-6GO TO 228 
270 WRITE(2,233)
2 33 FORMAT!IX,3HK=6/)228 CONTINUENA=NODSIX!J)NB=%ODSIX!K)
MODS IX! I ) = !NA f MB)/2 . NC = NODSIX! I)R(NC)=(P!NA) + R(NS))/?,
Z!NC)=!Z(NA) + Z!NB))/2.227 CONTINUEDO 528 1=1,6 NODE = NODS IX!I)
RAD!I)=R(NODE)
AXI{I)=Z(MODE)
52 3 CONTINUE
WRITE!2,529)
52? FORMAT!1X,4HN00E,3X,2HR.,6X,2HZ.,3X,4HN0DE,3X,2HR.,6X,2HZ., lDE,3X,2HR.,6X,2HZ.,3X,4HN0DE,3X,2HR.i6X,2HZ.,3X,4HN0DF,3X,2 22HZ.,3X,4HN0DE,3X,2HR.,6X,2HZ./) WRITF(2,530)!N0DSIX!M),RAn(M),AXI(N),M=l,6)530 FORMAT!IX,6!14,2F8.3))
RETURN
END^FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE STIFMA(T,E,ENU,QD)C C Cc c
QD 1358.QD <059 iQD 1060!QD 1061 :QD 1062
COM 6 IGC0M6 2COM 6 3CCOM 6 4COM 6 5C 0M6 6C0M6 7C0M6 8COM 6 9C0M6 10 :C0M6 11C0M6 12C0M6 13C0M6 14COM 6 15
C 0 M 6 Î 6C0M6 17
C0M6 . 18C OM 6 19COM 6 20C0M6 21C0M6 22COM 6 23COM 6 24C0M6 25C0M6 26
C0M6 27C0M6 28
C0M6 29COM 6 30
C0M6 31C0M6 32C0M6 33C)CCM6 34
C0M6 35
C0M6 36C0M6 37GCOM 6 38
C0M6 39C0M6 40COM 6 41
c
c
.c
c
THIS FORMS AN A XT~SYNMFTRIC TRIANGULAR E L E M E N T  (WITH VERTEX AND 
MID SIDE NODES) STIFFNESS MATRIX.
DIMENSION T ! 2,3),00(12,12),A0(12,12),SA!12,12)
CALL FORMAD!T,AD)
CALL FORMSA!E,ENU,T,SA)
CALL FORMQD!SA,AD,QD)
RETURN
STIFOOl 
STTF002 STTF003 STIF004 
STIF0D5 STÎF006 
ST I FOG7 
ST1F008 STIF009 ST I FOI0 
ST I Foil STIF012 STIF013 STÎF014 STIF015
87FNO STIF016
❖F ORTRAN SOURCE
SUBROUTINE AnnFLE(NTWELV,NnSPPL,]AXIAL,ASFM8Y,NASSEM ;REARGN) ADEL 1C
C ADEL 2
DIMENSION NTWCLV!12),ASEMBY(NASSFM,NASSEM),REARGN!12 ,12) ADEL - 3C
•C ADFL 4
C TDÎSMR = î DIRECTION DISPLACEMENT NUMBER MINUS ADEL 5
>c ADFL 6
c TWICE THE NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENT NUMBERS PER RADIAL LINE OF ADEL 7
c ADEL 8
.c PHYSICAL SQUARES TIMES ONE LESS THAN THE AXIAL ROW NUMBER ADEL q
c ADEL 10
c ADEL 11
c ADDING ELEMENT TO ASSEMBLY ADEL12
c --------------------------- ADEL 13
c ADEL 14
IC0NST=2* NDSPRL * ÎÎAXIAL-1) ADEL 27
no 7 03 1=1,12 ADEL 15
IDISPN = NTWFLV(I) ADEL 16
IDISMR = ID 1SPN-ÎCONST
DO 7 04 J=l,12 ADEL 18
JDISPN = NTWFLV(J) ADEL 19
JDISMF=JDISPN-ICONST
ASEMBY(IDISMR,JDISMR)=ASEM8Y(IDISMR,JDISMR) + REARGN(I,J) ADFL 21
t. 704 CONTINUE ADEL 22703 CONTINUE ADEL 23
c . ADEL 24
àC WRITE(2,16) ADEL 25C
16 FORMAT!1H1//49X,23HPART OF ASSEMBLY MATRIX/) ADEL 26
c CALL PNTASP(ASEMBY,NTWELV,ICONST,NASSEM) ADEL 28C
c ADEL 29
c ADEL 30
RETURN ADEL 31
END ADEL 32
SUBROUTINE PNSMSQILARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ) PSMS 1
c PSMS 2
DIMENSION SMSQ!NDSPRL,NDSPRL) PSMS 3
c PSMS 4
c TO PRINT OUT SMSQ AND ITS INDICES P SMS 5
c PSMS 6
WRITE(2,4)LARSQR,ISMSG,J SMSQ PSMS 7f- 4 FORMAT!1H1/16X,20HLARGE SQUARE INDEX =,I2,7X, PSMS 8
1 24HSMALL SQUARE ROW INDEX =,I2,7X, P SMS 9
2 27HSMALL SQUARE COLUMN INDEX-=,I2//) PSMS 10
A WRITE(2,206)(J,J=1,NDSPRL) PSMS 11
206 FORMAT!4X,14!5X,13)//) PSMS 12
DO 301 1=1,NDSPRL PSMS 13
WRITEÎ2, 208)! I,(SMSQ!I,J),J = 1 ,NDSPRL)) PSMS 14
209 FORMAT!3X,12,2X,1P14E8.1/) PSMS 15
301 CONTINUE P SMS 16
RFTURM PSMS 17
FND PSMS 18
SU B 5UU TIN E PR MAHD(N,A) PRMA 1
DIMENSION A! 6, 6) PRMA 2
c PRMA 3
PR MA H D = PRINT MATRIX HALF DOZEN • PRMA 4
c PRMA 5
c PRMA 6
DO 1 1=1,N PRMA 7f WRITE(2,702)(A(T,J),J=1,N)- P RM A 8
1 CONTINUE PRMA 9
702 FORMAT!6F20,12) PRMA 10
î
RETURN
. . .  .........
PRMA 11
23FNO DRMA 12SUBRnUT INF PNTASP ( A , NTWFLV, I C CM ST , N A SSE-M ) PNTAOOlniMENSinN A(MAS$FM,MASSEM),NTFELV(12) PNTA0D2WRITE [2,206) (MTWELVI J) , J = 1 , 1.2) PNTA003206 FQRMAT(4X,I3,7X,I3,7X,I3,7X,T3,7X,13,7X,I3;7X,I3,7X,I3,7X,I3,7X, PNTA004
1 T3,7X,I3,7X,I3/) PNTA005J 1 = NTWELV! 1) - ICONST PNTA006J. 2 = NTWELV! 2) - ICONST PNTA007
J 3 = NTWELV! ?) - ICONST PNTA008J 4 = NTWELV! 4) - ICONST PNTA009J 5 = NTWELV! 5) - ICONST PNTAOlO
J 6 = NTWFLV ( 6 )  - ICONST PNTAOllJ 7 = NTWFLV! ^) - ICONST PNT AGI 2J 8 = NTWFLV! 8) - ICONST PNTA013
J ° = NTWFLV! 9) - ICONST PMTA014
JIO = NTWFLV!10) - ICONST PMTA015
Jll = NTWFLV!11) - ICONST PNTAGI6J12 = NTWFLV!12) - ICONST PNTA0I7
on 3 01 1=1,12 PNTA0I8
K=NTWELV!I) - ICONST PNTA019WRITF(2,207) K PNTA020207 FORV AT!IX,13) PNTA021WRITr(2,Z08)A(K,Jl),A(K,J2),A(K,J3),A(K,J4),A(K,J5),A!K,J6), PNTA0221 A(K,J7) ,A(K,J?) ,A{K,J9),A!K,J10),A(K,J11),A!K,J12) PMTA023JT 208 FORMAT!1X,1P12F10.3/) PNTA024
301 CONTINUE PNTA025RETURN PNTA026
1 END PNTA027SUBROUTINF PBLOCK(A ,îFC, ILC,1ER,ILR,NDSPRL) BLOC001
DIMENS ION A !NDSPRL,NDSPRL) BLOC002
C RLÜC003c IFC = INDEX OF FIRST COLUMN. RL0C004c ILC = INDEX OF LAS? COLUMN. 8LOC005c ÎFR = INDEX OF FIRST ROW, BLOC006c ILR = INDEX OF LAST ROW. BL0C007c BLOC008c ÜLOC009c THIS PROGRAM IS. TO PRINT OUT A PORTION OF A MATRIX IFR TO ILR ROWSBLOCOIOc BY TFC TO ILC COLUMNS BLGCOllc BLOC012
' c BL0C013
T WP.ITF(2 ,206) !J,J=IFC,ILC) BL0C014206 FORMAT! 9X, 14.1 8) BL0C015
DO 3 01 1=IFR,ILR BL0C016.c WRITE(2,207)I BL0C017c 207 F O R M A T !IX,13) B LOCO! 8
WRITE ( 2 , 2 0 8 )  ( X , { A ( I , J ) , J = IF C , ILC) ) BL0C019208 FORMAT!3X,13 , 3X , 1 P14E8.1 ) 8LOC020301 CONTINUE BL0C021
RETURN BLOC022
END BL0C023SUBOOUTINF PPIDOZ (A) DRI 0001DIMENSION A ! 12,12) PRI0002
WRITE(2,206)(J,J=1,12) PRÏD003DO 301 1=1,12 PRID004WRITE(2,207) I PR 10005
WRITE(2,208)(A ( I,J),J=1,12) PR I 0006301 CONTINUE PRID007206 F0RMAT(5X,T2,8X,T2,8X,I2,8X,I2,8X,I2,8X,I2,8X,I2,8X,I2,8X,I2,8X, PRI0008
• 1 I2,8X,I2,8X,T2/) PRID009207 FORMAT!IX,12) PRTDOIO
208 FORMAT!1X,IP12E10.3/) PRIOOllRETURN PRID012
 ^ 29FND PPTOOlB
*FNTFP
) CDATA
G012DATA 
) .1050561.30.0 F 06 0.3) 1 000
❖FORTRAN SOURCE'
) "
;
f
}
I
I >
jnn VI.A47014 JOHN WARD STDPr 130/160 BLOCKS 
CDMPUT IMG 65 MRiUTES 
EXECUTION 85 MINUTES 
OUTPUT 0 LIMFPRINTER 2500 LINES 
2 LINFPRINTER 7500 LINES TAPE 14 M1301 ASSEMBLY*PERMIT 
^TAPF 15 N0691 OECOMl 
TAPE 16 N0692 0EC0N2 TAPE COMMON 20 INPUT 1 G014DATA 
"CIUPILER FORTRAN 
*RUM
^FORTRAN SOURCE
C
Cc c
Cc c c c 
C 
rC‘c c
30DECOMPOSE
C
C
C
C
C
C
cccccc
c
c
NOMENCLATURE
INPUT PARAMETERS
NPHSQR=NUMBFR OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG RADIAL LENGTH NPHSQA=NUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG AXIAL LENGTH
DERIVED PARAMETERS
IN
10
NUMSQS=NUMBER OF SQUARES (TOTAL)
NUMTRI = NUMBER. OF TRIANGLESNTVRNO=NUMBER OF VERTEX NODES TO SPECIFY TRIANGLES NRADWI=NUMBER OF DISTINCT RADII (INCLUDING I/R AND 0/R ) (I.E.SIDESOF PHYSICAL SQUARES)NAXILN=NUMBER 0? DISTINCT AXIAL LENGTHS INCLUDING BOTH ENDS 
(I.E.SIDES OF PHYSICAL SQUARES)NTVRNO=NUMRER OF DISTINCT VERTEX NODES 
NOPRWI=TOTAL NODES PER RADIAL WIDTH NOPALN=TOTAL NODES PER AXIAL LENGTH NUMNOD=TOTAL NUMBER OF NODESLASMAT=NUMBER OF .ROWS OF LARGE ASSEMBLY MATRIX 
NDS?RL=UUMBER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LENGTH 
A$EMRY=ASSEMRLY (PARTIAL) OF ELEMENTS IN ONE ROW (PHYSICAL) 
NASSEM=SIZE OF ASEMBY NTRFAT=WIDTH OF TREATMENT MATRIX
FORMAT!212)
READ !lvlO)MPHSQR,NPHSQA 
VIR ITE(2,20) NPHS OR , N PH SQ A
DIAS 1DIAS 2
DIAS 3:DIAS 4DIAS 5
DIAS 6DIAS 7
DIAS. B
DIAS 9
D IAS 10
DIAS 11DIAS 12
DIAS 13
D IAS 14
DIAS 15
DIAS 16
DIAS 17
DIAS 18
DIAS 19
DIAS 20
■ DIAS 21
0 IAS 22
DIAS 23
DIAS 24
DIAS 25
DIAS 26
DIAS 27
DIAS 28
DIAS 29
DIAS 3C
DIAS 31DIAS 32
1TH=,I2,2X,52HNUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PER AXIAL LENGTH=,DIAS
212/) DIAS
DIASNUMSOS=NPHSOR*NPHSQA DIAS
WRITF(2,?1)NUMSQS . DIAS21 FORMAT!1HO,28HTOTAL NUMBER OF RECTANGLES =,I4) DIASDIASNUMTRI=2*NUMSQS • DIASWRITE(2,22)NUMTRI DIAS22 FORMAT! IH ,20HNUM8ER OF TRIANGLES=,I4) DIASDIAS
NTVRM0=3*MUMTRI DIASWRITE(2,23)NTVRNO 0 TA S
23 FORMAT!IH ,58HNUMBER OF VERTEX NODES REQUIRED TO SPECIFY ALL TRIANDÏAS
IGLES =,I5) DIAS
DIAS
34
35
3 i
313?
4C
4142
41
4^
4!
46
4‘
41
cc
rC
C
31NRADW F = NPHSQR + 1 
WRÎTF(2,24)MPADWI.
2U FOPMATIIH ,35HNUWREP OF DISTINCT RAOÎI IN WID^H =,I2)
NAXILN=NPHSQA+1
WRITF(2,25)NAXILN
25 FORMAT!IH ,33HNUMBER OF DISTINCT AXIAL LENGTHS=?I3)
NDVRNO=NAXILN*N P A DWI 
WRITE!?,2 6)MDVRMO
26 FORMAT!IH ,33HNUMBER OF DISTINCT VERTEX NODES =,I4)
N0PRWI=2*NPHSQR+1 
WRITE!?,27)N0PRWI
27 FORMAT!IH ,40HTQTAL NUMBER OF NODFS PER RADIAL WIDTH =,12)
MO P A L N = 2 H S Q A +1
WPITE(2,28)N0PALN
28 FORMAT!IH ,40HT0TAL NUMBER OF NODES PER AXIAL LENGTH =,I4)
NIJMNOn=NOPRW I *N0P ALM WRITF(2,29)NUMN0n 
20. FORMAT!IH ,23HWH0LE NUMBER OF NODES =,I5)
LASMAT=2*NUMN0D
WRITE!2,30)LASMAT
30 FORMAT!IH ,41HNUMBER OF ROWS OF LARGE ASSEMBLY MATRIX =,I5)
ND$PRL=2*N0PRWI
■ WRITE(2,31)NDSPRL
31 FORMAT!IH ,43HMUHBER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LENGTH =,I2)
NASSEM=3*NDSPRL
WRITE<2,32)NASSFM
32 FORMAT!IH ,33HSTZE OF THE ROW ASSEMBLY MATRIX =,I3)
NTREAT=5*NDSPRL
WRITE!.?, 33) NTPEAT
33 FORMAT!IH ,27HWTDTH OF TREATMENT MATRIX =,I3)
NTWnSQ-=NUM8ER OF EXTRA DISPL. FOR EACH EXTRA ROW OF RADIAL RECTANG
NTW0SQ=2*NDSPRLWRITE(2,34)NTW0SQ
34 FORMAT!IH ,77HNUMBER OF EXTRA DISPLACEMENTS FOR EACH ADDITIONAL RO 
IW!RADIAL) OF RECTANGLES =,I3)
DIAS 5rDIAS 51DIAS 52
DIAS 5 'D I AS 5^DIAS 5'DIAS 56DIAS 57DIAS 5?DIAS 5^
DIAS 6CDIAS 61DIAS 62DIAS 63D IAS 6^DIAS 65DIAS 66
DIAS 67DIAS 6gDIAS 6ÇDIAS 7CDIAS 71DIAS 72DIAS- 73DIAS 74DIAS 75DIAS 76
DIAS 77DIAS 76DIAS 75DIAS BCDIAS 81DIAS 82DIAS 83DIAS 84
DIAS 85DIAS 86DIAS 81D IAS BE
DIAS 85
CALL DECOMPÎNDSPRL,NASSFM,NTREAT,NTWOSQ,NPHSQRjMPHSQA)
STOPFND❖FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE DECOMP(NnSPRL,NASSFM,NTREAT,NTWOSQ,NPHSQR,NPHSQA)
C
"C 
C
I8TH MARCH 1970
DIMENSION TREATM!NA$SEM,NTREAT),SMSQ(NDSPRL,NDSPRL),LOC(NTWOSQ)
d i m e  NsI ON LF SIR A!100)
CALL TIME(A)
DIASDIASDIAS
DECGOOl DEC0002 
DFC0003 
DEC0004 DEC0005 
DCC0006 DEC0007
DFC0009
cccccccX
cc
cccccccccccc
rC
C
C
.cccccc
;ccccccc
c
08THIS PROGRAM IS TO DECOMPOSE THE ASSEMBLY STIFFNESS MATRIX INTO 
LOWER AND UPPER MATRICES USING PARTIAL PIVOTING
LIST OF SUBROUTINES FOR DECOMPOSITION
TAPDIS
FIR3SQ
NEXDOZ
PNSMSQ
ZFSMSO
WRTBSQ
ZETRET
PNSMSQ)ADTRFT
PNSMSQ)
ADTRFT)
WRTBSQ)
LUDFPV
WTOTAP
PPNVEC
WTRETJ
(PNSMSQ)
(PNSMSQ)
(PNSMSQ)
WTAPEN
PPNVEC)
PNSMSQ)
TRANSE
IASSEM=14
IUPTAP=15
L0WTAP=16
NDISC=20
CALL TAPDIS(SMSQ,NPHSQR,NPHSQA,NDSPRL,NDISC,IA5SEM)
NOT!M2=2*NDSPRLNDT2P1=NDTIM2+1
NDTIM3=3*NnSPRLNnTTW5=5*NnsPRL
NI=NDTIM3
NJS=NDTIM2
LNMLES=1
CALL FIR3SQ(NDSPRL,TREATM,NCnLN,LARSQR,ISMSQ,NDISC,NASSEM,NTREAT)
LARSQR=l
NCLN0=5
NJ=NDTIM5
DECOOIO
DEC0011
DEC0012
DEcnni3
DECÜ014
DEC0015
DEC0016
DEC0017
DEC0018
DECO 019
DECnOZO
DEC 0021
DEC0022
DEC0023
DEC0024
DEC 002 5
DEC0026
nEC0027
DEC0028
DEC 002 9
DEC0030
DEC 0031
DEC0032
DEC0033
DEC0034
DEC 003 5
□EC0036
DEC 003 7
DEC0038
DEC0039
DEC0040
DEC0041
DEC0042
DFC0043
DEC 0044
DFC0045
DEC0046
DEC0047DEC0048
DEC0049
DEC0050
DEC0051
DEC0052
OEC0053
DEC0054
OECO055
0EC005Ô
DEC0057
DEC0058
DEC0059
DEC0040
DEC0061
DEC0062
0ECn063
DEC00634
DEC0064
0ECO065
DEC0066
DEC 006 7
0EC0068
DEC0069
DEC007Q
0EC0071
RFnSTA(NRFSTA,LESTRA) 83CALL 
GO TO 2
] CONTINUE • .
NCLN0=3
NJ=NDTIM3
2 CONTINUE
CALL NEXDOZ(NDSPRL,TREATM,NCOLN,LARSQR,ISMSQ,NPHSOA,NDISC,NASSEM,
INTREAT)
INSTAN=2CALL PNTRET(NDSPRL,TREATM,LARSQR,NASSEN,NTREAT,INSTAN)
CALL RFSTRA(LARSQR,NDSPRL,NRESTA,LESTRA,TREATM,NJ,NASSEM,
1 N T R E A T , L A S N A T , L M M L E S )
IMSTAN=3
CALL PNTPFT(NDSPRL,TREATM,LARSQR,NAS5EM,NTREAT;INSTAN)
CALL LUDFPV(TREATM,LCC,NI,NJ,AJS,NASSEN,NTREAT,NTWQSQ)
CALL WTOTAP(LOWTAP,IUPTAP,LARSQR,TREATM,LOG,NDSPRL,NJSrNCLNO,
I N A S S F M , N T R E A T , N T W n S Q )
CALL ZEORES(LARSQR,NDSPRL,NRESTA,LESTRA,TREATM,NJ,MASS EM,
1NTREAT,LASMAT,LNMLES)
CALL T R A N S F (T R E AT M ,N D TIM 2,N 0T 2 P1,N DTIM 3,N D TIM 5,M A S S EM,M T R F A T ,
1NDSPRL)
LARSQR = L ARSQR-5-1
IF(LARSQR-MPHSOA)2,1,3
3 CONTINUE
NI=NDSPRLNCLN0=1NJ=NDSPRLNJS=NDSPRL-l
CALL LUDEPV(TREATM,LOC,NI,NJ,NJS,NASSEM,NTREAT,NTWOSQ)
. CALL WTAPEN(LOWTAP,IUPTAP,LARSQR,TREATM,LOC,MDSPRL,NJS,NCLNO, 
1NASSEM,NTREAT,NTWOS Q )
WRITF(2,gq9) 
gqp FORMAT!1H1/52X,1BHEND OF CALCULATION/)
CALL TIME(B)
TIM=B-A
WRITE(2,3600)TIM 
3600 FORMAT!1H1/48X,1?HTIME TAKEN =,I4,8HSEC0NDS./)
STOPEND
SUBROUTINE TAPDIS(SMSQ,NPHSQR,NPHSQA,NDSPRL,NDISC,IASSEM) 
DIMENSION SMSQ!NDSPRL,NDSPRL)
0FCÜ072
DFC0073DEC0074
DEC0075
DEC0076
DEC0077
DEC0078
DEC0079
DECGOB0
DEC0081
DFCnOQZ
OEC0083
DFC0083Â
DEC0084
DEC0084A
DFC00B4B
DEC0085
DEC0086
DEC00861
DEC0086A
DEC 0086 B
DEC0087
DEC0088
DEC 008 9
DEC0090
DEC0091
DEC0092
DEC0092A
DEC0092B
DEC0093
DEC0095A
DECO094
DEC0095
0ECO096
DEC0097
DEC 009 8
DECG099
DECOlOO
DEC0101
DEC0I02
DEC 0-103
DECG104
DEC0105
DEC01Q6
DFC0107
DEC 0108
DEC0109
DECOllO
DECnill
DECnil 2
DEC0113
nECCTi4
DEC0115
DFCG120 
DEC0121 
I AD I 1 
TAD I 2 
TAD I 3 
TADI 4
ccccccc
Xccc
'ccccccccccccc»ccc
fc
16 NOVEMBER 69 34
PPOGRÛ.M TO TRANSFER n^TA FRQW TAPE Tfl DISC
NOMENCLATURE
NDSPRL = NPHSOA : NPRSM2 = 
NPHSQP : ISMSQ : JSMSQB : 
TROW [ROWE : 
J B 
JE 
fB 
TE 
TR
MCQLN : 
NDSPRL : 
JSMSQ = 
JCOLM 
SMSQ 
NRUWSQ : 
ISMSQM=
NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL 
NUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES NPHSQA-2,U$ED FOR TAILING OFF THE BANDED 
NUMPEP OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG 
ROW INDEX OF SMALL SQUARE 
BEG INI MG COLUMN INDEX OF SMALL SQUARE ROW INDEX = 1,2,OR 3'END ROW INDEX 
COLUMN INDEX WITHIN SMALL 
WITHIN SMALL WITHIN gWALL 
WITHIN SMALL
TADI 
T AD I
T A D I
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
LINE OF PHYSICAL SQUARTADI ALONG THE AXIAL LENGTHTADI 
MATRIX TADI
THE RADIAL LENGTTAOI
SQUARE
SQUARE
SQUARE
SQUARE
BEGINING
ENDING
BEGINING
ENDING
(SPACIAL)(SPACIAL)
(SPACIAL) 
(SPACIAL)
: COLUMN INDEX ROW INDEX 
ROW INDEX : INDEXING ROW: NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF SMALL SQUARES
: NUMBER OF DISPLACFMFNTS PER RADIAL LINE OF PHYSICAL 
: COLUMN INDEX OF SMALL SQUARE (GLOBÎAL): COLUMN INDEX 1 TO NCCLN
: SMALL SQUARE = PARTICNED MATRIX
: NU M B ER 0 F ROWS IN . M A TR I XMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ROWS OF SMALL SQUARES
56
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
15
14
16
17
18
1920 
21 22
2324
IN WHOLE MATRIX
REWIND lASSEMREAD(IASSEM)KOUNT
NC0UNT=0
SETTING TNTIAL VALUES
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI25 ! TADI 26 .SQUARTADI 27 ! 
TADI 28 
TADI 30 
TADI 31 
TADI 32 
TADI 33 
TADI 34 
TADI 35 
TADI 36 TADI 37 
TADI 37A TADI 3 8 
TADI 39 
TADI 40 TADI 41
THR0W=1.0NROWSO=2*NPHSQR+1NDSPPL=2*NR0WSQISMSQM=2*NPHSQA+1NPRSM2=ISMSQM-2ISMSQ=1JSMSQD=1IR0W=1
IR0WE=3 •JB=l
BEGINING OF MAIN LOOP SETTING UP DATA ON DISK( EXCEPT FOR LAST
CONT INUE
TF=ISMSQ*NDSPRL
IB=IE-NDSPRL-M
IR=IB
CONTINUEIF(TR0WF-IR0W)3,4,5
CONTINUE 
CALL TRACE
STOP
TADI TADI 
TADI 
TADI TADI 
TADI TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
PARTTADI 
TADI 
TADI TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TAD I 
TADI 
TADI TADI TADI 
TADI 
TADI
4243 
44A
<^ 4 B
45
46
47 -48
495051
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60 
61 62 
63
TADI 64
c
Xccc
.cc
354 CONTINUE 
NC0LN=7
en To 6
5 CONTINUE
NC0LN=5 
GO Tn 6
T.HIS SECTION (TO 16) IS TO READ FRCM TAPE FOR THE FIRST 3 OR 5 
SMALL s q u a r e s  AND PUT ON TO DISC WITH TWO ZERO SMALL
6 CONTINUE
JF=JB+NC0LN*N0SPRL-1 
JSMSQ=JSMSQBWRITE(NDISC)ISMSQ,NCOLN,JB,JE'
DO 16 JC0LN=1,NC0LN 
IF(JC0LN-NC0LN+2)7,8,9
7 CONTINUE
JCOLN LESS THAN MCOLN
8 CONTINUE 
JCOLN=NCOLM 
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+l'
PEAD(IASSEM)ISNSQT,JSMSQT,SNSG,IAXIAL
CALL ’ PNSMSQ(I AXIAL,NDSPRL,ISMSQTyJSNSQT,SMSQ)
IF(ISMSQT-ISMSQ)10,11,12
9 CONTINUE
CALL ZESMSQ{NDSPRL,SMSQ)GO TO 14
10 CONTINUE 
WRrTF(2,4l)[SMS0T,ISMSQ 
CALL TRACESTOP
11 CONTINUE
IF (J SMSQT-JSM SQ)13,14,15
12 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,42)ISMSQT,ISMSQ 
CALL TRACE
STOP
13 CONTINUE 
CALL TRACE
WRITE(2,43)J$MSQT,JSMS0
STOP
14 CONTINUE
WRITE(NDISC)I5MSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ
JSMSQ=JSMSQ+1
GO TO 16
15 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,&4)JSMSQT,JSMSQ 
CALL TRACE
STOP
16 CONTINUE 
IR0W=IR0W+1
TEST TO SEE IF END ROW
IE(I ROW-Î ROWE)17,18,19
17 CONTINUE.
T AO I 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI 
TADI TADI
6566 
67 6 8
69
70
71
72
7374
75
76
7778
79
80 ; 
81 : 
82 '8384
8586
87 ;8889 
B9A90 90A
91
92
93 
9 49596
97
TADI 98 
TADI 99 
TADIlOO 
TADIlOl 
TAD 1102
TADII03 
TAD 1104
TADI105 
TADI106 TADI107
TADI108 TADÎ108A 
TAD 1109 
TADIllO 
TADIll I
TADI112
TAD 1113 
I AD 111 4 
TADI115 
TAD 1116 
TADT117 
TADI118 
TAD 1119 
TAD 1120
06
CcI c 
cI c
,C
) c c •‘c
V c
BEFORE FND OF ROW
IB CONTINUF
FND OF ROW
ISMSQ=ISMSQ+1 
IF(ISMSQ-NPRSN2)21,22,23 
1? CONTINUEJSy$QB=JSMSQB+2
ISMSQ=ISMSQ+1
IR0WC=2
TR0W=1
J5=JB4 2*NDSPRL
GO TO 1
21 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1
22 CONTINUE
ISMSQ=NPRSM2
23 CONTINUE 
ISMSQ.GT.NPRSM2
24 CONTINUE
FOR LAST THREE ROWS #F SQUARES
IP0W=1 
IR0WE=3 
25 CONTINUE
IE=ISMSO*NDSPRL
IR=ÎF-MDSPRL+1TR=ÎB
26 CONTINUEIF(lROW-2)27,28,29
27 CONTINUÉ 
NC0LN=5 
GO TO 30
28 CONTINUE 
NC0LN=3 .
JSMSQB=JSMSQR+2 
J8=JB+NC0LN*NDSPRL 
GO TO 30
2? NC0LN=3GO TO 30 _ @
INDICES FOR BEGINING OF ROW
30 CONTINUE
JE=JB+NC0LN*N0SPRL-1
JSNSQ=JSMSQB
WRî T r(MO T SC)T SMSQ,MCQLN,JB,JE 
DO 3 7 JC0LN=1,MC0LN 
NCnUNT=NCOUNT+l
READ!ÎASSEM)ISMSQT,JSNSQT,SMSC, lAXîAL
CALL PNSMSOIIAXIAL,NDSPRL,ISMSQT,JSMSQT,SMSQ)
IF(ISMSQT-ISMSQ)31,32,33
TADI121
TADÎ122
TADI123
TADI 124
TADI125
TADÎ126
TADI 127
TADI 12 8
TAD 1129
TA0Ï130
TADI131
TADI132
TADI 133
T A D I 134
TA0IÎ35
TADI136
TAD 1137
TADI138
T a d 1139
TADII40
TADI 141
T A D 1142
TAD 1143
TADI 144
TADI145
TADI146
TADÎÎ47
TADI148
TA0I149
TAD 1150
T AD 1151
TA0Î152
TADI 153
TAD 1154
TADÎ155
TA0I156
TADI157
TADI158
TA0I159
TADI160
TADÎ161
TADII62
TADI163
TADÏ164
TADI165
TADÎ166
TADI167
TADI168
TADI169
TADÎ170
TAD Î171
TADI172TADI173
TADI174
TAD 1175
TADI176
TADI177
TADI17S
T A D 1179
TADI1794
TADI180
TADIlBOj
TADT181
3?31 CONTINUEWRITE!2,4])TSMSQT,ISMSQ 
CALL TRACE 'STOP
32 CONTINUE IF(JSMSQT-JSMSQ)34,35,36
3^ CONTINUEWRITE(2,42)ISMSQT,ISMSQ
CALL TRACE
STOP34 CONTINUE WRITE(2,43)JSMSQT,JSMSQ 
CALL TRACE
STOP
35 CONTINUEWRITE(NDISC)ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ
J$MSQ=JSMS0+1
GO TO 37
36 CONTINUE WRITE(2,44)JSMSQT,JSMSQ 
CALL TRACE
STOP
37 CONTINUE IR0W=IB0W+1
,C UP-DATE-ING ROW INDEX
IF! I ROW-IROWF)38, 39,40
38 CONTINUE 
TSMSQ=TSMSQ+1 
GO TO 25
39 CONTINUE .GO TO 3 8
40 CONTINUE
END FILE NDI SC
WRITE (2,45) !<0UNT,NC0UMT
RETURN
41 FORMAT(IHl,38X,17HISMSQTÎFROM TAPE),I*,20HLESS THAN47 F0DWAT(lH],38X,l7HJSMSQT(ppnv TAPE),14,20HLESS THAN
42 FORMAT!1H1,3AX,I7HISMSQTfFROM TAPE) , 14,20HM0RE THAN
44 FORMAT(INI,38X,ITHJSMSQTIFROM TAPE),14,20HM0RE THAN
65 F0RWAT(1H1/10X,26HNUMBER OF WRITES ON TAPE =,13/110X,26HNUMBER OF READS OFF TAPE =,I3/)
END
❖FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE PNSMSQ(LARSQR,NOSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ)
-■,.1
TADI182TADÏ183
TADI184TADI185 
TADÎ186 TADÎ187 
TAD 1188
TADI189
TADIlOO TADI191
TADI192TADI193 TADI194 I AD 1194A 
Tad 1195 TADI196 TADÎ197
TADI198 
TAD I 199 
TA0I200 TAD I 201 
TADI202 .TADI203 TAD 1204 
TADI205 TADÎ206 TADI207 TADI208 TADI2Ô9 TAD 1209A TADÎ210IN ROUTINE, 14) TAD 1211 
IN ROUTINE,I4)TADI213 
IN ROUTINE,I4)TAD1212 IN ROUTINE,14)TAD 1214 TAD 1215 T ADÎ216 
TADI217
DIMENSION SMSQ(NDSPRL,NDSRRL)
TO PRINT OUT SMSQ AND ITS INDICES
WRITF(2,4)LARSQR,ISMS0,JSMSQ 6 FORMAT!1H1/16X,20HLARGE SQUARE INDFX =,I2,7X,1 24HSMALL SQUARE ROW INDFX =,I2,7X,
2 27HSNWLL SQUARF COLUMN INDEX-=,I2//) 
WRITF(2,206)(J,J=1,NDSPRL)
206 F0RNAT(4X,I4(5X,I3)//)
DO 3 01 1=1,NDSPRL
WRITF(2,20s )(T,(SMSQ(I,J),J = 1 ,NDSPRL))
208 F0RWAT(3X,T2,2X,]P14E8.]/)
301 CONTINUE RETURN
END❖FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE ZESMSQ(NDSPRL,SMSQ)
PSMSPSMSPSMS
PSMS
PSMSPSMS
PSMSPSMS
PSMS
PSMS
PSMSPSMSPSMSPSMSPSMS
PSMSPSMS
PSMS
123
45678 9
10
11
121314
15161718
ZFSQ 1
.
..............._
88niNFNSION SMSQfNOSPPL,NDSPRL) ZFSQ 2on 2 1=1,NDSPRL ZESQ 3DO 1 J=l,NDSPRL ' ZESQ 4SNS0(I,J)=0.0 ZFSQ 5
1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUERETURN ZESQ 6FND ZESQ , 7❖FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE F IR3SQ(NDSPRL,TREATM,NCOLN,LARSQR,ISMSO,NDISC ,MASSEN, 1ST3 1INTREAT) 1 ST3 2DIMENSION TREATM!NASSEMfNTRFAT),SMSg(NDSPRL,NDSPRL) 1 ST 3 3C 1ST3 4REWIND 20 1ST3 5READ{NO I SC)ISMSQ,NCOLN,JB,JE 1ST3 8
c 1ST3 BA
c
c
1ST3
1ST3 8B8Cc CALL WRTBSQ(ISMSQ,NCOLN,JB,JE) 1ST3 9
LARSQR=1 1ST3 10CALL ZETRET!NDSPRL,TREATH,NASSEN,NTREAT) 1ST3 11
DO 5 JC0L=1,3 1ST 3 12PEADINOISC)ISMSQ,JSMSG,SMSQ 1ST3 13
c CALL PNSMSQtLARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSO,SMSQ) 1ST3 14K CALL ADTPET!LARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ,TREATM,NASS EM ,NTREAT) IST3 155 CONTINUE 1ST3 16LARSQR=0 1ST3 17RETURN 1ST3 18
END 1ST3 19* FORTRAN SOURCE'SUBROUTINF WRTBSQ(ISM$Q,NCOLN,JB,JE) WBSQ 1
c
c
WBSQWBSQ
. 2 
3WRITE!2,2)1SMSQ,NCOLN,JB,JE WBSQ 4
2 FORMAT!IX, 17HSQUARF ROW IN P E X = ,12,2X,29HNÜMBER OF COLUMNS OF SQUAWBSQ 5]RFS=,T2,2X,31HUATRIX ELEMENT COLUMN BEGINING=,T4,5X,14HC0LUMN ENDIWBSO 62NG=,I6) WBSQ 7
c WBSQ 8
c WBSQ 9RETURN WBSQ 10
END WBSQ 11
FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE ZETRET!NDSPRL,TREATM,NASSEM,NTREAT) ZFTR 1
c ZETR 2DIMENSION trfATM!NASSFM,NTREAT) ZFTR 3
c . ZFTR 4
ITREAT = 3*NDSPRL 7. ETR 5JTREAT = 5*NDSPRL ZETR 6DO 10 1=1,ITREAT ZETR 7on 20 J=l,JTREAT ZFTR 8TREATM!I,J)=0.n ZFTR 9
20 CONTINUE ZETR 1 010 CONTINUE ZFTP 11RETURN ZETR 12FNO Z ETR 13
❖FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE ADTRFT !LARSQR,NDSP RL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ,TREATM, NASSEM, ADTR 1INTREAT) ADTR 2
c ROUTINE TO ADO SMSQ TO APPROPRIATE PART OF TREATM ADTR 3
T ADTR 4DIMENSION SMSQ!NDSPRL,NDSPRL),TREATM!NASSEM,NTREAT) ADTR 5
C ADTR 6
C CHILTON 42*42 126,210
•
ADTR 7
39c ADTR 8c NONFNCLATURE ADTR 9c — —--- ADTR 1 0c A DTP 11
c TP = ROW INDEX OF PAPTION CF TREATM ADTR 12c JP = COLUMN INDFX OF PARTI ON OF TREATM ADTR 13c LARSpR = INDEX OF LARGE SQUARE (SAME AS AXIAL INDEX) ADTR 14,c TREATM = TREATMENT MATRIX ADTR 15
1 IP = ISiMSQ-2*(LARSQR-l) ADTR 16JP = JSMSQ-2*(LARSQR-1) ADTR 17
IB = (IP-1)*NDSPRL+1 ADTR 18
! IE = IP *NDSPRL ADTR 19
JB = (JP-1)*ND$PRL+1 ADTR 20
JF = JP &NDSPRL ADTR 21
1 I =0 ADTR 22
DO 10 IA=IB,IE ADTR 23
1 = 1+1 ADTR 24
1 J =0 ADTR 25
DO 2 0 JA=JB,JE ADTR 26
J •= J +1 ADTR 27
r TREATM(IA,JA)=$WSQ(I,J) ADTR 28
20 CONTINUE ADTR 2910 CONTINUE ADTR 30
) RETURN ADTR 31
* END ADTR 32
❖FORTRAN SOURCE
i SUBROUTINE NEXDOZ(NDSPRL)TREATM,NCOLN,LARSQR,ISMSQiNPHSQA,NDISC, . NXDZ 1.irASSEM,NTRFAT) NXDZ 2DIMENSION SMSQ(NDSPRL,NDSPRL),TREATM(NASSEM,NTREAT) NXDZ 3! C NXDZ 4ISMSQM=2*NPHSQA+1 NXDZ 5NPR$M2=ISMS0M-2 NXDZ . 6
) IF(ISMSQ-NPRSM2 510,21,21
10 CONTINUE NXDZ 8
' DO 2 0 JC0L=l,2 NXDZ 9
5 READ!NDISC)ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ NXDZ 10
C CALL PNSMSQ(LARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ) NXDZ Î 1CALL ADTRET(LARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ,TREATM,NASSEM,NTREAT) NXDZ 12
1 20 CONT INtJF NXDZ 13
21 CONTINUEINDEX = 0 NXDZ 14
30 CONTINUE NXDZ 15
INDFX=INDEX+1 NXDZ 16
INDSPL=INDEX*NDSPRL NXDZ 17
I READ(NDISC)ISMSQ,NCOLN,JB,JE NXDZ 18"c CALL WRTBSQ(ISMSQ,NCOLN,JB,JE) NXDZ 19
c ' NXDZ 20
; c NXDZ 21c NXDZ 22
IF( 5-NCOLN) 50,60, 70 NXDZ 23
? 50 CONTINUE NXDZ 2460 CONTÎNUF Nxnz 25
NSTOP=5 NXDZ 26) GO TO BO NXDZ 2770 CONTINUE NXDZ 28NST0P=3 NXDZ 29> GO TO 80 NXDZ 3080 CONTINUE NXDZ 31no OQ JC0L=1,NSTQP NXDZ 32
1 READ(NDISC)ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ NXDZ 33c CALL PNSMSQ(LARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ) NXDZ 34CALL ADTRET(LARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ,TREATM,NASSEM,NTREAT) NXDZ 35
; 90 CONTINUE NXDZ 36
ÎF(ÎNDFX-l)100,110,120 
100 CONTINUÉ
WR item 2,99) INDEX . ■ ' •
ao FORMAT!IHl,inx, 1 7HINDFX IM NEXDOZ =,I2/)
STOP 
110 CONTINUE GO T^ 30 120 CONTINUE RETURN 
FND
❖FORTRAN SOURCE
SUBR nUTI NE LUDFPV(T ,L CC,NT , N J ,NJS,NASS F M ,NTRFAT,NTWOSQ)
DIMENSION TCNASSEM,NTRFAT),LOC(NTWOSQ)
DIMENSION P(NTWnSO),FACTOR!NASSEM)
C WRITE!2,300)NI,NJ,NJS,NASSFM,NTREAT,NTWOSQ
300 FORMAT!IHO,4HNI =,I3,5X,4HNJ =,I3,5X,5HNJS = , î3 ,5X,SHMASSEM =,I3, 
1?X,PHNTPT-:AT =,I3,5X,9HNTW0SQ =,I3/)
t C
• C 
C
' Cc
cI c 
,c
C
; c
C 
t  
; Cc
c
/ c
C
c
) c
c
c
c
c
) c 
^c
c 
c 
c 
c
c 
c
LOWFR-UPPER DECOMPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING
îNTEP-CHANGING ROWS FOP LARGEST ELEMENT IN PIVOTAL COLUMN TO 
BECOME PIVOT,AND KEEPING RECORD OF ROW INTERCHANGE NUMBERS IN LOC
NOMENCLATURE
T!I,J) = TREATMENT MATRIX
LOC(J) = LOCATION ARRAYNI = NUMBER OF ROWS IN TREATMENT MATRIX
NJ = NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN TREATMENT MATRIXNJS = NUMBER OF COLUMNS SEARCHED =NI-1 OR LESS
DO 10 1=1,NJS 
LOC! n  = i 10 CONTINUE
J=PIVOT ROW COUNT
DO 100 J=1,NJS
FINDING LARGEST ELEMENT IN COLUMN J
BIG=OoO
WRITE(2,203)!J,(T!K,J),K=J,NI))20P F0RMAT(3X,I2,lX,(lX,lP14Ee.l)/)
DO 3 0 K=J,NI
IF(BIG-ARS(T!K,J)))15,25,25
15 CONTINUE 6IG=ABS(T!K,J))
L=K25 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE
NXDZ 37NXDZ 38NXDZ 39NXDZ 40NXDZ 41NXDZ 42NXDZ 43NXDZ 44NXDZ '45
NXDZ 46
LUOP 1LUDP 2
LUDP 2A
LUDP 2B
LUDP 2C
LUDP 2 0
LUDP 3LUDP 4
LUDP 5
LUDP 6LUDP 7LUDP 8LUOP 9LUDP 10
LUDP 11
L UP P 12
LUDP 13
LUDP 14
LUOP 15LUDP 16LUDP 17
LUOP 18LUDP 19
LUDP 20LUDP 21LUDP 22
LUOP 23
LUDP 24LUDP 25
LUDP 26
LUOP 27
LUDP 28
LUDP 29 .
LUDP 30
LUOP 31
LUOP 32
LUDP 33LUDP 34
LUDP 35LUDP 36
LUDP 37
LUDP 38
LUDP38A
LUDP 38E
LUDP 39
LUDP 40
LUDP 40^
LUOP 41
LUDP 42LUDP 42/
LUDP 43
L UDP 44
40 STOP 
50
60
TF(L-J)40,70,50
00 60 K=J,NJ
STORFD=TtJ,K) T(J,K)=T(L,K)
T{L,K)=STORFD
CONTINUE
LOC(J)=L
41
70 CONTINUE
P ( J ) = T ( J , J )
THIS IS FND OF SECTION WHERE INTER-CHANGING ROWS (WHERE REQUIRED) 
IS CARRIED OUT,AND THE ROW CHANGED WITH ROW(J) IS ROW(L) AND THIS 
IS RECORDED IN LOCI ),L IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO J
REMAINING ROW COUNT M 
JPl=J+l
DO 9 0  M=JP1,NI
MULTIPLIERS
T(M,J)=T(M,J)/T(J,J)(THIS SHOULD BE LESS THAN 11 FACTOR!M1=1.0-ABS (T(M,J))COLUMN COUNT  K
80
90
DO 8 0  K=JP1,NJ
REMAINING ROW MINUS MULTIPLIER TIME PIVOT ROW 
T(M,K)=T(M,K1-T(M,J)*T(J,K)CONTINUE
END OF A REMAINING ROW,FOR ONE MULTIPLIER
CONTINUEWRITC(2,30A)(J,! F A C T O R ! M ) =  ,NI))308 FORMAT!IH ,15HC0LUMN NUMBED =,I2/!1X,1P15F8.11)
END OF A COLUMN.OF MULTIPLIERS FOR ONE PIVOT
100 CONTINUE
END OF PIVOTS (NJS OF THEM)
WRITF(2,400)((J,P(J)),J=],NJS)
400 F O R M A T d H  , IIHPIVOT VALUE,/! IX,6( 13,1PE17.101)1
LUDP 45
LUDP 46LUDP 47LUDP 48
LUDP 49
LUDP 50LUDP 51
LUDP 52
LUDP 53LUDP 54
LUDP 55
LUOP 56
LUDP 57
LUDP 57A
LUDP 58
LUDP 59
LUDP 60
LUDP 61
LUDP 62
LUDP 63
LUDP 64
LUOP 65LUDP 66
LUDP. 67LUDP 68
LUDP 69
LUDP 70
LUDP 71
LUDP 72LUDP 73
L UD P 74
LUDP 75
LUDP 76
LUDP 77
LUDP 78
LUOP 78A
LUDP 79
LUDP 80
LUDP 81
LUDP 82
LUDP 83
LUDP 84
LUDP 85
LUOP 86
LUDP 87. LUDP 88
LUDP 89
LUDP 90
LUDP 91
LUDP 92
L UDP 03
LUDP 93/
LUDP Q3F
LUDP 94LUDP 95
L UDP 96
LUDP 97LUDP 98
LUDP 99
LUDPIOO
LUDPini
LUDPlOl'
LUDPlOli
... —  . . . . . .
c
c
RFTURN 
END
❖FORTRAN SOURCE
42 LUDPin?
LUDP104 
LU0P105 
LUDP10Ô
1 SUBROUTINE WTOTAP(LOWTAP,IUPTAP,LAPSQR,TREATM,LOC, NDSPRL,NJS,NCOLNWTAP 1
1,NASSEM,NTREAT,NTWOSQ) WTAP 2
*- DIMENSION LOC(NTWOSO),TREATM!NASSEM,NTREAT) WTAP 3
) C WTAP 4
c THIS SEGMENT IS TO WRITE LOC (RECORD OF ROW INTER- CHANGES),AND THEWTAP 5
. c WTAP 6
) C LOWER PORTION OF MATRIX TREATM CONTAINING MULTIPLI ERS TO LOWTAP WTAP 7
c WTAP 8
C TAPE. WTAP 9
) c WTAP 10
c AND AN UPPER PORTION TO ÎUPTAP TAPE WTAP 11
C WTAP 12
c ^ ^ ^ ^ WTAP 13
c I WTAP 14
c X' ❖ A A) 0 * — ❖ — >5?— WTAP 15
c I I WTAP 16
c ❖ X WTAP 17
c WTAP IB
c WTAP 19
”C WRITING TO LOWTAP WTAP 20
c WTAP 21
c - WTAP 22
c
WRITE(LOWTAP)LARSQR,LOC WTAP
WTAP
2324) WRITF(2,6)LARS0R WTAP 256 FORMAT!IH ,52X,15HLARSQR NUMBER =,I3) WTAP 26
c WTAP 27
; CALL PRNVECILOC,NJS,NTWOSQ) WTAP 28
c WTAP 29
JSHSQB=2*LARSQR-1 WTAP 30
) ISMSQ6=2*LARS0R-1 WTAP 31JSMSQn=JSMSOB-l WTAP 32
ISMSQI=ISMSQB-1 WTAP 33
) c WTAP 34
c WTAP 35
DO 10 J = 1,2 WTAP 36
) JSMSQ0=JSMSQ0+1 WTAP 37
ISMSQ 1 = ISMSQI + l WTAP 38
I5MSQn=ISMSQI-1 WTAP 39
% NR0NU=4-J WTAP 40
c WTAP 41CALL WTRETJ(NDSPRL,TREATM,J,ISMSQO,JSMSQO,NRONU,LARSQR, WTAP 42
D c ,
1 LOWTAP,NASSFM,NTREAT) WTAPWTAP
43
44
10 CONTINUE WTAP 45
) c WTAP 46c WRITING TO lUPTAP WTAP 47
c WTAP 48
c WTAP 49
c WTAP 50
.c WTAP 51
) ISMSQ0=ISMSQB-1 WTAP 52
c
JSMSQI=JSMSQB-1 WTAPWTAP 5354
) ' c WTAP 55DO 20 1=1,2 WTAP 56
c WTAP 57
TSMSQ0=ISM$Q0+1 WTAP 58
...... . " .
JSMS0T=JSMSQI+1 WTAP 59JSMSQ0=JSMS0Î-1 . . . ■ WTAP 60c WTAD 61NCLMO=MCOLN+1-I WTAP 62c WTAP 63CALL WTRFTï(NDSPRL,TREATM,!,ISMSQO,JSMSQ0,NCLMO, LARSQR, WTAP 641 IUPTAP,NASSFM,NTREAT) WTAP 6520 CONTINUE WTAP -66RETURN WTAP 67END WTAP 68.❖FORTRAN SOURCESUBR PUT INF P RNVEC(L,N,NTWOSQ) PRNV 1C PRNV 2C Tins SUBROUTINE IS TO PRINT OUT A VECTOR OF INTEGERS PRNV 3C PRNVL* 4C PRNV 5DIMENSION L(NTWnSO) . . .PRNV 6C PRNV 7WRITE(2,100)(Lfl),I=1 ,N) PRNV 8100 FORMAT!IX,3014/) PRNV 9RETURN PRNV 10END PRNV 11❖FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUT INF WTRETJ(NDSPRL,TREATM,J,ISMSQO,JSMSQO,NRONU, LARSQR, WREJ 1ILOWTAP,NASSEM,NTREAT) WREJ 2f) I M FUSION TRE AT M(NASSEM,NTREAT),SMSQ! NDSPRL,NDSPRL ) WREJ 3C ■ WREJ 4 ..G THIS SEGMENT IS TO WRITE THE MULTIPLIERS ON TO TAPE IN COLUMN FORMWREJ 5C WREJ 6C OF SMSQ WREJ 7C WREJ 8WRITE!LOWTAP)LARSQR,JSMSQO,NRCNU . . WREJ • 9c WRITE!2,6)LARSQR,JSMS00,MRO MU ' WREJ 106 FORMAT!//9X,15MLARSQR NUMBER =,I 2 ,1OX,15HC0LUMM NUMBER =T3,10X, WREJ 11I 24HNUMBER OF ROWS OF SMSQ =,I3/) WREJ 12MR0PJL=NR0NU+J-1 WREJ 12ADO 1 I=J,NQOPJL WREJ 13ISMSQ0=I$MSQ0+1 WREJ 14C WPFJ 15C TRANSFERING A PART OF TREATM TO SMSQ WREJ 16c WREJ 17-C WREJ 18DO 9 JSM=1,NDSPRL WREJ 19JTREAT=JSM+(J-1>*NOSPRL WREJ 20DO 7 ISM=1,NDSPRL WREJ 21ITRFAT=ISM+(I-])*NDSPRL - ' • WREJ 22SMSQ!ISM,JSM)=TRFATM{ITREAT,JTREAT) WREJ 237 CONTINUE WREJ 248 CONTINUE WREJ 25C WREJ 26C WREJ 27C WREJ 28WRITE!LOWTAP)LARSQR,ISMSQO;JSMSQO,SMSQ WRFJ 29C WREJ 30C CALL P N S M S 0 !L A P S Q R ,MD 5 P R L ,IS M S Q0,J S M S Q 0,S M S 0) WREJ 31
.G WPFJ 32C WREJ 33n CONTINUE WREJ 34C WREJ 35RETURN WREJ 36END WREJ 37 :❖FORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE WTRETI(NDSPRL,TREATM,I,ISMSQO,JSMSQG,NCLMO, LARSQR, WRFI 1
-.. * ' —' ... .. — . .. ......... — . ... - -—  .. ......  . . . , . ...... — j- - - -
441 TUPTAP,NASSEM,NTREAT)
DIMENSION TREATNINASSEM,NTRFAT)jSMSO(NDSPRL,NDSPRL)
THIS SEGMENT IS TO WRITE UPPER PART OM TO TAPE IN ROWS OF SMSQ
WRITE!ÎUPTAP)LARSQR,ISMSQO,NCLMO WRIIE! 2,81)LARSQR,ISMSQO,NCLNO 
ni FORMAT!/9X,15HLAPSQR NUMBER =,I2,10X,12HROW NUMBER 
1 27HNUMBER OF COLUMNS OF SMSQ =,13/) 
NC0LPI=NCLN0+I-1 DO 9 J=I,NCOLPI JSMSQn=JSMSQG-M
TRANSFERING A PART OF TREATM TO SMSQ
no R ISM=1,NDSPRLITREAT=ISH+(I-l)*NDSPRL 
DO 7 JSM=1,NDSPRL 
JTR[AT=JSM+!J-1)*MDSPRL ’S MSQ! ISM,J SM)=TRF ATM ! ITREAT,JTP FAT) 7 CONTINUE 
n CONTINUE
WRITF(IUPTAP)LARSQR,ISMSQO,JSMSQO,SMSQ
CALL ' PNSMSQ!LARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQO,JSMSQO,SMSQ)
9 CONTINUE
RETURN, FND 
❖FORTRAN SOURCE
C
C
cXC
c
cCC
cC
c
c
c
>Gc
c
c
"cr
C
c
1,NDSPRLÎ DIMENSION TREATM!NASSEM;NTREAT)
IT IS TO TRANSFER THE LAST THREE SMSQ OF TRFATM TO THE 1ST THREE
NOMENCLATURE
NOT I M2 = 
M0T2P1 = 
NOT I M3 = 
NDTIM5 =
NDSPRL + NDSPRL 
NOT I M2 + I 
NDTIM2 + NDSPRL 
NOT I M2 + MDTÎM3
. .
VÎRE I 2WRFI 3
WRFI 4
WRE I 5
WRFI 6W R E I • 7
WRFI BWRE I ' 9
WREI 10
WRFI 11
WREI 12
WRFI 12A
WREI 13WREI 14W R E I 15
WRE I 16.WRE I 17WPEI 18W RE I 19
WRFI 20
WRFI 21WPEI 22
WREI 23WRE I 24
WREI 25W R E I 26W R E I 27WRE I 28
WRFI 29
WREI 30W R F I 31
WREI 32
WREI 33WREI 34
WREI 35
WRFI 36
TRSF 1
TRST lA
TRSF 22
TRSF 3
TRSF 4
TRSF 5
TRSF 6
TRSF 7TRSF 8TRSF 9TRSF 10
TRSF 11TPSF 12
TPSF 13
TOSF 14
TRSF 15
TPSF 16TRSF 17TRSF 18TRSF 19TRSF 20
TRSF 21
TRSF 22
TRSF 23
TPSF 24TR SF 25
145DO 20 I=WnT2Pl,NDTÎM3 
ISA=I-NDTIM2 ■ 
nn 10 J=NDT2P],NnTTM5 
J SA = J-NDTTM2
TREATM! I SA, JSA)=TREATM ! I,J)
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
(FORTRAN SOURCE
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
"C
c
c
X
1,NASSEM,NTREAT,NTWOSQ)
DIMENSION LOC(NTWOSQ),TREATM!NASSEM,NTREAT),SMSQ!NDSPRL,NDSPRL)
THIS IS THE LAST WRITE TO BOTH TAPES
TREATM!CONTAINING THE MULTTPL I ERS)TO LOWTAP TAPE
AND THE FIRST SMSQ OF TREATM!CONTAINING UPPER PORTIONITO IUPTAP
TAPE
WRITE(LOWT A P)LA RSQR,LOC 
WRITE ! 2,6)LARSQR
FORMATflH ,52X,15HLARSQR NUMBER =,I3)
CALL PRNVECILOC,NJS,NTWOSQ)
JSMSQR=2*LARSQR-1
ISMSQB=2*LARSQR-1
NRONU=NCOLN
TRANSFERING PART OF TREATM TO SMSQ
on 8 JSM=1,NDSPRL 
DO 7 ISM=1,NDSPRL 
SMSQ!ISM,JSM)=TREATM(ISM,JSM)
7 CONTINUE
8 CONTINUE
WRITE(LOWTAP)LARSQR,JSMSQG,NRGNU
WRITF(2,62)LARSQR,JSMSQG,NRONU 
62 FORMAT!//9X,15HLARSQR NUMBER =,I2,10X,15HCnLUNN NUMBER =I3,10X, 
1 24HNUMDER OF ROWS OF SMSQ =,I3/)
WRITE(LOWTAP)LARSOR,ISMSQG,JSySOB,SMSQ
TRSF 26
TRSF 27
TRSF 28
TRSF 29
TRSF 30
TRSF 31
TRSF 32
TRSF 33
TRSF 34
TRSF 35
TRSF 3 6
TRSF 37
TRSF 38
IWTEN 1
WTEN 2
WTEN 3
WTEN 4
WTEN 5
WTEN 6
WTEN 7
WTFM 8
WTEN 9
WTEN' 10WTEN 11
WTEN 12
WTEN 13
WTEN 14
WTEN 15
WTEN 16
WTEN 17
WTEN 18
WTEN 19
WTEN 20
WTEN 21
WTEN 22
WTEN 23
WTEN 24
WTEN .2 5
WTEN 26
WTEN 27
WTEN 28
WTEN 29
WTEN 30
WTEN 31
WTEN 32
WTEN 33
WTEN 34
WTEN 35
WTEN 36
WTEN 37
WTEN 38
WTEN 39
WTEN. 40
WTEN 41
WTEN 42
WTEN 43
WTEN 44
WTEN 45
WTEN 46
WTEN 47
WTEN 48
WTEN 49
46c Vi TEN 50
c CALL PNSMSq<LARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ8,JSMSQR,SMSQ) WTFN 51
c WTEN 52V'/RITE ( IIJPTAP)LARSQR, I SHSQ8, NCCLN WTFN 53
c WTEN 54c WR IT F ( 2 , 63 ) L A RSOR , I S M SQ6, NO OL i\ WTEN 556^ FORMAT!/9X,15MLARSQR NUMBER =,I2,10X,12HROW NUMBER =,I3,10X, WTEN 56
•r 1 27HNUMBCR OF COLUMNS OF SMSQ =,I3/) WTFN 57
c WTEN 58
WRITF(IUPTAP)LARSQR,ISMSQB,JSMSQB,5MSQ WTEN 59
,C WTEN 60
c WTEN 61
RETURN WTEN 62
END WTEN 63
1 &F0RTR4N SnURCF
SUBROUTINE ZEROWI(A,NJ,TO,NASSEM,NTREAT) ZROW 1
DIMENSION A(NASSFM,NTREAT) ZROW 2
C ZROW 3
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ZERO ROW IC,EXCEPT PUTTING l.OE 20 IN ZROW 4
C ZROW 5
; C At in,10),IN ORDER TO APPLY A RESTRAINT ZROW 6
C ZROW 7C ZROW 8
} C ZERO-ING ROW 10 ZROW 9
"C ZROW 10c ZROW 11
} DO 10 J=1,NJ Z RO W 12
AtI0,J)=0.0 ZROW 13
10 CONTINUE ZROW 14c ZROW 15c PUTTING l.OE 20 IN PIVOT At 10,ID) ZROW 16
c ZROW 17
} c ZROW 18
At 10,I0)=1.0E 20 ZROW 19
WRITE(2,20)10 ZROW 19A
} 20 F0RMAT(1H1///27X,15HNUMBER OF ROW =,I2/) ZROW 198
RETURN ZROW 20
END ZROW 21
^FORTRAN SOURCE
SUBROUTINE REDSTA(NRESTA,LESTRA) ROST 1
C • ROST 2
> THIS PROGRAM IS TO READ IN THE NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENT POSITIONS ROST 3
c RDST 4
c TO BE RESTRAINED,AMD THEIR INDIVIDUAL NUMBERS ROST 5
} vC RDST 6
DIMENSION LESTRAtlOO) • R DST 7
510 FGRMATtI?.) RDST 8
READ (1,510)NRESTA RDST 9
WRITEt2,520)NRESTA RDST 10
520 FORMATt/9X,50HNUMRER OF DISPLACEMENT POSITIONS TO BE RESTRAINED^, ROST 11
1 I 2 ) RDST 12
c ROST 13
521 FORMAT!1615) RDST 14
READ (1,521)(LESTRA(M),M=1,NRESTA) RDST 15
WRITEt2, 522)tLESTRA(M),M=1,NR ESTA) RDST 16
522 FORMAT!IH ,2514) ROST 17
? "c RDST 18
RETURN ROST 19
c ROST 20
END POST 21î!<FORTRAN SOURCE
SUBROUTINE PNTRET{NDSPRL,TREATM,LARSOR,NASSEM,NTREAT,INSTAN) PNTR 1C
c PNTR 11
....... - ... - ... .— ■ ■■
. ..... . . - ■ .......... .... . . ... .• ""— ... — >•
c THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO PRINT OUT TTl'^ MATRIX TREATM,AND TO INDICATE PNTR 12
c PNTR î 3
c WHEN IT WAS PRINTED OUT * IT IS TO BE PRINTED OUT IN BLOCKS OF PNTR 14
c PNTR 15
c SMSQ,IN FIVE COLUMNS CF THREE PARTIONED MATRICES PNTR 16
c PNTR 17DIMENSION T R E A T MI N A S S E M , N T R E A T ) -, S M S Q ( N D S P R L , M D S P R L ) PNTR 18
► PNTR 19^
WRITF(2,5)LARSQR,INSTAN PNTR 20
5 FORMATt1H1///35X,15HLARSQR NUMBER =,12,17X,15HTMSTAN NUMBER =,I2) PNTR 21
c PNTR 22
DO 10 J=l,5 P NT P 23
c PNTR 24DO 9 1=1,3 PNTR 25
c PNTR 26
DO 8 JSM=1,NDSPRL PNTR 27
J T R F A T = J S M -{- { J ” 1 ) 4 M D S P R L PNTR 28
DO 7 ISM=1,NDSPRL PNTR 29ITREAT=ISM+(I-1)4NDSPRL PNTR 30
SMSQI ISM, JSiM)=TREATM( ITREAT, JTREAT3PNTR 31
7 CONTINUE PNTR 32
8 CONTINUE PNTR 33
c PNTR 34
CALL PiNSMSQt LARSQR,NDSPRL, I, J, SMSQ) PNTR- 35
PNTR 3 6
c PNTR 389 CONTINUE PNTR 39
PNTR 40
10 CONTINUE PNTR 41
RETURN PNTR 42
END PNTR 43
-0RTRÂN3 SOURCESUBROUTINE RESTRA(LARSQR,NDSPRL,NRESTA,LESTRÂ,I REAT M,NJ,NASSEM, ' RES F 1
1 M TR F AT, i. A SH A T , L NM LES) RESF 2
DIMENSION LESTRAI LASMAT)-,TREATM (NASSEM, NTREAT) RESF 3
c R FSE 4c THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO APPLY RESTRAINTS WHERE REQUIRED. RESF 5
c RESF 6c RESF 7c NOMENCLATURE RESF ■ 8
c RESF 9
.c NUPLSQ=NUMBER OF ROWS UP TO TEE END OF A PARTICULAR LARGE SQUARE RESF 10
c RESF 11
c NODSBL=NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENT NUMBERS BEFORE THIS LARGE SQUARE RESF 12
c RESF 13
NUPLSQ=(2*LARSQR+1)*ND$PRL RESF 14
c WRTTE(2,10)NUPLSQ,LARSQR RESF 15
10 FORMAT!IH ,I5,35HR0WS UP TO THE END OF LARGE SQUARE ,13) RESF 16
c RESF 17
c LNMLES=LAST NUMBER OF M IN THE VECTOR LESTRA WHEN THIS SUBROUTINE RESF 18
c RESF 19
c WAS USED BEFORE PLUS ONE PESF 20c RESF 21
NODSBL=(LARSOR-1)*NDSPRL*2 R ES F 22c LNMP3N=LNMLES PLUS 3*ND5PRL P ES F 23
c RESF 24> IF(LESTRA(LNMLES))450,500,4 0 RESF 25
40 CONTINUE R ESF 26
c RESF 27
LNMP3N=LNMLES+3*NDSPRL-1 R ESF 28c RESF 2 9
DO 4 00 M=LMMLES,LNMP3N ' RESF 30
c RFSF 31
% - . ™—- -■ -
48ÎF( LESTRA{M)-NUPLSQ}220,210,100 RESF 32C RESF 33
100 CONTINUE R ESF 34
WRITE(2,101]LESTPA(M),NUPLSQ RESF 35
101 F0RMAT(1H ,10HLESTRA(M)=,I5,3X,12HGREATER THAN,15) RESF 36GO TO 5 00 RESF 37c RESF 3 8
210 CONTINUE R ESF 39WRITE(2,211)LESTRA(M),MUPLSQ RESF 40
211 FORMAT! 3 H , 1OHL ES TR A ( M ) = , î 5 , 3X, 23HEQUAL TO NIJPLSQ WHICH =,I5) RESF 41GO TO 2 30 RESF 42■c RESF 43
220 CONTINUE , RESF 44
WRITE(2,221)LFSTRA(M),NUPLSQ RESF 45
221 FORMAT! IH , IQHLESTRA(M) =, î 5 ,3X,24HLE.SS THAN NUPLSQ WHICH =,I5) RESF 46IF( LFSTPA(M)}450,500,23 0 RESF 47c R ESF 48
230 CONTINUE RESF 49
1=1 + 1 RESF 50I0=LESTRA(M)-NOOSBL RESF 51c RESF 52CALL . ZFROWT(TREATM,NJ,IC,NASSEM,NTREAT) RESF 53c RESF 54c WRITE (2 ,231 ) LARSQR, NUPLSQ,M, LESTRA(M) ttNÜDSBL, 10, I RESF- 55
231 FORMAT!IH ,lOHLARSQR N =,15/IX, RESF 56
1 RHNUPLSq =,I5/1X, RESF 572 3HM =,15/IX RESF 583 10HLFSTRA(M)=,I5/1X, RESF 594 8HN00S8L =,I5/IX, RESF 605 4HI0 =,I5/1X, RESF 616 3HI =,I5/) RESF 62c RFSF 63300 CONTINUE RESF 64c RESF 65
400 CONTINUE RESF 66c RESF 67GO TO 500 RESF 68c RESF 69
4.50 CONTINUE R ESF 70WRITE!2,451) RESF 71
451 FORMAT!IH ,32HLESIRA{M) IS NEGATIVE AND EQUALS,/) RESF 72GO TO 5 00 RESF 73c RESF 745 00 RETURN RESF 75
END RESF 76
^FORTRAN SOURCE
SUBROUTINE ZEORES(LARSQR,NDSPRL,NRESTA,LESTRA,TREATM,NJ ,NASSEM, ZERS 11NTREAT,LASMAT,LNMLES) ZERS 2DIMENSION LESTRA!LASMAT),TREATM(NASSEM,NTREAT) ZERS 3
C 7. FR S 4C THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ZERO RESTRAINTS WHERE PREVIOUSLY APPLIED BY ZERS 5C ZERS 6C SUBROUTINE RESTRA ONLY IF THEY OCCUR IN THE FIRST TWO ROWS OF SMSQZERS 7C ZERS 8
NUPLSQ=(2*LARS0R+1)*NDSPRL ZERS 9C ZERS 10' NnDSBL=(LARSQR-l)*NDSPRL*2 ZERS 11C ZERS 12IF(LESTRA!LNMLES))450,5 00,4 0 ZERS 13A 40 CONTINUE ZERS 14C ZERS 15L NM P 2 N=LN M L E S+2 NDSPR L-1 ZERS ] 6c ZERS 17
c
"c
DO 4 00 M = LMHLf:S , LNMP2M 
ïF(LFSTRA(M)-NUPL$0)220,2in,100
100 CONTINUE
GO TD 500 
210 CONTINUE
GO TO 2 30
49
220 CONTINUE
IF(LF5TPA(M))450,500,230
C
230 CONTINUE
LNMLES=LNMLES+1 
1=1+1•
■ IO=LESTRA(M)-NOnSBL
C
TREATMCÎÜ,I0)=0.0
C
C WRITE!2,231)LARSQR,NUPLSQ,M,LESTRA(M),NQOSBL,10, I,TREATM<10, 10)
*. 2 31 FORMAT! IH , lOHLARSQR N =,I5/1X,
1 RHNUPLSQ =,I5/1X
2 3HM =,15/IX,
3 10HLFSTRA(M)=,I5/1X,
4 6HNDDSBL =,I5/1X,
5 4HT0 =,I5/1X,
6 3HI =,I5/1X,
7 14HTREATM{ÎÜ,ÎÜ)=,1PE8,1/)
C
300 CONTINUE
C
400 CONTINUE
C
GO Tü 500
C
450 CONTINUE
WRITF(2,451)
V 451 FORMAT!IH ,32HLESTRA(M) IS NEGATIVE AND EQUALS,/)
C
500 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
&FNTER
C
DATA
G014DATA
1050
?
ZERS 18
ZERS 19
ZFRS 20
ZERS 21
7. ERS 22
ZERS 2 3
ZERS 24
ZERS 25
ZERS 26
ZERS 27
Z ERS 2 8
Z ERS 29
ZERS 30
Z ERS 31
Z ER S 32
ZERS 33
ZER S 34
Z ER S 35
ZERS 36ZERS 37
ZERS 38
ZERS 39
ZERS 40
ZERS 41
ZERS 42
ZERS 43
ZERS 44
Z ERS 45
Z ERS 46
ZFRS 47
Z FRS 48
ZERS 49
ZERS 50
ZERS 51
ZERS 52
ZERS 53
ZERS 54
Z ER S 55
ZERS 56
ZERS 57
7 ERS 58
ZERS 59
Z ER S 60
Z ERS 61
Z ERS 62
Z ERS 63
ZERS 64
ZERS 65
ZERS 66
ZERS 67
JOB VLA47015 JOHN HARD
COMPUTING 3 5 MINUTES
EXECUTION no MINUTES
5T0PF 120 BLOCKSOUTPUT 0 LI NE PR INTER 30 00 LINES
OUTPUT 2 LINEPRINTFR 3 0 000 LINES
TAPE 5 M069I DECOMl*!NHIB IT
rTAPE 16 M0692 DEC0M2*INHIBIT 
DISC COMMON 15/1950 TAPE 17 N0860 TREATMENT 
INPUT 1 G015DATA
'u s e. s e r v i c e
EDIT TAPE
15 1 5 1 1900
COMPILER34 0*RUN SOURCE^FORTRAN SOURCE
50LCWF% UPPER TREATMENT
WRITF(2,22)NUMTRI
22 FORMAT! IH ,20HNUMBER OF TRIANGLES=,14)
C DIAS 1
c NOMENCLATURE DIAS 2
C 0 IAS 3
■c INPUT.PARAMETERS DIAS 4
c DIAS 5
c DIAS 6
C^ NPHSQR=MUMBFR OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG RADIAL LENGTH DIAS 7
C NPHSQA=NUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG AXIAL LENGTH DIAS 8
c DIAS 9
iC DERIVED PARAMETERS DIAS 10
c DIAS 11
c DIAS 12
c NUMSQS=NUMBER OF SQUARES (TOTAL) DIAS 13
c NUMTRI=NUMBEP OF TRIANGLES DIAS 14
c NTVRNO=NUMBER OF VERTEX NODES TO SPECIFY TRIANGLES DIAS 15
c NRADWI=NUMBER OF DISTINCT RADII (INCLUDING I/R AMO G/R ) IN WIDTH DIAS 16
c (I.E.SIDESOF PHYSICAL SQUARES) DIAS 17
c NAXÎ LN = NIJMBER O^ DISTINCT AXIAL LENGTHS INCLUDING BOTH ENDS DIAS 18
c (I.E.SIDES OF PHYSICAL SQUARES) DIAS 19
c NTVRNO=NUMBER OF DISTINCT VERTEX NODES DIAS 20
c NOPRWT=TOTAL NODES PER RADIAL WIDTH DIAS 2 1c NQPALN=TOTAL NODES PER AXIAL LENGTH DIAS 22
c NUMNOD=TOTAL NUMBER OF NODES DIAS 23
< LASMAT=NUMBER OF ROWS OF LARGE ASSEMBLY MATRIX DIAS 24c NDSPRL=NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LENGTH DIAS 25
c ASFMBY=ASSEHBLY (PARTIAL) OF ELEMENTS IN ONE ROW (PHYSICAL) D IAS 26,c NASSEM=SIZF OF ASEMBY DIAS 27c NTREAT=WIDTH OF TREATMENT MATRIX DIAS 28
c DIAS 29
1001,15,0,1
10 FORMAT!212) DIAS 30
READ (1T10)NPHSQR,NPHSQA DIAS 31
WRITF(2,20)NPHSQR,NPHSQA DIAS 3 220 FORMAT! 1H3/2X,52HNUMBFR OF ROWS OF. PHYSICAL SQUARES PER RADIAL WIUniAS 33
1TH=,I2,2X,52HNUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PER AXIAL LENGTH= ,DIAS 34212/) DIAS 35c DIAS 36
NUMSQS=NPHSQR*NPHSQA DIAS 37
WRITFt2,21)MUMSQS DIAS 38
21 FORMAT!1HO,2BHTOTAL NUMBER OF RECTANGLES =,I4) DIAS 39c D IAS 40
NUMTRI=2*NUMSQS DIAS 410 IAS 
DIAS 
DIAS
42
43
44
MTVRMG= ? *NUM TR I 
WR[TE(2,23)NTVRN0
23 FORMAT!IH ,53HMUM3FR OF VERTEX NODES REQUIRED TO SPECIFY AI 
IGLES =,I5)
NRADWI=NPHSQR+1
WRITE(2,24)NPADWT
24 FORMAT!IH ,35HNUMBER OF DISTINCT RADII IN WIDTH =,I2j
NAXILN=NPHSQA+1 
WRITE(2,2 5)NAXILN
25 FORMAT!IH ,33HNUMBER OF DISTINCT AXIAL LENGTHS=,I3)
NnVR M0= N A XI L N-N P A DW I
WRITE!2,26)M0VRM0 '
26 FORMAT!IH ,33HNUMBER OF DISTINCT VERTEX NODES =,I4)
N0PRWI=2*NPHSQR+1WRITE(2,27)N0PRWI
27 FORMAT!IH ,40HT0TAL NUMBER OF NODES PER RADIAL WIDTH =,12)
NO P A L N= 2 *NPHSQA +1 
WRITFC2,28)N0PALN
28 FORMAT!IH ,40HT0TAL NUMBER OF NODES PER AXIAL LENGTH 14)
NUM N 0 n= NO PR WI*NOPALN 
WRITE!2,29)NUMNOn 
29 FORMAT!IH ,23HWH0LE NUMBER OF NODES 15)
LASMAT=2*NUMN0D
WRITE!2,30)LASMAT
30 FORMAT!IH ,41HNUMBER OF ROWS OF LARGE ASSEMBLY MATRIX =,I5)
NDSPRL=2*N0PRWI
WRITE(2,31)NDSPRL
31 FORMAT!IN ,43HNUMRER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LENGTH =,I2)
NASSEN=3*NDSPRL
WRITE(2,32)NASSEM
32 FORMAT!IH ,33HSI7E OF THE ROW ASSEMBLY MATRIX =,I3)
NTREAT=5*NDSPRL
WRITE(2,33)NTREAT
33 FORMAT!IH ,27HWIDTH OF TREATMENT MATRIX =,I3)
NTWOSO=NUMBER OF EXTRA DISPL. FOR EACH EXTRA ROW OF RADIAL RECTAMG
NTW0SQ=2*NDSPRL 
. WRITE(2,34)NTW0SQ 
34 FORMAT!IH ,77HNUMBER OF EXTRA DISPLACEMENTS FOR EACH ADDITIONAL RO
DIAS 413
DIAS 46|
TRIANDIAS 471
DIAS 4W
D IAS 49
DIAS 50
DIAS 5ljDIAS 52
DIAS 5-^
DIAS 54
DIAS 55
DIAS 54
DIAS 57
DIAS 59
DIAS 5 9
DIAS 60
DIAS 61
DIAS 62
DIAS 6 3
D IAS 64
DIAS 65
DIAS 66
DIAS 67
DIAS 68
DIAS 69
DIAS 70
DIAS 71
D IAS 72
DIAS 73
DIAS 74
DIAS 75
DIAS 76
DIAS 7 7
DIAS 78
DIAS 79
DIAS 8C
DIAS 81
DIAS 82
DIAS 8 3
DIAS . 84
DIAS 85
DIAS 86
DIAS 81
DIAS 88
DIAS 89
C
C
CALL LOWUPT(NDSPRL,NASSEM,NTREAT,LASMAT,NPHSQR,NPHSQA,NTWOSQ)
STOP 
END
o r t r a n
SUBROUT I NE LOWÜPI!NDSPRL,NA SSFM,NTRFAT,LASMAT,NPHSQR,NPHSQA,NTWOSQ 
,1 )
THIS PROGRAM IS TO OBTAIN DISPLACEMENTS X FROM LOADS B
LUTR 94 
LUTR 97
LUTR 98 
LUTR 99
OOll 002C 
003( 004( 
n05(
52C RY INTERCHANGES,OPERATING WITH LOWER FACTORS AND UPPER PORTION OF 006Q
c 0070
c DECOMPOSED PARTITION BANDED MATRIX ACTING ON R . 0080c 0090
c 0100
c LIST OF SUBROUTINES FOR LOWER UPPER TREATMENT 0110
c 0120. Oi 3 d
c ZEROVE 0140c PEADVE 015 0
c PRNVEC 0160
"c PELOTA 0170c PRNLOC 0180c PNSMSQ 0190
c ADTRET 0200c PUBTOY 0210c LOWTRI 0220c PUYTOB 0230c REIUTA 0240
c IjPPTR I 0250c 0260DIMENSION B(LASMAT) ,YINTRFAT) , TREATM{NASSEM,NT RE AT) ,LOCINTWOSQ) 0270
c 0280
c CHILTON 8(4242),Y(210),L0C{84),TREATM 1126,210) 0290
-c 0300
c 0310
c THIS PROGRAM IS TO OBTAIN X FROM B BY OPERATING WITH UPPER AND 0320c 0330c LOWER TRAINGLES(OF BANDED MATPIX)ON 8 ' 0340
c 0350c 0360
CALL TIMEIA) 0370c 0380c 0390c 0400
c 0410c 0420
c 043 0
c 0440c 0450
IUPTAP=15 0460- L0WTAP=16 047 0
TDISPL=17 0480
NDISC=20 049 0
X 0500c 0510c ND$PRL=2*(2YNPHSQR+1) 0520NAXIAL=2*NPHSQA+1 0530NTOT =NAXTALYNOSPRL 0540
c 055 0WRI T F I 2 ,1.0 ) N A XI A L , N'T0T 056010 F0R^ATI/9X,33HNUMBER OF ROWS CF SMALL SQUARES =,13/ 097019X,26HT0TAL LENGTH OF VECTOR B =,I4/) 0590
c 0590WRITE!?.,20) 0600
20 FORMAT!/9X,22HZER0 VECTOR B = ZEROVE/) 0610c 062 0
CALL ZEROVE(R,NTOT,LASMA T) 63c. 0640WRITE!?,30) 065030 FORMAT!/9X,2FHREAD VECTOR 8 = REAOVE(B)/} 0660c 0670CALL RFADVFIB,LASMAT) 68
__ _ _____ _ _ _.... ...... -, _ .
55
X
I C ; C
) C
c) c c
c
c
IR = 1 IE=NTOT
CALL P R N V E C ! L A S M A T )  
I N I T I A L I S I N G  CONSTANTS
NJS=2YMDSPRL KJ=2 ÎYO = 0 NJB = 2Nï= 3YNDSPRL GO TO 200
100 CONTINUE
N J S = N D S P R L - 1  KJ = 1
NJB=0 Mt=NDSPRL WRITE(2,120)I20 F O R M AT(/çx,30HLAST LOWER T R I A N G L E  TREAT M E N T. / )
200 C O N T I N U E
W R I T E (2,240)240 FORMAT!/9X,21HNULTIPLIEPS FROM TAPE/)
CALL R E LO T A ( L nvP A P, L A R S QR , l. ne , N J S , K J , T R E AT N , NO S PRL, NT W 0 SQ,NASSEM, INTREAT)W R I T E (2,260)260 FORMAT!/9X,19HPUT B TO Y = PUBTOY/)
CALL PUBTOY!B,Y,NOSPRL,I S T A R T , L A R S Q R , IYO,ID,IE, I END,NJB ,LAS M A T ,INTREAT)
CALL P R N V E C ( B , I B , I E , LASMAT)
W R IT F ! 2 , 2 7 0 )270 F O R M A T ! / 9 X , 4 5 H L 0 W E R  T R I A N G L E  ACTING ON Y WITH îNTER-CHANGES/)
CALL L O W T R I (TRFATM,Y,NI,MJS,LCC,NASSEM,NTREAT,NTWOSQ)
W R I T E (2,280)280 FORMAT!/9X,19HPÜT Y TO B = PUYTOB/)
CALL P U Y T n B ( Y , B , I B , I E , I Y O , L A S P A T , N T R E A T )
CALL PRNVECÎB,IB,IE,LASMAT)
IF!LARSQR-MPHSQA3 200, 100,30 0 
300 C O N T I N U E
î Yü = 0L R S O I N = N P H S O A + 1
06 9 0 
0700 0710 - 0720L0UP073 0740 
0750 0760 077d 0780 
079d 08 00  0 8 10  0820 0830 0840
086Q0 8 700880089 0 0900
093 009400950096009700980099 Q
lOOC101 C102 103 
104C 105C. 106C107108 109uLOUP] 10 
lllC 
112C 
U3C
11 4C 
llï 116C 117( 118C 119(
12 0( 
1211LÙUP122 000 C 123C 124C 125( 
1261 127C 128! 129( 130f
ISM=1
NJG=0
N=NOSPRL 
K = 1
WRITF(2,390) ' .390 F0RMAT(IH1//35X,52HFR0M I UP TAP TAPE,FOR BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION BY U 
IPPTRI/)
400 CONTINUE
CALL RFIUTA!IUPTAP,LARSOR,TREATM,LRSQIN,ISM,NASSEM,NTREAT,NOSPRL) 
WRITE(2,260)
CALL PUBTOYIB,Y,NDSPRL,ISTARTjLARSQR,IYO,IB,IE,I END,NJB,LAS MAT, 
INTREAT)
CALL PRNVEC(R,IB,IE,LASMAT)
WRITE!2,420)
420 FORM AT!/9X,26HUPPER TRIANGLE ACTING ON Y/)
CALL UPPTRI!TRFATM,Y,N,K,NASSEM,NTREAT)
WRITE!?. ,250)
■ CALL PUYTOB!Y,8,IB,IE,I YD,LAS RAT,NTREAT)
CALL PRNVEC!B,I 8,IE,LAS MAT)
ISM = 2
LRSQIN=LRSQIN~I
IF(LARSQR-1)900,8 00,5 00
500 CONTINUE
IF! LRSQIN-NPHSQA)700,600,90 0
600 CONTINUE
NJB = ?
N=3YNDSPRL
K=NOSPRL+l - '
GO TO 400
700 CONTINUE
NJB=4
N=5*NDSPRL
K=3*NDSPRL+1
GO TO 400
800. CONTINUE
18=1IE=NTOT
WRITE!2,810)
810 FORMAT!1H1//X0X,lOHX-VECTOR =/)
CALL PRNVEC!B,IB,IE,LASMAT)
WRITE! ID! $PL)MPHSQR,NPHSQA,NOSPRL,NAXI AL,NTC)T,B 
WRITE(2,999)
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360;1370:
1380:
1390|
1400:
1420;
1430:
1440]
1460:
1470!
LOLIP140 i 
1490 
1500;
151 o;
153Q
1540
1550
1570
LnUPî‘59 : 
1600 
161 0 
162 0 
1630 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700; 
1710 
1720
173 0
174 0 
1750 
176 0 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930
LOUP 19 4 
1950 
196(1 
197 0 
198C 
1990
900 CONTINUE 55
999 FDRMATI1H1/52X,38HFMD OF CALCULATION/)CALL TI'MP(AA)STTME=AA-AWRITL(2,3600)ST1ME3600 FORMAT!1H1/48X,12HTIME TAKEN 14,8HSEC0MDS./) STOP 
END 'FORTRAN
2000
20102020203020402050206020702080
"c
cc
SUBROUTINE ZEROVE(B,NTOT,LASMAT)
DIMENSION B{LASMAT)
THIS SEGMENT IS TO INITIALLY ZERO THE VECTOR B
ZEVEZEVE
ZEVEZEVEZEVE7 C\/ C
12345AL CCYC O
c ZEVE 7' DO 1 1=1,NTOT ZEVE 8B ! n =0.0 ZEVE 9
1 CONTINUE ZEVE 101 RETURN ZEVE 11END ZFVE 12YFHRTRAN1 SUBROUTINE READVE!B,LASMAT) REVE- 1DIMENSION B!LASMAT) REVE 2K0UNT=0 REVE 2 fif 90 CONT I MUF REVE 3V. 100 FORMAT! I 5,5X,FI 0,4) REVE L,READ (1,100) I,A REVE 5WRITE(2,110)I,A REVE 6
110 FORMAT!10X,18HP0SITI0N OF LOAD =,I4 ,10X,6HLOAD =,F20.8) REVE 7IF!I)120,140,150 REVE 8Î c REVE 9120 STOP REVE 10C REVE 11) 140 RETURN REVE 121 50 CONTINUE REVE 13IF(B! I) ) 160, 170,1.60 REVE 14) 1 60 CONTINUE REVE 15WRITE!2,165)8!I) 9 EVE 16165 FORMAT!IHl/lOX,32HPRFVÎOÜS VALUE AT SAME POSITION^,F10,4/) REVE 17
) GO TO 120 9 EVE 18170 CONTINUE REVE 19
B!I)=A REVE 19/K0UMT=K0UNT+1 REVE 20WRITE(2,175)K0UNT REVE 21
175 FORMAT!9X, 16HNUMBER READ IN =,I4) REVE 22GO TO 90 REVE 23END REVE 24YFORTRAN
D SUBROUTINE PRNVEC! 8,IB,IE,LASMAT) PNVC 1C PNVC 2DIMENSION B!LASMAT) PNVC 3
; C PNVC 4WRITE!?,208) (I,B! n ,r = IB,IE) PNVC 5
.C PNVC 6
; 208 FORMAT!lHl/(IX,10(13,1PE9.2)/)) PNVC 7c PNVC 8RETURN PNVC 9'C PNVC 10END PNVC 11
YFORTRAN
#' SUBROUTINE RELOTA(LOWTAP,LARSGR,LOC ,NJS,KJ,TRFATM,NDSPRL,NTWOSQ, RLOT 1
• — .. ..... - - ...’•-- --■*
661NASSEM,NTRE4T)
DIMENSION LOG(NTWOSQ)fSM$Q(NDSPRL;NDSPRL),TREATM(NASSEM,NTREAT)
TRANSFER THEM TO TREATM
NOMENCLATURE
RLOT 
RLOT
PLOT
THIS SEGMENT IS TO READ LOC,THE LOCATIONS OF THE ROW TNTER-CHANGESRLOT
PLOT
AND THE SMSQ CONTAINING THE'MULTIPLIERS FROM LOWTAP TAPE AND RLOT
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT
. RLOT
NJS = NUMBER OF ROW INTER-CMANGES(USUALLY=?YMDSPRL,BUT LAST=NDSPRLRLOT
- D R L O T
KJ = NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF SMSQ (USUALLY=2,EXCEPT LAST =1) RLOT
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT 
RLOT
CALL AOTRETfLARSOR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ,TREATM,NASSEM,NTREAT) RLOT
RLOT
10 CONTINUE ■ ' RLOT
RLQT
20 CONTINUE RLOT
RLOT
RETURN RLOT
RLOT
140 FORMAT!////28X,15HLARSQR NUMBER =,I2,10X,14HC0LUMN INDEX =,I3,1DX,RL0T
READ! LOLITAP) LARSQR, LOC
CALL PRNLOC!LARSQR,LOG,NJS,NTWOSQ)
on 20 J=1,KJ
READ!LOWTAP)LARSQR,JSYSQO,NROMU 
WRITE!2,140)LARSQR,JSMSQB,NRONU
DO 10 I=1,NR0NU
READ!LOWTAP)LARSQR,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ
CALL PNSMSQ(LARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ)
1 16HNUMBER OF ROWS =,12)
C
END
.^FORTRAN
SUBROUTINE PRNLOC!LARSQR,LOG,NJS,NTWOSQ) 
DIMENSION LOG(NTWOSQ)
C
c
C
cc
THIS SEGMENT IS TO WRITE OUT THE LARSQR NUMBER AND NJS
OF THE LOG NUMBERS
WRITF(2,100)LARSQR 
100 FORMAT!1 HI///52X,15HLARSQR NUMBER =,I2//)
C
f. WRITE!?,120) (LOG! I),1=1,NJS)
120 FORMAT! IIX,2015,1 OX/)
C
RETURN 
END 
YFORTRAN
SUBROUTINE PUBTOY!B,Y,NDSPRL,ISTART,LARSQR,IYO,IB,IE,lENO,NJB, P8TY 
ILASMAT,NTREAT) PBTY
RLOT
RLOT
RLOT
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC.
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC
PNLC
1 A2 
3A
56
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 
17 
IB
1920 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
1
2
3
4
56
7
8 9
10
11
12
13
14
15
11 il
c57D ÎM EN S I ON n(LASMAT),Y(NTRE AT)
THIS SEGMENT IS TO TRANSFER A P’ORTÎON OF B TOY,USUALY 3*NnSPRL, 
EXCEPT LAST PORTION •= NDSPRL
Ï$TART=2*LARSQR-1
ÎENn=ISTART+NJB
IQ=(ISTART-1)YNDSPRL+1
IE=IENDYMDSPRL
IY=IYO
DO 10 1=15,ÎE
IY=IY+l , .
Y(IY)=B(I)
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
YFÜRTRAN
SUBROUTINE LOWTRî(A,B,MI,NJ,LCC,NASSEM,NTREAT,NTWOSQ) 
DIMENSION A(NASSEM,NTREAT),B(NASSEM),LOC(NTWOSQ)
X
C
C
C
tccccccc
cccc
FINDING Y SUCH THAT L*Y=8
WHERE
10
L=LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX 
B ■= R IG H T - H A N D ~ S î D E VECTOR 
Y=UNKNOWN(INTERMEDIATE)VECTOR
J=CQLÜMN INDEX
DO 2 0 J=1,NJ
INTERCHANGE TWO VALUES OF B
S=B(J) 
K=LOC(J) 
K)
B ( K ) = S
JP1=J+1
nn 10 i=jpi,Ni
B (I)=5(I)-A(T ,J)*B(J)
CONTINUE
COMPLETED COLUMN J
20 CONTINUE
COMPLETED NJ COLUMNS
Y IS NOW SITUATED IN COLUMN 8 AS FAR AS NJS
PBTY 2
PBTY 3
PBTY 4
PBTY 5
PBTY 6
PBTY 7
P BTY 8
POT Y , 9P BTY 10
PBTY 11
PBTY 12
PBTY 13P BTY 14
PBTY 15
PBTY 16
PBTY 17
PBTY 18
PBTY 19
PBTY 20
PBTY 21
PBTY 22
LWTR 1
LWTR 2
LWTR 3
LWTR 4
LWTR 5
LWTR 6
LWTR 7
LWTR 8
LWTR 9
LWTR 10
LWTR 11LWTR 12
LWTR 13
LWTR 14
LWTR 15
LWTR 16
LWTR 17
LWTR 19
LWTR 20
LWTR 21
LWTR 22
LWTR 23
LWTR 24
LWTR 25
LWTR 26
LWTR 27
LWTR 28
LWTR 29
LWTR 30
LWTR 31
LWTR 32
LWTR 33
LWTR 34
LWTR 35
LWTR 36
LWTR 37
LWTR 3 8
LWTR 39
LWTR 40
LWTR 41
LWTR 42
58
RETURN
END
^FORTRANSUBROUTINE PUYTOB ( Y,Ü,IB,IE, I YO,LASMAT,NTREAT)
C f
DIMENSION B(LASMAT),Y(NTREAT)
CC THE PURPOSE OF THIS ROUTINE IS TO TRANSFER Y BACK ON TO B
C
t
C
IY=IYO
C no 10 1=18,IE
IY=TY+1 
B( I)=Y(IY)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
C
c
END 
YFortranSUBROUTINE REIUTA(IUPTAP,LARSCR,TRFATM,LRSQIN,ISM,NASSEM,NTREAT,
1NDSPRL)
DIMENSION TRFATM!NASSEM,NTREAT),SMSQtNDSPRL,NDSPRL)
THIS SEGMENT IS TO READ THE UPPER-HALF OF THE BANDED MATRIX FROM
THE TAPF lUPTAP,READY FOR BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION.THIS IS DONE BY
READING OFF THE LAST ROW AND THERE-AFTER THE TWO PREVIOUS ROWS
OF SMALL SQUARES UNTIL THE FIRST TWO ROWS 
F. CONTINUE
DO 6 0 1=1,ISM 
10 CONTINUE
PCAO(IUPTAP)LARSQR,lSMSQB,MCLNO
IF(LARSQR-LRSQTM)20,40 ,70 
20 CONTINUE * ' •
BEFORE CORRECT LARSQR
DO 3 0 J=1,NCLN0
READ!TUPTAO)LAPSQR,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ
30 CONTINUE
RETURN TO 10
GO TO 10 
40 CONTINUE
AT CORRECT LARSQR
- ---- — ,
LWTR 43 ’
LWTR 44
LWTR 46
L WTR 45
YTOB 1
YTOB 2
YTOB - 3
YTOB 4 s
YTOB 5
YTOB 6
YTOB 7
YTOB 8 :
YTOB 9
YTOB 10
YTOB 11 -
YTOB 12
YTOB 13
YTOB 14
YTOB 15
YTOB 16
YTOB 17
YTOB 18
RIUT I
R lUT Ai
R TUT 2 i
R TUT 3 ;
R ÎUÏ 4 1
R lUT 5 1
R lUT 6 IRIUT -7 1R lUT 8 1RIUT 9 1RIUT 10 [
R TUT 11 iRIUT 12 ^
RIUT 13 1
R IUT 14 =
R lUT 15 ,
JRIUT 16 !
RIUT 17
R lUT 18 .RIUT 19
R. lUT 20
RIUT 21
RIUT 22
RIUT 23 '
RIUT 24 ;
P TUT 25
RIUT 26
RIUT 27
RIUT 28RIUT 29
RIUT 30
R lUT 31
RIUT 32
R lUT 33
RIUT 34 ,
RIUT 35 .
RIUT 36 !
RIUT 37 :
R lUT 38 !
59
I C 
C 
X
I c
I
c
t c
) c
WKITF(2,aO)LARSqR,ISMSQS,NCLNC
nn 50 J=1,NCLN0
REAn(IUPTAP)LARSdR,ISMSQ,JSMSe,SMSQ
CALL PNSMSQ(LARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSO)
C
Ccc
•c
c
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE
REWIND lüPTAP 
RETURN 
70 CONTINUE
LARSQR GREATER THAN LRSQIN
REWIND lUPTAP 
GO TO 5
80 FORMAT!IH ,1X ,l5HLARSQR NUMBER =,I2,10X,12HR0W NUMBER =,I3,10X, 
1 20HNUMBER OF COLUMNS. =,I2/)
END
YFORTRANSUBROUTINE UPPTr t (A,B,N,K,NASSEM,NTREAT)
? C 
G
) C 
C 
C) c c
C
) -Cc
C
I .Cc
c
 ^ "cCc
I
DIMENSION A(NASSEM,NTREAT),B(NTREAT)
FINDING X SUCH THAT UX=Y , BY BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION
WHERE
U=UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX 
Y=RI OHT-HAND-SIDE VECTOR 
X=UNKNOWN VECTOR
I=ROW INDEX
DO 40 L=K,M
1=N+1-L
10
20
30
IP1=I+1
IF!IPI-N)10,]0,30 
J=COLUMN INDEX
DO 20 J=TP1,N
B(ll=B(I)-A(I,J)*B(J)
CONTINUE 
B( n=B( i)/A{ I ,n
X(I) NOW OCCUPIES THE PLACE OF Y(I)
40 CONTINUE
RIUT 39
RIUT 40
R lUT 41.
RIÙT 42
RIUT 43
RIUT 44
R ÎUT 45
RIUT 46
') RIUT 47R I UT 48
RIUT 49
PIUT 50
R lUT 51
R ÎUT 52
R TUT 53
RIUT 54
RIUT 55
RIUT 56
R lUT 57
R ÎUT 58
. , RIUT 59
RIUT 60
R lU r 61
R lUT 62
RIUT 63
PIUT 64
• P. I U T 65RIUT 66
RIUT 67
R lUT 68
UPTR ■ 1
UPTR 2
UPTR 3
UPTR 4
UPTR 5
UPTR 6
UPTR 7UPTR 8
UPTR ' 9
ÜPTP 10
UPTR 12
UPTR 13
UPTR 14
UPTR 15
UPTR 16
UPTR 17
UPTR 18
UPTR 19
UPTR 20
UPTR 21
UPTR 22
UPTR 23
UPTR 24
UPTR 25
UPTR 26
UPTR 27
UPTR 28
UPTR 29
UPTR 30
UPTR 31
UPTR 32
UPTR 33
.. ..................... ...
60RETURN UPTR 34
END UPTR 35
YFORTRAN
SUBROUTINE PNSNSQ!LARSQR,NDSPRL,TSHSO,JSMSO,SMSQ) P SM S 1
C P SMS 2
DIMENSION SMSQ!NDSPRL,NDSPRL) PSMS 3c PSMS 4
f . ROUTINE TO PRINT OUT SMSQ AND ITS INDICES' P SMS 5c PSMS 6WRITE(2,4)LARSQR,ISMSC,JSMSQ,NDSPRL PSMS 7
4 FORMAT!IHl, 16X,?0HLARGE SQUARE INDEX =,I2, 7X,23HSMALL SQUARE ROWPSMS 8t I INDEX =,I2, 7X,27HSMALL SQUARE COLUMN INDEX =,I2//36X,47HNUMBER OFoSMS Q
^DISPLACEMENT NUMBERS PER RADIAL LINE =,I2//) PSMS 10c RETURN PSMS 10 AWRITE(2,206)!J,J=l,NDSPRL) PSMS 11
206 F0RMAT(5X,I3,9(9X,I3)//) P SM S 12
1 DO 301 1=1,NDSPRL PSMS 13
WRITE(2,207)I PSMS 14
207 FORMAT!IX,12) P SMS 15
WRITE(2,208)(SMSQ!I,J),J=l,NDSPRL) PSMS 16
208 FORMAT!1X,1P]0E12,3/) PSMS 17
301 CONTINUE PSMS 18
RETURN PSMS 19
END PSMS. 20
.^FORTRANSUBROUTINE ADTRET{LARSQR,MD5PPL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ,TREATM,NASSEM, ADTR 1
INTREAT) ADTR 2
DIME NSI ON SMSQ!NDSPRL,NDSPRL),TREATM(MA S S EM,NTREAT) ADTR 3t ADTR 4
C ADTR 6c CHILTON 42*42 126,210 ADTR 7c ADTR 8c NOMENCLATURE ADTR 9c ADTR 10• c . ADTR 11? c IP = ROW INDEX OF PARTI ON OF TREATM ADTR 12c JP = COLUMN INDEX OF PAOTfnN CF TREATM ADTR 13c LARSQR = INDEX OF LARGE SQUARE (SAME AS AXIAL INDEX) ADTR 14c TREATM =  TREATMENT MATRIX ADTR 15
IP = ISMSQ-2*(LARSQR-1) ADTR 16
JP = JSMSQ-2*(LARSQR-1) ADTR 17
IB =  (IP-1)*NDSPRL+1 ADTR 18
IE = TP YNDSPRL ADTR 19
JB =  (JP-1)*NDSPRL+1 ADTR 20
JE =  JP *NDSPRL ADTR 21' I =0 .ADTR 22
DO 10 IA=I8,IE ADTR 23
1 = 1 + 1 ADTR 24J = 0 ADTR 25
DO 20 JA=JB,JE ADTR 26
J = J + 1 ADTR 27
TREATM!IA,JA)=SMSQ(I,J) ADTR 28
2 0 CONTINUE ADTR 29
10 CONTÎNUF ADTR 30
RETURN ADTR 31
END ADTR 32
» ORTRAN SOURCESUBROUTINE PTREAT(LARSQR,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,TREATM,NASSEM,NTREAT,IB,IE , JBPTRE 1
1,JF) P TRE 2
DIMENSION TREATM!NASSEM,NTREAT) PTRE 3
C PTRF 4
C IB = I ROW BEGIN!NO PTRE 5
C IE = I ROW ENDING PTRE 6
Jü = J COLUMN BEGINING
JE = J COLUMN ENDING
61
205 rORMATI IH1//9H LARSQR =,12 ,BM,îS^SC =,12,8H,JSMSQ = ,I2,
1 17H,I ROW BEGÎNING =,I3,15H,I ROW ENDING =,Î3,
2 20H,J COLUMN CFG INING =,T3,IGH,J COLUMN ENDING =,Î3//) 
WRITE(2,205)LARSQR,!SMSQ,JSMSC,18,IE,JG,JE
. 206 FORMAT!6X,1418)
WRITE(2,206)(J,J=JB;JE) 
on 301 I=in,IE 
20B F0RMAT!2XSI2,2X,1PI4F&,1/)
' WPÎTF!2,208)î,(TREATM !I,J),J=JB,JE)
301 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
FND
YENTER
DATA
G015DATA
1050
1
43 
85 127 .
. 169
211 
2 53 
r 295 337 
379 
421 
463 
505 
547 
589 
631 
673 
715 
757 
799 
. 841
. 883
925 
967 
. 1009 
1051 
1093 
1135 
1177 1210 
1 261 
1307 
1345 
1387 
1429 
1471 
' 1513 
1555 
1597 
' 1639 
1681 
1723 
1765
422500.0.
845000.0
345000.0
845000.0
845000.0
845000.0
845000.0 
84 5 000.0
845000.0
845000.0
845000.0
845000.0
845000.0
845000.0 
845000 
845000 
845000 
845000 
845000 
845000 
845000 
845000 
845000 
845000 
845000 
845000
345000
845000 
865000 
845000 
345000 
345000 
865000 
84 5 000
845000.0
845000.0 
845000 
865000
345000
845000 
845000 
945000 
845000
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
PTRE
8
9
1011
12
13
14
15
16 
17
18
1920 21
• C
1307 845000.01860 845000.0
1801 86 5000.0
1033 845000.0
1075 845000.0• 2017 845000.0
2050 , 845000.0
< 2101 845000.0
2143 845000.0
2185 845000.0
2227 845000.0s f 2260 845000.0
2311 845000.0
2353 845000.0) 2305 845000.0
2437 845000.02470 845000.0
L 2521 845000.01 2563 845000.0
2605 845000.0! 2647 845000,0
2680 845000.0
2731 845000.0
> 2773 345 000,0
- 2815 845000.0
2857 865 000.0
) 2890 845000.0
 ^2041 845000.0
2083 845000.0; 3025 845000.0
3067 865000.0
3100 845000.0
f 3151 84 5 000,0
3193 845000.0
3235 845000.0) 3277. 845000.0
3310 845000.0
3361 845000.0) 3403 845000.0
3445 845000.03487 845000.0
) . 3529 845000.03571 845000.0
3613 845000.0
) » 3655 845000.03607 845000.0
3739 845000.0
} 3781 845000.03823 845000.0
3865 ■ 845000.0
) 3007 845000.03940 845000.03991 845000.0
) 4 033 845000.0
4075 845000.0
4117 845000.0
*4159 845000.0
4201 422500.0
0
68
INPUT PARAMETERS
VLA47016 JOHN WARD
COMPUTING 10 MINUTES 
EXECUTION 20 MINUTES 
STORE 120 BLOCKS
INPUT 1 GOUT) AT A 
OUTPUT 0 LJMEPRINTER 3000 LINES 
OUTPUT 2 LINEPRTNTER 8000 LINES 
"t a p e 14 NI30I ASSEMBLY*INHIBIT 
TAPE 17 N0860 TREATMENTYJNHIBIT 
TAPE COMMON 20 
^COMPILER FORTRAN 
YRUN SOURCE 
*FORTRAN SOURCE 
C 
C 
Cc c c
C 
Cc
C 
-.0 c c c 
t  c c c c c c c c c c c c
c
65DISPLACEMENT CHECK
NOMENCLATURE
NPHSQR=NUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG RADIAL LENGTH 
NPHSQA=NUMBEP OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG AXIAL LENGTH
DERIVED PARAMETERS
NUMSQS=NUM8ER OF SQUARES (TOTAL)
NUMTRI = NUMBEP OF TRIANGLES
NTVRMtUNUMBER OF VERTEX NODES TO SPECIFY TRIANGLES 
NRADWI=NUMBER OF DISTINCT RADII (INCLUDING I/R AND 0/R ) IN WIDTH DIAS 
(I.E.SIDFSGF PHYSICAL SQUARES)
NAXÎLN=NUMBER hf DISTINCT AXIAL LENGTHS INCLUDING BOTH ENDS 
(I.E.SIDES OF PHYSICAL SQUARES)
NTVRNO=MUMBER OF DISTINCT VERTEX NODES 
NOPRWUTOTAL NODES PER RADIAL WIDTH 
NOPALN=TOTAL NODES PER AXIAL LENGTH 
NUMNOD=TOTAL NUMBER OF NODES
LASMAT = NUMBER OF ROWS OF LARGE ' ASSEMBLY MATRIX 
NDSPPL=NUMBFR OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LENGTH 
ASEMRY=ASSEM8LY (PARTIAL) UF ELEMENTS IN ONE ROW (PHYSICAL)
NASSEM=SIZE OF ASEMBY 
NTREAT=HIDTH OF TREATMENT MATRIX '
10 FORMAT!212)
READ (l.,10)MPHSQR,NPHSQA 
WRITE!?,20)NPHSQR,NPHSQA ,
20 FORMAT!1H1/2X,52HNUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PER RADIAL WÏDDÎAS 
1TH=,12,2X,52HMUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PER AXIAL LENGTH=,DIAS 
212/) DIAS
DIAS 
DIAS 
DIAS 
DIAS 
DIAS 
DIAS 
D IAS 
D IAS 
DIAS
N T V R N 0=3 * N U M T RI D IA S
WRITE{?,23)NTVRNO DIAS
2? FORMAT!IH ,5 8HMUMBFR OF VERTEX NODES REQUIRED TO SPECIFY ALL TRIANDIAS 
IGLFS =,I5) DIAS
DIAS
NRADWI=NPHSQR+1 DIAS
DIAS 1
DIAS 2
DIAS
blAS Ù
DIAS c
DIAS E
DIAS 1
DIAS P
DIAS c
DIAS 1C
DIAS 11
0 IAS 12
DIAS U
DIAS U'
DIAS 15
U
DIAS 11
D IAS . I t
DIAS I t
DIAS 2C
DIAS 21
DIAS 22
DIAS 23
DIAS 2/
DIAS 25
DIAS 2f:
DIAS 21
DIAS 26
DIAS 2S
D IAS' 3C
DIAS 31
D IAS 32
21
NUMSQS=NPHSQRYNPHSQA
WRITF(2,21)NUMSQS
FORMAT!1H0,28HT0TAL NUMBER OF RECTANGLES =,I4)
NUMTRI=2*NUMSQS 
WRITE!2,22)NUMTRI 
22 FORMAT!IH ,20HNUMBER OF TRIANGLES=,14)
S':
3
3^
3
a c
4C
41
4:
4-
4/
4f
4(;
4'
414<
' ■ ' . . . . . . . .  —
64WRITF(2,24)NRADWI DIAS 51
24 FORMAT!IH ,35HNUMBFR OF DISTINCT RADII IN WIDTH =,I2) DIAS 52
c DIAS 53
NAXILN=NPHSQA+1 n IA s 54
WRITF(2,25)NAXILN DIAS 55
25 FORMAT!IH ,33HNUMBER OF DISTINCT AXIAL LENGTHS=,I3) DIAS 56
c DIAS 57
NOVRA0= NAXILN*NP.ADW I DIAS 58
WRITF(2,26)NDVRN0 DIAS - 59
26 FORMAT!IH ,33HNUMBER OF DISTINCT VERTEX NODES =,143 DIAS 60
c DIAS 61
NnPRWÎ=2*MPHSQR+î DIAS 62
WRITE(2,27)N0PRWI DIAS 63
27 FORMAT!IH ,40HT0TAL NUMBER OF NODES PER RADIAL WIDTH =,I2) DIAS 64
c DIAS 65,
N0PALN=2*NPHSQA+1 DIAS 66'WRITE!?,28)NOPALN DIAS 67
28 FORMAT!IH ,40HT0TAL NUMBER OF NODES PER AXIAL LENGTH =,I4) DIAS 68
c DIAS 69
NUMN0D=Nn P R WI*M OPALM DIAS 70
WRITE!2,29)NUMN0n DIAS 71
29 FORMAT!IH ,23HWH0LE NUMBER OF NODES =,I5) DIAS 72
c DIAS 73
LASMAT=2*NUMN0D DIAS 74
WRITE(2,30)LASMAT DIAS 75
30 FORMAT!IH ,41HNUMBFR OF ROWS OF LARGE ASSEMBLY MATRIX =,I5) D IA S 76
C DIAS 77
NDSPRL=2*N0PRWI DIAS 78
WRITE(2,31)NDSPRL ■ DIAS 79
31 FORMAT!IH.,43HNUMBER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LENGTH =,I2) DIAS 80c DIAS 81
NASSEM=3*NDSPRL DIAS 82
WRITE!2,32)NASSEM DIAS 83
32 FORMAT!IH ,33H5IZE OF THE ROW ASSEMBLY MATRIX =,I3) DIAS 84c DIAS 85
NTREAT=5*NDSPRL DIAS 86
WRITE(2,33)NTREAT D IAS 87
33 FORMAT!IH ,27HWIDTH OF TREATMENT MATRIX =,I3) DIAS 88c DIAS 89
NTWOSQ=NUMBER OF EXTRA DISPL. FOR EACH EXTRA ROW OF RADIAL RECTANG
NTWnS0=2*NDSPRL
WRITE(2,34)NTWOSQ
34 FORMAT!IH ,77HNUMBFR OF EXTRA DISPLACEMENTS FOR EACH ADDITIONAL RO 
IWIRADIAL) OF RECTANGLES =,13)
CALL CEQDIS(NDSPRL,NASSEM;NTREAT,LASMAT,NPHSQR,NPHSQA,NTWOSQ) CEOS 96
LUTR 97 
LUTR 98 
LUTR no
STOP 
FNDüFORTRAN
SUBROUTINE CFQDIS!NDSPRL,NASSEM,NTRFAT,LASMAT,NPHSQR,NPH5QA,NTW0S0DISO000
X
C
C
C
1)
lOTH APRIL 1970
DIMFNSI ON TREATM(NA S S FM,MTR EAT) ,B!LASMAT),X!NTREAT), 
1SMSQ(NDSPRL,NDSPRL),Y!NASSEM),C(LASMAT)
THIS PROGRAM IS TO MULTIPLY THE STIFFNESS MATRIX TIMES THE
DISPLACEMENTS TO OBTAIN THE NCDIAL LOADS
DISPOOOA
DISPOOl
DISP002
DISP003
DISP004
DISP004A
DISP005
DISP006
DISP007
DISP008
Xcc
) Xc
65
CALL TIMF(TNSTAl)
ÎASSFM=14
NDISC=20
IDISi-X=l7
RFAO(IDISPL)NPSQRL,NPSQAL,NPRLnS,NAXIAL,NTOT,B
WR II F ( 2 ,100 ) N P S QR L , N P SQ AL , M P R L D S, N AX T A L , MT OT
1,00 FORMAT! IHl/lOX,
1 52HMUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PER RADIAL WIDTH=,I2/10X,
2 52HNUMPER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PER AXIAL LENGTH=,I2/10X,
. 3 41HNUMBER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LINE =,T3/10X,
4 48HNUMBER OF RADIAL LINES OF NODES ALONG THE AXIS =,I2/10X,
5 23HTOTAL NUMBER OF NODES =,I4/i
CALL TAPDIS{SMSQ,NPHSQR,NPHSQA,NDSPRL,NDISC,IASSEM)
0 ISP0Û9 
DISPOlO
DISP012 
DISP013 DISP014 
D ÎSP01.5 
DISP016 
DISP017 
DI5P018
X DÎSP019c LIST OF SUBROUTINES FOR DISPLACEMENT CHECK 0 ISPQ20c DISP021c DISP022
c TAPDIS 0 ISP023c PNSMSQ D ÎSP024
c ZESMSQ DÏSP025c FIR3SQ D ÎSP026c WRTBSQ DÏSP027c ZETRET DISP028
c (PNSMSQ) DISP029c ADTRET DISP030c NEXDOZ 0ISP03Ic (PNSMSQ) DISP032X (ADTRET) DXSP053
c (WRTBSQ) DISP034c PUBTOY DISP035
c PRNVEC DISP036c MULT AX DÎSP037c PUYTOB DISP038c TRANSF DISP039c DISP040c DISP041
NDTTM2=2*N0SPRL
NDT2P1=NDTTM2+1
NDTIM3=3YNDSPRL 
NDTIM5=5*NDSPRL 
IS = 1
n u n  DTI M3
CALL FTRBSQtNDSPRL,TREATM,NCOLN,LARSQR,ISMSQ,NDISC,NASSEM,NTREAT)
LARSQR=1
N J B = 4 
TY0 = 0 
NJ=NDTIM5
GO TO 2
CONTINUE
NJ=NDTIM3
DISP042 
DISP043 
DISP044 
n ISP045 
DISP046 
DISP047 
DISP048 
DÎSP049 
D ISPÜ50 
DI5P051 
DISP052 
DISP053 DISP054 
DTSP055 
DISP056 
DÎSP057 
DTSP0S8 
DISP059 
DISP040 
DISP061 
DISP062 
DISP063 
DISP064 
0ISP065 
DISP066 
DISP067 
DISP068 
D ISP069 
D ÎSP070 
DISP071
NJB = 2 
CONTINUE
66 DISP072 
DÎSP073 
0 ÎSP074 
DISP075 
DISP076
CALL NEXDOZ(NDSPRL,TREATM,NCOLN,LARSQR,ISMSQ,NPHSQA,NDISC,NASSEM, DI5P077
XC
C
C
C
INTREAT)
CALL PUBTOY(R,X,NDSPRL,ISTART,LARSQR,lYO,IB,IE,I END,NJB,LASMAT, 
1NAS5EM)
CALL PRNVECIB,IB,IE,LASMAT)
CALL MULTAXiTREATM,X,IS,NT,NJ,Y,NASSEM,NTREAT)
WRITE(2,384)I B , M 0 T I M 3 , Ï g 
384 FORMAT!IH ,3H IB=,I 3,5X,8HMDTIMB =,I3,5X,3HIS=,I3)
IE2= ÎB+NDTIM3-1 
TB2=IE2 - NDTIM3 + IS 
WRITFt2,127)IE2,IB2 
127 FORM ATt IH , 5HIE2 = , I 3 ,5 X., 5H I B2 =,I3)
CALL PUYT0B(Y,C,IB2,IE2,IY0,IS, NASSEM,LASMAT)
CALL PRNVEC(C,I 82,IE2,LASMAT)
CALL TRANSF(TREATM,NOT!M2,MDT2P1,NDTIM3,NOT I M3,NASS EM,NTREAT)
LARS0R=LARSQR+1 
IS = NDSPRL + 1 
IF(LARSQR-NPHSQA)2,1,3 
3 CONTINUE
182 = 1
IE2=LASMAT
CALL PRNVECtC,182,IE2,LASMAT)WRITE(2,999)
999 FnRMAT(lHl/52X,T8HEND OF CALCULATION/)
CALL TTMF(TNSTA2)
NSTTME=INSTA2-INSTA1 
WRTTE(2,260n)NSTIME 
3600 FORMATt////46X,12HTIME TAKEN =,I4,8HSEC0NDS./)
RETURN 
END 
YFORTRAN
SUBROUTINE TAPDIS(SMSQ,NPHSQR,NPH S QA,NOS PRL,NDISC,IASSEM)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Xcc
Xcccc
DIMENSION SMSQtNDSPRL,NDSPRL)
16 NOVEMBER 69
PROGRAM TO TRANSFER DATA FROM TAPE TO DISC
NOMENCLATURE
DISP077A
DISP078
DISP079
DISP079A
DISP080
DISP081
DISP082
0ISP083
DISP084D I S P 0 8 4 A
DISP0B4B
0.ÎSP085
0ISP086
DISP036A
DISP086BD I S P 0 8 7
DISP088
DISP089
DÎSP090
DISP093
DISP091
DISP093
DISP094
DISP095
DISP096
DISP096A
DISP096B
0ÎSP096C
DISP097
DISP098
DISPiOO 
OISPlOl 
D ISP102 
DISP 103 
0 ISP 104
TAD I 1
TAD I 2
TADI 2 
TADI 4 
TADI 5 
TADI 6 
TADI 7 
TADI 8 
TADI 9 
TADI 10
    TADÎ 11
TADI 12
NDSPRL = NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LINE OF PHYSICAL SQÜARTADÎ 13
NPHSQA = NUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG THE AXIAL LENGTHTADI 15
NPRSM2 = NPHSQA-2,USED FOR TAILING OFF THF BANDED MATRIX TADI 14
NPHSQR = NUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES ALONG THE RADIAL LENGTTADI 16
ISMSO = ROW INDEX OF SMALL SQUARE TADI 17
JSMSQB = BFGINIMG COLUMN INDEX OF SMALL SQUARE TADI 18
IROW = ROW INDEX = I,2,OR 3 TADI 19
I ROWE = END ROW INDEX TADI 20
c JB = COLUMN INDEX WITHIN SMALL SQUARE BEGINING (SPACIAL) TADI 21
c JE = COLUMN INDEX WITHIN SMALL SQUARE ENDING (SPACIAL) TADI 2 2
c IB •= ROW INDEX WITHIN SMALL SQUARE BEGINING (SPACIAL) TADI 23
c IE = ROW INDEX W I TUI N SMALL SQUARE ENDING (SPACIAL) TADI 24
c IR = INDEXING ROW TADI25 ,
c NCOLM = NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF SMALL SQUARES TADI 26
c NDSPRL = NLIMBFR OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LINE OF PHYSICAL SQUARTADI 27
c JSMSQ = COLUMN INDEX OF SMALL SQUARE (GLOBTAL) TADI 28
X JCOLN = COLUMN INDEX 1 TO NCOLN TADI 30
c SMSQ = SMALL SQUARE = PARTICNED MATRIX TADI 31
c NROWSQ = NUMBER OF ROWS IN MATRIX TADI 32
X ISMSQM= MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ROWS OF SMALL SQUARES IN WHOLE MATRIX TADI 33
c t a d  I 34
c TADI 35
REWIND IASSEM TADI 36
READ! I ASSEM,)KOUMT TADI 37
NC0UMT=0 TADI 37A
c TADI 38
c SETTING INTIAL VALUES TADI 39
c TADI 40
c TADI 41
THROW=1.0
NR0WSQ'=?YMPH5QR + 1 TADI 42
NDSRRL=2*NR0WSQ TADI 43
ISM S 0 M=2*NPHSQA + 1 TADI 44 A
NPRSM2=TSMSQM-2. TADI 44 B
ISMSQ=l TADI 45
JSMS0B=1 . TADI 46
TR0W=1 TADI 47
I ROWE = 3 TADI 48
JB=1 TADI 49
c TADI 50
c BEGINING OF MAIN LOOP SETTING UP DATA ON DISKLEXCEPT FOR LAST PARTI ADI 51
c TADI 52
c TADI 53
1 CONTINUE ' TADI 54
irUI SMSQYNOSPRL ' TADI 55
IB=IE-NDSPRL+1 TADI 56
IR=IB TADI 57
c TADI 58
, c TADI 59
c TADI 60
2 CONTINUE TADI 61
IF(I ROWE-IROW)3,4,5 TADI 62
3 CONTINUE TADI 63
* CALL TRACE
STQD TADI 644 CONTINUE TADI 65
MC0LM=7 TADI 66' GO TO 6 TADI 67q CONTINUE TADI 68
NC0LN=5 TADI 69
GO TO 6 TADI 70
c TADI 71
c THIS SECTION (TO 16) IS TO READ FROM TAPE FOR THE FIRST 3 OR 5 TADI 72
c TADI 73
X SMALL SQUARES AND PUT ON TO DISC WITH TWO ZERO SMALL TADI 74
c TADI 75
6 CONTINUE TADI 76
JE=J B+NCOLNYNDSPRL-1 TADI 77
JSMSQ=JSMSQB TADI 78
WRIT E(MDI SC) ISMSQ,NCOLN,JB JE TADI 79
DO 16 JC0LN=1,NCOLN TADI 80
cc
c
6&IF(JC0LN~NC0LN+2)7,3,q 
7 CONTINUE
JCOLN LESS TUAN NCOLM
H CONTINUE
J.COLN=NCÜLN
NCnUNT=NCOUNT+l
REA0(IASSÊN)ISNSgT,J5MSQT,SMSC,IAXIAL
CALL PNSMSQ(I AXIAL,NDSPRL,ISMSQT,JSMS3T,SMS0)
I F(î SMSQT-I SMSQ)10,11,12 9 CONTINUECALL ZESMSQ(NDSPRL,SMSQ)
GO TO 14 
10 CONTINUEWRITE(2,41IISMSQT,!SMSQ 
CALL TRACE 
STOP 
II. CONTINUE
IF( JSHSQT-JSNSQ)13,14,15
12 CONTINUE
WRITE(2,42)1SMSQT,!SMSQ
CALL TRACE
STOP
13 CONTINUE '
CALL TRACE
WRITE(2,43)JSMSQT,JSMSQ 
STOP
14 CONTINUE
WRITF(NOISC)ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ 
JSMSQ=JSMSQ+1 
GO TO 16 
1C CONTINUEWRITE!2,44)JSMSQT,JSMSQ.
CALL TRACE 
STOP
16 CONTINUE 
IR0W=IR0W+1
TEST TO SEE IF END ROW
IF(IR0W~IR0WE}17,18,19
17 CONTINUE'
BEFORE END OF ROW
18 CONTINUE
END OF ROW
ISMSQ=ISMSQ+1
IF!ISMSQ-NPRSM2)21,22,2319 CONTINUE 
JSMS0B=JSMSQB+2 
ISMSQ=ISMSQ+]
IR0WE=2
IR0W=1
JB=JB+2*NDSPRL 
GO TO 1 
21 CONTINUE
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
TADI
81
82
83
84
8586
878889 
89A
90 
90A
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
TADI 98 
TADI 99 
TAD 1100 
TADIlOl 
TADI102
TAD 1103 
TAD 1104
TADI105 
TADÎ106 
T.ADI107 
TADIIOB 
T ADÎ108A 
TADI109 
TADIllO 
TAD I 111
TAD 111 2 
TA0I113 
TA0I114 
t a d  1115 
TADI116 
TA0I117 
TAD 1118 
TAD 1119 
TADI120 
TADI121 
T ADÎ122 
TAD 1123 
TADI 124 
TADI125 
TAD 1126 
TADI 127 
T ADÎ128 
TADI129 
TADI130 
TAD 1131 
TA0Ï132 
TA0I133 
TADÏ134 
TADI135 
TAD 1136
69
I C 
Cc( •c
"C ^ c
,CI c c c
GO rn 1
22 CONTINUE
ISM$Q=NPRSM2
23 CONTINUE 
ISMSQ.GT.NPRSM2
24 CONTINUE .
FOR LAST THREE ROWS OF SQUARES
IROVUl 
IR0WE=3 
25 CONTINUE
IE=I$MSQYNDSPRL
IB=TE-NDSPRL+1 
IR=I B
26 CONTINUE 
TF(IR0W-2)27,28,2927 CONTINUE 
NC0LN=5 
GO TO 30
28 CONTINUE 
NC0LN=3
JSMSQB=JSNS08+2
JB=JB+NCOLN*NDSPRL
GO TO 30
29 MC0LN=3 
GO TO 30
INDICES FOR BEGINING OF .ROW
30 CONTINUE
J E=J B +N C 0 L N Y N OS P R L-1 
J$MSQ=J$MSQB
WRITE(NniSC)ISMSQ,NCOLN,JB,JE 
DO 3 7 JC0LN=1,NCOLN 
NC0UNT=NC0UNT+1
READ!IASSEM)ISMSQT,JSMSQT,SMSC,I AXIAL
CALL ' PNSMSQ<I AXIAL,NDSPRL,ISMSQT,JSMSQT,SMSQ)
IF(ISMSQT-ISMSQ)31,32,33
31 CONTINUE
WRITEt2,411ISMSQT,ISMSQ
CALL TRACE
STOP
32 CONTINUE
I F ( J S MS Q T-J SM SQ ) 3 4, 3 5 ,3 6
33 CONTINUE 
WRITF(2,42)ISMSQT,ISMSQ 
CALL TRACE
STOP 
36. CONTINUE
WRIT F {2,43)J SMSQT,JSMSQ 
CALL TRACE 
STOP 
35 CONTINUE
WRITE(NDISC)ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ
TADI137
TA0I138 
TADI139 
TAD 1140 
TADÎ141 
TADI142 
TA0I143 
TAD 1144 
TADÏ145 
TADI146 
TAD 1147 
TA0I148 
TAD 1149 
TADT150 
TA0I151I 
TA0I152 ; 
TADI153 j 
TA0I154: 
TADI155 
TADI156: 
TADI157 TAPI158. 
TADI159 
TADI160 
TAD 1161 ; 
TADI162 
TADI163 
TAD 1164 : 
TADI165! 
TADI166 
TADI167' 
TADII68 ; 
TA0I169: 
TADI170 
TADI171 
TAD 117.2 
TADI173 
TAD 1174 
TADI175 
TADI176 
TAD 1177 
TADII78 
TADI179 
TADI179/ 
TADI180 
TADI180I 
T AD UP. I 
T AD 1182 
TADI183
TA0I184 
T AD U S  5 
TADI186 
TAD 1187 
TAD1188
TAD 1189 
TAD 1190 
TAD 1191
TADI192
TADI193
TADI194
nJSMSQ=JSH$Q+1
GO rn 37
CONT I Ml IF
7 0
W R I T E ( 2 , 4 4 ) J S M S Q T , J S M S Q
CALL TRACE
STOP37 C O N T I N U E  T R 0W = I R 0 W+ 1
C UP-DATE-ING ROW INDEX
IF!IROW-IROWE)38,39 ,40
38 CONTINUE I S M S Q = I S M S Q + 1  GO TO 25
39 CONTINUE 
GO TO 38
^0 CONTINUE
END FILE NDISC
WRITE(2,45)K0UNT,NCOUNT
RETURN
61 FOR^’ATt IHl ,38X, 37HÎ SMSQKFROM TAPE) , I4,20HLESS THAN IN
43 FGR*'-CAT< IHl , 38X, IUHJSMSQTIFRON TAPE) , H  , 20HL ESS THAN IN
42 FORMATtINI,38X,17HISMSQT(FROM TAPE),14,20HM0RE THAN IN
64 FORNUTtIHl,38X,17HJSMSQT(FR0M TAPE),14,20HH0RE THAN IN
45 FORMAT!IHl/lOX,26HMUMBER OF WRITES ON TAPE =,13/
1lOX,26HNUM3ER OF READS OFF TAPE =,I3/)
END
*FORTRAN' S U B R O U T I N E  P N S M S Q ( L A R S Q R , N D S P R L , I S M S Q , J S M S Q , S M S Q )
C
TAD 1104A 
TA0I195 
TADI196 
TAD 1197
TADI190
TADI 199 
TADI200 
TADI201 
T ADÎ202 
TA0I203 
TADT204 
TADI205 
TADÎ206 
T A0Î207 
TA0I208 
TADI209 
TADI209A 
TADI210 
ROUTINE,14)TAD 1211 
ROUTINE,I4)TADI2L3 
ROUT IMF,I4)TA0I212 
ROUTINE,I4)TADI214 
IADI215 
TA0E216 
TADÎ217
C
) X  
} C 
) C
DIMENSION SMSQ!NDSPRL,NDSPRL)
ROUTINE TOPRINT OUT SMSQ AND ITS INDICES
WRITE(2,4)LARSQR,ISMSO,JSMSQ
6 FORMAT!IH ,15X,20HLARGE SQUARE INDEX = , I2,7X,24HSMALL SQUARE ROW 
INDEX =,I2,7X,27HSMALL SQUARE COLUMN INDEX =,I2)
IF(LARSQR)205,302,303
205 CONTINUE
WRITE!?., 206) !J,J=1,NDSPRL)
206 FORMAT!5X,14(5X,13)//)
DO 301 1=1,NDSPRL
WRITE(2,207)I
207 FORMAT!1X,I3)
WRITE(2,208)(SMSQ!I,J),J=1,NDSPRL)
208 FORMAT!5X,-6P]4F8.0/)
301 CONTINUE
302 CONTINUE
303 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
*FOPTRAM
SUBROUTINE ZFSMSQ(NDSPRL,SMSQ) 
DIMENSION SMSQ!NDSPRL,NDSPRL) 
DO 2 1=1,NDSPRL 
DO 1 J=l,NDSPRL 
SMSQ!I,J)=0.0 
1 CONTINUE
PSMS 
PSMS 
P SMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
P SMS 
P SMS 
I PSMS 
PSMS 
P SMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS 
PSMS
ZESQ
ZESQ
ZESQ
ZESQ
ZESQ
12
1
4
56
78 
.9
10
lOA101IOC
1112
13
14
15
16
17
18
1920 
21 22 
22./ 221
23
24
1
2
3
4
5
2 CONTINUE ^
RETURN Z E S O 6END Z ES Q 7
^FORTRAN
5DBR0UTINE F IR3SQ(MOSPRL,TREATM,NCOLM,LARSQR»ISMSO,NDISC,NASSEM, I ST 3 1INTREAT) 1ST3 lA
DIMENSION T R F A T M ( M A S S F M , N T R E A T) , S (M S QI M D S P R L , N D S P R L ) 1ST 3 3
•C 1ST3 4R EW IN D  20 1ST3 5R E A D ( N O I S C ) I S M S Q , N C O L N , J B , J E 1ST3 8c 1ST3 8A
. % 1ST3 8Bc 1ST3 8CCALL W R T B S Q ( L A R S Q R , I S N S Q ; N C C L N , J R , J E ) 1ST3 9! LARSQR=1 1ST3 10
CALL Z E T R F T ( N D S P R L , T R E A T M , N A S S E M , N T R E A T ) IST3 11DO E JC0 L= l, 3 1ST3 12
I P E A n ( N O I $ C ) I S M S n , J S M S Q , S M S Q 1ST3 13c CALL P N 5 M S Q ( L A R S Q R , N D $ P R L , I S M S Q , J S M S Q , S M $ 0 ) 1ST3 14CALL A D T R E T { L A R S O R , M D S P R L , T $ M $ Q , J S M S O , S M S Q , T R E A T M , N A S $ E M , N T R E A T ) 1ST3 151 F CONTINUE 1ST3 16L A R 5Q R= 0 1ST 3 17
RETURN 1ST3 18î END 1ST3 19'^FORTRANSUBROUTINE W R T B S Q ( L A R S Q R , T S M S C , N C O L N , J G , J E ) W B S Q I) C W B S Q 2
X THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO WRITF OUT THE L ARGE SQUARE NUMBER WBS Q 3C W B S Q 4C (CORRESPONDS TO AXIAL N U M B E R ) . S M A L L  SQUARE ROW N U M B E R , T H E  N U M BE R W B S Q 5C W BS Q 6C OF C O L U M N S  OF SMALL SQUARES AND THE BEGINING AMD END COLUMN NUMBERWBSQ 7C W B S Q 8c S OF THE COM PL ET E  A S S E M B L Y  MAT RI X WBSQ 9
c W B S Q 10) W R I T E ( 2 , 2 ) L A R S Q R , I S M S 0 , N C 0 L N , J B , J E W B S Q 11c W B S Q 12
2 F O R M A T * I H  ,12HLARGE S Q U A R E , 13,2 5H ,SMALL SQUARE ROW INDEX =,I3, W B S Q 13
} I 32H ,N UM BE R  OF SMALL SQUARES IN R0W=,I2, W B S Q 142 29H,MATRIX ELEMENT COLUMNS B E G I N , 14,4 H , E N D , 14) W B S Q 15c W B S Q 16'C W B S Q 17c W B S Q 18
RETURN W B S Q 19
jC W B S Q 20END W B S Q 21*pnRT R AN
) SUBROUTINE ZETRET(MDSPRL,TREATM,NASSEM,NTREAT) Z ET R 1c . Z E T R 2DIM EN SI ON  T R E A T M I N A S S E M , N T R E A T ) ZETR 3
c Z ET R 4I TREAT - 3-.'MDSPRL ZETR 5JTREAT = 5&N0SPRL ZETR 6DO 10 I=1,ITRFAT ZETR 7
DO 20 J=1,JTREAT Z ETR 8T R E A T M( I, J) =0 .0 ZETR 920 C ONTINUE ZETR 1010 C ONTINUE ZETR 11
RETURN ZETR 12; END 7 ETR 13*FORT RANS UB RO UT IN E  A D T R E T ( L A R S Q R , N D S P R L , I S M S Q , J S M S Q , S M S Q , T R E A T M , N A S S E M , A D T R 1INTREAT) Â DT R 1
— --- -- -. . ..... — .— ... .. ,— . .— .. ...... — ' - . -- -
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ROUTINE TO ADD SMSQ TO APPROPRIATE PART OF TREATM 
DIMENSION SMSO(NDSPRL,NDSPRL),TREATM(NASSEM,NTREAT) 
CHILTON 42*42 ' 126,210
NOMENCLATURE
IP = ROW INDEX OF PARTIQN CF TREATM
JP = COLUMN INDEX OF PARTION CF TREATM
LARSQR = INDEX OF LARGE SQUARE (SAME AS AXIAL INDEX)
TREATM = TREATMENT MATRIX 
IP = ISMSQ-2*(LARS0R“I)
JP = JSMSQ~2*(LARSQR“1)
IB = (IP-1)*NDSPRL+1 
IE = IP *NDSPRL
JO = (JP-1)*NDSPRL+1 
JE = JP *NDSPRL
I “0
00 10 TA=I8,IE
1 = 14-1 
J =0
DO 20 JA=JB,JE
J = J + 1
TREATMCIA,JA)=SMSQ(r,J)
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
■ RETURN 
END 
ORTRANSUBROUTINE NFXDOZ ( NDSPRL , TREATM , NCÜLN, LARSQR , J SMSQ, NPHS QA, ND ISC 
INASSEM,NTREAT)
DIMENSION TREATM(NASSEM,NTREAT),SMSQ*NDSPRL,NDSPRL)
ISMSQM=2*NPHSQA+1 
NPRSM2=fSMSQM-2 IF(ISHSQ-NPRSM2)10,21,21 .
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 JC0L=1,2 
READ(NDISC)ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ
CALL PNSMSQILARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ)
CALL AOTRETtLARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSQ,SMSQ,TREATM,NASSEM,NTREAT) 
20 CONTINUE 
21 CONTINUE 
INDEX = 0 
30 CONTINUE
INDEX=INDEX+1
INDSPL=INDEX*NDSPRL
READ(NDISC)ISMSQ,MCOLN,JB, JE
CALL WRTBSQ(LARSQR,ISMSQ,NCOLN,JB,JE)
TF(5-MCOLM)50,60,70 
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
NST0P=5 
GO TO 8 0 
70 CONTINUE 
NST0P=3
------ -
ADTR 2ADTR 3
ADTR 4
A DTP 5
ADTR 6
ADTR 7ADTR 8
ADTR 9
ADTR 10
ADTR 11
ADTR 12
ADTR 13
ADTR 14
ADTR 15
ADTR 16
ADTR 17
ADTR 18
ADTR 19
ADTR 20
ADTR 21
A OTP. 22
ADTR ,23
ADTR 24
ADTR 25
ADTR 26
ADTR 27
ADTR 28
ADTR 29
ADTR 30
ADTR 31
ADTR 32
NXDZ 1
NXDZ 1^
NXDZ 2
NXDZ 3
NXDZ 4
NXDZ 5
NXDZ 6
NXDZ 8
NXDZ 9
NXDZ 10
NXDZ 11
NXDZ 12
NXDZ 13
NXDZ 14
NXDZ 15
NXDZ 16
NXDZ 17
NXDZ 18
NXDZ 19
NXDZ 20
NXDZ 21
NXDZ 22
NXDZ 23
NXDZ 24
NXDZ 25
NXDZ 26
NXDZ 27
NXDZ 28
NXDZ 29
"  ■ ■----
78GO TO BO 
80 CONTINUE
DO 9 0 J C n L = l , M S i n P  PEAD(NOISC)ISMSO,JSMSO,SMSQ C CALL PNSMSQILARSOP,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSO,SMSQ)CALL ADTRETILARSQR,NDSPRL,ISMSQ,JSMSO,SMSQ,TREATM,NASSEM,NTREAT)
90 CONTINUETF(INDEX-1)100,110,120 
100 CONTINUEWRITE I 2,99)INDEX 
99 FORMAT;1H1,10X,17HTNDEX IN NEXDOZ =,I2/)
STOP 110 CONTINUE 
GO T O  3 0 
120 CONTINUE 
R E T U R N  
END &FORTRANSUBROUTINE TRANSE(TREATM,NDTIM2,NDT2P1,NDTIM3,NDTIM5,NASSEM,NTREATTRSF 
1 )DIMENSION TREATMINASSEM,NTREAT)cc THIS SEGMENT IS TO
= CX IT IS T O  TRANSFERc' ccr •I,cc NDTIM2 = N D S P R L  +c
i C NDT2P1 = M O T  IM2 +c
, C N O T ! M 3 = N D T I M 2  +> cc NOTING = M O T  I M2 +c) cc' ' c
cc
N O M E N C L A T U R E
NDSPRL
NDSPRL
NDTIM3
PUTTING LAST 3 TREATM INTO FIRST 3
10
DO 20 I=NDT2Pl,NnTIM3 TSA=I-NDTIM2 DO 10 J=N0T2P1,NDTIM5 
JSA=J-NDTIM2
T R E A T M ! ISA,JSA)=TREATM(I,J)
CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END^FORTRANSUBROUTINE PRNVEC(B,IB,IE,LASRAT)'C DIMENSION B(LASMAT)
C
WRITE(2,209)(I,B(I),I=IB,IE)
NXDZ 30NXDZ 31NXDZ 32NXDZ 33NXDZ 34NXDZ 35NXDZ 36NXDZ 37NXDZ 38NXDZ 39
NXDZ 40
N X D Z 41NXDZ 42NXDZ 43NXDZ 44
NXDZ 45NXDZ 46
1
TRSF lATRSF 2
T R S F 3TRSF 4
T R S F 5TRSF 6
T R S F 7TRSF 8TRSF 9
T R S F 10
T R S F 11TRSF 12TRSF 13TRSF 14
TRSF 15TRSF 16
TRSF 17TRSF 18
T R S F 19TRSF 20
T R S F 21
T R S F 22
T R S F 23
T R S F 24
T R S F 25
TRSF 26TRSF 27TRSF 28TRSF 29
T R S F 30
TRSF 31TRSF 32TRSF 33
TRSF 34TRSF 35TRSF 36
TRSF 37
T R S F 38
PNVC 1PNVC 2
P N V C 3
P N V C 4
PNVC 5
..-..—'— * — ' ■ •'—' — ■ ..
c "74 PNVC 6
208 F O R M A T ! l H l / { X X , 1 0 ! Î 4 , F 8 , 1 > / )} P N V C  7
C PNVC 8
RETURN PNVC 9
C PNVC 10END PNVC 11^FORTRANSUBROUTINE PUBTOY(B,Y,NDSPRL,ISTART,LARSQR , I Y O , I B , I E , I E N D , M J B , PBTY 1
iLASMAT,NASSFM) PBTY lADIMENSION B(LASMAT),Y(NASSEM) P B T Y  2
C PBTY 3X - T H I S  S E G M E N T  IS t q  T R A N S F E R  A P O R T I O N  OF  B T O Y f U S U A L Y  3 * N D S P R L , P B T Y  4
C P B T Y  5
C E X C E P T  LAST PORTION = N D S P R L PBTY 6
C P B T Y  7c P B T Y  8I5TART=2*LARSQR-1 P B T Y  9
ÎENn=ISTART+NJR P B T Y  10IB=(JS T A R T - 1 ) * N D S PRL+1 P B T Y  11
IF=IEND*NDSPRL PBTY 12
C P B T Y  13
C P B T Y  ,14IY=IYO PBTY 15
C P B T Y - 16
DO 10 I = I B , I E P B T Y  17
TY=IY+1 P B T Y  18Y(IY)=B(I) PBTY 1910 CONTINUE P B T Y  20
R E T U R N P B T Y  21
■ END P B T Y  22^FORTRANSUBROUTINE P U Y T O B (Y , B , I B ,IF ,I Y O , I S ,M A S S  EM, L A S M A T ) Y T O B  I
C Y T O B  2
D I M E N S I O N  a ( L A S M A T ) , Y ( N A S S E M ) Y T O B  3
C Y T O B  4
C THE PURPOSE OF T H I S  ROUTINE IS T O  TRANSFER Y B A C K  O N  T O  B Y T O B  5
C YTOB 6
C Y T O B  7C WRTTE(2,127)IB,IF,IY0,IS,NASSFM,LASMAT YTOB 7/
127 F O R M A T ! I H  ,4HIB =,I3,5X,4HIE =, 1 3 ,5 X ,5 H I Y G =,I3,5X,4HIS =,I3, YTOB 71
15X,8HNASSEM =,I3,5X,8HLASMAT =,I3) • YTOB 7C
rC YTOB 8
T Y = I Y 0 + J S - 1 Y T O B  9
C Y T O B  10DO 1 0  I = I B , I E Y T O B  11IY=IY+1 • Y T O B  12
B ( I ) = Y ( I Y ) Y T O B  1310 CONTINUE YTOB 14
C YTOB 15
R E T U R N YTOB 16
C Y T O B  17END YTOB 18
^FORTRAN
S U B P O U T I N E  M U LT A X {A , X , 1 S , N I , N J , Y , N A S S F M , NT R F A T ) MULT 1
D I M E N S I O N  AINASSEM,NTREAT) , X ( N T R E A T ) , Y ( N A S S E M ) MULT 2
C WRITE(2,201)IS,NI,NJ,NASSEM,NTREAT M UL T 2
'  201 FORMAT!1H1,5X,9HI START =,I3,9X,11HNUMBER O F  T,I3,5X,3HNJ=,I3,10X ,MULT 211 8HNASSEM =,I3,5X,8HNTPEAT =,I3/) MULT 2(
C M U L T 0 0 4
"C THIS IS TO M U L T I P L Y  A TIMES X T O  GIVE Y MULT005
C M U L T 0 0 6
c M U L T 007
DO 2 0  I=IS,NI MULT008
..............................  ■ " — . , —  —
76Y(T)=0.0 
nn 10 j=i,NJ
Y{ n = Y {  I )H-A ( Ï , J )*X( J)
10 CONTINUE 20 CONTINUE30 FORMAT!IH ,10HVECT0R Y =/(5X,lP14E8.1)) C WRITE!2,30)(Y(11,1 = 1S,N I ) .
R E T U R N
END4ENTER
"d a t a
G 0 I 6 D A T A
1 05 0
MULT009
MULTOlO
MULTOllMULT012MULT013MULT013A
M U L T 0 1 3 8
M U L T 0 1 4
M U L T 0 1 5
JfU3 VLA470I3 JOHN WARD
C O M P U T I N G  3 0  M I N U T E S
E X E C U T I O N  4 0  M I N U T E SSTORE OQ BLOCKS
TAPE 10 NOIZI VLA47 NODETAPE 17 N0960 TREATMENTINPUT 1 G018DATAOUTPUT 0 L Ï N F P R  I N T E R  3 0  0 0  LINES OUTPUT 2 LINEPRINTER 8000 L I N E S  COMPILER F O R T R A N  
*RUN SOURCE
76STRESS • STRAI N
C 
• Ccc
Ccccc
Cc
Cc
Ccccccccc
C
Cc
Ccc
C
:QRTRANMASTER S T R E S S  S T R A I N
INPUT PARAMETERS
NPHSOR=NUMGER OF
N P H S 0 A = N U M B E R  OF
NOME N C L A T U R EG Q Q Q Q Q Q Q O Q Q O
ROWS
ROWS
OF
OF
P H Y S I C A L
PHYSICAL SQUARESSQUARES
ALONG
ALONG
RADIAL AX IAL LENGTHLENGTH
DERIVED PARAMETERS
S QUARES (TOTAL)TRIANGLESVERTEX NODES TO SPECIFY TRIANGLES DISTINCT RADII ( I N C L U D I N G  Î / R  AND D / R  ) IN WIDTH
10
20
NUMSQS= NUMB E R OF 
NUMTRI=NUMBEP OF NTVRNO=NUMBER OF 
N R A D W I = M U M B E R  OF(I.E. S I D E S  OF P H Y S I C A L  SQUARES )NAXILN=NUMBER OF D I S T I N C T  A X I A L  LENGTHS,INCLUDING BOTH ENDS 
( I . E .  S I D E S  OF P H Y S I C A L  SQUARES )NDVRNO=NUMBER OF D I S T I N C T  VERTEX NODES NOPRWI=TOTAL NODES PFR R A D I A L  W I D T H  
NOPALN=TOTAL MODES PER A X I A L  L E N G T H  NUMNOn=TOTAL NUMBER OF MODESLASMAT=NUM8FR OF ROWS 0= LARGE ASSEMBLY MATRIX 
NDSPRL=NUMRER OF DISPLACEMENTS PER RADIAL LENGTH
A S E M 8 Y = A S S E M B L Y  ( P A R T I A L )  OF  ELEMENTS IN ONE R O W ! P H Y S I C A L )  
NAS5EW=SIZE OF ASEMBY
FORMAT!212)READ ( 1  , 1 0 )  NPHSQP j N P H S Q A  WRITE(2,20)NPHSQR,NPH5QAFORMAT!1H1/2X,52HNUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES 
1TH=,12,2X,52HNUMBER OF ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PER 
2 1 2 /)
PER R A D I A L  
A X I A L
NUN S Q S-= N PH SQR&NPHSQA
WRITE(2,21)NUMSQS
FORMAT!1H0,2%HT0TAL NUMBER OF RECTANGLES =,I4/)
23
NUMTRI=2*NUMSQS WRITF(2,22)NUMTRT 
FORMAT!IH ,2 0 H N U M B E R
NTVRN0=3*NUMTRI WRITF<2,23)NTVRN0 
FORMAT!IH ,58HNUMBER 
1GLES =,I5)
NRADWI=NPHSQR+1WRITE!2,24)NPADWI
OF TRIANGLES=,I4)
OF VERTEX NODES REQUIRED TO SPECIFY
ESAÏ001 
ESA 1002 ESAI003 ESAI004 
ESA 1005 ESAI006 ESA 1007 ESA 1008 ESAI009 
ESAIOlO ESAIOll 
ESA 1012 ESA 1013 ESA 1014 ESA 1015 
ESAI016 
ESAI017 ESA 1018 ESA 1019 
ESA 1020 ESA 1021 ESA 1022 
ESAI023 ESA 1024 ESAI025 
ESAI026 ESA 1027 E5AI028 ESAI029 ESA 1030 ESAI031 
ESAI032 WI0ESAI033 LENGTH=,ESAI034 
ESAI035 
ESAI036 ESAI037 ESAI038 
ESAI039 ESAI040 ESAI041 
ESAI042 ESAI043 
ESA 1044 
ESAI045 ESA 1046 ALL TRIANESAI047 ESAI048 ESAI049 
ESAI050 ESAIOBl
7724 F O R M A T ! I H  , 3 5 H M U M B E R  OF D I S T I N C T  R A D I I  IN WIDTH = , I 2 )
C
) C c 
,c } c c 
c
; c 
c 
c
ESAI052 ESA 1053 
ESAT054 ESA 1055 
ESA 1056 
ESAI057 ESAI058 
E S A  1059 
E S A  1060 
E S A I 0 6 1  
E S A T  062 
ESAI063 ESAI064 
E S A Î 0 6 5  ESAI066 
E S A  1067 FSAI068 
ESAI069 
F SA 1070 
E S A Ï 0 7 1  
E S A I 0 7 2  ESAIQ73 
E5AI074 ESAI075 
E S A  1076 
E S A  1077 
E S A Ï 0 7 8  
E S A Î 0 7 9  
E SAT  080 
ESA 1081 ESAI082 ESA 1083 ESAI084 
E S A I 0 8 5  
• E S A ! 006 
ESAT087 
E S A  1088 
ESAI089
NTWOSQ=NUMRER 01 EXTRA DISPL. FOR EACH EXTRA ROW OF RADIAL RECTANGESAI090E5AI091
NTWnSQ=2*NnSPRL E S A  1092
WRITE(2,34)NTWnS0 E5AI09334 FORMAT! IH , 7 7 H N U H B E R  OF E X T R A  DISPLACEMENTS F O R  EACH A D D  ITI ONAl. , ROE  SA 10^4
IW(RAOTAL) O F  RECTANGLES =,I3) E S A I 0 9 5ESAI096
C A L L  STFSTA(N P H S Q R , N P H S Q A , N D V R N G , N O P R W I ,NOPALN,M U M N G D , L A S M A T E S A  Î097
1,NDSPRL) ESA 1098
E S A  I 090. STOP E S A  1099
END ESAIlOOSUBROUTINE STESTA!NPHSQR,NPHSOA,NDVRNO,NnPRWI,NOPALN,NUMNO0,LASMATA[ES001 
1,NDSPRL) - ATES002ATES003
THIS IS TO FIND S T R E S S E S  AT T H E  PRINCIPAL N O D E S  AIES004
A I E S 0 0 5  
A I E S 0 0 6
LIST OF S U B R O U T I N E S  A I E S 0 0 7
A I E S 0 0 8
AIES009
.1 = FORMSE A I E S 010
A I E S O l l
2 = R F A D R Z  AIES012AIES013
NAXILN=NDHSQA+l
WRITF(2,25)NAXILN25 FORMAT!IH ,33HNUMBER OF DISTINCT A X I A L  LENGTHS=,I3)
HDV R N n =  M A X I L  N * N R A D W I  WRITE!2,26)NDVRN0
26 FORMAT!IH ,33HNUMBER OF D I S T I N C T  VERTEX MODES = , I 4 )
M n  P R W I  “  2 *  M P H S Q R 4-1 
- WRITF!2,27)N0PRWI27 FORMAT!IH ,40HTOTAL NUMBER OF NODES PER RADIAL WIDTH =,I2)
N0PALN=2*NPHSQA+1
W R I T E !  2 ,  2 8 ) N OP A L N
2 8 FORMAT!IH ,40HT0TAL NUMBER OF NODES PER A X I A L  L E N G T H  = , I 2 )
NUMNOD=NOPRW I *NOPALN WRITE!2,2 9 ) NUMNOD 
2 0  FORMAT! IH , 2 3 HW HO LE NUMBER OF NODES •= , I  5 )
' L A S M A T = 2 * NUMNOD 
WRITE(2,30)LASMAT30 FORMAT!IH ,41HNUMBER OF ROWS CF LARGE A S S E M B L Y  MATRIX =,I5)
NDSPRL=2*N0PRWI
W R I T E ! 2 , 3 1 ) NDSPRL
31 F O R M A T ! I H  ,43HNUMBER OF D I S P L A C E M E N T S  PER R A D I A L  L E N G T H  =,I2)
NASSEM=3*NDSPRLWRITE<2,32)NASSEM
3 2  F O R M A T ! I H  ,33HSIZE OF THE NEW A S S E M B L Y  M A T R I X  =,133
NTREAT=5*NDSPRL
W R I T  F ( 2 , 3 3 ) N T R E A T33 F O R M A T ! I H  ,27HWIDTH OF TREATMENT M A T R I X  =,I3)
c
c
3 RED ISP AIES014AIES015
c 4 ■= SPl.TOS AIES016
c AIE^Ol?
c
c
5 FORMOD AIES018AIES019
c
t
6 %.. . . .COLECT A IÉS020 
AIFS021
c 7 Q A @ . . . .  «^AXNESS AIES022
c AIES023
j: 8 — . . a . .  * 9 *  ... i)o.o#FORMFA AIES024c AIES025c 9 = . . » 9 .  a 9 0 9. 9 * 9  * * * O * * * * * * .FMOIOT AI ES026
c AIES027
c 10 * *  * * * * * * * *  * *  * *  * * * *  * * * *  o*-*ô9***0RT0PR AIFS028c AIES029c 11 = *« * * * 0 # 9 90 0 9  00  0 g a O 0 0 0 9  9 * 9 0  0*0 O'oFOR. MCE AIFS030c AÎFS031c 12 * 0 * 9 0 9 0 *  0 90 09  * 0 0 * 0 *  0 0 9 *  3 * 9 0 * 9 *  oBACSTA AIES032c AIES033c 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 4 0  0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 * * 0 9  Pfs IN TO . . ATES034
c AIES035
c 14 0 0  9 0 9 9 0  9 0 *  90 0 0 0  * 0 0 4 0 * 0  0 9  * 0 0 0 9  sT P. A NSC A I E S 0 3 6c AIES037c 15 = 3 0  4 * 0  0 0 * 0 0  *■» OOiOvtOO 0 3 3 4 4 1» 9 0  O O O o F P N C T C AI E S 0 38c AIES039
i c 16 = 00  9 4 4 0  « 0 0 0 3 *  9 0 0 9 0 « 9 0 9 9 O O O O O O O o P N T C T C AIES040
i: AIES041c 17 3 9  3 0 0 0 * 9 0 9  * 9  3 3  4 9 3 »  3 0 0 0  0 ta 9 0 3 0 0  o F Q U Î V A A I E S 0 4 2
' c AIES043c 18 “ 0 9  9 * * 9 0 9 a 9 9 * 9 » 9 * 0 9 * 4 9 *  4 0  *»  0 0 3  «RECTPR AIES044c AIES045) c ( 1 6 )  * 9 9  « 0 * 9 9 * 9 0  9 0 9 9  9 0 4 9  4 0 9» O O o I P N X C T C Î A I E S 0 4 6c AIES047c 19 = MULMAT AIES048y c AIES049c (16) (PNTCTC) AIES050c A I E S 0 5 1 ^ c 20 %= C T C T C T AIES052c A I E S 0 5 3c 21 = PNCÎCT AIES054> X AIES055c 22 C O É F F A A%ES056c A Î ES 0 57) >c 23 • OBTANA AIES058* AIES059c 24 PRINTA AIES0605 c A ÎE S 06 1c 25 O B T N U C A Î H S ‘062c AIES063) c 26 DIFFER AIES064c AIES065c 27 “ P U U C E R AIES066 ^ c A I F S 0 6 7ç 28 XBARSD AIES068AIES069; c 29 CHNGEA AIES070c AIES071
(24) (PRINTA) AIES072^ c AIES073c 30 = P U N C H A AIES074c AIES075) c (22) COEFFA AIES076
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
£
c
c
31 =
32 =
33 =
30TH " j A M U A R Y  71
79
FORMWA
RZSTRA
S T R E F S
DIMENSION XGfNUMNOD),YG(NUMNOC),B(LASMAT),UG(NUMNOO),WGINUNNnD), 1SF(6^4)
DIMENSION X G { 6 3 ) , Y G ( 6 3 ) ,B (l 2 6 ) , U G ( 6 3 ) , W G î 6 3 ) , S E (4,4)
C A LL  I T Î M E I B E G I M )
R E A D I N G  IN Y O U N G S  M O D U L U S  O F  E L A S T I C I T Y  AND P O I S S O N S  R A T I O  
N0DTAP=10
AIES077 AIES078 AIES079 AIESORO AIES081 
A I E S 0 B 2  
AIES083 
A Î E S 0 8 4  
AIES095 AIES086 AIES087 
AIES088 AIES089 
A I E S 0 9 0  
A ÎES 09 1 
A 1 E S 0 9 2  
AIES093 
AEES094 AIES095
10 FORMAT!ElO.3,Fin.3)
R E A D  ( 1 ,10)E,ENU 
WRITF!2,20)E,ENU
20 F O R M A T ! 1 H 1 / / 1 0 X , 3 0 H Y Q U N G S  M O D U L U S  OF E L A S T I C I T Y  = , 2 P E 9 . 1 / 1 0 X ,  
1 I B H P G I S S O N  S R A T I O  =,0OF10.3/)
AIES096
A Î E S 0 9 7  
AIFS098 
A ÎES 09 9 
A I E S l O O  AIESlOl AIES102FORMING MATRIX SE W H I C H  G I V E S  THE C O N S T I T U T I V E  R E L A T I O N S  BETWEEN A I E S 1 0 3
------------------  ■ ' AI ES 104STRESS S AND STRAIN F AÎES105
A I E S 1 0 6
C A L L  FORMSE!SF,E,ENU) AIES107AIFS1Ù8
CALL PRNTSE(SE) . A Î E S 1 0 9
A Î E S U O
C A L L  R F A D R Z ! N P H S Q A , N D V R N O , N O P R W I , N O P A L N , N U M N O D , N D S P R L , N O D T A P A I E S l l l AIES112 
AIES113 AIES114 AIES115
I,XG,YG)
iniSPL=l7
C AL L
CALL
R F DI SP ! I 0 1 SP L , B , L A SM AT )
SPLTDS(LASMAT,NUMNCD,B,U G ,W G )
500 FORMAT!5X,515JREAD!],500)LOBFAX,LOENAX,LOGERA,LOENRAWR T I E ! 2 , 5 0 2 ) L O B F A  X ,LOENAX,LOBERA,L C F M R Â  
502 FORMAT!1H1/////10X,
1 30HL0CATI0N AT B E G I N I N G  OF A X I S  =,I5/10X,
2 3 0 H L 0 C A T Î 0 M  AT END OF AXIS =,I5/10X,
3 30HL0CATI0N AT B E G I N I N G  OF R AD l U S ,I5/lOX,
4 30HLOCATION AT END OF RADIUS,15/)
NE= NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS IN THE EQUATION OF THE SURFACE
NP= N U M B E R  OF POINTS, THIS MUST BE G R E A T E R  T H A N  NE
NE=15NP=19CALL FORNOD!LOBEAX,LOENAX,LOBERA,LOENRA,NPHSQR,XG,YG,UG,WG,
1 S F ,N U MNOD,NE,NP,NPHSQA)
C A L L  IT I HE (END)21 FORMAT!1H0,21HLENGTH OF Tiwp TAKEN=,I]0,eHSFCDNDS.)
A I F S 1 1 6  AIES117 
A Î F S 1 18  
AIES119 AIES120 AIES121 
AIES122 AIES123 AIES124 AIES125 AIES126 AIES127
AIES128
AIES129AIES130
A Iff SI 31
I. EN G T H = î F N n- î R F- G î N 
WRITE!2,21)LENGTH RFTUPM ENDSUBROUTINE CONST!(SE)DIMENSION SE(4,4)
THIS IS T O  FORM THE M A T R I X  WHICH S T A T E S  T H E  C O N S T I T U I T I V E  R E L A T  
S BETWEEN STRESS S AND STRAIN E . THAT IS S=SE*E
R E A D I N G  IN MATERIAL P R O P E R T I E S
10 FORMAT!ElO.3,FIG.3)
R E A D  ( 1 , 1 0 ) E , F M U  . .
W R I T E ( 2 , 2 0 ) F t E N U
20 F O R M A T ! 1 H 1 / / I 0 X , 3 0 H Y O Ü M G S  MODULUS OF E L A S T I C I T Y  =,2PF10.2/10X, 
I 1 8 H P 0 Î S S 0 M  S R A T I O  =,0PF10.3/)
F O R M I N G  T H F  C O N S T I T U I T I V c  MATRIX SE
C A L L  F O R M S E ! S E , E , E N U )
C A L L  P R N T S E ( S E )
R E T U R N
END
AIES132
A I E S 1 3 3
AIES134 
A I E S I 3 5  CNST 1 
CNST 2 
CNST003 
I G N C N S T  _4 
CNST005 
C N S T  6 
C M S T O O ?  
C N S T 008 CNST009 CNST 10 
C N S T O l l  
C M S T 0 1 2  
C N S T  13 
C N S T 0 1 4  
CNST015 CNST 16 
C N S T 0 1 7  CNST 18 
CNST 19 
C N S T 0 2 0  
CNST 21 CNST022 CNST 23 
C N S T 0 2 4  
CNST025 
C N S T 0 2 6
S U B R O U T I N E  FORMSE(SE,E,ENU) FMSE 1
C FMSE .21 DIMENSION SE(4,4) FMSE 3
C FMSE 4
C TH E  P U R P O S E  OF T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  IS T O FORM THE M A T R I X  WHICH WHEN F M S E 5
) C FMSE 6
C POST M U L T I P L I E D  BY THE AXI-SYMMETRIC S T R A I N S  WILL G I V E  THE F M S E 7
C F M S E 8
) C AXI-SYMMETRTC STRESS F M S E 9
c . FMSE 101 c F M S E 11
) *c NOMENCLATURE FMSE 12
C F M S E 13
c FMSE 14
; ,c E = Y-UNGS MODULUS OF E L A S T I C I T Y FMSE 15
C * FMSE 16
c ENU = P O I S S O N S  R A T I O FMSE 17
; c FMSE 18c E A M B D A - = L A 4 B D A  ON E OF  LAME,S C O N S T A N T S FMSE' 19
c FMSE 20
) C G = M 6 D U L U S  OF RIGITY,THE SECOND L A M E CONSTANT F M S E 21
C FUSE 22
C CA Y = K T H E  B UL K  M O D U L U S FMSE 23
; c F M S E 24
C FMSE 25
G=E/!2.0*(1 aOFEMU)) FMSE 26
0 CAY = F/(3.0*(1,0-2.0*ENU)) . FMSE 27F A M B D A  = C A Y  - 2.0*G/3.0 FMSE 28
SE!1,I ) ■= F AM BDA+2. 0* G FMSE 29
1 SE(2,2)=SE(1,1) FMSE 30SE!3,3)=SE(1,1) FMSE 31
SE(4,4)=G FMSE 32SE!1 , 2)=FAMB0A FMSE 33
... - .. . . ... . ... ... - ...... ....... ... .- -'.r... ■ ...... — .. - . .. '■
5F(l,3)=FAMRDA SE(2,1)=EAMBDA SE(3,I ) = E A M B D A  SE(2,3)=EAMBDA 
SE(3,Z)=EAWBDA 
5F(1,4)=0.0 SE(2,4)=0.0 
SF(?,4)=0.0 SF(6,11=0,0 
SE(4,2)=0.0 SE(4,3)=0.0 
RETURN 
ENDSUBROUTINE PRNTSE(SE)
DIMENSION SEC 4,4)
T H IS  IS TO P R I N T  O U T  SE
UR I TEC 2,30)30 FnRMAT(lHl/43X,36HMATRIX SE RELATING STRESS TO STRAIN./43X,
1 3 6 H ----------  — -------    //)
40
W R I T E ! 2 , 4 0 ) (CSE(I,J),J=1,4),1=1,4)
F O R M A T ! / ( 2 2 X  ,4C 2 P E 1 0 * 2 , 1 I X ) / / ) / )
. c 193
) C
C 100) cc
D ccc
) 'c 203c) c
N D V R N O  = N U M B E R  O F D I S T I N C T  V E R T E X  NODES
READING FROM TAPE AND WRITING NODES AND THEIR R Z ORDINATES
REWIND N O D T A P  
W R I T E (2,98)
9 8  FORMA T !  I N  1 / / 3 2 X , 4HN0DE ,19 X , 7 H Z ( NODE) , 1 9 X ,7HRCN ODE)//) DO 1 0 0  IN0DF=1,NDVRNOREAD(NODTAP) N n O F ,(ZCNODE),R(NOOE))
WR I T E ! 2 , 1 9 3 ) M G D E , !/ ( N O D E ) , R ( N G D E ) )
 C O N T I N U E
T HE  NODES
WRITEC2,203)NOPALN
WRITE(2,98)
Si. FMSE 34
FMSE 35 FMSE 36 FMSE 37 
FMSE 38 FMSE 39 FMSE 40 I FMSE 41 j FMSE 42 : FMSE 43! 
FMSE 44! FMSE 45 I . FMSE 46 ; PNSE 1 ! 
PNSE 2: 
P N S E  3 : 
PNSE 4 PNSE 5 : PNSE 6 i 
PNSE 7 PNSE 8; 
P N S E . 9 PNSE 10 
PNSE 11• PNSE 12 PNSE 13' 
PNSE 14
R E T U R N  P N S E  15 :
END PNSE 16 '
■ S U B R O U T I N E  READRZCNPHSQA,NDVRNO,NOPRWI, N O P A L N , N U M N O D , M D S P R L ,N O D T A P R E R Z O O l : 
1,R,Z) RERZ002
S/R T O  READ FROM MAGNETIC TAPE!NODTAP)THE M O D E S  A N D  THEIR O R O T N A T F R E R Z 0 0 3  ■
R E P Z 0 0 4DIMENSION R ( N U M N O D ) , / ( N U M N O D )  R E R Z 0 0 5 ,
DIMENSION R( 63),ZC • 63) RERZ006
INTEGER STANOD,FTNNOD RERZ007 RERZ008 
RERZ009 RERZOÏO 
R ERZOll, RERZ012 ' RERZ013 
RERZ014 RERZ015 RERZ016: 
R E R Z 0 1 7  
R E R Z O i a  RERZ019 
R E R Z 0 2 0  
RERZ021. RFRZ022 RERZ023- 
RERZ024
THIS SECTION IS TO FORM THE R Z ORDINATES ON THE RADIAL LINES BTWNRERZ025---------------------       R F R Z 0 2 6  ,
,12/)
RERZ027RERZ028
RFRZ029
RERZ030RERZ031
RERZ032RERZ033
c 
c 
c 
X  
c 
c - r
82DO 3 0 0  INODAX=T,NOPALN,2 WRITÇ(2,204)IN0nAX
204 F O R M A T ! I H  ,lOX, 8 H îM O D A X  =, I2 )
STANOn=2+(TNnDAX-l)*NOPRWIF1N i\! nn=lNonAX*NOFRWI-l 
WRlTF(2,205)STANOn,FlNNOD205 FORMAT!IH ,]X,8HSTAN00 =,I2,10X,8HFINNOD =,I2)
DO 2 0 0  NOOE=STANOD,FINNOD,2 J=N0DE-1 K=N0DF+1 W R TTF(2,206)J,K
206 F O R M A T ( 1 H O ,2 0 X , 2HJ = , î 2 , 3 X ,2 H K = , î 2)P(NODE)=(R(J)+R(K))/2.0
Z ( N O D F ) = ( Z ( J ) + Z  ( K ) ) / 2 . 0WRITE(2,193)N O D  E,(Z(N O D E ),R (N O D E ) )2 00 CONTINUE
300 C O N T I N U F
THIS SECTION F O R M S  T H E  M O D E S  (AND T H E I R  R Z O R D I N A T E S )  BETWEEN 
RADII
WRITE(2,301)NPHSQA,NOPRWI,NDSPRL
301 FORMAT!1H0,10X,1 50HNUMBER O F ROWS OF P H Y S I C A L  S Q U A R E S  PER A X I A L  L E N G T H ! N P H S Q A ) , I 
2 / l O X  ,
3 48HT0TAL N U M B E R  CF M O D E S  PER R A D I A L  WIDTH!NOPRWI) =,I2/10X,
4 50HNUMBER OF D I S P L A C E M E N T S  PER R A D I A L  L E N G T H ! N D S P R L ) = ,12)
DO 5 0 0  I A X I A L = 1 ,N P H S Q A  
WRITE (2,98)WPITF(2,302)IAXIAL
3 0 2  F O R M A T ! I H  ,10X,8HIAXIAL =,I2)
STANOn=i+NOPRWI+(IAXIAL-1)*NDSPRL 
F I NNOD = IAXI A L NDSPRL
WR IT F ( 2, 2 0 5 ) ST A N O D  , F I N N O D  DO 4 00 NODE=STANOD,FINNOD J=NODF-NOPRWI 
K=NODE+NOPRWI WRITE!2,206)J,K 
R ! N n P F ) = ( R ( J ) F R ( K ) ) / 2 a O  
Z(N0DE)=(Z(J)+Z(K))/2.0 WRITE!2,193)NODE,(Z(NODE),R(NODE))
400 CONTINUE500 CONTINUE
RETURNENDSUBROUTTNF PEDISPfID!SPL,B,LASMAT)DIMENSION B(LASMAT)
DIMENSION B(LASMAT)
DIMENSION B( 126)
THIS S/R IS Tn RFAD THF DISPLACEMENTS FROM MAGNETIC TAPE (IDISPL)
READ(IDISPL)NPSQRL,NPSQAL,NPRLD5,NAXIAL,NTOT,B WRITE(2,100)NPSQRL,NPSQAL,M P RIDS,NAX IAL,NTOT 
1 0 0  FORM A T ! 1 H O , I  OX,
I 52HNUMBER 0^ ROWS OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PER RADIAL WIDTH=,I2/10X,
RFRZ034 RERZ035 
RERZ036 RERZ037 
RERZ038 RERZ039 RER7040 RERZ041 
RERZ042 RERZ043 RERZ044 RFRZ045 RERZ046 
RFRZ047 RERZ048 RERZ049 
RERZ050 RERZ051 
RERZ052 RERZ053 
RFPZ054 RFPZ055 
RERZ056 RERZ057 
RERZ058 2RERZ059 
REPZ060 RERZ061 RERZ062 
RERZ063 RERZ064 
REPZ065 RERZ066 RFRZ067 RERZ068 RERZ069 
RERZ070 RERZ071 
RERZ072 RER Z073 
RFRZ074 RERZ075 RERZ076 
RERZ077 RERZ078 RERZ079 RERZ080 
RERZ081 RERZ082 
RERZ083 RDISOOl RDIS002 RDIS003 RDIS004 
RDIS005 PDIS006 R D I $007 
RDIS008 
RDIS009 ROISOlO RDI soil 
RDI SO) 2 RDIS013
cc) 'Cc
) c c c) c c c
cc) c c c3 c
882 5 2 H N U H B E R  Of ROWS OF P H Y S I C A L  S Q U A R E S  PER A X I A L  LENGTH=,I2/10X,
3 4 1 H N U M P r R  O F  D I S P L A C E M E N T S  PE R R A C I A L  L I N E  = , I 3 / 1 0 X ,
4 4 8 H N U M B E R  OF RADIAL L I N E S  OF N O D E S  A L O N G  TH E A X I S  =,I2/10X,
5 2 3 H T O T A L  N U M B E R  OF N O D E S  =,I4/)
RETURN
ENDSUBROUTINE S P L T D S I LASMAT,M U M N C O , B , U , W )
S/R T O  SPLIT DISPLACEMENTS INTO R A D I A L (Ü) A M D  AXIAL(W)
DIMENSION B { L A S M A T ) , U ( N U M N O D ) , W < N U M N O D )
D I M E N S I O N  B( 126),U{ 6 3 ) ,W( 63)
ODD NUMBERED B ARE RADIAL
EVEN NUMBERED B ARE AXIAL
DO 10 1 = 1, N U M N O D
M=2*I-1
N=2*I
U ( I ) = B ( M )
W( I) = B(N)
WRITE(2,8)I,U(I),W(I)
P F O R M A T !  IH , 1 0 X , 1 4 H N 0 D E  N U M B E R  = , 12 , lOX ,O H U ! M O D E ) = , I P E I O ,3,
I l O X , 8 H W ! N O D E ) = , I P E l 0*3)
10 c o n t i n u e
RETURN
ENDSUBROUTINE FORNOD!LOBEAX,LOENAX,LOGERA,LOENRA,NPHSQR,XG,YG,UG,WG, ISE,NUMNOD,NE,NP,NPHSQA)DIMENSION XG!NUMNOD),YG(NUMNOD), U G ! N U M N O D ) ,WG(NUNNOO), 1STRESA!NPHSQR,NPHSQA,4),STRANAfNPHSQR,NPHSQA,4),
2 P A D I U A ( N P H S Q R , N P H S Q A ) , A X I A L A ! N P H S Q R , N P H S Q A )
DIMENSION XG! 63),YG( 63),UG! 63),WG! 63)ISTRESA! 3, 4,4),STRANA( 3, 4,4),2RADIUA! 3, 4),AXIAL A! 3, 4)DI MENSI ON S F (4,4) ,X (19) ,Y ! 19) ,U {19),W ! 19),NODNU H ! 19),S TRESS(4),
1 S I R A  I N ! 4)
THIS IS TO FORM THE NODE NUMBERS AROUND A PRINCIPAL NODE
NOMENCLATURE
NPHSOR=NLIMBER OF PHYSICAL SQUARES PER RADIAL LENGTH 
NODPRL=NODES PER RADIAL LENGTH LODEAX=LOCATION BEGINING ALONG AXIS LOENAX=LnCAT!ON ENDING ALONG AXIS LOBFRA=LOCATION BEGINING ALONG RADIUS LOENRA=LOCATION ENDING ALONG RADIUS IXISTA=AXIAL S T A R T  INDEX 
IXIEND=AXIAL END I N D E X  
NADEND=RADIAL END NUMBER
R DI  SOI 4 
R D I S0I5 
RD I S O I 6 
R D I S017 
R D I  S O I 8 
R DI  S O I 9 
R D Î S 0 2 0  RDIS021 
SLTDOOl 
SLTD002 
S L T D 0 0 3  SLTD004 SLTD005 
S L T D 0 0 6  
S L T D 0 0 7  
SLTD008 
S L T D 009 
S L T D O l O  
S L T D O l l  
S L T D 0 1 2  
S L T 0 0 1 3  
S L T D 0 1 4  
S L T D 0 1 5  
S L T D 0 1 6  SLTD017 
S L T D 0 1 8  SLTDOlO 
SLT0020 
S L T D 0 2 1  
S L T D 0 2 2  
S L T D 0 2 3  
S L T D 0 2 4  
SLTD02Î5 
S L T D 0 2 6  SLTD027 SLTD028 SLTD029 
S L T D 0 3 0  FRND 01 FRND 02 FRND 03 FRND 03 FRND 03 FRND 04 
F R N D  04 FRND 04 FRND 05 
F R N D  05 FRND 06 FRND 07 
FRND 08 FRND 09 
FRND 10 
F R N D  11 
F R N D  12 FRND 13 FRND 14 FRND 15 FRND 16 
FRND 17 FRND 18 
FRND 19 FRND 20
8 4c H A n S T A = R A D I AL S T A R T  NUMBER FGND 21c lAXra L = A X Î A L  INDEX FRND 22c IRADTN=RADÏAL INDEX FRND 23c M O D E P  R = P R I N  C ï P A L NO D E FRND 24
c N O D N U M = A R R A Y  OF NODE N U M B E R S F R N D 25! c F R N D 26c T H E  INTENTION IS TO F O R M  A S E T  OF NODE NUMBERS IN ORDER TO C A L L F RN 0 27
t FRND 28
( c ORDINATES AND DISPLACEMENTS OF NODES A R O U N D  A PRINCIPAL M O D E F R N D 29c FRND 30
,c T H E N S F  BY M E T H O D  OF L E A S T  S Q U A R E S FIT SURFACES TO T H E DIS P L A C E - FRND 31
î c F R N D 32c MENTS OF T H A T  REGION IN O R D E R  T O FIND THE S T R A I N S  AND S T R E S S E S  A T FRND 33 j
c FRND 34 1\ c T H A T  N O D E F R N D 35 Îc FRND 36 1N0DPRL=2»NPHSQR+1 FRND 37  ;IXTSTA=L O B E A X + 1 F R N D 38 :IXIEND=LOENAX-l F R N D 39 !
NADSTA=L0BERA+1 FRND 40 :) NADEND=L0ENRA-1 FRND 41 .
DO 100 IAXTAL=IXISTA,IXTEND FRND 42TAXIMl=2*(IAXIAL~l)*N0DPRL FRND 43 :) DO 101 IRADIU=NADSTA,NADEND FRND 44 '
"c C AL L TTIM E(  I B F G ÎN ) FRND 45 'N0DFPR=TAXIM]+2*IR A D I U - 1 FRND 46) c WRITF!2,90) NODEPR F R N D 4790 FORMAT!1H1//10X,28HPRINCIPAL N O D E N U M B E R  E Q U A L S , 14/) FRND 48 :
NDONUM! 1 )=N0DEPR-N0DPRL*2-2 FRND 49;) N O O N  U M ! ?) = N O D E  PR-NODPRL 2- 1 FRND 50
N O O N UM! 3)=N0DEPR-N0DPRL*2 FRND 51 :
N O D N U M !  4 ) = M O D E P R - N O D P R L  - 2 FRND 52
N O D N U M !  5 ) = N O O F P R - N O D P R L  -1 FRND 53
N O D N U M !  6)=N0DEPR-N0DPRL F R N D 54NODNUM! 7 ) = N O D F P R - N O D P R L  -M FRND 55
> NDDNUM! e)=NODEPR -2 FRND 56,NODNUM! 93= N O D E P R  ■ -1 F R N D 57
NODNUM!10)=N0DEPR F R N D 58) NODNUM!1 1 )=NODFPR +1 FRND 59 i
N O O N  Ü M (12)=N  ODE PR +2 FRND 60NODNUM!13)=NCDEPR+N0DPRL -1 FRND 61
NODNUM!14)=N0nEPR+N0DPRL FRND 62NODNUM!15)=NODEPR+NODPRL +1 FRND 63:
NODNUM(16)=NODEPR+NODPRL +2 FRND 64
; NODNUM!17)=N0DFPR+N0DPRL*2 F R N D 65NODNUM!18)=NUDEPR+N0DPRL*2+1 F R N D 66
N O D N U M ! 19)=N0DFPR+N0DPRL*2+2 FRND 67
) ,c W R IT E ( 2, 95 ) !N O D N U M (J),J=1,19) F RN D 68.
95 F O R M A T ! 1 H O , 3 4 H N O D E  N U M B E R S  A R O U N D PRINCIPAL N00E///1X,1916/) FRND 69
c FRND 7 0
> CALL COLFCT(NODNUN,XG,YG,UG , W G JM O D  EPR,SF,NE, N P -, NUMNOD ,R,Z, FRND 711 STRESS,STRAIN) FRND 71 :
c FRND 72
c CALL ITTME(IEND) FRND 73
DO  1 0 2  1 = 1 , 4 FRND 73‘ S T R F S A ! IRADTU,IAXIAL,I)=STRESS!I) FRND 73:
1 STRANA! Î R Â D Î U , I AXIAL,I)=STRAIN(I) FRND 73:
10? CONTINUE FRND 73'
R A D Î U A ! I R A D I O , I  A X I A L ) = R FRND 73
) AXIALA(IRADIU,IAXIAL)=Z FRND 73'c L E N G T H = I E N D - Ï B F G Ï N FRND 74c WRITE(2,200) LENGTH « FRND 75
1 ?00 FORMAT!12H0TIME TAKFN=,I10,8HSFC0NDS. 3 FRND 76
■ -.. ~ . -------- g...- - .. .. .. ^
85101 CONT I MUE 
100 CONTINUE
on 301 I = N A D S T A , N A D E N D
WRITF(2,201)
201 F O R M A T ! 1 H 1 / / , 6 H R A D  I U S ,3 X , 1 2 H A X I A L  L E N G T H ,1 48H STRESS(0,0),STRE5S(R,R)?STRESS(Z,Z),STRESS(R,Z),
2 48H,STRAIN!0,0),STRAIN(R,R),STRESS!Z,Z),STRAIN(R,Z)/)
DO 300 J=IXîSTAjTXIENO
WRITE(2,202)PADIUA(Ï,J ),AXÎ A L A ! I ,J ) , 
1STRFSA(I,J,1),ST0ESA(I,J,2);5TRESA(I,J,3),STRFSA!1,0,43,
2 S T R A N A ! I , J , 1 ) ,S T R A N A !  I , J , 2) ,S T R A N A ! 1 ^ 0 , 3 ) , S T R A N A ! î , J , 4 )
202 FORMAT!1 X , 0 P 2 F 1 2.4,4F12.1,6P4F12.3)
3 00 C O N T I N U E
301 CONTINUE
■ R E T U R N  
END
S U B R O U T I N E  C O L E C T !N O D N U M , X G ,Y G ,U G ,W G ,N O D F P R ,S F , M E ,N P , N U M N O D ,R ,Z , 
1 STRESS,STRAIN)
D I M E  NSI O N X G !NUMNOD),Y G !NUM N O D ) ,U G !N U M N O D ) ,W G !NUMNOD)DIMENSION XG! 63),YG( 63),UG! 63),WG( 63)
D I M E N S I O N  S E ! 4 , 4 ) , X ! 1 9 ) , Y !]9 ) , U ! 1 9 ) , H ( 19),NODNUM!1 9 ),S T R E S S ( 4 ) , 
î S T R A I N ! 4)
T H I S  IS TO GET THE X,Y,U,AND W A R R A Y S  A R O U N D  T H E  P R I N C I P A L  N O D E S
DO 10 1 = 1 , N P 
N G D E ^ M O D N U M ! I )
X!I)=XG!NODE)Y!I)=YG!NODE)U!I)=UG!NODE)
W! I ) = W G ! N 0 D E 3  3 0 CONTINUE
R=XG(NODEPR)Z=YG!NODEPR)
C
C
FRND 77 
F R N D  78 
FRND 79 FRND 80 FRND 81 
F R N D  82 
FRND 83 FRND 84 FRND 85 FRND 86 FRND 87 FRND 88 
F R N D  89 FRND 90 
F R N D  91 FRND 92 FRND 93 
F R N D  94 FRND 95 
FRND 96 FRND 97 
F R N D ,98 
FRND 99 
F R N D I O O  
C L E C O O l  CLECOOll CLEC 02 
C L E C  03 
C L E C 0 0 4  
C L F C 0 0 4 1  
C L E C  00 51 
C L E C  006 
CLEC 007 
C L E C  006 
C L E C  005 
C L E C  01 C CLEC Oil 
C L E C  017 
C L E C  01: CLEC 01' 
C L E C  015 CLEC 016 CLEC 01 
C L E C  014 
CLEC019 CLEC 024 
CLEC 02
WRITE(2,20)R,Z,X,Y,U,W 20 FORMAT!1H1///10X,2HR=,F10.4/1 10X,2HZ=,F10,4//210X,2HX=/IOX,3F20.8/10X,4F2 0.8/10X,5F20*8/30X,4F20.8/50X,3F20.8// CLEC022 310X,2HY=/10X,3F20.8/10X,4F20.8/10X,5F20.8/30X,4F20.8/50X,3F20.8// CLEC023 610X,2HU=/10X,3F20.8/10X,4F20.8/10X,5F20.8/30X,4F20.8/50X,3F20.8// CLEC024 510X,2HW=/10X,3F20.8/10X,4F20,8/10X,5F20.8/30X,4F20.8/50X,3F20.8//)CLEC025
CLEC 024CALL AINESS(NE,NP,X,Y,U,W,R,Z,SE,STRESS,STRAIN) C L E C 0 2 7
CLEC 02i 
C L E C  02 
CLEC 03(
C L E C  03 
A I M E S  1 
A I N E S  2 
A I N E S  3 
AINES 4 AINES 5 
AINES 6
R E T U R N
E N DSUBROUTINE ArNESS!NE,NP,X,Y,U,W,R,Z,SF,STRESS,STRAIN) DIMENSION X(19),Y(1Q),U(19),W!19),A(30),S T R A I N ! 4 ) ,SE(4,4), 
1STRESS(4)
TO C A L C U L A T E  T HE  F O U R  S T R A I N S  A T A POINT (R,Z) A N D  U S I N G  T H E
cc
cccc
ç
c
Xc
C n N S T T T U r r î V E  m a t r i x  (SE) c a l c u l a ? !  T H E  S T R E S S E S  AT T H A T  POINT AINES 7
AINES 8GIVEN THE ARRAYS OF RADIAL DISPLACEMENTS U AND AXIAL DISPLACEHENTSAINES 9AINESIO
W FO R T H E  POINTS WHOSE A R R A Y  CF O R D I N A T E S  ARE. X AND Y A Î N E S l l
AINES12CALL,FORMEA(NE,NP,X,Y,U,W,A) • A I N E S 1 3
A IN ESI 4
CALL RZSTRA(R,Z,NE,A,STRAIN) ' AINES15
A T N E S 1 6
C AL L S T R E F S ! S T R E S S , S E , S T R A I N )  A IN ESI 7
AINES18
W R I T E  (2, 61,0) ! STRESS (M),N=l, 4) A I M E S 1 9
610 FnRMAT!12X,l5HS(THFTA,THETA)=,F10.4,6X,7HS(R,R)=,F10.4,6X,7HS(Z,Z)AINES20
C
c
C
) c
,c
) C
c
) C
c
c
1
c
) -c
c
c
) c
1=,F10.4,6X,7HS(R,Z)=,F]0.4/)
R E T U R N
END . .SUBROUTINE FORMEA(NE,NP,X,Y,U,W,A)
DIMENSION X(19),Y!19),C(19,15),CICT(15,19),U!19),AU(15),W(19),
1 A W ( 1 5 ) , A ! 30)
C A L L  FMCICT!NE,NP;X,Y,C,CICT,XMIN,YMIN,XPRINC,YPRINC)
C AL L COEFFA (NF,NP,X,Y,C , CI CT,XMIN,YMIN,XPRINC,YPR INC ,L1, AU )
CALL COEFFA{NE,NP,X,Y,C,CTCT,XMIN,YMIN,XPRIMC,YPRINC,W,AW)
C A L L  F 0 RMWA! A U ,AW,A ,NE)
R E T U R NEND
S U B R O U T I N E  FNCÎ C T !N F , N P ,X ,Y ,C , C I C T ,X M I M ,Y M I N ,X PR I N C ,Y P R I M C )  DIMENSION X ! 1 9 ) , Y ! 1 9 ) , C ! 19, 1 5 ) , C I C T ( 1 5 , 1 9 ) , CI ! 1 5 , 1 9 ) , C T C ! 1 5 , 1 5 ) ,  
1 D ! 1 5 , 1 5 ) , P ! 1 5 , 1 5 )
T O F O R M  C I C T
CALL ORTOPR(X,Y,NP,XMIN,YMIN,XPRINC,YPRINC)
C AL L FORMCE!X,Y,NP,NE,C)
C A L L  BA C S TA ! X ,Y ,N P ,X M I N , Y M I N , X P R I N C , Y  PR I M C )
C A L L  P R I M T C ( C , M E , N P )
CALL TRANSC(C,NP,NE,CT)
CALL P R N T C f ! C T , N F , N P )
CALL FRMCTC(CT,C,CTC,NE,NP)
120 F O R M A T ! I H l / l O X î l O H M A T R l X  C T C / )
WRITE!2,120)
C A L L  PNTCTC!CTC,NE)CALL EQUÎVA(CTC,NE,D)
C ALL RECIPP(CTC,NE)
121 FORMAT!1H1/10X,18HMATRIX <CTC)**(-1)/)
W R I T E ! ? , 121)
C A L L  PNTCTC(CTC,NE)
A I N R S 2 1  
A INES22 
AINES23 
F R M A  01 
FRMA 02 
F R M A  02 FRMA 03 FRMA 05 
F R M A  06 FRMA 07 FRMA 08 
F R M A  09 FRMA ÎO 
F R M A  11 
F R M A  12 
F R M A  13 FRMA 14 
F R M A  15 
C I C T  1 
C I C T  
C ÏCT CICT CICT 
C ICT 
C I C T  CICT 
CICT CICT 
C I C T  8 
C I C T  9 
CICT 10 
C I C T  11 
C I C T  12 
C I C T  13 CICT 14 CICT 15 CICT 16 
CICT 16A CICT 16/ CICT 17 CICT 174 
C I C T  18 
C I C T  19 CICT 20 CICT 20/ 
CICT 20E 
C I C T  21 
CICT 22
2
2A
34
56
6 Al
7
7 A
c
c
c
c
c
C AL L MULMAT(CTC,NE,0,P ) 87
W R I T E (2,122)
122 E O R M A T ( I H 1 / 1 0 X , 2 0 H T H E  PRODUCT.MATRIX P/l
CALL PNTCTC(P,NE)
C A LL  CTCICT(CTC,CT,NE,NP,CICT)
C A L L  P N C I C T ( C Î C T , N E , N P )
R E T U R N
ENDSUBROUTINE O R T O P R (X ,Y , M P ,X M I N ,Y M I N ,X P R I N C ,Y P R I N C ) 
DIMENSION X ( 19), Y ( 19)
TO T R A N S F E R  O R I G I N  TO PRINCIPAL N O D E  A M D  SCALE
XMIN=5.6E 70 YMIN=5.6E 70
N P R T N C = ( N P + l ) / 2  
XPRINC=X(NPRINC1 
Y P R I M C = Y ( N P R I M C )
DO 10 1=1,NP 
X( I ) =X( n - X P R I M C  
Y ( I ) = Y ( I ) - Y P R I N C  
10 CONTINUE
DO 2 0 1=1,NPIF(A6S(X( I))-l.05-7)16,16,15
15 CONTINUEXMIN = AM INI(XMIN,ABS { X ( 1) ) )
16 CONTINUE1F(ABS(Y(I))-1.0E-7)18,18,17
17 CONTINUE YMIN=AMIN1(YMIN,ABS(Y(I)))
18 CONTINUE 20 CONTINUE
DO 3 0 I=1,NP X(I)=X(I)/XMIN 
Y(I ) = Y ( I)/YMIN 
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
S U B R O U T I N E  FORMCE(X,Y,NP,NE,C)
D I M E N S I O N  C ( 1 9 , 1 5 ) , X ( 1 9 ) , Y ( 19)
THIS PROGRAM IS TO GENERATE THE MATRIX C WHICH RELATES DISPLACE-
MENTS U V I A  THEIR O R D I N A T E S  T C T H E  COEFFICIENTS A
SUCH T H A T  U=C*A ^ E
DO 10 1 = 1 , NP 
C ( I , 1 ) = 1 . 0
C ( I , 2)=X( I )
C(I,3)=Y(I)
CICT 228 
CTCT 220
CICT 22G
C I C T  23 
CICT 24 
CICT 25 CICT 26
C I C T  27
C I C T  28ORTOOOl
0RT0002
O R T 0 0 0 3
Ô R T 0 0 0 4
0 R T 0 0 0 5
ORT0006
G R T 0 0 0 7
O R T 0 0 0 8
ORT0009OBTOOlO
G R T O O I l
0 R T 0 0 1 2
0RT0013ORT0014
0RT0015
Ü R T 0 0 1 6
0 R T 0 0 1 7
0 R T 0 0 I 8
O R T O 0 1 8 4
0 R T 0 0 1 8 IÜRT0019
Ü R T G 0 I 9 /
ORT0019I
ORTOOl.OC
0 R T 0 0 2 00RT00204
0 R T 0 0 2 1
0RT0022ORT00230RTO0240RT0025
0 R T 0 0 2 6
Ü R T 0 0 2 7ORTO 020
Ü R T G 0 2 9
O R T 0 0 3 0
F H C e O O l
F M C E 002FMCF003FMCE004
FMCE005FMCE006
F,MCE 00 7
F M C E  008
FMCE009
F M C E  010
E M C E O i l
F M C E  012FMCEQ13
FMCE014
F N C E 0 1 5
C ( I ,6)=X(l)*X(I) 88
c ( I , 5 ) 
C { 1 , 6 )
■Xil )*Y(I ) Y(I)*Y(I)
C
) Cc' ' .c ) _
i %c
 ^ CcI c
)
C(I,7)=C(I,4)*X(T)C(I,8)=C(I,4)*Y(I)
C(I,9)=C(I,6)*X{I)
C ( I,10)=C<I ,6)*Y(I)
C( Î T U ) = C {  I ,7)YX( I )
C(I,12)=C(I,7)*Y(I)C(I,13)=C(I,4)*C(T,6)C(I,14)=C(I,10)*X(I)
C(I,15)=C(I,10)*Y(I)
10 CONTINUE RETURN ENDSUBROUTINE 8ACSTA(X,Y,NP,XMIN,YMIN,XPRINC,YPRINC) 
DIMENSION XI19),Y(19)
TO T R A N S F E R  THE O R I G I N  B A C K  T C  ITS INITIAL O R G I N
DO 10 1=1,NP 
X (I ) = X ( I )*XMTN+XPRINC Y(I)=Y(I)*YMIN+YPRINC 
10 CONTINUE
R E T U R N
END
S U B R O U T I N E  PFINTC(C,NE,NP)DIMENSION CI 19,15)
WRITE(2,120)
DO 100 1=1,NPWRITE(2,140)(C(I,J),J=1,NE)
140 FORMAT!(IX,1 P 1 0 E 1 2.4)/)120 F O R M A T ! I H l , l O X , .8 H M A T R I X  C/)
100 C O N T I N U E
THIS PROGRAM WRITES OUT MATRIX C
RETURNEND
S U B R O U T I N E  T R A M S C  ! C , NP, NE,CT.) 
D I M E N S I O N  C ( 1 9 , 1 5 ) , C T ! 1 5 , 1 9 )
TO TRANSPOSE MATRIX C INTO CT
NJ = 21
DO 20 1=1,NP 
DO 10 J=1,NF 
C T {J , I } = C (I ,J )
10 C O N T I N U E20 continue
R E T U R N
END
S U B R O U T I N E  PRNTCT(CT,NE,NP) 
DIMENSION CT!15,19)120 F O R M A T ! I H l / l O X , 9 H M A T R I X  CT/} 
W R I T E ! ? , 120)
DO 1 0 0  1=1,NE WRITF(2,160)I
FMCE016FMCE017
FMCE018
F M C E 019FMCE020FMCE021FMCE022FWCF023
F M C E  02 4
FMCE025
FMCE026FUCF027
FMCE028FMCE029FMCE030
FMCE037
FMCE038
F M C E  03 9
GCSTOOlBCST002BCST003BCST004
B C S T 0 0 5
B C S T 0 0 6BCST007
BCST008BCSTOOQ
BCSTOlO
B C S T O I I
PRNCOOl
PRNC002
P R M C 0 0 3
P R N C 0 0 4PRNC005
P R N C 0 0 6
P R M C 0 0 7PPNC008
PRNC009
P R N C O l O
PRNCOll
PRNC012
P R N C 0 1 3
P R N C 0 1 4
T M S C O O l
TNSC002TNSC003
T N 5 C 0 0 4TNSC005
T N S C 0 0 6
T N S C 0 0 7
TNSC008TNSC009TNSCOlO
TNSCOllTNSC012TNSC013
T N S C 0 1 4
PNCTOOl
PNCT002PNCT003PNCT004PNCT005
PNCT006
c
c
c
t
c
c
c
c
c
; c 
c 
c
\ ■ c 
c 
c
140
160100
10
20
30
F O R M A T ! (IX,1 P 1 0 F 1 2 * 4 ) /)
W R I T F ! 2 , 1 4 0 ) ( C T { I,J),J=1,NP) 
F O R M A T ! ///10X,2HI=,13/) 
CONTINUE
TO P R I N T  M A T R I X  CT
89
160
140
100
1020
R E T U R NEND
S U B R O U T  INE F P MC TC ! C T , C , C TC  , N E , N P .) 
D I M E N S I O N  C T ! 1 5 , 1 9 ) , C ( 1 9 , 1 5 ) , CTC (1 5 ,1 5 )
TO MULTIPLY CT BY C TO FORM CTC
1 = 15 
N = 1 5  
M= N I
Df.l 3 0  1 = 1,NE DO 20 J = 1 , N E  
C T C ! I ,J)=0.0 on 10 K=1,NP
CTC! r, J ) = C T C ( I,J)+CT(T,K)*C(K,J)
C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
R E T U R N
ENDSUBROUTINE PNTCTC(CTC,NF)
D I M E N S I O N  C T C ! 1 5 , 1 5 )
THIS IS TO PRINT MATRIX CTC
DO 1 0 0  1=1,NF -
F O R M  A T ( / / /1 0 X , 2 HI =, 13 / )
W R I T E ! ? , 1 6 0 ) I
F O R M A T !  ! I X , I P l O F l 2*4)/)WRITF(2,140)(CTC(I,J),J=1,NE)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
S U B R O U T I N E  F O U I V A ( C T C  ,NE,P)
D I M E N S I O N  C T C ! 1 5 , 1 5 ) , 0 ( 1 5 , 1 5 )
T H IS  S U B R O U T I N E  IS T O  M A K E  M A T R I X  D E Q U A L  T O  M A T R I X  C T C  
DO 2 0 J = 1 , M E
no 10 1=1,NE 
0 ( 1 , J ) = C T C !  I,J) .CONTINUE
C O N T I N U ERETURN
ENDSUBROUTINE RFCIPR(ASUBST,N)
P A R T I A L  P I V O T I N G
P N C T O O 7 
PNCT008 PNCT009 
P N C  1 010 PMCTOll 
PNCT012 
P N C  TOI 3 PNCT014 
P N C  TOI 5 
F C T C O O l  
FCTC002 
FCTC003 FCTC004 
F C T C 0 0 5  
F C T C 006 FCTC007 
F C T C 0 0 8  
F C T C 0 0 9  FCTCOlO 
F C T C O l l  
FCTC012 FCTC013 
FCTC014 FCTC015 FCTC016 
F C T C 017 
F C T C  01 8 PCTCOOl 
PCTC002 PCTC003 
P C T C 00 4 PCTC005 
o C T C 006 PCTC007 
P C T C 008 PCTC009 
PCTCOlO PCTCOll 
PCTC012 PCTC0I3 
P C T C 0 1 4  
P C T C 0 1 5  
P C T C 0 1 6  
PCTC017 
PCTC018 EOTV 00) 
EQIV 00 
E Q I V  00 
EQÎV- 00' 
F 0 Î V  005 
EOIV EQIV EQIV EOIV EQIV EOIV 
F Q IV EQIV 
I N V P O O l  
INVP002 
I N V P 0 0 3  
INVP004 
I N V P 0 0 5
00(1 00 00?' 
00( 01 c 01 
01 01
10002000
CrCC
90
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  P R O D U COnUBLF PRECISION A(15,15),BIG,P,P,BDIMENSION LOC(15),I N V L n C Î 1 5 ) , L O C C ( 15),A S U B S K 1 5,1 5)
DO 2 0 0 0  1=1,N
DO 1 0 0 0  J=1,N
A( Î,J) = A S Ü B S T (  I‘,J)
C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
I N I T I A L I Z I N G  LOG A M D  I N V L O C
201
C
C
'C
C
PRO D U O  1,0 ,
NM1=N~1 DO 2 0 1  1 = 1 , N
LOC(I)= I 
I N V L O C ( I )=I
C O N T I N U E  
DO 2 0 8  1 = 1 , N
TO F I N D  TH E VALUE OF J TO G I V E  T HF  LARGEST V A L U E  OF A(I,J)
BIG
L
0,00
202
603
203
200
211
210
,C
I C
IN T H E  FOLLOWING,ONCE A R OW  HAS BEEN U S E D  IT CANT B E  U S E D  AGAIN 
FOR P I V O T I N G ,  IT F O L L O W S  T H A T  ALL ROWS M U S T  BE U S E D  ONCE.
DO 2 03  J=I,N
K = LOC C J)IF(BIG-ABS ( A (K,I)))202,603,603
C O N T I N U E
B I G  = A B S  C A ( K , I ))
L = K CONTINUE
C O N T I N U E  
I F ( L ~ L O C (  I) ) 2 1 1 , 2 1 0 , 2 0 9  
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
K=LOC(I)M=INVLOC(L)
LOC(I)=L ‘LOC(M)=K 
T N V L O C ( L ) = I  
INVL OC ( K ) =MCONTINUE
THE PIVOT P
WRITE(2,G )I,A(L,T),LFORMAT(1X,2HI=,I2,10X,7HA(L,I)=,1PD10.3,10X,2HL=,12) PRODUC=PPODUC*A(L,I)FORMAT! IH , 48X, 1 8HP RGDUCT OF A { L , I ) -=, 1 P DIO * 3 ) 
WRITE(2,355)PR0DUCP=1.0/ A (L,I)
A (L ,n  = 1.0
INVP006INVP007
I N V P 0 0 8  j
INVP009 iINVPOlO II NVPOlOl!
INVP0102:I NVP0103;
I NVP0104:INVPOlO5INVPOll i
INVPOllA-
INVP012 ;INVP012A
INVP013INVP014
TNVP015INVPOlSAINVP016INVP017INVP018INVP019
INVP020
INVP021INVP022
INVP023INVP023AINVP023B
INVP023CINVP023CINVP024TNVP025 :INVP026:INVP027
I MVP028 :INVP029
INVP029fINVP030:INVP031INVP032
I N V P 0 3 3
TNVP035INVP036
INVP037IMVP038INVP039INVP040INVP041INVP041,
INVP041Î
I N V P 0 4 2TNVP047
INVP048
INVP049ÏMVP050
INVP050;INVP050.I NVP050)
IMVP050INVP050INVP051INVP052IMVP053
91R E D U C I N G  T H E  P I V O T A L  R O W
204
205
00 204 K=1,N
A (L,K)
C O N T I N U E  
DO  2 07 J=1,N IF!J-L)2 0 5 , 6 0 7 , 2 0 5  
C O N T I N U E  
R = A !J,I)A (J ,n  = 0.0 00 206 K=1,N
A ! l.,K) . Y P
SUBTRACTING R * PIVOTAL ROW FROM
A ( J ,K) A !J,K) - A (L,KI * R
X
C> c
X
206
607207
208
801
803
804
PQl
601
903
C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
CONTINUE no 8 01 K=1,N 
LOCC(K)=LOC(K)'
CONTINUE
RE-APRANGEMFNT OF COLUMNS
DO 8 04 J = l , N M l
K = I N V L G C ( J )DO 803 1=1,N
B =  A ( I ,J)
A ( I ,J )= A ( I ,K) 
A (I,K)= B
C O N T I N U E
L=LOCC(J)
L O C C ! K ) = L  
LOCC!J)=J
I N V L O C ! J ) = J  
I M V L O C ! L ) = K
C O N T I N U E
R E - A R R A N G E M E N T  OF ROWS
DO 9 0 1 K = 1 , N  
L=LOC(K)
L O C C ! K ) = L  
I N V L O C ! L ) = K  
C O N T I N U E  
DO <^04 I = 1,NM1 
F O R M A T ! / / O X , 7 H R 0 W  I = ,I 2/ ) 
K = L O C C ( I )
00 9 0 3  J = 1 , NR= A (I,J)
A (I , J )= A { K ,J ) 
A ! K , J ) =  R .
C O N T I N U E  
L = I N V L O C ! I}
I M V L O C ! K ) = L  
I N V L O C ! T ) = I  
LOCC(T)=I'
L D C C  !!-)=!<
INVP054 
INVP055 
INVP056 INVP057 
I M V P 058 
INVP059 
I N V P 0 6 0  INVP061 
I N V P 0 6 2  
I NVP063 
I M V P 0 6 4  INVP065 INVP066 OTHER R0WSINVP067
-------------- 1 N V P 0 6 8
INVP069 INVP07 0 
INVP071 
I N V P 0 7 1 A  
I N V P 0 7 2  INVP073 INVP074 
INVP075 INVP076 I INVP076A INVP076E .INVP076C 
INVP076I INVP077 
I N V P 0 8 2  INVP083 INVP084 
I M V P 0 8 5  
Ï N V P 0 8 6  
INVP087 
I N V P 0 8 S  
I N V P 0 8 8 A  
I N V P 0 8 9  
I N V P 0 B 9 /  
INVP089I 
I M V P 090 INVP091 
INVP092 
I N V P 0 9 3  
I M V P 094 
I M V P 0 9 5  
INVP096 
I N V P 0 9 6 /  INVP097 
I N V P 0 9 8  
I N V P 0 9 9  INVPlOO 
INVP105 INVP106 
INVP107 INVP108 INVP109 
INVPllO 
INVPlll 
I N V P l l l  INVP112 
INVP112 INVP112
PQ4905
30004000
C
C
C
C
’ C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c’C
c
c
c
"c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
10
20
30
4050
"C
60
80
100
CONTINUE ^CONTINUE
DO 4 0 0 0  1=1,N
DG 3 0 0 0  J=l,N
ASUBST(I,J)=A(I,J)CONTINUE ■ '
CONTINUE
R E T U R N
END
S Ü R R OUTINE PR N M AT(I,L,LOC,IN V LOC,N A R K E R , N ,A )
D I M E N S I O N  L O C ! 1 5 ) , Î N V L 0 C ( 1 5 ) , A ( 1 5,1 5)
THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO PRINT OUT THE MATRIX DURING THE STAGES OF
I N V E R S I O N  BY PARTIAL PIVOTING. I G I V E S  THE STAGE. L G I V E S  THE R O W
OF T H E  L A R G E S T  ELEMENT FOR C O L U M N  I.ARRAY L O G  G I V E S  T H E  ROW 
N U M B E R S  OF L A R G E S T  ELEMENTS W H I C H  H A V E  B E E N  FOUND. I M V L O C  IS T H E  
I N V E R S E  OF L O C
INVLOC(J)STORES THE C O L U M N  N U M B E R  K FO R  WHICH R O W  J M A S  T H E
L A R G E S T  ELEMENT IN THAT C O L U M N  K,AT STAGE I
WHEREAS
L n C ( K ) S T O R E S  TH E  R O W  NUMBER, J,WHICH IS TH E R O W  OF THE L A R G E S T  
IN C O L U M N  K a t  S T A G E  I
MARKER G I V E S  THE P A T H  A F T E R  I-F S T A T E M E N T , A S  FOLLOWS
211 IF L O C ! I )  IS L E S S  T H A N  L
210 IF L O C ! I )  IS E Q U A L  T O  L
20 9 IF L O C ! I )  IS G R E A T E R  T H A N  L
WRITE!2,10) T
F O R M A T ! 1 H 1 / 4 1 X , 3 6 H C 0 L U M N  WHICH H A S  J U S T  B E E N  P I V O T E D  =,I2/) 
WRITF(2,20)L
F O R M A T ! 1 H 0 , 4 5 H R 0 W  IN W H I C H  L A R G E S T  ELEMENT HAS BEEN F O U N D  =,I2/) 
WRTTE(2,30)MARKER
F O R M A T ! I H O ,  9 H F L 0 W  PAST,14, 9H CONTINUE/)
W R I T E ( 2 , 4 0 ) N
F O R M A T ! I H O , 2 3 H S I 7 F  OF S Q U A R E  M A T R I X  =,I2/)FORMAT!IHO,!3X,12,3X))
WR I Tff ! 2 , 50) ! LOC ! J ) , J= 1, N )
DO 1 0 0  I A = 1 , N
F O R M A T ! I H  ,1X,T2,2X,I2)WRITE!2,60)I A,INVLOC!lA)FORMAT!IH ,1P15EP.1/)
W R I T E  (2 ,80) ! A ! LA, JC ),JC = 1,N)
CONTINUE
RETURN
INVP113INVP1131
I NVP1132INVP1133INVP1134
INVP1135INVP1136!INVP114I
INVP115
P N M T O O l
P N M T 0 0 2
P N M T 0 0 3  IPNMT004 I
PNMT005!
P N M T 0 0 6  !
P N M T 0 0 7  :
P N M T 0 0 8PNMT009
P M M  TOID
PNMTOllPNMT012PNMT013
P N M T 0 1 4
PNMTQ15PNMT016
P N M T 0 1 7
PNMT018PNMT019
P N M T 0 2 0
PNMT021
PNMT022PNMT023PNMT024PNMTO25:PNMT026:PNMT027
PNMT028
PNMT029
P M M T 0 3 0
P N M T O l l
PNHT032
P M M T 0 3 3
P N M T 0 3 4
P N M T 0 3 5
P N M T 0 3 6PNMT037
PNMT038PNMT039
P N M T 0 4 0
PNMT041
PNMT042
PNMT043PNMT044PNMT045PNMT046
PNMT047PNMT048
PNMT049PNMT050
P N M T 0 5 1
P M M T 0 5 2
P N M T 0 5 3
PNMT054
END 98
£
C
C
Cccc
rC
SUBROUTINE M U L N A T {C T C , N F ,0,P )
D I M E N S I O N  CTC(15,15),D(15,15),P(15,15)
T H I S  R O U T I N E  IS T O M U L T I P L Y  M A T R I X  C T C  BY 0 
on 30 1=1,NE ‘ •
00 2 0  J=1,NE
p(l,j)=0.0 00 îO K=1,NE
P(I,J)=P(I,J}+ CTC(I,K)*D(K,J)
10 CONTINUE 20 CONTINUE 30 CONTINUE
R E T U R N
ENDSUBROUTINE CTCTCT(CTC,CT,NF,NP,CICT)
D I M E N S I O N  C T C d  5, 1 5 ) , CT ( 1 5 , 19 ) , C I C T  î 1 5 , 19)
THIS IS TO PRE-MULTIPLY C T  BY  C T C ! W H I C H  HAS B E E N  I N V E R T E D )
C
C
C
c
'C 
■ C
00 3 0  1 = 1 , ME no 20 J = 1 , N P  
C I C T ( I , J ) = 0 . 0  
DO 10 K=1,NE • CTCT{I,J)=CTCT(I,J)+CTC(I,K)*CT(K,J)
10 C O N T I N U E  
20 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE RETURN END
SU BR  O U T  I NE P MC  I C T (C I C T , N E , N P )DIMENSION C T C T { 1 5 ,1 9 )
T H I S  IS T O  P R I N T ' M A T R I X  C I C T
120 FORMAT!1H1/10X,14HMATRIX C T C I C T . )
w r i t e ( 2, 1 20 )
DO 1 0 0  1 = 1 , ME 160 F O R M A T ! / / / 1 0 X , 2 H I = , 13/)
W R I T E ! ? , 1 6 0 ) I 140 F O R M A T !  ! I X , 1 P 1 0 F 1 2 . 4 ) /)
WRITE!?,140)(CICT(I,J),J=1,NP)
100 C O N T I N U E  RETURN 
• ENDSUBROUTINE COEFFA(NE,NP,X,Y,C,CTCT,XMIN,YMIN,XPRINC,YPRINC,U,A) DIMENSION X ( 1 9 ) , Y (19) , C ! 1 9 , 1 5  ) , C I C T ! 1 5 , 1 9 ) , U ( 19 ) , A! 1 5 ) , U G ! 19), 
1ER(25)
T O  F I N D  T H E  C O E F F I C I E N T S  A , A N D  V E R I F Y  THEM
C A L L  O B T A N A (C I C T ,U ,N E ,M P ,A ) 
C A L L  P R I N T A ( A , M E )
CALL n8TNUC!C,A,UC,NE,NP)
PNMT055 MLML 001 MLML 002 MLML 003 MLML 004 MLML 005 MLML 0 0 6  
MLML 0 07  MLML 008 MLML 0 0 9  
MLML 010 MLML Oil 
M L M L  01 2 MLML 0 1 3 
MLML 01 4  MLML 0 1 5 
C ÎCT001 C1CT002 
C Î C T 0 Q 3  
CICT004 
CICT005 
C T C T 0 0 6  
C I C T 0 0 7  CICT008 CICTQ09 CICTOlO 
C Î C T 0 1 I  
C I C T 0 1 2  
C IC T 01 3 CICT014 
C I C T 0 1 5  
CICT016 
CICT017 
C ÏC T 01 8  
CICT019. 
P C I C O O l  
PCIC002 
P C Î C 0 0 3  
P C Î C 0 0 4  PCIC005 
P C Î C 0 0 6  PCIC007 
PCIC008 
PC  IC0 09  
P C i C O l O  PCTCOll PCIC012 PCIC013 
P C I C 0 1 4  
P C I C 0 1 5  
C O F A  1 
C0EF002 COFA 3 COFA COFA COFA COFA COFA 
C O F A  
C O F A  10 COFA 11 
COFA 12 COFA 13
c AL l. DI F F e R ( U , ü C , E R,N P) 94
C
C
) C
c) c c
C A L L  PUUCED<U,UC;FR,X,Y,NP)
C A LL  X B At? SD( FP , NP j t B A R , E5D)
W R I T E ( 2 , 2 9 ) E B A R , F S n , N P  
2B F O R Y A T { I H O , 1 7 H H E A M  D I F F E R E N C E  = , 1 P E 1 0 . 3 , 1 0 X ,  
î e O H S T A M D A R D  D E V I A T I O N  = , 1 D E 1 0 . 3 , 1 0 X ,
? 1 8 H N U M B E R  OF V A L U E S  = ? I 3 / / )CALL CHNGEA!A,XM I N ,YM IM,XPR î N C ,Y P R IMC,NE) 
CALL PRINTA(A,NE)
C A L L  P UNE. H A ! N E , N P , A , X , Y , U )
R E T U R N
ENDSUBROUTINE PRINTA(A,NE)
D I M E N S I O N  A (15)
10 FORMAT!IHl)
DO 100 1=1,NE 
W R I T E ! 2,120) I,A(I)
120 F O R M A T ! I H O , l O X , 2 H A ! , 1 2 , 2 H ) = , F 2 0 . 1 2 )
100 C O N T I N U E  
R E T U R N  ENDSUBROUTINE O B T A N A ( C I C T , U , N E , N P , A )
D I M E N S I O N  A ! 1 5 ) ,CICT!15,19),U!1 9)
T O  P R E - M U L T I P L Y  U BY C I C T  TO C B T A Î N  A
L = 15 
M=I9
DO 3 0 1 = 1 ,M E
A ! I ) = 0 . 0
DO 10 K = l , N P
A ! I ) = A ( I)+CICT(I,K)*U(K)
10 CONTINUE 
30 C O N T I N U ERETURN
ENDSUBROUTINE D I F F E R ! U , U C , E R , N P )
TO F I N D  T H E D I F F E R E N C E  B E T W E E N  U A N D  T H E  C A L C U L A T E D  UC
L = 19 
• D O 10 1 = 1 , NP
E R ( I ) = U ( I ) - U C ! I )
10 C O N T I N U E
R E T U R N
END
S U B R O U T I N E  P U U C E R ( U , U C , E R , X , Y , N P )
D I M E N S I O N  U!I P)  , U C < 1 9 ) , E R ( 19) , X ! 1 9 ) , Y ! 19)
T O P R I N T  U ( T H E  O R I G I N A L  V A L U E S ) , U C I T H E  L E A S T  S Q U A R E  FÎ.T) A N D  T H E
C O F A  14 
C O F A  15 
C O F A  16 
C O F A  16 A 
C O F A  1 6 8  
C O F A  16C 
C O F A  1 6 0  
C O F A  1 65  
C O F A  16F 
C O F A  1 6 G  
C O F A  17 
C O F A  1.7A 
C O F A  18 
C O F A  19 
P R N A O O l  
P R N A 0 0 2  
P R N A 0 0 3  
P R N A 0 0 5  
P R N A 0 0 6  
PRNA007
PRNA009 PRNAOlO 
O B A  001
□ BA 002 
D B A  003 
O B A  004 
O B A  005 
D B A  006 
O B A  007 
O B A  008 
D B A  009 
O B A  010 
O R A  Oil 
D B A  012 
O B A  013
□ BA 014 
D B A  015 
O B A  016 
O B A  017 
D B A  018 
D I F F  01 
0 1 FF 02 
D I F F  0 4 
D I F F  05 
D I F F  06 
D I F F  07 
D I F F  08 
D I F F  09 
D I F F  10 
D I F F  11 
D I F F  12 
D I F F  13 
D I F F  14 
D I F F  15 
D I F F  16 
D I F F  17 
D I F F  18 
P U C P  01 
P U C R  02 
P U C R  03 
P U C R  0 4 PUCR 05
c
f
c
c
c
DIFFERENCES ER 95
WR I T F ( 2 r 1 0 )10 FnRMAT(lHl///,16X,2HI.,9X,2HX*,13X,2HY.,13X,8HU(INPUT),9X,
112HUC(LEAST SQ),8X,10HDIFFFRENCE//)
L = 19
on 20 1=1,NP
W R I T E ( 2 , 3 0 ) I , X ( T ) , Y ( T ) , U ( I ) , U C ( I ) , E R ( n
30 F0RMAT(16X,I2,7X,F8.4,7X,F8.4,7X,F12.8,7X,F12.8,7X,F12.8/)
20 C O N T I N U E  
RETURN ENDSUBROUTINE XBARSD( X, N,XBAR,SD )
THIS IS T O  C A L C U L A T E  THE M E A N  AND S T A N D A R D  DEVIATION OF AN A R R A Y
DIMENSION XI19). S=0.0'S2=0.0 
D O .10 1 = 1 , N
S = S + X ( T )
10 CONTINUE
XBAR=S/FLOAT (M)
. D O 2 0  1 = 1 , N D=X( I ) - X B A R  
S2=S2+D*D 20 CONTINUE 
M M 1 = N “ 1
S D = S Q R T  ( S 2 / F L 0 A T  (NMl))
RETURNENDSUBROUTINE CHNGEA(A,XMIN,YMIN,XPRINC,YPRINC,NE)
TO CHANGE BACK A,TO ITS ORIGINAL ORIGIN AND SCALE
DIMENSION A (15), B { 15)
DO 10 1=1,NE
10 CONTINUE
B ( 1 ) = A ( 1)
P=1*n/XMIN 
0=1 a 0 / Y M T N  
%<2)=A(2)*P B(3)=A(3)*Q
P2=P*PPQ=P*Q02=0*QB(4)=A(4)*P2B(5)=A(5)»PQ
B(6)=A(6)*Q2
P3 =P2*P
B(I)=0.0
PUCR 06 PUCR 07 
P U C R  03 PUCR Qo PUCR 10 
PUCR 11 
P U C R  12 
PUCR 13 
P U C R  14 
P U C R  15 
P U C R  16 
P U C R  17 PUCR 18 
PUCR 19 
P U C R  20 
PUCR 21 PUCR 22 
XBSD 01 XBSD 02 
XBSD 03 
XBSD 04 
X B S D  05 
X B S D  06 
X B S D  07 XBSD 08 
X B S D  09 
XBSD 10 
X B S D  11 
X B S D  12 
XBSD 13 XBSD 14 
X B S D  15 XBSD 16 
X B S D  17 
X B S D  18 XBSD 19 XBSD 20 CHGAOOl 
C H G A 0 0 2  CHGA003 
C H G A 0 0 4  
CHGA005 CHGA006 
CHGA007 
C H G A 0 0 8  
C H G A 0 0 9  
C H G A O l O  
C H G A O l l  
C H G A 0 1 2  
C H G A 0 1 3  
C H G A Q I 4  
CHGA015 
C H G A 0 1 6  
CHGA017 CHGA018 
C H G A 0 1 9  
CHGA020 
C H G A 0 2 1  CHGA022 
CHGA023 CHGA024 
CHGA025 CHGA026
96
'U
CC
P20=P2*Q PQ2=P*Q2 93 =Q*02 B{ 7)=A( 7)*P3 B( 8)=A( 8)*P2Q B( o)=A( o)*PQ2 
B(]0)=A<10)*03
P4 =P3*P
P3Q =P3*QP2Q2=P2*02
PQ3 =P*Q3
Q4 =Q*Q3B(ll]=A(ll)*P4B(12)=A(12)*P3QB()3)=A<13)*P2Q2B(14)=A{14)*P03
B(15)=A(15)*Q4
R=XPRTNCZ=YPRINC
R2=R*RRZ=R*ZZ2=Z»Z
R3 =R2*R 
R2Z=R2*Z RZ2=R*Z223 =Z*Z2
R4 =R3*R 
R3Z =R3*Z R2Z2=R2*Z2 
RZ3 =R*Z324 =Z*Z3
R5 =R4*R 
R42 =R4*Z R322=R3*Z2 R2Z3=R2*Z3 R24 =R*Z4
25 =Z*Z4
A(1)=B< 1. )-R*D(2)-2*B (3)+R2*B(41 +RZ*B(5) +72*B(6)-R3*B(7)-R22*B( 8)~ 
1RZ2*B(9)-Z3*B(10)+R4*B(11)+R3Z*B(12)+R2Z2*B(13)+R23*8(14)+Z4*G(15
AI2)=B(2)-2.0*R*B(4)-Z*B(5)+3.0*R2*B(7)+2.0*R2*B(9)+Z2*B(9)
1-4.0*R3*B(11)-3.0*R2Z*B(12)-2.0*R22*B(13)~Z3*B(14)
A(3)=B(3}-R*B(5)-2.0*Z*B(6)+R2*B(8)+2.0*RZ*B<91+3.n*Z2*B(10) 
j-R3*B(12)-2.0*R22*8(13)-3.0*RZ2*B(14)-4.0*23*6(15)
A(4)=B(4)-3.0*R*B(7)-Z*B(8)+6.0*R2*B(11)+3.0*RZ*B(12)+Z2*B(13)
A(5)=B(5)~2.0*R*B(8)-2.0*Z*B(S)+3.0*R2*B(12)+4.0*RZ*B(13)1+3.0*Z2*B(14)
A(6)=B(6)-R*B(9)-3.0*Z*B(10)+R2*B(13)+3.0*R2*B(14)+6.0*Z2*B(15)
A(7)=B(7)-4.0*R*B(11)-Z*B(12)
CHGA027 CHGA028 CHGA029 
CHGA030 CHGA031 CHGA032 CHGA033 
CHGA034 
CHGA035 
C H G A 0 3 6  
C H G A 0 3 7  
C H G A 0 3 3  
C H G A 0 3 9  
CHGA040 
CHGA041 CHGA042 CHGA043 
CHGA044 
C H G A 0 4 5  
C H G A 0 5 8  
C H G A 0 5 9  CHGA060 
C H G A 0 6 1  
CHGAÜ62 
C H G A 0 6 3  
CHGA064 
C H G A 0 6 5  
C H G A 0 6 6  CHGA067 CHGA068 CHGA069 
C H G A 0 7 0  
CHGA071 CHGA072 CHGA073 
C H G A 0 7 4  
C H G A 0 7 5  
C H G A 0 7 6  
C H G A 0 7 7  
CHGA078 CHGA079 
C H G A 080 
C H G A 0 8 1  
C H G A 0 8  2 
C H G A 0 8 3  CHGA084 
)CHGA085 
CHGA087 
C H G A 0 8 3  
CHGA089 
CHGA091 GHGA0O2 CHGAOmg 
CHGA095 CHGA096 CHGA098 CHGA099 
CHGAIOO 
C H G A 1 0 2  
C H G A 1 0 3  CHGA105 
CHGA106 
C M  G A 107
• — ..'— ..— — .... . — »...— ------—
c 97 . C H C A 1 0 9A ( 8 ) = R ( 8 ) - 3 . 0 * R * B ( 1 2 ) - 2 . 0 * Z * B ( 1 3 ) C H G A l l O
c C H G A 1 1 2
A ( 0 3 = B ( 9 ) -?. » 0*R *B (13) -3 . 0 * Z * B ( 14 ) C H G A 1 1 3c C H G A 1 1 5t A ( 1 0 ) = B ( 1 0 ) " R * B ( 1 4 ) - 4 . 0 * Z * B (15) C H G A 1 1 6c C H G A 1 1 8C H G A 1 1 9
1 A ( 11 ) -B ( ]. U C H G A 1 2 0c C H G A 1 2 2A ( 12 ) =B { 1 2 ) CHGA123
) tc CHGA125A(13)=B(13) C H G A 1 2 6c CHGA1281 A(14)=B(14) CHGA129c C H G A 1 3 1A(15)=B(15) C H G A 1 3 2
) c C H G A 1 3 4c CHGA135c C H G A 1 4 7) c CHGA148
R E T U R N C H G A 1 4 9c C H G A 1 5 03 END C H G A 1 5 1SUBROUTINE PUNCHA(NE,NP,A,X,Y,U) PUNC Ic P U N C  23 c TIT PUNCH O U T  A ,X,Y AND U PUNC 3c P U N C  4'^1 DIMENSION A(15),X(19),Y(10),U(19) P U N C  5
W R I T E ( 3 , T O ) M E PUNC 6
1.0 FORMAT!12) P U N C  7WKITF(3,20)(A(I),I=l,NE) PUNC 8
j 20 F O R M A T ! I P 5 F 1 6.9) . PUNC 9c P U N C  10
D O  40 1=1,NP PUNC 11
W R T T E ( 3 , 3 0 ) X (  I ) , Y ( I ) ,U( T) PUNC 12
30 F O R M A T ( 2 F 1 0 , 4 , 1 P E 1 6  o 9 ) PUNC 13
40 CONTINUE PUNC 14
R E T U R N PUNC 15
END PUNC .16
S U B R O U T I N E  O B T N U C (C ,A , U C ,N E ,N P ) O B U C  01
DIMENSION C ( 1 9 , 1 5 ) , A ( 1 5 ) , U C ( 19) O B U C  02""'c OBUC 03c TO  M U L T I P L Y  C*A T O  GIVE UC,THE C A L C U L A T E D  V A L U E S  OF U 0 B U G 04c OBUC 05"ic OBUC 06c L=19 ■ O B U C  07
; c OBUC 08c M = l 5 OBUC 09c OBUC 10
1 on 3 0 1=1,NP OBUC 11UC(I)=0.0 OBUC 12
D O  10 K = 1 ,NF OBUC 13UC(I)=UC(I)+C(I,K)»A(K) O B U C  14
TO CONTINUE OBUC 15
30 CONTINUE OBUC 16
1 R E T U R N OBUC 17END OBUC 18
SUBROUTINE FORMWA(AU,AW,A,NE) F MW A 1
1 DIMENSION A U ( 15), A W ( 15),A(30) F MW A 2c FMWA 3c TO F O R M  THE WHOLE OF A FROM AU  AND AW F MW A 4
; c FMWA 5
L '
cr  '
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
no 10 Î = 1 , N F  
A( ï ) = A U ( T )A(T+NF)=AW(I)30 CONTINUENW-2*NE
W R I T E ( 2 , 2 0 ) (A(I),I=1,NW) •
20 FORMAT!IH ,lOHWHOLE OF A/1X,1P15E8,1/)
R E T U R NENDSUBROUTINE PDISTP(SA)DIMENSION 5A(4,30)
T O  PRINT O U T  THE M A T R I X  R E L A T I N G  S T R A I N  T O  P O S I T I O N  
WRITE(2,10)10 F O R M A T ! 1 H 1 , 4 4 H P 0 S I T I 0 N A L  S T R A I N  M A T R I X  T O B E  * COEFFICIENTS/) 
no 4 0  1 = 1 , 4  WRITE(2,20)I 
20 F O R M A T ! I H 0 , 2 H I = , 12)
W R I T E ( 2 , 3 0 ) ! S A ( I , J ) ,J=1,30)
30 FORMAT!6X,10Fll.4/)
40 CONTINUE RETURN 
ENDSUBROUTINE R Z S T R A !R , Z , M E ,A , S T R A I N )
D I M E N S I O N  S A ( 4 , 3 0 ) , S I RA  I N (4)
T HI S IS TO C A L C U L A T E  THE  S T R A I N S  AT P O I N T  WHOSE O RD I  MAT  E S {R ,Z ) 
■ C AL L D I S T R A ! R , Z , S A , N E )  .
C AL L P D I S T R ( S A )
c a l l  S T R A M A ! N E , A , S A , S T R A I N )
F M W A 6 
FMWA 7 
F M W A  8 
F M W A  9 
FMWA 10 FMWA 11 FMWA 12 
FMWA 13 FMWA 14 FMWA 15
; c
C
C
I  c 
c 
c
; Cc
c
; .c
‘ c 
c
c
3 c
P R O S  1 
P R O S  2 PROS 3 
P R O S  4 
PROS 5 
P R O S  6 
P R O S  7 
P R O S  8 
P R O S  9 
P R O S  10 
P R O S  11 
P R O S  12 PROS 13 
P R O S  14 
PROS' 15 
RZS.A 1 
RZSA 2 
R Z S A  3 
RZSA 4 
R Z S A  5 
RZSA 6 RZSA 7 RZSA 9 
RZSA 9 RZSA 10 
■ R Z S A  IIWRITE(2,510)!STPAIN!M),M=l,4) RZSA 12
510 F O R M  AT { 1 2 X , 1 5HF ( T H E  T A , T H E T A  3 = , F 10. 6, 6 X , T H E  ( R , P. ) = , FI 0 ,6, 6X, 7 H  F ! Z , Z ) R ZS A 13
RZSA 14 RZSA 15 
RZSA 16 RZSA 17
END
S!JBROUT IN E D IS TR A  ( R , Z , D , NE )
D I M E N S I O N  B { 3 , 1 5 ) , C ( 2 , 1 5 ) , 0 ( 4 , 3 0 )
1=,F10.6,6X,7HE(R,Z)=,F10.6/)
RETURN
T O  FIND D SO T H A T  S T R A I N S  = D *A
W H E R E ( A ( J ) , J = l , N E ) A R E  T H E  C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF TH E L E A S T  S Q U A R E S  B E S T  
F IT  TO A P O L Y N O N I N A L  s u r f a c e , W H E R E  
STRAIN(l)=HDOn STRAIN E(THETA,THETA)= U/R 
STRAIN(2)=RADIAL'STRAIN F!R,P) = DU/DR 
STRAIN!3)=AXIAL S T R A I N  E(Z,Z)= DW/DZ
STRAIN!4)=RADIAL-AXIAL SHEAR STRAIN E(R,Z) = DU/UZ + DW/DR 
B IS RELATED TO U ,C IS RELATED TO W
RZSA 18 
DSTROOl DSTR002
D S T R 0 0 3  DSTR004 
D S T R 0 0 5  
D S Ï R 0 0 6  
0 S T R 007 DSTP008 
DSTR009 D5TR010 DSTROll 
0 S T R  012 DSTR013 0STR014 DSTR015 
DSTR016 
0STR017 
D S T P 0 1 8  DSTP019 
DSTP020
99NW=2*NF DSTP021c . DSTR022nn 10 1=1,4 DSTR073
DO 5 J=1,NW DSTR024D([,J)=0.0 DSTR0255 CONTINUE DSTR026
13 C O N T I N U E D S T R 0 2 7
T on 30 J=1,NE DSTR028
DO 7.0 1 = 1,2 DSTR029R(I,J)=0.0 OSTR030
A C(I,J)=0.& D S T R O O lC 70 C O N T I N U E 0STR032R(3,J)=0.0 DSTR033
30 C O N T I N U E 0STR034C DSTR035C CALCULATING POWERS OF R AND Z D S T R 0 3 6c DSTR037RMI = 1.0/R DSTR038R2=R*R D S T R 039R3=R2*R DSTR040c R 4 = R 3 * R D S T R 0 4 Ic DSTR042c DSTR043Z2=Z*Z DSTR0441 Z3=Z2*Z D S T R 0 4 5Z4=Z3*Z DSTR046c DSTR047
T RZ=R*Z DSTR048R2Z=P2*2 D S T R 0 4 9RZ2=R*Z2 0 S T R 0 5 0c R3Z=R3*Z D S T R 051c R2Z2=R2*Z2 0STR052I c RZ3=R*Z3 DSTR053c D S T R 0 5 4 :, c DSTR055) c DSTR056c DSTR0S7c DSTR058! c DSTR059c DSTR060' ' c E ( T H E T A , T H E T A ) ,  ( H O O P  S T R A I N )  = U / R D S T R 061
} êC DSTR0628(1, 1)=RM1 DSTR063c DSTR0648(1, 7)=1.0 DSTR0658(1, 3)=Z*RM1 DSTR066c DSTR0678(1, 4)=R DSTR0688(1, 5 ) = Z  ■ D S T R 0 6 98(1, 6)=Z2*RM1 DSTR070:5 c _ DSTR0718(1, 7)=R2 DSTRQ728(1, 8)=RZ DSTR073
) 8(1, 9)=Z2 DSTR074B(1,10)=Z3*RM1 D S T R 0 7 5
D 5 T R 0 7 6
8(1,11)=R3 DSTR0778(1,12)=R2Z DSTR0788(1,13)=RZ2 DSTR079
) B( 3, 14) =7.3 DSTR080B(1,15)=Z4*RM1 DSTRQ81c DSTR0823 c 8(1,16)=R4 DSTR083
L_ ..... ;....... . —... — .....----- ».........— ..... .)
ccccccc
z
c
c
c
ccc
'*Ccc
■rCcc
c
c) c c c) c c
f‘
100B(1,17)=R3Z DSTR084
B(1,18)=R2Z2 DSTR085
B(l,lo)=RZ3 DSTR086B(1,20)=Z4 DSTR097B(l,2l)=Z5*RMl DSTR0880STR089
R A D I A L  S T R Â I N = D U / D R  =E(R,R) DSTR090DSTR091
13(2, 2) = 1 . 0 D S T R 0 9 2DSTR093D(2, 4)=2,0*R D S T R 0 9 4
B(2, 5)=Z DSTR095DSTR096B(2, 7)=3,0*R2 0STR0978(2; A)=2.0*RZ D S T R 0 9 8B(2, 9)=Z2 D S T R 099
DSTRIOO0(2,11)=4.0*R3 DSTRIOIB(2,12)=3.0*R2Z D S T R 1 0 2B(2,13)=2.0*RZ2 . D S T R 103
B(2,14)=Z3 D S T R 1 0 4
. DSTR105
B ( 2 , 1 6 ) = 5 . 0 * R 4 D S I R I 06
8 ( 2 , 171=4,0*R3Z DSTR1078(2,181=3.0*R2Z2 D S T R 108B (2,191=2,0*RZ3 DSTR109B(2,20)=Z4 D S T R l l O
A X T A L  S T R A I N  E { Z , Z ) =  DW/OZ
C(l, 3)=1.0
Cîl, 5)=R C(l, 6)=2,0*Z
C(l, 8)=R2 C(], 9)=2.0»RZ
C ( 1 , 1 0 ) = 3 . 0 * Z 2
C(1,12)=R3 C(l,13)=2.0*R2Z 
C(l,]4)=3.0*RZ2 C(Ï,15)=4,0*Z3
C(1,17)=R4 
C C I , 18)=2.0*R3Z C(1,19)=3.0*R2Z2 
C(1,20)=4.0*RZ3 C(1,21)=5.0*Z4
B ( 3 , J ) = D U / n Z  A N D
DO 4 0  J = 1 , N E
C ( 2 , J ) = B C 2 , J )
R(3,J)=C(1,J)
40 C O N T I N U E
B U I L D I N G  UP D F R O M  B A M D  C 
00 50 J=1,NE
C(2,Jj=0W/nR
DSTRll). DSTR112 
D S T R 1 1 3  
D S T R 1 1 4  DSTR115 DSTR116 
0 S T R 1 1 7  
DSTR118 DSTR119 
D S T R 1 2 0  
D S T R 1 2 1  
DSTR122 DSTR123 DSTR124 
D S T P 1 2  5 DSTR126 
D S T R 127 DSTR128 
D S T R 1 2 9  
DSTR130 DSTR131 DSTR132 
D 5 T R 1 3 3  
DSTR134 DSTR135 DSTR136 DSTR137 DSTRT38 
DSTR139 
DSTR140 
0 S T R 141 
D S T R 1 4 2  0STR143 D$TR1&4 DSTR145 DSTR146
cI c c c
) c c cI c c c
 ^ *c c) c rcc ^ c c
1 c
101
n(7,J)=B(2,J)
D(3,J+NF)=C(I,J ) 
n(4,J)=B(3,J)
D(4,J+NFj=C(2,J)
50 C O N T I N U E
RETURN
FMO
SUBROUTINE STRANA(NE,A,SA,STRAIN)
D I M E N S I O N  S T R A I N ( 4 ) , S A (4,30) ,A ( 30)
THIS SEGMENT IS TO  O B T A I N  THE F O U R  C O M P O N E N T S  O F  S T R A I N  
EfTHETA,THETA), E ( R , P ) ,  F ( Z , Z ) ,  E(R,Z)
E ( T H E T A , T H E T A ) = U / R ,  E ( R , R ) = D U / D R ,
E(R,Z)=DU/CZ+DW/DR
SA* A
NW=2*NE 
DO 2 0  1 = 1 , 4
10
20 CONTINUE
E(Z,Z)=DW/DZ,
DSTR147 
DSTR148 
DSTR149 
D S T R 1 5 0  
DSTR151 
0STR152 
DSTR153 
DSTR154 
DSTR155 
D S T R 1 5 6  
D S T R 1 5 7  
STRA 1 
STRA 2 
STRA 3 
STRA 4 
S T R A  5 
STRA 6 
STRA 7
F R O M  THE C O E F F I C I E N T S  A(J) OF THE B E S T  F I T  SURFACE (BY L E A S T  SOB) S T R A  8
S T R A  9
TO THE DISPLACEMENTS, MATRIX SA WAS FORMED BY SUBROUTINE DISTRA.BYSTRA 10:
STRA 11
STRAINS IN TERMS OF D I S P L A C E M E N T  F U N C T I O N S  U A N D  W ARE S T R A  12
STRA 13 
STRA 14 
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STRAIN!I)=0.0 
DO 10 J=1,NW.
S T R A I N  (n  = S T R A I N (  I )+S A ( I , J ) * A ( J )
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STRFFS<STRESS,SE,STRAIN)
DIMENSION STRESS(4),SE(4,4),STRAIN(4)
T HI S S U B R O U T I N E  IS TO O B T A I N  STRESS F R O M  S T R A I N  THE STRESS 
COMPONENTS
S(THETA,THETA), S(R,R), S(Z,Z), S(R,Z)
ARE OBTAINED FROM THE STRAINS
E(THETA,THETA), E(R,R), E(Z,Z), E(R,Z)
BY PRE-NULTIPLING THE STRAINS BY THE MATRIX SF, WHICH REPRESEN 
THE ELASTIC CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS (STRESS STRAIN RELATION ) 
THE MATRIX SE IS FORMED BY THE SUBROUTINE FORMSE
108
SF*A 
nn 20 1=1,4
10
V 20 CONTINUE
C
Cc
RETURN
C
END
&ENTER 
> DATA
GOIBDATA 
1050 
t 30.0 E 06
S T R E S S t I ) = 0 . 0  
D O  1 0 J = 1 ,4 STRESS(1)=STRESS(I)+SE(I,J)*STRATN(J)
C O N T I N U E
2121
0.3
51 1 11
STRE020
5TRE021
STRE022
STRE023
STRE024
S T R E 0 2 5STRE 02 6
STRE027;
STRE028
STRE029
S T R E 0 3 0
S T R E 0 3 1
STRE032
STRE033
S T R E 0 3 4
STRE035
STRE036
5TRE037
